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New GPS Series: Tek sets 
the pace with SmartCursorsM 

and push-button ease. 
Work faster, smarter, with two new 
general purpose scopes from 
Tektronix. The four -channel, 100 MHz 
2246 and 2245 set the new, fast pace for 
measurements at the bench or in the 
field. They're easy to use and afford, by 
design. 

On top: the -2246 with exclusive 
integrated push-button measure- 
ments. Measurements are accessed 
through easy, pop-up menus and imple- 
mented at the touch of a button. Mea- 
sure peak volts, peak -to -peak, ± peak, 
dc volts and gated volts with new hands- 
off convenience and on -screen readout 
of values. 

SmartCursors`" track voltmeter mea- 
surements in the 2246 and visually indi- 
cate where ground and trigger levels are 
located. Or use cursors in the manual 
mode for immediate, effortless measure- 
ment of waveform parameters. 

Both scopes build on performance 
you haven't seen at the bandwidth or 
prices. Lab grade features include 
sweep speeds to 2 ns/div. Vertical sen- 
sitivity of 2 mV/div at full bandwidth for 
low-level signal capture. Plus trigger 
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Features 

Bandwidth 

2246 2245 

100 MHz 100 MHz 

No. of Channels 4 4 

Scale Factor Readout 

SmartCursors' 
Volts Cursors 

Yes Yes 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Time Cursors 

Voltmeter 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Vertical Sensitivity 2 mV div 2 mV/div 

Max. Sweep Speed 

Vert'Hor Accuracy 

Trigger Modes 

2 ns/div 2 ns/div 

2% 2% 

Auto Level, Auto, Norm, TV Field, TV Line. Single Sweep 
Trigger Level Readout 

Weight 

Yes No 

6.1 kg 6.1 kg 

Warranty 

Price 

3 -year on parts and labor including CRT 

$2400 $1875 

sensitivity to 0.25 div at 50 MHz, to 0.5 
div at 150 MHz. 

Accuracy is excellent: 2% at vertical, 
2% at horizontal. And four -channel 
capability includes two channels 
optimized for logic signals. 

Best of all, high performance 
comes with unmatched 

= - ' convenience. You can 
see it and feel it 

-in the 

1 

responsive controls and simple front - 
panel design, in extensive on -screen 
scale factor readouts, and in 
simplified trigger operation that includes 
Tek's Auto Level mode for automatic trig- 
gering on any signal. Start to finish, the 
GPS Series saves steps and simplifies 
tasks. 

Get out in front! Call toll -free today 
to order, to get more details or a vid- 
eotape demonstration. 

1-800-433-2323 
In Oregon, call collect 1-627-9000 
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Featuring four chan- 
nels, flexible triggering, 
extensive CRT readouts 
and push-button ease 
of use, the new Tek 
2246 (left) and 2245 
(above) bring high -qual- 
ity, low-cost analysis to 
diverse applications in 
digital design, field ser- 
vice and manufacturing. 

1ktronix® 
Copyright ' 1986. Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. TTA-469 

COMMIT TED TO E xrELLE N('.E 
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COVER 1 

If you watch TV, you're undoubtedly fa- 
miliar with the phrase, "Closed -captioned 
for the hearing impaired." You may not, 
however, be familiar with closed -caption- r` 
ing itself, or the technology behind it. So build a decoder yourself and 
find out what you've been missing and what closed -captioning is all 
about. 

You don't have to be hearing -impaired to use the decoder. Closed 
captions can be an excellent educational tool. The unit also decodes 
Line -21 teletext, which otters such information as news updates and 
sports scores. To find out more about closed -captioning and how to 
build your own decoder, turn to page 41. 
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NEXT MONTH 
THE DECEMBER ISSUE IS 

ON SALE NOVEMBER 1 

BUILD THE R -E ROBOT 
An exciting project that describes how to design and build a 
very sophisticated robot. 

BUILD A CLOSED -CAPTION DECODER 
Part 2. We include complete construction details. 

SATELLITE -TV SIGNAL SCRAMBLING 
Part 6. Three descrambler circuits you can build for the gated - 
sync, outband, and sinewave scrambling systems. 

TOUCH-TONE ENCODING AND DECODING 
How to use DTMF signals for control. 

COMPUTERS AS TEST INSTRUMENTS 
How the computer is becoming a tool on the workbench. 

COMPUTERS AS DESIGN TOOLS 
New computer software streamlines electronics design. 

As a service to readers. RADIO -ELECTRONICS publishes available plans or Information relating to newsworthy products, 
techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of 
materials and workmanship used by readers, RADIO -ELECTRONICS disclaims any responsibility for the sate and proper 
functioning of reader -built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine. 

Since some of the equipment and circuitry described in RADIO -ELECTRONICS may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such 
equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney. 
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N W! 
Lower Price 
Scanners 

Communications Electronics; 
the world's largest distributor of radio 
scanners, introduces new lower prices 
to celebrate our 15th anniversary. 

Regency/ MX7000-GR 
List price 5699.95/CE price $469.95 
10 -Band, 20 Channel Crystalless AC/DC 
Frequencyrange: 25-550 MHz. continuous coverage 
and 800 MHz. to 1.3 GHz. continuous coverage. 
The Regency MX7000 scanner lets you monitor 
Military, Space Satellites, Government, Railroad, 
Justice Department, State Department, Fish & 

Game, Immigration, Marine, Police and Fire Depart- 
ments, Broadcast Studio Transmitter Links, Aero- 
nautical AM band, Aero Navigation, Paramedics, 
Amateur Radio, plus thousands of other radio 
frequencies most scanners can't pick up. The 
Regency MX7000 is the perfect scanner to receive 
the exciting 1.2 GHz. amateur radio band. 

Regency® Z60-GR 
List price 5299.95/CE price S179.95/SPECIAL 
8 -Band, BO Channel No -crystal scanner 
Bands: 30-50, 88.108, 118-136, 144.174, 440-512 MHz. 

The Regency Z60 covers all the public service 
bands plus aircraft and FM music for a total of 
eight bands. The Z60 also features an alarm 
clock and priority control as well as AC/DC 
operation. Order today. 

Regency® Z45-GR 
List price 5259.95/CE price $1 59.95/SPECIAL 
7 -Band, 45 Channel No -crystal scanner 
Bands: 30-50, 118-136, 144-174, 440-512 MHz. 
The Regency Z45 is very similar to the Z60 model 
listed above however it does not have the commer- 
cial FM broadcast band. The Z45, now at a 
special price from Communications Electronics. 

Regency® RH250B-GR 
List price 5659.00/CE price 5329.95/SPECIAL 
10 Channel 25 Watt Transceiver Priority 
The Regency RH250B is a ten -channel VHF land 
mobile transceiver designed to cover any fre- 
quency between 150 to 162 MHz. Since this 
radio is synthesized, no expensive crystals are 
needed to store up to ten frequencies without 
battery backup. All radios come with CTCSS tone 
and scanning capabilities. A monitor and 
night/day switch is also standard. This trans- 
ceiver even has a priority function. The RH250 
makes an ideal radio for any police or fire 
department volunteer because of its low cost 
and high performance. A 60 Watt VHF 150-162 
MHz. version called the RH600B is available 
for $454.95. A UHF 15 watt version of this radio 
called the RU150B is also available and covers 
450-482 MHz. but the cost is $449.95. 

NEW! Bearcat° 50XL-GR 
List price $199.95/CE price $114.95/SPECIAL 
10 -Band, 10 Channel Handheld scanner 
Bands: 29.7-54, 136-174, 406-512 MHz. 
The Uniden Bearcat 50XL is an economical, 
hand-held scanner with 10 channels covering 
ten frequency bands. It features a keyboard lock 
switch to prevent accidental entry and more. 
Also order part # BP50 which is a rechargeable 
battery pack for $14.95, a plug-in wall charger, 
part # AD100 for$14.95, a carrying case part # 
VC001 for $14.95 and also order optional 
cigarette lighter cable part # PS001 for $14.95. 

Regency 
RH250 

NEW! Scanner Frequency Listings 
The new Fox scanner frequency directories will help 
you find all the action your scanner can listen to. These 
new listings include police, fire, ambulances & rescue 
squads, local government, private police agencies, 
hospitals, emergency medical channels, news media, 
forestry radio service, railroads, weather stations, radio 
common carriers, AT&T mobile telephone, utility com- 
panies, general mobile radio service, marine radio 
service, taxi cab companies, tow truck companies, 
trucking companies, business repeaters, business radio 
(simplex) federal government, funeral directors, vet- 
erinarians, buses, aircraft, space satellites, amateur 
radio, broadcasters and more. Fox frequency listings 
feature call letter cross reference as well as alphabetical 
listing by licensee name, police codes and signals. All 
Fox directories are $14.95 each plus 53.00 shipping. 
State of Alaska-RL019.1: State of Arizona-RL025-1; 
Baltimore, MD/Washington, DC-RL024-1; Buffalo, NY/ 
Erie, PA-RL009.2; Chicago, IL-RL014.1; Cincinnati/ 
Dayton, OH-RLOO6-2; Cleveland, OH-RL017.1: Colum- 
bus, OH-RL003-2; Dallas/Ft. Worth, TX-RL013-1; 
Denver/Colorado Springs, CO-RL027-1; Detroit, MI/ 
Windsor, ON-RLO08.3; Fort Wayne, IN/Lima, OH- 
RL001-1; Hawaii/Guam-RL015.1: Houston, TX- 
RL023-1; Indianapolis, IN-RL022.1; Kansas City, MO/ 
KS-RL011.2; Long Island, NY-RL026-1; Los Angeles, 
CA-RL016.1; Louisville/Lexington, KY-RL007.1: Mil- 
waukee, WI/Waukegan, IL-RL021.1; Minneapolis/St. 
Paul, MN-RLO10.2; Nevada/E. Central CA RL028-1; 
Oklahoma City/Lawton, OK-RL005-2; Orlando/Daytona 
Beach, FL-RL012.1; Pittsburgh, PA/Wheeling, WV- 
RL029-1; Rochester/Syracuse NY-RL020-1; San 
Diego, CA-RL018.I; Tampa/St. Petersburg, FL- 
RL004.2; Toledo, OH-RL002.3. New editions are being 
added monthly. For an area not shown above call Fox at 
800-543-7892. In Ohio call 800-621-2513. 

NEW! Regency® HX1500-GR 
List price 5369.95/CE price 5239.95 
11 -Band, 55 Channel Handheld/Portable 
Search Lockout Priority Bank Select 
Sidelit liquid crystal display EAROM Memory 
Direct Channel Access Feature Scan delay 
Bands. 29-54, 118-136. 144.174, 406-420. 440.512 MHZ 
The new handheld Regency HX1500 scanner is 
fully keyboard programmable for the ultimate in 
versatility. You can scan up to 55 channels at the 
same time including the AM aircraft band. The LCD 
display is even sidelit for night use. Includes belt 
clip, flexible antenna and earphone. Operates on 8 
1.2 Volt rechargeable Ni -cad batteries(not included). 
Be sure to order batteries and battery charger from 
accessory list in this ad. 

Bearcat° 100XL-GR 
List price $349.95/CE price 5203.95/SPECIAL 
9 -Band, 18 Channel Priority Scan Delay 
Search Limit Hold Lockout AC/DC 
Frequency range: 30-50, 118-174, 406-512 MHz 
The world's first no -crystal handheld scanner now has 
a LCD channel display with backlight for low light use 
and aircraft band coverage at the same low price. Size is 
134" x 7'h" x 2Th:' The Bearcat 100XL has wide frequency 
coverage that includes all public service bands (Low, 
High, UHF and "T' bands), the AM aircraft band, the 2 - 

meter and 70 cm. amateur bands, plus military and 
federal government frequencies. Wow...what a scanner! 

Included in our low CE price is a sturdy carrying case, 
earphone, battery charger/AC adapter, six AA ni -cad 
batteries and flexible antenna. Order your scanner now. 

Bearcat° 210XW-GR 
List price $339.95/CE price 5209.95/SPECIAL 
8 -Band, 20 Channel No -crystal scanner 
Automatic Weather Search/Scan AC/DC 
Frequency range: 30-50, 136-174, 406.512 MHz. 
The new Bearcat 21 OXW is an advanced third generation 
scanner with great performance at a low CE price. 

NEW! Bearcat® 145XL-GR 
List price $179.95/CE price 5102.95/SPECIAL 
10 Band, 16 channel AC/DC Instant Weather 
Frequency range: 29-54, 136-174, 420-512 MHz 
The Bearcat 145XL makes a great first scanner. Its low 
cost and high performance lets you hear all the action with 
the touch of a key. Order your scanner from CE today. 

TEST ANY SCANNER 
Test any scanner purchased from Communications 
Electronics' for 31 days before you decide to keep it. If for 
any reason you are not completely satisfied, return it in 
original condition with all parts in 31 days. for a prompt 
refund (less shipping/handling charges and rebate credits). 

Regency 
MX7000 

Regency 
HX1500 

NEW! Bearcat® 800XLT-GR 
List price $499.95/CE price $317.95 
12 -Band, 40 Channel No -crystal scanner 
Priority control Search/Scan AC/DC 
Bands: 29-54, 118-174, 406-512, 806-912 MHz 
The Uniden 800XLT receives 40 channels in two banks. 
Scans 15 channels per second. Size 9'4" x 4'h" x 121/2." 

OTHER RADIOS AND ACCESSORIES 
Panasonic RF-2800-GR Shortwave receiver 5179.95 
11095-GR Unrden Remote mount Radar Detector $128.95 
RD55-GR Unrden Visor mount Radar Detector $98.95 
R09-GR ~den "Passport" size Radar Detector... $199.95 
BC -WA -GA Bearcat Weather Alert' $49.95 
DX1000-3R Bearcat shortwave receiver SALE... 5349.95 
PC22-GR Uniden remote mount CB transceiver 599.95 
PC55-GP Uniden mobile mount CB transceiver 559.95 
81080-GR Regency 10 channel scanner SALE 592.95 
MX3000-GR Regency 30 channel scanner $229.95 
XL158-GR Regency 10 channel scanner $139.95 
UC102-GR Regency VHF 2 ch. 1 Watt transceiver 5124.95 
P1405-GR Regency 5 amp regulated power supply... 569.95 
P1412 -GA Regency 12 amp reg. power supply 5164.95 
MA258-C R Drop -in charger for H X1 200 8 HX1500 584.95 
MA518-GR Wall charger for HX1500 scanner $14.95 
MA516-GR Carrying case for HX1500 scanner 514.95 
MA257-GR Cigarette lighter cord for HX12/1500 519.95 
NA917-GR Ni -Cad battery pack for HX1200 $34.95 
3MMX7000-GR Svc. man. for MX70008 MX5000 519.95 
5M M X3e00-G R Service man. for Regency M x3000 $19.95 
B-4-GR 1.2 V AAA Ni -Cad batteries (set of four) $9.95 
B-8-GR 1.2 V AA Ni -Cad batteries (set of eight) .... 517.95 
FB- E-GR Frequency Directory for Eastern U.S.A.... $14.95 
FB-W-GR Frequency Directoryfor Western U.S.A.... 514.95 
ASO-GR Air Scan Directory $14.95 
SRF-GR Survival Radio Frequency Directory $14.95 
TSG-GR 'Top Secret" Registry of U.S. Govt. Freq $14.95 
TIC-GR -echniques for Intercepting Comm. $14.95 
RRF-GR Railroad frequency directory $14.95 
CIE-GR Covert Intelbgenct, Elect. Eavesdropping 514.95 
A60-GR Magnet mount mobile scanner antenna 535.95 
A70-GR Base station scanner antenna $35.95 
USAMM-GR Mag mount VHF/UHF ant. wit 2'cable 539.95 
USAK-GR'A" hole mount VHF/UHF ant. w/ 17' cable 535.95 
USATL1iY-GR Trunk lip mount VHF/UHF antenna 535.95 
Add $3.00 shipping for all accessories ordered at the same time. 
Add $12 00 shipping per shortwave receiver. 
Add $7.00 shipping per scanner and 53.00 per antenna 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
To get the fastest delivery from CE of any scanner, 
send o phone your order directly to our Scanner 
Distribution Center Michigan residents please add 4% 
sales tax or supply your tax I.D. number. Written pur- 
chase orders are accepted from approved government 
agencies and most well rated firms at a 10% surcharge 
for net 10 billing. All sales are subject to availability, 
acceptance and verification. All sales on accessories 
are final Prices, terms and specifications are subject to 
change without notice. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Out 
of stock items will be placed on backorder automatically 
unless CE is instructed differently. A 55.00 additional 
handling fee will be charged for all orders with a 
merchandise total under 550.00. Shipments are F.O.B. 
Ann Artor, Michigan. No COD's. Most products that we 
sell have a manufacturer's warranty. Free copies of 
warranties on these products are available prior to 
purchase by writing to CE. Non -certified checks require 
bank clearance. Not responsible for typographical errors. 

Mai/ orders to: Communications Electron- 
ics" Box 1045, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
U.S.A. Add $7.00 per scanner for R.P.S./U.P.S. 
ground shipping and handling in the continental 
U.S.A. For Canada, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, 
or APO/FPO delivery, shipping charges are 
three times continental U.S. rates. If you have a 
Discover, Visa or Master Card, you may call and 
place a credit card order. Order toll -free in the 
U.S. Dial In Canada, order toll - 
free by calling 800-221-3475. WUI Telex any- 
time, dial 671-0155. If you are outside the U.S. 
or in Michigan dial 313-973-8888. Order today. 
Scanner Distribution Center and CE logos are trade- 
marks of Communications Electronics Inc. 
I Bearcat is a registered trademark of Uniden Corporation. 

Regency is a registered trademark of Regency Electronics 
Inc. AD 5070286-GR 
Copynghte 1986 Communications Electronics Inc. 

For credit card orders call 
1 -800 -USA -SCAN 

TY 

COMMUNICATIONS 
ELECTRONICS INC. 

Consumer Products Division 
P.O. Box 1045 0 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1045 U.S.A. 
Ca11800-USA-SCAN or outside U.S.A. 313.973-8888 
CIRCLE 79 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 3 



HAT'S NEWS 
Kodak claims quantum leap in new imaging sensor 

Eastman Kodak Co. scientists re- 
port development of a solid-state 
monochrome imaging sensor ca- 
pable of imaging 1.4 million indi- 
vidual picture elements (pixels.) 
The picture element size is only 6.8 
microns-about one -tenth the 
width of a human hair. That makes 
it possible to put the megapixel 
sensor on a 6 x 9 millimeter chip, 
which formerly held only about 
250,000 conventional pixels. The 
breakthrough is due to a revolu- 
tionary new design-now in the 
process of being patented-that 
uses only half as many transistor 
gates per imaging cell as do pres- 
ent sensors. 

A major challenge facing the re- 
search team was to achieve the ul- 
tra -clean processing techniques 
necessary in manufacturing so 
small a chip. In a memory chip of 
the same size a few spare cells can 
be added to substitute for defec- 
tive ones, but each cell in an imag- 
ing chip is "part of the picture," 
and a microscopic speck of dust 
shows up like a boulder. 

KODAK'S NEW MONOCROME CCD SEN- 
SOR, shown at the left of the circuit hoard, 
has a resolution of 1.4 million pixels. 

The first commercial application 
of the new chip will be a camera 
produced by Kodak subsidiary 
Videk, a company formed to serve 
the machine vision market. The 
new camera will be used for both 
advanced scientific and industrial 
applications. 

While the first application of the 
sensor technology is for limited, 
specialized uses, a Kodak 
spokesman says that "it may well 
one day find application in profes- 
sional and consumer products." 

U. S. trade organizations join 
forces in Japan 

The American Electronics 
Association (AEA) and the 
Electronic Industries Association 
(EIA), the two largest American 
electronics trade associations, 
merged their Tokyo offices into a 

single U. S. electronics industry fa- 
cility as of last July 1. The goal of 
the new entity, now called the U. 
S. Electronics Industry Japan Of- 
fice, is to improve the environ- 
ment for all U. S. electronics 
companies doing business in or 
with Japan. 

A "galloping negative trade bal- 
ance" between the United States 
and Japan was cited as one of the 

reasons for the cooperative effort. 
"In 1980, U.S./Japan trade in elec- 
tronic products and services re- 
sulted in a deficit of $3.9 billion. In 
1985, it was $17.6 billion," reports 
AEA president J. Richard Iverson. 

Zenith gives top award to stereo 
TV inventor 

The Robert Adler Technical Ex- 
cellence Award of the Zenith 
Electronics Corp. was awarded to 
company scientist Carl G. Filers at 
Zenith's annual Inventors' Ban- 
quet. He is a co -inventor of two 
broadcast industry standards- 
stereo-TV sound and stereo -FM ra- 
dio broadcasting technology. 
Filers, manager of systems re- 

search and development for color 
televison, headed the group that 
developed Zenith's MTS (multi- 
channel TV Sound) stereo -TV 
transmission system. More than 
250 U.S. TV stations have begun 
using the Zenith system since ster- 
eo -TV broadcasting was approved 
in March 1984. That number is ex- 
pected to double by the end of 
next year. 

New heart -rate monitor 
operates like radar 

A device for remotely measuring 
human heart and respiration rates 
works by reflecting electronic 
waves oft the subject's chest in a 

fashion similar to that of radar. The 
device, just patented by RCA, di- 
rects two microwave beams of dif- 
ferent frequencies toward the 
person being examined. Those 
beams are reflected back and re- 
corded. 

Since low-trequency signals 
penetrate the body to a greater 
depth than high -frequency ones, 
signals coming from different 
depths of the human body can be 
distinguished. The high -frequen- 
cy signal is used to measure respi- 
ration rate, while the low -frequen- 
cy one measures heart rate. The 
strength of the signals is well be- 
low the safety limits recom- 
mended by the American National 
Standards Institute. 

Since the device is wireless and 
can operate up to eight feet from 
the person observed, it requires 
no attachments to the body. No 
clothing need be removed and 
there is no disturbance of the sub- 
ject's freedom of movement. 

The unit is expected to be useful 
for checking the heart and lung 
pertormance of astronauts, pilots, 
and other military personnel in 
training. An early version of the 
instrument is now being tested by 
the U.S. Army, which sponsored 
its development. R -E 
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New and Used Electroni: Test Equipment 
Saves Service Rental Leasing 

H A 1"1 E G Oscilloscopes with Component Tester warranty 
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HM 204-2 DC to 

Component Tester 
Deflection: 5mV/cm 

Y -Magnification 
Timebase: 0.1 

X -Magnification 
Sweep delay: 100 

Calibrator: square 
1 kHz/1 MHz switchable, 

for probe compensation, 
0.2V and 2V ± 1%. 

!_ o 

20MHz 3629.00 

to 20V/cm 
x 5 

us/cm to 0.5s/cm 
x 10 

ns to 0.1 s. 

-wave generator, 
risetime<5ns, 

output voltages: 

HM 605 DC to 60 MHz 3899.00 

Component Tester 
Deflection: 5mV/cm to 20V/cm 

Y -Magnification x 5 

Y -Output from Ch.I or Ch.11: 
X45 mV/cm into 50g. 

Timebase: 5Ons/cm to 1 s/cm 
X -Magnification x 10 

Sweep delay: 100ns to 0.1s. 

HM 203-6 DC to 20MHz $489.00 

Rectangular screen, internal graticule 
8x1Ocm. 
Deflection: 5mV/cm to 20V/cm 

Timebase: 0.5us/cm to 0.2s/cm 
X -Magnification x 10 

Component Tester 
Test voltage: max. 8.5Vrms (open circuit) 
Test current: max. 24mA rms (shorted) 

7 
. _ - - /i r f;{ ;; HM 205 3799.00 

Real-time - See 203-6 
......_ 

- _ - , 
-it' l - a 

' ®,1 
w 

= 
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Modular 
System 

ATTACHES TO ALL HAMEG SCOPES ON THIS 

HM 8001 2 BAY Mainframe 
HM 8002 4 BAY Mainframe 
HM 8011-2 Digital Multimeter 41/2 digits 
HM 8014 Milli Ohm Meter 
HM 8021-2 Counter, 0.1 Hz -1 GHz 
HM 8027 Distortion Meter 
HM 8030-2 Function Gen. 0.1 Hz -1 MHz 
HM 8032 Sine Wave Gen. 20Hz 20MHz 
HM 8035 Pulse Generator, 2Hz-20MHz 
HM 8037 Low Dist. Sine Gen.5Hz-50kHz 
HM 8040 Triple Power Supply 
HM 8045 Oscilloscope Calibrator 

) 

8000 

PAGE! 

$228.00 
call SOON 

298.00 

298.00 
324.00 
248.00 
288.00 
288.00 
455.00 

248.00 

278.00 

378.00 

Specifications 
Digital Storage-- 

Operating modes: Refresh and Single with Reset (incl. LED 
indication for Ready), Hold Ch.I, Hold Ch.11.1024x8 bit for each chan. 
Sample rate: max. 100kHz. Resolution: vertical 28 pts/cm, horiz. 
100 pts/cm. 
Option: Interlace for plotter. 

Component Tester 

fl;;&,HM 
- 

Digital Storage 
Operating modes: 
Hold Ch.11, Plot 
storage, Dot Joining 
Sample rate: 
or 100 pts/cm. 
Plotter output: 
Output Imped.: 
Output speed 
Option: Lithium 

----- HM 208 32,380.00 

208-I $2,860.00 ;',)9; (with IEEE Interface) 
1: 

-. Real-time - See 203-6 
Specifications 

XY, Roll, Refresh, Single (LED ind.), Hold Ch.l, 
I and Plot II with read-out check on screen, backing 

button. 2 x 1024 x 8bit for each ch. 
max. 20MHz. Resolution: vert. 28 pts/cm, horiz. 200 

vertical 0.1V/cm, horizontal 0.1V/cm. 
100n each. Penlift: TTL/CMOS compat. 

rate: 5-10-20/10-20-40 s/cm. 

battery for memory backup. 

CIRCLE 126 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
CALL US TOLL FREE 

1-800-732-3457 
IN CALIFORNIA TOLL FREE 

1-800-272-4225 

Master Charge 
VISA IN COD 
Money Order 
Check 

41k ADD FOR SHIPPING AND INSURANCE 
SO to $250.00 $4.50 
$251.00 to 500.00 $6.50 
$501.00 to $750.00 $8.50 
$751.00 to $1000 $12.50 
over $1000.00 515.00/1000 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

RAG ELECTRON ICS, INC. / 21418 Parthenia Street/ Canoga Park, CA 91 304 / 1-818-998-6500 

HITACHILEADER 
Mitachi Derfhi. E t,strv*>er,tscorp«aton 

1- Polaroid 
POWER 

DESIGNS 

- 

- i111J9-1d1 
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VIDEO 
NEWS 

More camcorders. This year's hottest 
product is the camera -recorder combination, or 
camcorder. It's available in three different formats 
(8mm, VHS, and VHS -C). Manufacturers are 
choosing up sides, and it's obvious that the VHS 
group is engaged in a boycott of the upstart 8mm 
format. Under pressure from JVC, which 
invented VHS, most of the group has endorsed 
VHS -C rather than 8mm as their miniaturized 
format. But some manufacturers are hedging 
their bets. Matsushita, which owns both 
Panasonic and Quasar, is making 8mm equipment 
for Eastman Kodak as well as a very lightweight 
8mm camcorder for Olympus. Hitachi is 
manufacturing 8mm camcorders for Minolta and 
Pentax. Neither manufacturer sells 8mm 
equipment under its own brand name. 

The photography marketers are also hedging 
their bets. Some are selling multiple formats. 
Pentax is fielding both the full-sized VHS and 
8mm camcorders; Minolta went whole hog and is 
marketing units in all three formats. 

The little 8mm camcorder that Matsushita 
makes for Olympus is quite impressive. It weighs 
only 3.3 pounds and has autofocus, a solid-state 
CCD pickup, and all the other goodies. The 
Hitachi -made versions for Minolta and Pentax 
also look like w -inners, weighing just 3.08 pounds 
for the Minolta and 3.2 pounds for the Pentax; 
both units feature MOS pickup, autofocus, and 
more. 

The Minolta VHS -C compact unit is the first 
VHS -C machine to be shown that wasn't 
completely manufactured by JVC. The recorder 
section is a. JVC product, but the camera portion 
is made by Minolta Instead of the solid-state 
pickup used in the completely JVC-made units, 
the Minolta camcorder has a Saticon tube and 
weighs a relatively heavy 4.4 pounds; by 
comparison, a JVC VHS -C camcorder weighs 2.9 
pounds. 

Vidiwall. That's the name of the show - 
stealer in London's hit musical, "Chess." While a 
musical about a chess championship seems 
unlikely, its "star" is even more unusual. It's a 
matrix of 64 large -screen television sets, 

weighing a total of 3.8 tons. Vidiwall is suspended 
at center stage, above the actors. In addition, two 
32 -set ban.ks of televisions are set up at the left 
and right of ,he stage. That makes for 128 TV - 
screens in all. The producers were forced to 
reduce the number of screens to 128 because the 
video was upstaging the "other" actors. 

Programing is provided by six Laserdisc 
players as well as by six on-stage cameras. Glass 
Laserdiscs, rather than the familiar plastic ones, 
are used as the material is continuously updated 
during the run of the show. 

All of the TV screens are perfectly color - 
matched. That leads to one of the show's major 
problems. If one of the sets fails, its replacement 
must be matched to preserve the color harmony. 

Vidiwall was built by Philips. There is no word 
on when or if the show will open in New York, 
but if it does, it is likely that PAL equipment will 
still be used. due to that system's better color 
consistency. 

VCR prices falling again. Amid all the talk 
about the rise in the price of the Yen against the 
Dollar, have you wondered why VCR and color -TV 
prices haven't risen noticeably? Many people 
have, but the explanation is relatively simple. In 
the case of VCR's, the Japanese are building them 
faster than they can be sold, even in today's 
booming market, and this summer nearly 
3,000,000 unsold ursts accumulated in U.S. 
warehouses. 

At the same time, the Japanese improved their 
efficiency and worked mightily ,o keep costs 
down. The result was that while the Yen's value 
against the Dollar increased by about one-third, 
the factory costs of VCR's were up only about five 
percent or so. Competition among the more - 
than -80 VCR brands here also tended to push 
prices down. 

Generally speaking, the same factors have kept 
the price of color TV -sets depressed. Additionally, 
many Japanese manufacturers assemble their 
sets in other countries, including the U.S. The 
result is that production costs are not as closely 
tied to fluctuations in the value of the Yen and 
therefore remained more stable. R -E 
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SAVE 50% ON FLUKE DMralli H 
WITH PURCHASE OF 

!TED 
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TIME 
DD 

Téktronic OSCILLOSCOPES 

FROM JOSEPH ELECTRONICS 

NEW CRT READOUT 100 MHz FOUR -CHANNEL SCOPES 
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FAMOUS TEK 2200 SERIES 60/100MHz DUAL -CHANNEL SCOPES 

A real price breakthrough in lab -grade scopes from Tektronix. 

The 2246 and 2245 both feature Scale factor readout 

2mV/division vertical sensitivity 2% vertical and horizontal 

accuracy Four vertical inputs 3-yeot warranty. 

The 2246 also features: Pop-up menus at the touch of a button 

On -screen voltage, and time and trigger -level readouts 

Exclusive Smart Cursors'" track voltage measurements. 

t 

Model 2245 $1,875 Model 2246 $ 2,400 

The 60MHz 2213A 2215A and 100MHz 2235 and 2236 are 

industry leaders for value and performance 2mV/division 

vertical sensitivity Advanced triggering for stable displays 

X -Y operation 3 -year warranty Dual -time base delayed - 

sweep measurements (2t.b. on 2213A) Integrated counter/ 

timer/multimeter on 2236. 

60MHz 2213A $1,275 

60MHz 2215A $1,525 

'100MHz 2235 $1,575 

'100MHz 2236 $2,650 

BUY ANY TEKTRONIX SCOPE ABOVE AND SAVE 50% ON ANY FLUKE DMM BELOW. 

LIMIT ONE DMM PER SCOPE. NO LIMIT ON NUMBER OF SCOPE/DMM PACKAGES! 

FLUKE 70 AND 20 SERIES ANALOG/DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 

Full 3 -year factory warranty 

Authorized distributor for Tektronix, 

Fluke and 30 other instrument lines 

40 years of industry service - 
Buy with confidence 

On this limited -time super special you can buy a Fluke 73. 75, 77, 21 or 23 

at below rock -bottom pricing! 

All units feature: 3Y. digit, 3200 

count LCD displays 31 segment 

analog bar graph Single rotary 

control Auto ranging and polar- 

ity Tough textured case Con- 

tinuity beeper and diode test 

(except 73) 2000 hour battery 

life Range hold (except 73) The 

77 and 23 also feature exclusive 

Touch Hold- to lock -in your 

measurement 21 and 23 series 

DMM's feature protection from 

high-energy overloads; survives 

6kV transients. 

Model 73 reg. $85 $42.50 
Model 75 reg. $90 $49.50 

Standard Equipment 
Safety -designed test leads. 

manua;, battery and spare fuse. 

The multipurpose C70 holster is 

included with the 77 and 23. 

Basic Accuracy 
(% of reading + number of digits) 

73 75, 21 77, 23 

DC Voltage 0.7% + 1 0.5% + 1 0.3% + 1 

AC Voltage 3`/°r2 2%+2 2°°+2 

Ohms 1% f 1 0.7%+ 1 0.5°° + 1 

DC Current 2% -2 1.5% + 2' 1.5% r 2' 

AC Current 3% - 2 3% + 2 3% + 2 

'2%2wn21 and 73 

Model 77 reg. $129 $64.50 
Model 21 reg. $99 $49.50 

FREE shipping and handling on Tektronix and Fluke 

to U.P.S. Shipable Destinations! 

LIMITED TIME OFFER PHONE TODAY TOLL -FREE! 

1-800-323-5925 (In Illinois 1-312-297-4200) 

VISA-MASTERCARD-DISCOVER 
CARDS WELCOMED. OPEN 

ACCOUNT ORDERS TO RATED 

OMPANIES. Illinois residents add 7°6 tax. 

'11 

Free 116 page Joseph Electronics 

discount instrument catalog with your 

order or on request. 

Mode) 23 reg. S145 $72.50 
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scor a sest Dear Customer, From: Drew Kaplan 
Escort turned down our $10,000 head to head challenge described below. Escort says that Maxon's Radar Detector is 

"primitive", "bottom -end" and "an off -shore produced electronics 'gadget' ". I don't know about you, but to me these words 
conjure up visions of a cheap toy being produced off in the middle of a rice paddy somewhere in the middle of nowhere. 

Escort, on the other hand, which is mean a high manufacturing cost. is a top notch company. They make a 
made in the U.S., exudes a high cost, There's no question in my mind that superb product I'd be proud to sell. And, 
quality image. Don't you just bet that it Maxon can manufacture cheaper in an off- they have great customer service. 
costs a fortune to build Escort and Pass- shore 'rice paddy', but if you pay $245 for DAK has great toll free technical and 
port (the smaller version)? Escort or $295 for Passport, it should be regular customer service. But, I'd be the 

Well, we are going to challenge Es- based on a head to head test with Maxon, first to admit that with over $45 million 
cort AGAIN to a head to head 'duel to not on perceived retail price points. in profits, Escort can probably run cir- 
the death' on Maxon's electronic merits FORGET PRICE COMPLETELY cles around us in advertising, and may - 
alone. And, we plan to win. But first So, forget that Escort costs $245, be even in service. But, I don't think they 
there are a few things you should know. Passport $295, and Maxon $9990. Let's can beat Maxon's Radar Detector. 

Cincinnati Microwave, the company judge them on their own merits. And, HOW GOOD IS GOOD? 
that makes Escort 8 Passport, is a public let's look at just what Escort itself has to When Escort was introduced, it was 
company. And being public, they have to say about our challenge. (Please read revolutionary. But, you can only go so 
file financial information with the SEC. DAK's and Escort's letters to the right.) far. And in my opinion (someone else 

The public information they have pub- Escort says that, "Regardless of the might object), radar detecting has gone 
lished appears to show that in the year results, such an event lends credibility about as far as it can go. So, while Escort 
that ended Dec. 1985, Cincinnati Micro- to the challenger." Well, they are abso- has made improvements, it's Maxon who 
wave with "substantially all of its revenues lutely correct. That's why I put up the has moved mountains to catch up. 
and profits derived from the sale of radar $10,000 in the first place. Fair is fair. DAK UPs THE ANTE TO $20,000 
warning receivers" made an operating Plus, there are several radar detectors Now I realize that next to $45 million 
profit of about $45,810,000 on sales of that claim to have won this or that rank- dollars, $20,000 isn't much, but it's a lot 
about $1 12,605,000. Wow! ing in "Independent Magazine Reviews." to DAK. And, I'll even go one step farther. 

The $45 million profit is after all en- So, I'm ignoring any reviews and asking I'll print the exact results of the test, win, 
gineering, selling and General &Admin- for a one on one, head to head test. lose, draw, or no-show in the first catalog 
istrative expenses, but before taxes. But look at what Escort says in their I publish after January 1, 1987. 

Their cost of sales (goods) was only letter: "Range is the easiest detector Escort, the ball is now in your court. 
about $40,027,000. So, if you divide quality to measure, but by no means the Below is the "NEW" version of my chal - 
$40,027,000 by $1 12,605,000 it doesn't only important quality." Wow, I thought lenge with the time and amount changed. 
take a genius to figure out that cost of range was really important?? Escort re- I don't know what else DAK or Maxon 
goods represents an average of only fers to "goodness" being determined by can do to prove that the RD -1 Superheter- 
about 35.5% of selling price. Wow! things not so easily measured. odyne Detector should be judged on its 

I only bring up their profit to illustrate Well frankly, I don't know how to mea- head to head performance against Escort, 
that a high retail price doesn't always sure "goodness". Escort, in my opinion, not on its selling price! 

WAS $10,000 

A $20,000 Challenge To Escort 
Let's cut through the Radar Detector Glut. We challenge Escort to a one on one Distance and Falsing 'duel to the 
death' on the highway of their choice. If they win, the $20,000 (was $10,000) check pictured below is theirs. 

By Drew Kaplan 
We've put up our $20,000 (was 10). 

We challenge Escort to take on Maxon's 
new Dual Superheterodyne RD -1 $9990 
radar detector on the road of their choice 
in a one on one conflict. 

Even Escort says that everyone com- 
pares themselves to Escort, and they're 
right. They were the first in 1978 to use 
superheterodyne circuits and they've got 
a virtual stranglehold on the magazine 
test reports. 

But, the real question today is: 1) How 
many feet of sensing difference, if any, is 
there between this top of the line Maxon 
Detector and Escort's? And 2) Which 
unit is more accurate at interpreting real 
radar versus false signals? 

So Escort, you pick the road (contin- 
ental U.S. please). You pick the equip- 
ment to create the false signals. And 
finally, you pick the radar gun. 

Maxon and DAK will come to your 
highway with engineers and equipment 
to verify the results. And oh yes, we'll 
have the $20,000 check (pictured) to 
hand over if you beat us by more than 10 
feet in either X or K band detection. 

BOB SAYS MAXON IS BETTER 
Here's how it started. Maxon ís a mam- 

moth electronics prime manufacturer. 
They actually make all types of sophis- 
ticated electronic products for some of 
the biggest U.S. Electronics Companies. 
(No, they don't make Escort's). 

VOL. 

OFF 

CITY 

HWY 

RD -1 DETECTOR 

ANTI-FALSING 
DUAL SUPERHETERODYNE maxon 

Bob Thetford, the president of Maxon 
Systems Inc., and a friend of mine, was 
explaining their new RD -1 anti-falsing 
Dual Superheterodyne Radar detector 
to me. I said "You know Bob, I think 
Escort really has the market locked up." 
He said, "Our new design can beat theirs". 

So, since I've never been one to be in 
second place, I said, "Would you bet 

$20,000 (10) that you can beat Escort?" 
And, as they say, the rest is history. 

By the way, Bob is about 6'9" tall, so if 
we can't beat Escort, we can sure scare 
the you know what out of them. But, Bob 
and his engineers are deadly serious 
about this 'duel'. And you can bet that 
our $20,000 (was $10,000) is serious. 

...Next Page Please 



...Challenge Continued 
We ask only the following. 1) The public 

be invited to watch. 2) Maxon's Engin- 
eers as well as Escort's check the radar 
gun and monitor the test and the results. 

3) The same car be used in both tests. 
4) We'd like an answer from Escort no 

later than December 31, 1986 and 60 
days notice of the time and place of the 
conflict. And, 5) We'd like them to come 
with a $20,000 (was $10,000) check 
made out to DAK if we win. 

,mar 

" o 
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SO,WHAT'S 
DUAL SUPERHETERODYNE? 

Ok, so far we've set up the conflict. 
Now let me tell you about the new dual 
superheterodyne technology that lets 
Maxon leap ahead of the pack. 

It's a technology that tests each sus- 
pected radar signal 4 separate times 
before it notifies you, and yet it explodes 

into action in just 1/4 of one second. 
Just imagine the sophistication of a 

device that can test a signal 4 times in 
less than 1/4 of one second. Maxon's 
technology is mind boggling. 
But, using it isn't. This long range de- 
tector has all the bells and whistles. It 
has separate audible sounds for X and K 
radar signals because you've only got 
about 1/3 the time to react with K band. 

There's a 10 step LED Bar Graph Meter 
to accurately show the radar signal's 

1 

strength. And, you won't have to look at 
a needle in a meter. You can see the Bar 
Graph Meter with your peripheral vision 
and keep your eyes cn the road and put 
your foot on the brake. 

So, just turn on the Power/Volume 
knob, clip it to your visor or put it on your 
dash. Then plug in its cigarette lighter 
cord and you're protected. 

And you'll have a very high level of 
protection. Maxon's Dual Conversion 
Scannsng Superheterodyne circuitry 
combined with its ridge guide wideband 
horn internal antenna, really ferrets out 
radar signals. 

r : 
By the way Escort, we'll be happy to 

have our test around a bend in the road 
or over a hill. Maxon's detector really 
picks up 'ambush type' radar signals. 

And the key word is 'radar', not trash 
signals. The 4 test check system that 
operates in 1/4 second gives you ex- 
tremely high protection from signals from 
other detectors, intrusion systems and 
garage door openers. 

So, when the lights and X or K band 
sounds explode into action, take care, 
there's very likely police radar nearby. 
You'll have full volume control, and a 

City/Highway button reduces the less 
important X band reception in the city. 

Maxon's long range detector comes 
complete with a visor clip, hook and 
loop dash board mounting, and the power 
cord cigarette adaptor. 

Iz's much smaller than Escort at just 
3'W' Wide, 43/."" deep and 1 Y2" high. It's 
backed by Maxon's standard limited war- 
ranty. Note from Drew: 1) Use of radar 
detectors is illegal in some states. 

2) Speeding is dangerous. Use this 
detector to help keep you safe when you 
forget, not to get away with speeding. 

OAK 

CHECK OUT RADAR YOURSELF 
RISK FREE 

Put this detector on your visor. When 
it sounds, look around for the police. 
There's a good chance you'll be saving 
money in fines and higher insurance 
rates. And, if you slow down, you may 
even save lives. 

If you aren't 100% satisfied, simply 
return it in its original box within 30 days 
for a courteous refund. 

To get your Maxon, Dual Superheter- 
odyne, Anti-Falsing Radar Detector risk 
free with your credit card, call toll free or 
send your check for just $99'0 ($4 P&H). 
Order No. 4407. CA res add tax. 

OK Escort, it's up to you. We've got 
$20,000 (10) that says you can't beat 
Maxon on the road. Your answer, please? 
Escort end Passport ere reentered tredemerka of Cincinnati Microwave. 

iimig 
ÍMCYSTRIES 

Cell Toll Free For Credit Card Orders Only 
24 Hours A Day 7 Deya A Week 

1-800-325-0800 
For Toll Free Information, Call 6AM-5PM Monday -Friday PST 

Technical Information....1-800-272 -3200 
Any Other Inquiries 1-800-423-2866 
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304 
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SEE TEXT 

FIG. 1 

STUN -GUN ERRORS 

As a long-time subscriber, I en- 
joy Radio -Electronics very much, 
especially the smaller con- 
struction articles. 

However, I question whether 
the construction article dealing 
with the Stun Gun (September 
1986) should have been published. 
It is dangerous to put such equip- 
ment in the hands of persons who 
might misuse it. 

Referring to the schematic for 
that article: In order to recharge 
the battery, the i in button (Si) 
needs to be closed! I would return 
the charger input directly to the 
negative terminal of the battery, 
rather than to ground. 

keep up the articles- 
ComputerDigest also. I have built 
the voice synthesizer project using 
the SPO-156-Al2. 
RODNEY B. l_EWIS 
Seymour, MO 

Air. I ewis is correct; the charger 
jacks return should connect to the 
negative terminal of the battery, 
not to ground. The correct sche- 
matic is shown in Fig. 1. In addi- 

C2 
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HIGH -VOLTAGE 

OUTPUT 
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(I 

o 
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LETTERS 
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Electronics, and I am very much 
disturbed by the cover article, 
"Build This Stun Gun." The tact 
that you would run directions for 
building the gun bothers me less 
than the manner in which you 
present the project. 

Considering that this is a power- 
ful and dangerous electronic item, 
which can cause a significant 
amount of pain to anyone it is used 
on, you were quite right to post 
the warning on page 41. That warn- 
ing reads, in part: "THIS DEVICE IS 
NOT A TOY. We present it for edu- 
cational and experimental pur- 
poses only . . . and you should 
never, repeat, never use it on an- 
other person!" You go on to warn 

A G 

+1---D3- 
->f- D4- -- A7-- 
+1- D6- 
44- D5 - 

B F 

H C 

-R1- 
+I --D2- 

!C1 Ti 

1 --DI- 
E D 

R3 

J1I v 60 

CHARGER 
OUTPUT 

FIG. 2 

tion, due to a printing error, 
several components (CI, D7, and 
Ji) were not reproduced in the 
parts -placement diagram; Fig. 2 
shows how those components 
should be mounted. We apologize 
for those errors.-Editor 

DISTURBED BY OUR COVER 
The library where I work just re- 

ceived the September 1986 Radio - 
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of the severe physiological risks 
involved for anyone the gun is 
used on. 

However, the effect of your 
warning is completely negated by 
the cover photograph, which is re- 
peated on the first page of the arti- 
cle: It shows a young woman 
pointing a stun gun in a very ag- 
gressive fashion at a person who 
holds a knife blade aimed at her 
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Reliable 

Replacement 
Semiconductors 

RCAs new SKGuide 
gives you fast, 
accurate solid state 

ts. 
In the world of semiconductor 
replacements, no one outper- 
forms RCA's engineering excel- 
lence. We're in the business of 
manufacturing semiconductors, 
so you can depend on our 
reliability. 

Our new, expanded RCA SK 
Guide to Reliable Replacement 
Semiconductors lists more than 
2,900 SK and KH types that 
replace over 214,000 industry 
types. And, for the first time, 
QMOS logic devices and an 
extensive line of RF types are 
included. 

The new RCA SK Replace- 
ment Guide (SKG202E). It's the 
only solid state replacement 
source you need. For a copy, see 
your RCA SK Distributor. Or mail 
a check or money order for 
$3.25 to RCA Distributor and 
Special Products Division, Box 
597, Woodbury, New Jersey 
08096-2088. 

RCI1 So 
SKlid 

Stat 
Replaceement 
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face. Effective advertising that may 
be, but it rather contradicts your 
warnings. 

Please show enough respon- 
sibility and consistency in the tu- 
ture to heed your own warnings. It 
an item is too dangerous to be 
used on a person, you should not 
depict it in a way that implies it is 
being used on someone. 
CATHERINE COX 
Sunnyvale, CA 

COMPONENTS NOT SHOWN 

I have been looking over your 
articles on the FET Stereo Amp pre- 
sented in the June, July, and Au- 
gust issues, and I plan on building 
it, little by little. I am no expert in 
electronics, but it seems to me that 
you forgot to show where C238, 
C239, and R220 were supposed to 
he placed in Fig. 13 of the August 
installment. I would also like to 
know whether I should use 25- or 
50 -volt capacitors for C132 and 
C232. 
TODD AUSMAN 
LaCrosse, WI 

In the right -channel preamp, 

R220 mounts in the unused pads 
beneath Q200 and Q201. In the 
right -channel power amp, power - 
supply bypass capacitors C238 and 
C239 mount in the unused pads 
beneath Q209. Vie ving the board 
from the component side, mount 
C238 to the right of D207, horizon- 
tally, with the + side to the right. 
Mount C239 to the right 01 C238, 
vertically, more or less in line with 
8255. Use 50 -volt devices for C132 
and C232.-Editor. 

COMPUTER GRAPHICS 
CONFERENCE 

The University of Oregon is 
pleased to announce the Filth An- 
nual Pacific Northwest Computer 
Graphics Conference, to be held 
on Monday and Tuesday, October 
27 and 28, in Eugene, Oregon, at 
the Eugene Conference Center/ 
Hilton Hotel Complex and the 
Hult Center for the Performing 
Arts. This year's Conference will 
once again focus on leading -edge 
computer -graphics applications in 
a multi -disciplinary context. Art- 
ists, engineers, designers, archi- 

tects, scientists, advertisers, and 
all others interested in the latest in 
computer -graphics technologies, 
are invited to participate in what 
certainly will be an exciting and 
informative two-day event. 

The Conference program fea- 
tures six General -Session presen- 
tations, workshops on specific ap- 
plications to various fields, an ex- 
tensive Trade Expostion, and the 
dynamic Monday evening Film 
and Video Show. Exhibits of com- 
puter art and design imagery, a 
hands-on microcomputer lab, and 
provocative panel discussions are 
open to the public without charge. 
New this year will be pre -con- 
ference Macintosh workshops 
providing concentrated, hands- 
on, personalized instruction, and 
a Vendor debate on the latest tech- 
nology in computer -graphics 
hardware and software. 

For more information, contact: 
Conference Manager, Fifth Annual 
Pacific Northwr:st Computer 
Graphics Conference, University 
of Oregon Continuation Center, 
1533 Moss Street, Eugene, OR 
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An A P ProductsTM 
brand 68 Pin Chip Carrier Test Clip 
Allows safe, convenient testing of Plastic 
Leaded Chip Carrier (PLCC) style ICs. 
All tour sides of test clip open simultaneously 
for fast and easy attachment to PLCC being tested. 
Stays securely clamped to PLCC until removed. 
Helical compression springs and insulating 
contact combs ensure contact integrity 
during testing. 

One .u tion 

Permits testing of ICs with as little as .200' 
row to row spacing between devices. 
Probe access points are immediately visible 
for fast and safe individual lead testing. 
Staggered contact rows on .100" centers 
facilitate probe attachment and help prevent 
accidental shorting of adjacent probes. 
Industry standard .025" square contact pins 
on the .100" centers easily accept single 
row female socket connectors. 

Available with tin plated leads and gold 
plated leads. 

For information contact a local authorized 
A P Products Prototype & Test Devices dis- 
tributor. For immediate response telephone 
800-321.9668 or (216) 354.2101 in Ohio. 

We Solve Problems. 

Associated Electronicsl3M 

A P Products Prototype & Test Devices 
9325 Progress Parkway, PO. Box 540 
Mentor, Ohio 44060 CIRCLE 76 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Increase your knowledge about all aspects of electronics 
An absolutely no -risk guarantee. 

elect books for only $2` values 

$151.70 
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COMPUTER 
USERS GUIDE TO 

ELECTRONICS 

1899 $24.95 

MASTERING 
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ELECTRICAL 

WIRING 

1587P 513.95 
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C1:77.1.15 

800P 519.95 

VIOEOCASSETTE 
; RE.,ORDERS. .., 

1503P 515.95 

2663 519.95 

COMPACT 
' DISCS 

DIGITAL AUDIO 

1 

2728 515.95 

electronics 
MATH 

1962 522.95 

1131 

I11Q5T1Q 

IC 

COOKBOOK 1.._---- 
1199P 516.95 

BASIC 
ELECTRONICS Y 

1531P. Concepts of Digital Electron- 
ics Paper $11.50 

1553. Understanding Electronics 
-2nd Edition 515.95 

TROUBLESHOOTING 
& REPAIR 

250P. Digital Electronics Trouble- 
shooting Paper 514.95 

1887. Pocket Dlgral Multimeter Tech- 
niques 522.95 

1897P. Beginner's Guide To TV Re- 
pair -3rd Edition Paper 512.95 

HIGH 
TECHNOLOGY 

1858. Robotics $16.95 

1167. Electronic Music Synthesizers 
511.95 

EXCITING 
PROJECTS 

1586. 25 Silicon -Controlled Rectille 
Projects 517.95 

1992. The Transducer Project Book 
$14.95 

RADIO/TV/STEREO 

2653P. How to Be a Ham -3rd Edition 
Paper $12.95 

1964P. Designing, Building and Test- 
ing Your Own Speaker System ... with 
Projects -2nd Edition 

Paper $10.95 

781P. Handbook of Multichannel Re- 
cording Paper $12.95 

1685P. The Complete Guide to 
Satellite TV Paper $11.95 

(Publisher's Prices Shown) 

Membership Benefits Big Savings. Save up to 75% on books sure 
to increase your electronics know-how. Ironclad No -Risk Guarantee. If not 
satisfied with your books, return them within 10 days without obligation! Club 
News Bulletins. All about current selections -mains, alternates, extras -plus bo- 

nus offers and special sales. Ccmes 14 times a year with hundreds of titles to 
choose from. Automatic Order. Do nothing, and the Main Selection will be 
shipped automatically! But ... if you want an Alternate Selection, or no books 
at all, we'll follow the instructions you give on the reply form provided with every 
News Bulletin. Bonus Books- Immediately get Dividend Certificates with ev- 
ery book purchased and qualify for big discounts of 60% to 80%. Exceptional 
Quality. All books are quality publisher's editions especially selected by our 
Editorial Board. 

\1'l1c(1 you loin 
An All -Purpose Collection 
of Easy -to -Build Circuits 

a $26.95 value! 

THE MASTER 
HANDBOOK OF 

IC CIRCUITS a.. 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUE r7 IÍJIl 
P.O. Box 10, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214 

Please accept my membership in the Electronics Book Club and send the 5 
volumes circled below, plus my FREE copy of The Master Handbook of IC Cir- 
cuits, (1370), billing me $2.95 plus shipping and handling charges. If not satis- 
fied, I may return the books within ten days without obligation and have my 
membership canceled. I agree to purchase 4 or more books at regular Club prices 
(plus shipping/handling) during the next 12 months, and may resign any time 
thereafter. 
781P 800P 1167 1199P 1218P 1250P 1492 1503P 1531P 1536 1553 1586 

1587P 1604P 1663 1683 1685P 1693 1777P 1835 1858 1870 1887 

1897P 1899 1925 1962 1964P 1.384P 1992 2609 2641 2653P 2663 2728 

Name 

Address 

City 

State/Zip Phone 
Valid for new members only. Foreign applicants will receive ordering instructions. Canada must 
remit in U.S. currency. This order subject to acceptance by the Electronics Book Club. 

RE -1186 
c ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB. Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214 
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Learn micro -processing with the new 

MICRO -PROFESSOR 1P 

Students, engineers or technicians- 
upgrade your micro -processing skills 
with the new Micro -Professor IP. 
The MPF-1P features: 

extensive software support 
more built-in memory 
improved keyboard 
larger display 

Three tutorial guides help cover all 
capabilities. The ideal training tool! 
MPF-1P will deliver you into the growing 
world of micro -processing. Invest now! 

Only $199.95 Plus-FREE GIFT 
. Check this box for FREE 
Z-80 Microprocessor 
Programming and 
Interfacing textbook when 
you order within 7 days. 
1,1b.'15 .aloe. tlnrludr 
1,7.56 postage 
handling) 

For immediate action call TOLL FREE: 

Dept RE I I 86 
5326 9th Ave. N.L. 

Seattle. WA 98105-3617 

1-800-426-1044 
Full money hack guarantee. vim. Heal 

p,.tn rJ ,,11111 ,.,.1,,.1,.11 1,11111( 

CIRCLE 111 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

97403. Telephones: 800-228-6891 
(National), 800-824-1714 (Oregon), 
503-686-3537 (National). 
PAUL KATZ 
Eugene, OR 

OBJECTION 
I believe that it is a bad choice to 

run ads unrelated to electronics in 
Radio -Electronics. I am referring to 
the Nutri-Wheat ad on page 14 of 
the August 1986 issue. Indepen- 
dent of the merits of the specific 
product, I buy Radio -Electronics 
for its area of specialization, not 
for general -product ads, with 
which I'm inundated in all other 
publications. 
ARTHUR WRIGHT 
Address Withheld 

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK 
I enjoy the articles on the early 

days of radio; they bring back 
many- memories. But I would like 
to point out that I have not seen 
any mention of negative feedback, 
which was introduced by FAD An- 
drea. The FADA tuned -radio -fre- 

quency receivers used negative 
feedback to overcome oscillation. 
To adjust the feedback caps, you 
had to use a tube with one fila- 
ment prong cut off in the stage you 
were working on. Then, by using a 
modulated signal generator, you 
adjusted for minimum output. I 

believe that the FADA came out in 
1926, and other manufacturers 
were licensed to use that feature. 

One article mentioned the sev- 
eral types of variable capacitors, 
but failed to mention the one used 
by some early Crosley radios. It 
was like two pages in a hook. As 
you turned the dial, a cam pressed 
the two pages together. A piece of 
mica supplied the insulation be- 
tween the pages. Using that cap, 
Crosley was able to produce some 
of the cheapest radios at the time. 

I remember very well the first 
dynamic loudspeaker that I heard, 
about 1926. That was a 110 -volt AC - 
powered set, one of the first. It was 
made by GE and housed ín a 
Brunswick cabinet. The radio was 
a superheterodyne with an IF of 90 
kHz. There were two tuning dials, 

Experience the wonder... 
of fischertechnik kits 
Learn about: Compressors Pneumatics 

Electromechanics 

Explore other fascinating 
concepts like Robotics, 
Hydraulics, Statics, and more! 

I. : 

- u 

of easy -to -build, educational kits, 
from the simple to the complex. For ages 

6 and up. For learning that's fun. , 
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Available at your Heath! 
Zenith Computers & 
Electronics Center. See 
your telephone white pages 
for the store nearest you. Or order 
from the Heathkit Catalog. To order by phone, 
call 1-800-253-0570. 

We make a variety 

fischertechniks 

Motors & Gears 
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$549°° 
MODEL 3500 35MHz 

DUAL TRACE DELAYED SWEEP 

...AT A DOWN. TO EARTH. -PRICE 

At last! truly affordable test equipment with no compromise in design, and features 
you would expect to find only on oscilloscopes ccsting hundreds of dollars more! JDR 
Instruments presents two, new, high-performance models backed by a two year 
warranty and technical support which is only a phone call away. Perfect for the 
technician or advanced hobbyist both models feature Dual Trace capability and a 

variety of operating and triggering mjdes, includdng .CH -B Subtract.and X -Y operation. 

MODEL 2000 has a 20 MHz 
bandwidth- and 20 calibrated 
sweeps ranging from .2s to .2,ás. 

A convenient built-in component 
tester provides additional 
diagnostic power. 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
800-538-5000 
800-662-6279 .(CA) 

INCLUDES TWO HIGH OLA_I TY 

Ix. 10x TEST PROBE 

MODEL 3500 features a 35 
MHz bandwidth and exceptional 
lmV/DIV sensitivity. Delayed 
sweep and variable holdoff allow 
stable viewing of complex 
waveforms. 

CIRCLE 59 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

JDR INSTRUMENTS 
1224 South Bascom Avenue 

San Jose, California 95128 (408) 995-5430 

COPYRIGHT 1985 JCR INSTRUMENTS. EARTH PHCTO COURTESY OF NASA. 
THE JDR INSTRUMENTS LOGO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES. JDR INSTRUMENTS IS A TFADEMARK OF JOR MICRODEVICES. 
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oday's world is the world of electronics. 
To be part of it, you need the right kind of 

training, the kind you get from Cleveland 
Institute of Electronics. the kind that can take you 
to a fast growing career in business, aerospace, 
medicine, science, government, communica- 
tions, and more. 

Specialized training. 
You learn best from a specialist, and that's CIE. 
We're the leader in teaching electronics through 
independent study, we teach only electronics and 
we've been doing it for over 50 years. You can put 
that experience to work for you just like more than 
25,000 CIE students are currently doing all 
around the world. 

Practical training. 
You learn best with practical training, so CIE's 
Auto -Programmed® lessons are designed to take 
you step-by-step, principle -by -principle. You also 
get valuable hands-on experience at every stage 

with sophisticated electronics tools CIE -designed 
for teaching. Our 4K RAM Microprocessor 
Training Laboratory, for example, trains you 
to work with a broad range of computers in a 

way that working with a single, stock computer 
simply can't. 

Personalized training. 
You learn best with flexible training, so we let you 

choose from a broad range of courses. You start 

1.S 
o 

with what you know, a little or a lot, and you go 
wherever you want, as far as you want. With CIE, 
you can even earn your Associate in Applied 
Science Degree in Electronics Engineering 
Technology. Of course, you set your own pace, 

and, if you ever have questions or problems, our 
instructors are only a toll -free phone call away. 

The first step is yours. 
To find out more, mail in the coupon below. Or, if 
you prefer, call toll -free 1-800-321-2155 (in Ohio, 
1-800-523-9109). We'll . end a copy of CIE's 
school catalog and a complete package of enroll- 
ment information. For your convenience, we'll 
try to have a representative contact you to answer 
your questions. 

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 Fast 17th St ('IooelanJ.Ohai441I4 

YES! I ..ant to get started. Send rte my CIE school catalog including 
details about the Associate Degree Program. l ant most interested in: 

f computer repair television/high fidelity service 
telecommunications medical electronics 
robotics/automation broadcast engineering 

other 

Print \alne 

AJJrc.. 

City Suit, lip 

Apl 

ge Arca(ode Mugu: \u 
Check box bür G.I. Bulletin on Educational Benefits 

1 Veteran Active Dtuy MAIL TODAY! 
OR CAL[ TOLL FREE 

1-800-321-2155 
(In Ohio, 1-800-523-9109) 

RE -48 
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with only parts of their edges 
showing. One tuned the loop an- 
tenna and the RI stage; the other 
was the oscillator. You normally 
adjusted both dials together, but 
you could adjust the oscillator to a 

ditterent spot about 180 hKz away 
and pick up the same station. That 
set had several interesting fea- 
tures: It used 8 UV -199 tubes with 
their 2 -volt filaments in series, 
supplied with DC. the tube sock- 
ets and IF transformers were 
housed in a brass metal can. That 

can or trough was potted to keep 
construction details secret. The 
troughs were called catacombs. 

The loudspeaker had a huge 
electromagent, about 4 inches in 
diameter and 6 inches long. The 
cone was 10 inches in diameter. 
That set also contained a record 
player with a magnetic pickup. It 
only played one record at a time, 
but the sound was wondertul. The 
turntable was driven directly by 
disk like that in a kilowatt meter. 
There was a tlyball governer to 

3 Rmp Regulated BM -510 
Power Supply 
Specihcauon: input nonage 115 Vac Output 
voltage: 13.8 VCO. Current' 3 amp constant 5 

amp surge. short Druid protection, 

Speciol 51495 
Sole 

Reg Price $23.40 

Cushion Grip 

Screwdriver Set 
Reg. Pnce $4.50 

Super $ 70 
Special ER. SET 

MIN. 5 PR -109 

TRIPLERS: 

VOM Multitester 
0,000 Ohms per volt DC 

5 .lr Speciol Sale 
$ 95 

BM -313 5 
BM -520 

Video Accessories 
Gold Plated 6 Foot 
Video Dubbing Coble Set 
Gold Video Dubbing Nit for recording from one 
.ideo recorder lo another, includes ndeo/audio 
Cable and adatpers for VHS and Beta recorders. 

2\ PC 
Y...,.r ..« O.w. r.. 

Zr 

21 PC. PRECISION 
SCREW DRIVER SET 
COMPLETE w/5 SIZES 
PRECISION WRENCHES, 2 CROSSPOINT 
SCREWDRIVERS 3 HEX KEY WRENCHES, 
5 HEX NUT DRIVERS, 6 SLOT 
SCREWDRIVERS, & TORK KEY 

Reg. $9.38 
sALE 5595 BM -353 

T-184 equivalent to ECG -523 1-9 10 up 
1-53 equivalent to ECG 526 S095 $899 T-45 equivalent to ECG 500R 7 

Reg. $22.70 

SALE $495 

MINI 
STEREO 

HEADPHONE 
$499 

BM -73 

All SAFETY 

GE, Mognovox, CAPACITORS 

Sony, Sears 10 FOR 
$3500 

CALL FOR NUMBERS 

TRANSISTORS 
R-41 SRNYO 1308K 1-49 1.79 50-99 1.59 100 -up 1.45 
A-15 TOSHIBA 11726 1-25 2.6526-49 2.25 50 -up 2.00 

COAXIAL CABLE ' *6i 
Copper Brold Shelld Add 55.00 per roll shipping 

RG 59u 1000' Reg. $82.00 SALE $44.00 
RG óu 500' Reg. $55.10 SALE $35.95 

ORDER BY PHONE: 

800-645-4720 
ESLtrnnic Parts el Accessories (718)436-9700 

3820 14th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11218 
o division of ALPHA-KENCO INC. 

1 

VISA ile SYSTEMS & ELECTRONICS 

call for 
our free 

104 Page 
CATALOG 

control speed. That set cost about 
$600.00, which was a lot of money 
at that time. 

You may be interested in the fol- 
lowing story: Because long-dis- 
tance reception was the main 
attraction of radio in the early 
days, it happened that all of the 
stations in the US were to be otf 
the air for one hour during the 
winter of 1926. That was to allow 
people in the US to try to pick up 
some signals from Europe. I con- 
ceived the idea of helping out by 
building a small transmitter in my 
basement. I built an oscillator with 
three 201A's in parallel; they were 
excited by all the B batteries that I 

could borrow from friends. That 
let them in on the prank, too. For a 

microphone, we used a carbon 
telephone mouthpiece. It was 
connected through 40 feet of 
twisted pair between oscillator 
and ground. The telephone 
mouthpiece was pushed into the 
horn of a phonograph in our front 
room to pick up music. 

We picked out some call letters 
of a station in France. I did the 
announcing and stated that this 
was a special English broadcast to 
the USA. When the time came, we 
started broadcasting music such 
as "My Old Kentucky Home." We 
did that very seriously until the 
hour was up. Of course, we had no 
idea whether we were being heard 
or not. 

So the next day at high school, 
we were tickled to find out that a 
loud station in France had been 
heard. We kept quiet for about a 

week, but couldn't keep our se- 
cret any longer. The local news- 
paper ran an article stating that 
certain young men had violated 
the law and were liable to go to 
prison for such pranks-but what 
a kick we got! All that happened in 
I ebanon, a small town in Ken- 
tucky. 
DONALD K. McCAMMON 
Louisville, KY 

KUDOS FOR MARTIN CLIFFORD 

To Martin Clifford for his "The 
Early Days of Radio," (Radio -Elec- 
tronics, July 1986) a Thank You! 

Your article brought back fond 
memories of the late twenties 
when I first became interested in 
radio. The cat whisker that never 
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stayed put and the peanut tube 
created a desire that led to a lite- 
time career. That career covered 
the early clays of commercial ra- 
dio, when most equipment was 
home made, to the design and de- 
velopment of computers-and, in 
retirement, robotics. 

Please retain the present format 
of Radio -Electronics. Leave the 
long-winded computer articles to 
others. Radio -Electronics is, I am 
sure, the starting point for many 01 

tomorrow's designers and scien- 
tists. 
ROBERT E. SCHULTZ 
I ,nvrenceville, N/ 

SPEECH SYNTHESIS 
Ricardo liminer andAdrian Valle 

are to be commended for their ar- 
ticle in Colnputerl)i,t,,es( section 
the August 1986 Radio -Electronics 
on speech synthesis for the Com- 
modore ó4. 1 hat is the only such 
article that I have seen, which is 
surprising when we consider how 
easy and interesting it is to give a 

64 a voice. 
Radio Shack has another neat 

trick up its sleeve, in addition to 
the SP0256-AL2. It is called the 
CTS256A-AL2, and it makes things 
even better for the speech hob- 
byist. "CIS" stands for Code -To - 
Speech, and it is a digital signal - 
processing IC that "reads" English 
words as input, and produces the 
right allophones as output. You 
hook it up to the SP0256-Ai 2, and 
your computer can actually read 
and speak English text. 

Radio Shack provides a data 
sheet on how to wire up the cir- 
cuit, which is quite simple. I was 
not able to get the parallel inter- 
lace (ot the Commodore's expan- 
sion port) to work very well, but 
there is an RS232 interface that 
worked perfectly for me-first try. 

Figure 5 in the article was a tairly 
laborious encoding of a BASIC 
program to make the SP0256 say, "I 
am a talking computer." I he cable 
from the C54 constituted a pretty 
tedious piece 01 work, too, using 9 

signal wires plus 2 more for power 
supply and ground. The equiv- 
alent using the Cl S256, in addition 
to the SP0256, is a 3 -wire RS -232 
cable, 2 lines for power supply and 
ground, and the following pro- 
gram: 

I() OPEN 2,2,3,0 IR$(3 + 32 +128) 

Famous 

f 

hi -tech atalog 
A very special computer & 
electronics guide that shows 
you what the exciting world of 
kitbuilding can do for you. 

Challenge. Knowledge. Achievement. Enjoy- 
ment. All of these things are yours when you build 
a Heathkit high -quality product. Our colorful, in- 
formative catalog reflects the years of experience 
and technological expertise that make these 
things happen for you. 

0.11 
Amateur Radio Terminal 
Node Controller 

HERO, 2000 Educational 
Robot and Courseware 

IBM-PC Compatible 
Expandable Computers 

In our catalog you'll find over 450 
interesting and useful items - from 
computer hardware and software to 
robots and test instruments, and from 
home security systems to color tv's 
and amateur radio equipment. 

But what makes Heath Company 

779"- 

a* twit 

a.'A 
Precision Test Instruments 

II 
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rl 
Electronic Keyless Doorlock 

d?nc a and pride that you can only get 
by be ilding a state-of-the-art product 
yourself. And you're backed by our 
promise, "We won't let you fail" 

The Heathkit Catalog is a simple - 
and FREE - first step toward this ex- 
cellent opportunity. 

1.(, 

Fr' 

,. ". 

unique is that we offer you the confi- 

Send -.. NOW for your FREE Heathkit Catalog 

Yes! 1 want to see what kitbuilding can do for me. 
Please send me the latest Heathkit Catalog Free. 

Send to: Heath Company, Dept. 020-472 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

1 

Name 

Address 

-Heathkitemi city 
Heath 

State 

Company I A subsidiary of Zenith Electronics Corporation to 
CL -87R1 rn 
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Be an FCC:, 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

s 

- 

Earn up to 'I 

S30 an hour 
and more! 

- 
s. 

Learn at home in spare time. 
No previous experience needed. 

No costly school. No commuting to class. 
The Original Home -Study course pre- 
pares you for the "FCC Commercial Radio- 
telephone License". This valuable license 
is your "ticket" to thousands of exciting 
jobs in Communications. Radio -TV. Micro- 
wave. Computers. Radar. Avonics and 
more! You don't need a college degree to 
qualify, but you do need an FCC License. 
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 

This proven course is easy, fast and low 
cost! GUARANTEED PASS - You get your 
FCC License or money refunded. Send for 
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

I commanu PRODUCTIONS 
1 

I FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept 90 
P.O. Box 2223, San Francisco, CA 94126 

I Please rush FREE details immediately! 
II NAME 

ADDRESS 
` CITY STATE ZIP 
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20 PRINT#2"I am a talking com- 
puter." 

The CTS256 figures out the 
weird allophones required by the 
SP0256-we don't have to worry 
about such details. Pronunciation 
is 85% accurate, according to Ra- 
dio Shack, and I found it trivial to 
substitute phonetic spellings in 
those cases where the CTS256 
errs. For example, it pronounces 
the word "shine" as "sheen," so I 

just spell in "shyne," which, for 
some reason, works great. You 
could build a "pronouncing 
gazeteer" for your own application 
if you wanted to do some fancy 
dictionary software, instead of re- 
membering to fake out the tricky 
words yourself with phonetic 
spellings. 

In one major respect, I found 
the SP0256 to be a huge failure-it 
sounds like a stupid robot speak- 
ing in a monotone. There is no way 
to vary the inflection, or pitch, of 
the voice. Even TI's Speak 'n Spell 
sounds more natural. You should 
probably have mentioned that in 

your article, to prevent reader dis- 
appointment. 
JIM CRAIG 
Leander, TX 

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER 
I was very interested in your 

article "Speech Synthesizer," by 
Ricardo Jiminez & Adrian Valle, in 
the ComputerDigesr section of the 
August 1986 issue of Radio -Elec- 
tronics. 

I'd like to point out that a 2" x 3" 
circuit board, with the circuit 
shown in of Fig. 3 of that article is 
available through Celtic Indus- 
tries, Inc., 14654 Keswick St., Van 
Nuys, CA 91405 (818) 787-3615. 

The above mentioned circuit 
board is universally usable on the 
SP0256-Al2 Voice Synthesizer, 
and the SP0156 Narrator Speech 
Processor, and can be an integral 
part of Radio Shack's Text to 
Speech Controller CT5256A-Al 2. It 
can also be used with a Com- 
modore VIC-20 or 64 computer. 
JACOB LOOSLI 
Panama City, CA R -E 
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MECA 
Instruments 

an outstanding Oscilloscope 
with digital storage 

This scope offers all tle features of a 20MHz realtirrie instru- 
ment. In addition it pro des digital storagé capability for signals 
between 50s and.0.3 n' s duration, with a max. sampling rate of 
100 kHz. When working with slow phenomenae, the HM 205 can 
easily replace considerably more expensive digital storage scopes. 

the high tech Storage Scope 
with 20 MHz sampling rate 

The HM 208's sampling -ate of max. 20MHz facilitates storing of 
fast single events. Max. memory is 4096x8 bit, conveniently divid- 
ed into two independert blocks. XY-storage capability enables 
easy viewing and record ng of characteristic curves and Lissajous 
figures. An XY-recorder output and the optional IEEE -488 Interface 
allow full integration in automatic measurement systems. 

HM 208 

_Write or call toll free 800.247.1241 

-H IFS M'E G, INC.- 
-88-90 Harbor Road Port Washington N.Y.1.1050- 

Phone (516) 883.3837 TWX (510) 223.0889 
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SORTING ZENER DIODES 
I purchased a grab-bag of dozens of 
unmarked Zener diodes. Is there a 

circuit that I can use to measure 
their Zener voltages safely?-C. W. 
L, Bradenton, FL. 

Yes. But let's take a step back 
and review the basic charac- 
teristics of Zener diodes first. 

Shown in Fig. 1 is the voltage - 
current characteristic curve of a 

Zener diode. When the diode is 

forward -biased past the 0.6 -volt 
barrier potential, it has a low resis- 
tance, so a considerable amount 
of current can flow. 

However, when the applied volt- 
age is reversed, the junction's re- 
verse resistance is very high 
initially, so current is very low-in 

-V I 

RI 

ILK 

FIG. 2 

i i V 

DI 
TEST 
DIODE 

TI 

z WRITE TO: 

ASK R -E 

Radio -Electronics 
500-B Bi-County Blvd. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 

R5, 2101E 

FIG. 3 

the microampere range. As the 
voltage across the diode increases 
to a specific and critical value, V,, 
the normally high junction resis- 
tance drops to a very low value, 
and diode current increases con- 
siderably.The Zener voltage, Vz, 
remains constant as the applied 
voltage increases; it is the latter 
characteristic that makes the 
Zener diode useful as a voltage 
regulator. 

The knee in the negative -going 
portion of the curve is the point 
where a small current flows just 
before the onset of avalanche cur- 
rent. That holding current, 1, , is 

considered the minimum current 
that must be maintained when a 

Zener diode is being used as a volt- 
age regulator. The maximum 
Zener current, 11m, is limited by 
junction temperature and by the 
maximum power that the device 
can dissipate. Both I,h and I,k, are 
given in manufacturers' data 
sheets. When current is main- 
tained between those two points, 
Vz is constant. The value of l,ti is 

low; it's typically 0.25 mA tor 1 -watt 
diodes. 1.0 mA for 10 -watt diodes, 

E 
UNDER NDéR 

ri TEST) 

and 5 mA for 50 -watt devices. 
lou can get Zener diodes that 

are rated from about 2 volts to 200 
volts. The power -handling capacity 
of Zener diodes ranges from 1/4 

watt to 50 watts. With those ideas 
in mind, let's see how we can mea- 
sure Vz of an unknown diode with- 
out exceeding I,M and possibly 
destroying the diode. 

Figure 2 shows the basic scheme 
for determining V,. The test circuit 
is powered by a variable DC source 
whose output is equal to or greater 
than the highest Zener voltage you 
exoect to encounter. Resistor R1 

should he selected to limit current 
to about ten mA at the highest volt- 
age delivered by the power supply. 
The diode to he tested is con- 
nected across the l)C source with 
its cathode connected to the 
positive terminal. The two meters 
allow you to monitor both voltage 
and current. 

To find V,, start with the output 
of the power supply at zero volts. 
Gradually increase the voltage 
w.iile monitoring the voltmeter. As 
the test voltage increases, the cur- 
rent meter will show little or no 
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FROM 

`Firestik' 
ANTENNAS 
ACCESSORIES 

HERE'S A TIP 
THAT'S PERFECT! 

AM/FM AUTO RADIO 
AND CB 

`Firestik' II 
GOLDEN SERIES 

BARE -HANDS TUNABLE 
"NO TOOLS NEEDED" 

HIGH PERFORMANCE ANTENNAS 

ALSO ANTENNAS FOR 
CORDLESS TELEPHONES 

MONITOR SCANNERS 

Dealer & Distributor Inquiries Invited 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

'Flreatli' Antenna Company 
2614 East Adams,Phoenix. AZ 85034 

Name 

Street 

City 

State Zip 
Serving the CB and 

Communications Market Since 1962. 

5 -YEAR REPLACEMENT WARRANTY 
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current flow. Rut when the voltage 
approaches the avalanche level, 
current will increase, and voltage 
will stabilize. After that point, cur- 
rent vill increase drastically, and 
voltage will remain constant. The 
constant voltage is V,. 

A more versatile circuit is shown 
in Fig. 3. That circuit works only 
with Zeiler diodes rated at less 
than about 25 volts. The circuit 
works by using a 2N2905 I'M' tran- 
sistor as a constant -current gener- 
ator whose output impedance is 
determined by feedback current 
through the emitter resistor se- 
lected by switch SI. That current 
flows thróugh the diode under 
test; the voltmeter indicates V,. 

DUAL AUTO BATTERY 
I am a member of a very active RE- 

ACT (Radio Emergency Associated 
Citizen Teams) unit. With emergen- 
cy lights, monitor, and CB radios 
going for hours on end, we often 
have to make a choice. Leave the 
engine running to keep the battery 
charged and risk not having enough 
gas to return to base. Or else we can 
turn the engine off and risk letting 
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v0 LTAc,E 
REc,uLATOR 

FIG. 4 

I 

the battery discharge too low to re- 
start the engine. I've heard that some 
REACT groups use two batteries in 
their emergency vans and in their 
cars. How does that work?-G. 
McC., Palmetto, SC. 

Figure 4 shows how to use one 
battery for the normal circuits (ig- 
nition, horn, heater, etc.), and the 
other battery for your CB radio, 
siren, emergency lights, etc. 

The diodes (DI and D2) isolates 
the two batteries and their loads so 
that neither can be discharged by 
the other accidentally. R -E 

WE SHIP PROUCTS..NOT PROI'US$ 
SAFE 'N SURE UNIVERSAL TEST LEAD KIT 
PRACTICAL ECONOMICAL HANDY TIME SAVING MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY 
This Versatile Modular Kit with 1001 uses allows you 
to make: TEST LEADS, PATCH CORDS, CLIP LEADS, 
JUMPER -CABLES, TEST HOOK LEADS compatible 
with instruments manufactured by: Beckman, Triplett, 

Simpson, Fluke, B&K, Keithley, Amprobe and 
other leading brands. 

Accessories screw on for positive, reliable 
connection. Supplied in pairs (red & black) 
with 48" long wire leads. 

Packaged complete in neat and 
handy vinyl organizer carry pouch. 
Custom Leads on special order. 
Made in the U.S.A. 

Kit Includes The Following: 
SCREW -ON ACCESSORIES 

Send For Complete Brochure 

01 

# Test Hooks 
* Spade Lugs 
* Alligator Clips 
* Banana Plugs 

woo 

On -The -Shelves at your Local Distributor. 

KEYSTONE ELECTRONICS C O R P. 
49Bleecker Street New York, NY 10012.2484 Tel (212)4754600 TLX 353700 . FAX 212-529 5923 (800) 2215510 
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INSTANT REBATES 

ON B&K-PRECISION SCOPES 
Limited time offer-expires November 30,1986 

$100INSTANT REBATE ¡ ¡90 INSTANT REBATE; 
Er3PREC/S/ON 

Model 
1590A 

100 MHz, Quad Input Oscilloscope I I 
«PRECISION Digital Storage/Analog Oscilloscope I 

1 mV/div sensitivity-Full Bandwidth 20 MHz Real Time Bandwidth 20 MHz Storage 

2% Vertical and Horizontal Sweep Accuracy $1886 Price less I I Model Bandwidth $1895 Price less I 
Dual Independent Time Base $100.00 Rebate ^ 

5 
r 2 Megasample 'Second Sampling Rate $90.00 Rebate 

Calibrated Delayed Sweep L L 1K Memory Pe- Channel 

20 kV Accelerating Voltage $1786 I Equivalent Time Sampling $1805 I 
V Mode- Displays Four Signals Unrelated Pre-Tigger Capture 
in Frequency FINAL PRICE 

IIMI 

And Much Moretti FINAL PRICE 
And Much More!!t ------------I i___ _------ 

80 INSTANT 160 INSTANT REBATE I 
PREC/S/ON 

Model 
1570A 

PRECIS/ON 80 MHz, Quad Input Oscilloscope I I 
1 mV/div sensitivity- Full Bandwidth I I Model 2% Vertical and Horizontal Sweep Accuracy $1464 Price less 
Dual Time Base/Calibrated Delayed Sweep $80.00 Rebate 

1564 12 oV e- DisptinsFoltage 

$1384 I VMode-Displays Four Signals Unrelated 
in Frequency 
And Much More!!! FINAL PRICE ---~Ial= L-- ________ 

6C MHz, Triple Input Oscilloscope I 
1 mV/div senstrvny 

3% Vertical and Horizontal Sweep Accuracy 
Dual Time Base/Calibrated Delayed Sweep 
12 kV Accelerating Voltage 
V Mode- Displays Three Signals Unrelated 
in Frequency 
And Much Mo et!! - - - 

$1267 Price less 
$60.00 Rebate 

$1207 
FINAL PRIC 

'40 INSTANT REBATE ¡20 INSTANT REBATE 
ill(PREC/SION 

Model 
1 1541 

1 mV/div sensitivity 
3% Vertical and Horizontal Sweep Accuracy 

Single Time Base 
20 Calibrated Sweeps 
6 kV Accelerating Voltage 
V Mode-Displays Two Signals Unrelated 
in Frequency 
And Much More!!! 

40 MHz, Dual Input Oscilloscope I I 
$847 Pr0iceRebat resse I I Model 
540.0 

$8071 
1524 

FINAL PRICE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

:«PRECISION 25 MF?z, Dual Input Oscilloscope 
1 mV/div sensitivity 
3% Vertical and Horizontal Sweep Accuracy 
Single Time E:ase 

20 Calibrated Sweeps 
6 kV Accelerating Voltage 
V Mode-Displays Two Signals Unrelated 
in Frequency 
Ane Much MNrenl _ 

I 
$767 Price less I 

$20.00 Rebate 

$747 I 
FINAL PRICE J 

B&K-Precision is offering these instant factory rebates on selected 
B&K-Precision Oscilloscopes to yo.0 through Participating Distributors. 

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS!!! 

1 
Call 1-800-654-7256 for the name of your Participating 
B&K-PRECISION Distributor 

2Select the B&K-PRECISION Oscilloscope that meets your needs 
. from the Participating Distributor's stock. 

3The Participating Distributor will deduct the "INSTANT REBATE" for 
s that model directly from the invoice price. You save instantly! 
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PLEASE NOTE: This offer is available only at Participating 
B&K-PRECISION Distributors. Only B&K-PRECISION Models 
2520, 1590A, 1570A, 1564, 1541 and 1524 are eligible for 
INSTANT REBATES. Sorry, no substitutions are allowed. 
INSTANT REBATES apply to purchases from October 1,1986 
through November 30,1986 only. 

RECISION DYNASCAN 
CORPORATION 

6460 West Cortland Street Chicago, Illinois 60635 312/889-9087 

Internat anal Sales. 6460 W. Cortland St.. Chicago. Illinois 60635 

Canadian Sales. Atlas Electronics. Ontario 

South and Central American Sales. Empire Exporters. Plainview. NY 11803 



EQUIPMENT REPORTS 

Rabbit Systems VCR 
Rabbit Signal 

Distribution System 

Multiply your video signal 

CIRCLE 9 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

II YOU HAVE EVER TANGLED WITH A/B 

switches, signal splitters, and coax 

multiple -set installation, you'll fall 
in love with the VCR Rabbit (Rabbit 
Systems, Inc., 233 Wilshire Blvd., 
Santa Monica, CA 904W). 

The VCR Rabbit, which consists 
of a receiver, a transmitter, an in- 
frared transmitter, cabling, and 
connectors, allows you to input a 

Channel 3 or 4 TV signal from a 
VCR, cable -system converter, sat- 
ellite receiver, computer, vid- 
eocamera, or other RF-modulated 
video source and send it to as 
many as four remotely located TV 

cables in an effort to route video receivers. The sets may be located 
signals to different TV sets in a up to 150 feet away from the trans- 
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JERROLD CORDLESS 
CABLE TV CONVERTER 
Model STARCOM CS -V 

$129, / 
Volume control 
68 channels 
Mute control 
Instant channel recall 
Automatic tine tuning 

r 
MI IN MI la 

ABLE BOXES 
ERROLD CORDLESS - 
CABLE TV CONVERTERS' 
MODEL 

00 c.onnels 
Rerr .te channel changing 
Remote ONIOFF switch 
Remote line tuning 

JERROLD CORDLESS 
CABLE TV CONVERTER 
Model DRZ/450 

$6995 
79°' ea 

66 CHANNELS 
AUTOMATIC FINE 110.ING 
A B SWITCH OPTION. 

'; B&K 
DUAL 

HITACHI 
TRACE 

SCOPES 
V -212-20 MHz '460 

.» ,,`"--"*"3SCOPES 
V-222-20 MHZ- '535 PROBES INCLUDED 1476-10MHz-'375 
V-422-40 MHz- '689 1477-15MHz 5425 
V-223-20 MHz -'599 1479-30MHz 5550 
DELAYED SWEEP DELAYED SWEEP 

MAyItN CARD al MASTER CARD VISA 

s6995 
EXTRA HAND REMOTES 
REM 400 - $29" 

II mg NI NI IN IN MI ZIMI MI MI 

TEKNICA CORDLESS 
CABLE TV CONVERTER 
Model 6510 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 
140 CHANNEL 
CAPABILITY 

al 

JERROLD CORDED 
CABLE TV CONVERTER 
Model JRX3-105 

$4995 
3c cnanne s 

_ 1 

OMIN.IIRON 
ELECTRONICS 

770 Amsterdam Ave., New York, NY 10025 
SHIPPING CHARGES 

. Foi Orders Add 
'$25-100 $6.50 
$100-500 $8.50 
$500-750 $10.50 
$750 and up '$20.00 
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Where's Your ELECTRONICS Career Headed? 

The Move You Make Today Can Shape Your Future 
Yes it's your move. Whether on a chess board 
or in your career, you should plan each move 
carefully. In electronics, you can move ahead 
faster and further with a 

B. S. DEGREE 
Put professional knowledge and a COLLEGE 
DEGREE in your electronics career. Earn your 
degree through independent study at home, 
with Grantham College of Engineering. No 
commuting to class. Study at your own pace. 
while continuing your present job. 

The accredited Grantham non-traditional 
degree program is intended for mature, fully 
employed workers who want to upgrade their 
careers . . . and who can successfully study 
electronics and supporting subjects through 

INDEPENDENT STUDY, AT HOME 

Free Details Available from: 

Grantham College of Engineering 
10570 Humbolt Street 

Los Alamitos, California 90720 

Independent Home Study Can Prepare You 

Study materials, carefully written by the Gran- 
tham staff for independent study at home, are 
supplied by the College, and your technical 
questions related to those materials and the 
lesson tests are promptly answered by the Gran- 
tham teaching staff. 

Recognition and Quality Assurance 
Grantham College of Engineering is accredited 
by the Accrediting Commission of the National 
Home Study Council. 

All lessons and other study materials, as well as com- 
munications between the college and students, are in the 
English language. However, we have students in many 
foreign countries; about 80% of our students live in the 
United States of America. 

r 

L 

Grantham College of Engineering R-11-86 

10570 Humbolt Street. Los Alamitos, CA 90720 

Please mail me your free catalog which explains your 
B.S. Degree independent -study program. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip 
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mutter. If the video source is 
equipped for infrared remote con- 
trol, each connected receiver can 
control that source. 

Focus on flexibility 
The VCR Rabbit affords the user 

a high degree of flexibility. For in- 
stance, suppose you have a re- 
mote -control VCR in your tamily 
room, but would like to watch vid- 
eo tapes in the master bedroom. 
You could buy a second VCR, or 
you could drag your family -room 
VCR to the bedroom, connect the 
cables, and watch there. But then 
no one would be able to watch in 
the family room. And what if 
someone wanted to watch TV at 
another location? 

The conventional approach to 
allow multiple viewing would be 
to use A/B switches, signal split- 
ters, and coax cable. But each 
component inserted into the line 
takes its toll on signal strength and 
therefore picture quality. They also 
can generate a rat's nest of wiring 
and switches. 

The VCR Rabbit system elimi- 

Rabbit Systems VCR Rabbit 

OVERALL[ 1 1 1 
1 

1 

PRICE [ 
EASE .1UUUU. 

OF USE 

INSTRUCTION WEENIE 
MANUAL, L 

PRICE/ 1Uá 
VALUE I 

nates most of the bother. The 
transmitter unit, which can di- 
rectly feed two receivers, includes 
a power supply, two splitters, an Al 
B switch, an RF amplifier, and an 
infrared amplifier, all housed in a 

6' by 4 by 11/4 -inch black and silver 
plastic cabinet. The receiver, 
which can teed another receiver, 
contains an A/B switch, an RF am- 
plifier, and an infrared amplifier in 
the same -size cabinet. Hooking 
up the receiver to a TV set or a 

transmitter to a video source is 
easy using the color -coded three - 
toot cables supplied. 

The VCR Rabbit presently being 

sold is not the wireless TV -trans- 
mitter of a couple of years ago. 
Devices like that, which radiate a 

Channel 3 or 4 TV signal over a 

distance of about 200 feet, have 
been banned by the FCC. Those 
can easily interfere with your 
neighbors' TV reception; and sell- 
ers or users of such devices could 
he subject to heavy fines. 

Instead, the VCR Rabbit uses 
very thin two -conductor "micro - 
wire" (only Ah in diameter) for the 
link between the transmitter and 
the receiver. Those cables are used 
to carry the amplified Channel -3 or 
-4 TV video and sound, 12 -volt DC 
power, and amplified infrared re- 
mote -control signals. The system 
is completely legal; it complies 
with all FCC rules and regulations. 

Using the Rabbit 
Installation is a snap. Assuming 

that there is a TV set located at the 
signal source, the transmitter is in- 
stalled between the source and 
the set using the supplied color - 
coded cable. If there is no set at 
the source, the source's output is 

SIVM. B. ALLEN has unbelievable prices on LEADER! 

L R 
Instruments Corporation 

LPS151 TRIPLE OUTPUT 
POWER SUPPLY 
0 to +6V, 0 to +25V 

0 to -25V all adjustable, 
0 to 6V output -3.0A max., ,, 

+25V -0.5A max. .t . "1 
REGULARLY $425.00 I , 

NOW ONLY 00 ti y J. l y i 

LB05825 TWO CHANNEL DIGITAL 
STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE 
5MHz sampling rate, 35MHz analog bandwidth, 
ND converter each channel, 1k word per channel, 
two channels, Memory protect, X -Y recorder, 

t i J, t 
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it 
jet 
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- T Roll function, 5MI Iz storage. 

y'it: _ii i P- REGULARLY $2850.00 

NOW ONLY$2565.00 

LAG -27 SINE SQUARE WAVE 
GENERATOR 1 MHz 

10MHz .1MHz range, 600 Ohm output impedence 
approx., Square wave frequency range 10Hz-100KHz, 

Output vo tage 5V pp or more (unloaded). 
REGULARLY $225.00 

NOW ONLY $207.00 FOR PRICES ON 
OTHER LEADER 

PRODUCTS, CALL 
WM. B. ALLEN 
TOLL FREE' 

NATIONWIDE 800-535-9593 
NEW ORLEANS 504-525-8222 

LOUISIANA 800-462-9520 

, 
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WM. B. ALLEN SUPPLY COMPANY, INC. 
ALLEN SQUARE 

300 BLOCK, N. RAMPART STREET 
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70112 

LFG1300S FUNCTION/ 
SWEEP GENERATOR 
Sine, square, triangle, ramp 
and pulse output,Adjustable 
pulse width, Linear or log 
sweep,1000:1 range. 
REGULARLY $495.00 

NOW ONLY 

$426.00 
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Super Disk 
Diskettes 
Now... Diskettes you can 
swear by, not swear at. 
Lucky for you, the diskette buyer, there are many diskette 
brands to choose from. Some brands are good, some not 
as good, and some you wouldn't think of trusting with even 
one byte of your valuable data. Sadly, some manufacturers 
have put their profit motive ahead of creating quality 
products. This has resulted in an abundance of low quality 
but rather expensive diskettes in the marketplace. 
A NEW COMPANY WAS NEEDED AND STARTED 
Fortunately, other people in the diskette industry recognized 
that making ultra -high quality diskettes required the best and 
newest manufacturing equipment as well as the best people 
to operate this equipment. Since most manufacturers seemed 
satisfied to give you only the everyday quality now available, 
an assemblage of quality conscious individuals decided to 
start a new company to give you a new and better diskette. 
They called this product the Super Disk diskette, and you're 
going to love them. Now you have a product you can swear by, 
not swear at. 

HOW THEY MADE THE BEST DISKETTES EVEN BETTER 
The management of Super Disk diskettes then hired all the 
top brains in the diskette industry to make the Super Disk 
product. Then these top bananas (sometimes called floppy 
freaks) created a new standard of diskette quality and 
reliability. To learn the "manufacturing secrets" of the top 
diskette makers, they've also hired the remaining "magnetic 
media moguls" from competitors around the world. Then all 
these world class, top -dollar engineers, physicists, research 
scientists and production experts(if they've missed you, send 
in your resume to Super Disk) were given one directive...to 
pool all their manufacturing know-how and create a new, 
better diskette. 
HOW SUPER DISK DISKETTES ARE MANUFACTURED 
The Super Disk crew then assembled the newest, totally 
quality monitored, automated production line in the industry. 
Since the manufacturing equipment at Super Disk is new, it's 
easy for Super Disk to consistently make better diskettes. 
You can always be assured of ultra -tight tolerances and 
superb dependability when you use Super Disk diskettes. If 

all this manufacturing mumbo -jumbo doesn't impress you, 
we're sure that at least one of these other benefits from using 
Super Disk diskettes will: 
1. TOTAL SURFACE TESTING- For maximum reliability, and to lessen the likelihood of 

disk errors. all diskettes must be totally surface tested. At Super Disk, each diskette is 

100% surface tested. Super Disk is so picky in their testing, they even test the tracks that 
are in between the regular tracks. 
2. COMPLETE LINE OF PRODUCTS For a diskette to be useful to you and your 
computer, it must be compatable physically. Super Dish has an entire line of 5'', -inch 
and 3' ,'inch diskettes for your computer. 
3. SPECIALLY LUBRICATED DISK Super Disk uses a special oxide lubricant which 45 

added to the base media in the production of their diskettes. This gives you a better disk 
drive head to media contact and longer head and disk life. 
4. HIGH TEMPERATURE/LOW-MARRING JACKET - A unique high temperature and 
low -marring vinyl jacket allows use of their product where other diskettes won't work. This 
special jacket is more rigid than other diskettes and helps eliminate dust on the jacket. 

5. REINFORCED HUB RINGS - Standard on all 48 TPf Super Dish mini -disks. to 
strengthen the center hub hole. This increases the life of the disk to save you money and 
increase overall diskette reliability. 
6. DISK DURABILITY- Super Disk diskettes will beat all industry standards for reliability 
since they will give you more than 75% of the original signal amplitude remaining even 
after an average (Weibul B-50) of 30 million passes. They are compatible with all industry 
specifications as established by ANSI. ECMA. ISO. IBM and JIS. 

7. CUSTOMER ORIENTED PACKAGING All Super Disk diskettes are packaged 10 

diskettes to a carton and 10 cartons to a case. The economy bulk pack is packaged 100 or 
500 disks to a case without envelopes or labels. 

8. LIFETIME WARRANTY - If all else fails, remember, all disks made by Super Oak Inc. 
have a lifetime warranty. If any Super Disk diskette tails to meet factory specifications. 
Super Disk Inc. will replace them under the terms of the Super Dish warranty 
9. SUPERB VALUE With Super Disk's automated production line, high -quality, error - 
free disks are yours without the high cost. 

Order toll free 800 -USA -DISK 

SAVE MONEY... OUANTIITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
Super DisK diskettes are packed 10 diskettes to a carton and 10 
cartons to a case. To save you even more, we also offer Super Disk bulk 
product where 100 or 500 diskettes are packaged in the same box 
without envelopes or labels. Since we save packaging costs, these 
savings are passed on to you. For best value, you should order in 
increments of 100 diskettes. Quantity discounts are also available. 
Order 200 or more disks at the same time and deduct 1%; 300 or more 
2%; 400 or more 3%; 500 or more 4%; 1,000 or more 5%; 2,000 or more 
6°6; 3,000 or more 7% and 5,000 or more disks earns you an 8% 
discount off our quantity 100 price. Super strong and tear resistant 
5'/4" diske:te envelopes are available from us for only $10.00 per pack 
of 100. Use order # CV -5 for a 100 pack of 53/4" diskette envelopes. 

39C per disk 
uantity One 

Almost all diskettes are immediately available from Super Disk. With 
our efficient warehouse facilities, your order is normally shipped in 
less than a day. Super Disk 

SAVE ON SUPER DISK' DISKETTES price 
Product Description Part a per disc (S) 

5'/4" SSSD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring Retail 10 pack 
5'/4" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope 
5'/." SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring Retail 10 pack 
51/2" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope 
51/4" DSDD Soft Sector w/club Ring Retail 10 pack 
5'/4" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope 
5'4" DSOD Soft Sector (96 TPI) Retail 10 pack 
5'/." Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope 
51/4" DSHD for IBM PC/AT - bulk pack 
31/2" SSHD (135 TPI) - Retail 10 pack 
3'/e" SSHD (135 TPI) - bulk pack 
31/2" DSHD (135 TPI) Retail 10 Sack 
3'/e" DSHD (135 TPI) - bulk pack 

6431HR 
6437 -HR 
6481 -HR 
6487 -HR 
6491 -HR 
6497 -HR 
6501 -HR 
6507 -HR 
6667 -HR 
6311 -HR 
6317 -HR 
6321 -HR 
6327 -HR 

0.64 
0.39 
0.68 
0.43 
0.74 
0.49 
1.09 
0.79 
1.49 
1.50 
1.14 
1.68 
1.49 

SSSD = Single Sided Single Density; SSDD = Single Sided Double Density; 
DSDD= Double Sided Double Density; DSQD = Double Sided Quad Density; 
SSHD = Single Sided High Density; DSHD = Double Sided High Density. 

BUY YOUR DISKETTES FROM CE WITH CONFIDENCE 
To get the fastest delivery of yourdiskettes, phone your order directly to our 
order desk and charge it to your credit card. Written purchase orders are 
accepted from approved government agencies and most well rated firms at 
a 10% surcharge for net 13 billing. For maximum savings, your order should 
be prepaid. All sales are subject to availability. acceptance and verification. 
All sales are final. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Prices, terms and speci- 
fications are subject to change without notice. Out of stock items may be 
placed on backorder or substituted for equivalent product unless we are 
instructed differently. A $5.00 additional handling fee will be charged for all 
orders with a merchandise total under $50.00. All shipments are F.O.B. CE 
warehouse in Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD's. Non -certified checks require 
bank clearance. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax or supply your tax ID 
number and reason for tax exemption. 

For shipping charges add $6.00 per 100 diskettes and/or any fraction of 
100 51/4 -inch or 31/2 -inch diskettes for U.P.S./R.P.S. ground shipping and 
handling in the continental U.S. UPS 2nd day air rates are three times 
continental U.S. rates. For Canada, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, or 
APO/FPO delivery shipping is three times the continental U.S. rate. 

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics Inc., Box 
1045, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1045 U.S.A. If you have a 

Discover, Visa or Master Card, you may call and place a credit 
card order. Order toll -free in the U.S. Dial 800 -USA -DISK. In 

Canada, order toll -free by calling 800-CA1-DISK. If you are 
outside the U.S. or in Michigan dial 313-973-8888. Telex 
anytime 671-0155 (6710155 CE UW). Order today. 

Copyright © 1986 Communications Electronics Inc. Ad #100186 -HR 
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merely ted to the transmitter. The 
micro -wire is then connected to 
the transmitter via spring -loaded 
terminals and fed along base- 
boards and door frames to the re- 
ceiver. Enough micro -wire (150 
feet) is supplied with the unit for 
almost any domestic applications; 
the cable ends are stripped and 
tinned for easy connection. The 
wire is installed by stapling it to the 
baseboard, etc., and is hardly no- 
ticeable. You must be caretul, 
however, not to pierce the wire 

with the staples. At the receiver, 
the micro -wire is connected to the 
unit via spring -loaded terminals. 
The receiver is connected to the 
TV set via the supplied cable. 
That's all there is to it. 

As mentioned, power and in- 
frared signals are sent to the re- 
ceiver from the transmitter via the 
micro -wire. That means that the 
receiver itself is not connected to 
the house wiring. 

More significantly, it means that 
you can control a signal source 

CABLE TV * SPECIALS 

CONVERTERS 

JERROLD: DRZ-3DIC105-66 Channel Wireless '199." 
JRX-3 DIC-36 Channel Corded Remote '149." 
JSX-3 DIC-36 Channel Set Top '129." 
SB-3-'The Real Thing' '119." 

MAGNAVOX: 6400-60 Channel Wireless w/Parental 
Lockout for Jerrold systems '199." 

ZENITH: Z -TAC Cable Add -On 0225.00 

VIEW STAR: EVSC-2000-60 Channel Wireless- 
with Parental Lockout 

EVSC-2000A-B-Same as above with 

99.15 

A -B Switch '109.t5 
View Star 1000-60 Channel Wireless 

with Volume '119." 

MISCELLANEOUS 

OAK: N-12 Mini -Code s 89.96 

N-12 Mini -Code Vari-Sync '109." 
N-12 Minl-Code Vari-Sync Plus Auto On -Oft '165.00 

JERROLD: 400 & 450 Handheld Transmitters ' 29." 

HAMLIN: MLD-1200 ' 99.'6 

NEW ITEMS: Standard Components -66 Channel Wireless - 
with Parental Lockout ' 99." 

Scientific Atlanta Call for Price 

Power Zapper Stun Gun, 46, 000V ' 59." 
K-40 Radar Detector-Dash Model '199." 
K-40 Radar Detector-Remote '229." 
ALL UNITS GUARANTEED. QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE. 

UNITED ELECTRONIC SUPPLY 
P.O. BOX 1206 ELGIN, ILLINOIS 60121 312-697-0600 

trom a remote viev<ing location by 
using its infrared remote control as 
you normally use it. Infrared sig- 
nals from the control are picked up 
by the receiver, sent to the trans- 
mitter via the wire, and emitted by 
an infrared source at the transmit- 
ter. The signals are then picked up 
by the signal source's infrared re- 
ceiver. 

The infrared source was origi- 
nally mounted inside the transmit- 
ter, behind a window. However, 
not all installations allowed for re- 
liable operation using that 
scheme. Therefore, an external in- 
frared source, or "wand," was add- 
ed. That wand is connected to the 
transmitter via a jack and is placed 
directly in front of the signal 
source's infrared transmitter. 

The owner's manual is excellent 
as far as it goes, but it only shows 
the connections for a VCR and a 
remote TV set. No attempt is made 
to show other combinations, 
probably because there are so 
many possibilities. The unit can be 
inserted anywhere within the RF 

signal path. 
This reviewer's major complaint 

with the unit is that it lacks a main 
power switch. Although the power 
consumption of the transmitter is 
only 14 watts, there is little reason 
for leaving the unit on all the time, 
even when the signal source and 
attached TV sets are off. Further, 
that omission may lead to shorter 
device life. Adding the switch, as 
well as an LED power indicator 
would not add much to the unit's 
cost, or its power consumption; 
both additions would be worth- 
while enhancements. 

At a suggested retail price of 
$89.95, the VCR Rabbit is far less 
expensive than adding another ca- 
ble converter, VCR, or satellite re- 
ceiver, yet offers you much of the 
convenience of such an addition. 
Additional receivers, supplied 
with 150 feet of wire, are available 
at a suggested retail price of 
$44.95. 

Some might feel that the micro - 
wire link is unsightly or undesira- 
ble, but this reviewer found that 
the wire was nearly unnoticeable. 
Further, the video signal supplied 
by the VCR Rabbit is superior to 
that supplied by any RF-link sys- 
tem we've seen, and without the 
threat of an FCC fine! R -E 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
AUTOMATIC IC TEST SYSTEM, the 
model 560, is designed for testing 
IC's in and out of circuit. It will test 
over 90% of the most popular TTL 
and CMOS IC's. 

In -circuit test applications in- 
clude diagnostic tests on com- 
pleted circuit hoards on a produc- 
tion line, at a quality -control point, 
in a service depot, or even in a 

field -service operation. It can be 
programmed to test all IC's in se- 
quence on a hoard, or to test large 
quantities of one IC type. Pro- 
gramming setup time is a minute 
or less for simple boards. 

Tests can be conducted in ran - 

,f . 
r-. 0 II -"'-- !w 
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dom order or in a pre -determined 
test sequence. A particular series 
of IC numbers used on a circuit 
hoard can be selected from the 
model 560's resident library and 
loaded into RAM, or programmed 
into EEPROM memory for perma- 

nent storage. So rapid is its opera- 
tion that faulty PC hoards that were 
previously discarded-because of 
the cost of labor-can now he de- 
bugged in minutes by non -tech- 
nical personnel. 

All test results are displayed on a 

20 -character dot-matrix vacuum 
fluorescent display. Plain -English 
user -prompts guide every step of 
the operation. In addition, front - 
panel LED indicators display the 
test mode and device type. 

The model 560 is priced at 
$3500.00.-B&K Precision Product 
Group, 6640 W. Cortland St., Chi- 
cago, IL 60635. 

DMM, the Mercer model 9370, of- 
fers autoranging and manual se- 
lection of voltage and resistance 
ranges. It measures up to 1000 
volts DC (in 5 ranges), 750 volts AC 
(in 4 ranges), 10 amps AC and DC 
(in 2 ranges), and 2 megohms (in 5 

high- and 4 low -power ranges.) 
The memory mode provides up 

to 99 counts of zero offset. Also 
included is an audible continuity 
indication. Basic DC -voltage ac- 
curacy is 0.5%. Low and high ener- 
gy tuses are provided. 

The unit is housed in a 5.9" x 
2.95" x 1.34" high impact case, and 
it weighs %4 pound. A 9 -volt bat- 
tery, color -coded test leads with 
screw -on alligator clips, and an op - 

r 
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erator's manual are also furnished. 
The model 9370 has a suggested 
list price of $59.00.-Mercer Elec- 

ttronics, Division of Simpson Elec- 
tric Company, 853 Dundee Ave- 
nue, Elgin, IL 60120. 

Card Size Digital Multimeter 
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TES7ON'S CHECKMAN MINI 

iiiYour 
fits any shirt pocket. Carry it with you at all times 

to test and measure AC/DC volts, ohms, and even do diode checks. Self-contained in a 

vinyl case, with probes attached, this compact 31/2 digit multimeter folds to approx. 
4.5"H x 3"W x 0.5"D and weighs only 3 oz. Always ready for action, the high quality 
CHECKMAN MINI offers built-in autoranging, easy -to -read 0.4" high LCD, continuity/diode 
testing, and low cost. 

To order, for shipment within the USA, send check or 
money order for $29.95 (CT residents add 71/2% sales tax) plus $1.50 
for handling and shipping or call TOLL FREE: 1-800/221-5749. 
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY. 

qi 
SIBER HEGNER NORTH AMERICA INC. 
5 Landmark Square, Stamford, CT 06901 
Call TOLL FREE: 1-800/221-5749 
In CT: 203/967-4441 Telex: 279653 SANDH UR 
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Radio - 
Electronics meld KEYLESS DOOR LOCK KIT, the 

model GD-3830, is a keypad -con- 
trolled latch. The 12 -button key- 
pad mounts outside the door at 
doorknob level, while a solenoid - 
operated latch replaces the con- 
ventional strike -plate. The user 
programs the lock to accept a tour - 
digit sequence. 

CIRCI E 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

the user may change the entry 
code as often as desired, and he 
may also select an entry -code time 
range from a group of ranges be- 
tween 2 and 20 seconds. The door 
will remain locked it it takes longer 
than the programmed time range 
to enter the code. The keyless 
Door l ock can also he set to re- 
main unlocked for as long as 45 
seconds. 

The model GD-3830 operates 
from a power -cube transformer 
and has a jack for a 12 -volt re- 
chargeable battery backup in case 
of power failure. It is priced at 
$99.55.-Heath Company, Benton 
Harbor, MI 49022. 
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CD STORAGE SYSTEM, measures 6" 
wide, 15" long, and 2" deep, and 
can hold up to 20 compact -disc 
jewel boxes. The storage clip 
pivots forward, allowing the user 
to scan the titles and remove selec- 
tions with ease. 

the CD Storage System can be 
either wall -mounted or placed on 
a flat surface. Because of its light 
weight, it can also be carried from 
home to car. The retail price is 
$19.95.-Discwasher, 4309 Trans - 
world Road, Schiller Park, IL 6(1176. 

continued on page 39 
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THEMODELWTT-20 ISONLYTHESIZEOF FREE CATALOG OF HARD -TO -FIND 
A DIME, yet transmits both sides of a tele- TOOLS is packed with more than 2000 
phone conversation to any FM radio with quality items. Your single source for precision 
crystal clarity. Telephone line powered - never tools used by electronic technicians, engi- 
needs a battery! Up to t/4 mile range. Adjusta- neers, instrument mechanics, schools, labo- 
ble from 70-130 MHZ. Complete kit S29.95 ratories and government agencies. Also 
+ S1.50 S ;- H. Free Shipping on 2 or more! contains Jensen's line of more than 40 tool 
COD add S4. Call or send VISA, MC. MO. kits. Send for your free copy today! JENSEN 
DECO INDUSTRIES, Box 607, Bedford TOOLS INC., 7815 46th St., Phoenix, AZ 
Hills, NY 10507. (914) 232-3878. 85044. (602) 968-6231. 
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"SODDER" WITH THE NEW BUTANE 
THIS CHRISTMAS GIVE THE GIFT OF MTS POWERED PORTASOL. No matter how you 
Stereo with the Reconton V622 Entertain- spell it Portasol is the handiest soldering iron 
ment Decoder. The V622 adds a new dimen- around. Seven inches long. Variable power: 
sion to your TV viewing - cinema -like audio 10 to 60 watts. 60 minutes use per refill. Only 
reproduction that was never before possible. 29.95 - 2.00 P&H. Replacement tips: 1.2. 
Features include dbx/NDR Noise Reduc- 2.4 (standard), 3.2, 4.8mm, 7.50 + .50. 
tion Stereo Synthesizer MPX input Butane: 3.50 + .50. VA add 4% tax. Quantity 
$109.75 ea. plus $3.50 shipping (In NY add discounts dealers invited. Visa MC orders: 
Tax.) 15 day money back guarantee. DEL- (703) 323-8000. Mail Ck'Money-order to: PHONE INDUSTRIES INC., Box 150. El- PORTASOL, 4358 Harvester Farm Lane, 
mont, NY 11003, (718) 468-7367. Fairfax, VA 22032. 
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} - _ YOUR GUIDANCE 

REWARDI3NOGFUTURE 

A CAREER START FOR THE 21ST CEN- 
TURY. Since 1905, National Technical 

- Itts, 
.. Schools has helped people build successful 

careers. Enter the 21st Century through 
home study courses in Robotics, Computer 

CABLE TV CONVERTERS AND DE- Technology and Servicing, Microprocessors, 
SCRAMBLERS. Large selection of top Video Technology, Basic Electronics, Trans - 
quality merchandise. Low prices. Quantity portation Technology, Climate Control Tech - 
discounts. We ship COD. Most orders are nology or TV and Radio Servicing. For a 
shipped within 24 hrs. Send $2.00 for catalog. FREE catalog, call 1 -800 -B -BETTER. Or 
CABLETRONICS UNLIMITED, P.O. Box write NTS/INDEPENDENT TRAINING 
266 Dept. R, S. Weymouth, MA 02190 (617) GROUP, 456 West M. L. King Jr. Blvd. L.A., 
871-6500 CA 90037. 
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LINE ZAPPER 

VIOLO IN VIUTO OUT 

DESCRAMBLE THE NEW VIDEO TAPE 
COPY PROTECTION SCHEME. When you 
rent or buy a recent movie release, stop the 
vertical jumping and jittering in your TV pic- 
ture with the LINE ZAPPER. This project de- 
tects and removes selected lines of video that 
have been modified and often interfere with 
normal television operation. Get your kit to- 
day only $49.95 plus $2.00 for shipping and 
handling. ELEPHANT ELECTRONICS, Box 
41865-L, Phoenix, AZ 85080. (602) 
581-1973. MasterCard and Visa accepted. 
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60 dB SIGNAL ELIMINATOR-for removal 
of undesirable TV/FM/VHF signals. Can be 
tuned precisely to ANY signal within these 
ranges: 'Model 26 - Ch's. 2-6 plus FM (54-108 
Mhz) 'Model 1422 - Ch's. 14(A) - 22(1) 
(120-174Mhz) 'Model 713 - Ch's. 7-13 
(174-216 Mhz).Highly selective notch/ad- 
justable strength. Singles $30. Quantity dis- 
counts to 60%. STAR CIRCUITS - P.O. Box 
8332 - Pembroke Pines, FL. 33084 
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NEW JERROLD CS 68 CHANNEL CABLE 
TV CONVERTER with volume control & de- 
scramoler loop (Port). Programmable clock 
turns TV on off & changes channel. Audio 
mute kills commercials. Programmable chan- 
nel scan. Instant channel recall. Automatic 
fine tuning with manual override. Video & au- 
dio outputs. Friendly to all descramblers. 
Speci`y output. 1 year warranty. $139. $118 
ea./case lot of 10. Free delivery. Dealers want- 
ed. 514-739-9328. CROSLEY ELEC- 
TRONICS, Box 840, Champlain, N.Y.12919. 
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NEW SATELLITE DECODER. Parts, kits, as- 
sembled units. BASIC KIT with PC board, all 
parts, manual-$69.95. COMPLETE KIT, in- 
cluding RF modulator & cabinet -5109.95. 
COMPLETE UNIT (no RF modulator, but 
ready to run-S169.95. COMPLETE UNIT wi 
RF MODULATOR-$189.95. PC BOARD & 

assembly manual-$24.95. TWO BASIC 
KITS...Get the third free-$139.90. PIL- 
GRAM VIDEO PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 3325, 
Plymouth Center, MA 02361. 
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SIMPLY SNAP THE WAT -50 MINIATURE FM 
TRANSMITTER on top of a 9v battery and 
hear every sound in an entire house up to 1 

mile away! Adjustable from 70-130 MHZ. Use 
with any FM radio. Complete kit $29.95 
51.50 S + H. Free shipping on 2 or more! COD 
add $4. Call or send VISA, MC. MO. DECO 
INDUSTRIES, Box 607, Bedford Hills, NY 
10507. (914) 232-3878. 
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APPLIANCE REPAIR HANDBOOKS -13 
volumes by service experts: easy -to - 
understand diagrams, illustrations. For major 
appl ances (air conditioners. refrigerators. 
washers, dryers, microwaves. etc.). elec. 
housewares. personal -care appliances. 
Bases of solid state. setting up shop, test 
instruments. S2.65 to S5.90 each. Free 
brochure. APPLIANCE SERVICE, PO Box 
789. Lombard, IL 60148. 1-(312) 932-9550. 
CIRCLE 84 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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MICROWAVE ANTENNAS S69.95. Now in- 
cluding shipping and Lifetime warranty. We 
Repair all types of Downconverters. Cable 
Converters and equipment available! Jerrold 
400 wireless Convertor $72.95 plus shippng. 
Coax cable, T.V. parts, accessories, con- 
nectors, T.V. amplifiers. Write for free catalog 
or call for prices. BLUE STAR IND., Dept. 
105-RE11-86, 4712 Ave. N, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
11234 (718) 338-8318 Ext. 105. 
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ZENITH SSAVI $169 EACH, beat the price 
increase. UHF gated pulse S199. Recondi- 
tioned original equipment for UHF chs. 
27,48,51,60, etc. Quantity discounts. Satellite 
equipment. Surplus TV equipment: N-12, 
SB-3, Hamlin 1200, converters, amplifiers, 
etc. Catalog $1. SSAVI modification/trou- 
bleshooting handbook $6.50 ppd. AIS SAT- 
ELLITE, INC., P.O. BOX 1226-E Dublin, PA, 
18917. 215-249-9411. 
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SAFE -LEGAL -EFFECTIVE STUN GUN 
VIPER II. Instantly immobilizes an attacker 
up to 15 minutes. Penetrates through leather 
and thick clothing. Discharges 50,000v from 
a single 9v NiCad battery. Used by police 
around the country. 1 Year Guarantee. 1 Viper 
II $39.95. With NiCard battery and charger 
$49.95. Free belt clip with every VIPER II. 

Catalog Free. UNITED IMPORTS & MFG., 
6846 PACIFIC ST. RE1, OMAHA, NE 68106, 
(402) 554-0383, TLX: 5106016153, MC, 
ViSA, C.O.D. 
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Move into commercial satellite communications and home 
satellite TV with NRI's latest training breakthrough! 

Explore Every Aspect of Satellite Trans- 
mission and Reception As You Assemble, 
Install, and Train With the Complete TVRO 
System Included in Your Course 

Back in 1964, great excitement surrounded the launching 
of Syncom 2, the true forerunner of today's satellites. But 
not even the most hopeful of scientists believed that in 
less than 25 years, communications satellites would have 
such a tremendous impact on the professional and per- 
sonal lives of millions of people around the globe. 

Today, thanks to the rapid development of satellite 
technology, a call to Paris is as clear and as easy to make 
as a call to your next door neighbor ... executives from 
multi -national corporations and even small businesses 
use video conferencing to "meet" without leaving their 
offices ... simultaneously a billion people witness a single 
event (a sciccer game, an inauguration, a benefit rock 
concert) ... global weather maps transmitted from satel- 
lites allow meteorologists to forecast weather trends weeks 

in advance ...and scientists now explore and investigate 
the mysteries of outer space without leaving their labs. 

And, not surprisingly, these amazing applications of 
satellite technology have opened up exciting new opportu- 
nities for the technician trained to install, maintain, trouble- 
shoot and repair satellite communications equipment. 

Home Satellite TV Is Just at the Start of 
Its Explosive Future 

You've seen them in suburban backyards and alongside 
country farmhouses. Home satellite TV systems are 
springing up all across the country. 

Already there are over a million TVRO (Television 
Receive -Only) systems in place in the U.S. alone, and 
experts predict that by 1990, a remarkable 60% of U.S. 
homes will have a satellite dish. Contributing to the field's 
phenomenal growth are the support of the FCC and 
Congress, steady improvement in product quality, the 
development of smaller dishes, and a growing consumer 
enthusiasm for satellite TV. 



New Jobs, New Careers for the 
Trained Technician 

Now you can take advantage of the 
exciting opportunities opening up in 

this service- and support -intensive 
industry. NRI's new break- 

through training prepares you 
to fill the increasing need for 
technicians to install, adjust, 
and repair earth station 
equipment, such as dishes, 

antennas, receivers, and 
amplifiers. - 

As an NRI-trained technician, you can concentrate 
your efforts on consumer -oriented TVRO equipment. Or 
you can use your NRI training to build a career servicing 
larger commercial or military equipment used both to 
transmit and receive voice, data, and video signals. You'll 
also find opportunities in sales and system consulting, a 

role some expect to increase tenfold within the next five 
years on both the corporate and consumer levels. 

NRI Brings Satellite Technology 
Down to Earth 

Only NRI has the resources and the skills necessary to 
transform today's most sophisticated technology into 
understandable, step-by-step training. 

NRI's new course in Satellite Communications 
gets you in on the ground floor of 
this booming technology. You are 
thoroughly trained in the necessary 
basic electronics, fundamental 
communications principles, and 
television transmission and 
operation. 

Using the remarkable NRI 
Discovery Lab®, you demon- 
strate first-hand many important 
points covered in your lessons. 
You perform critical tests and 
measurements with your digital 
multimeter. And, using your 
NRI Antenna Applications and 
Design Lab, you assemble and test 
various types of antennas and matching sections. 

Then you concentrate on both commercial and con- 
sumer satellite earth station equipment, putting theory to 
practice as you assemble and install the 5' parabolic dish 
antenna system included in your course. 

Your Home Satellite TV System 
Brings Theory to Life! 

The Wilson TVRO system included in your course comes 
complete with 5' parabolic dish antenna system, low - 
noise amplifier (LNA), down converter, receiver, low -loss 

coaxial cable, and even a permanent polar mount. 
By training with an actual TVRO system, you'll come 

to understand the function and operation of a satellite 
earth station-knowledge that you can apply to both con- 
sumer and commercial equipment. And once you have 
completed your TVRO system, you'll have access to the 
best television entertainment available-direct from the 
satellite to your home. 

At -Home Training the Uniquely 
Successful 
NRI Way 

It's hands-on train- 
ing, at home. . . 

designed around the 
latest state-of-the-art 
electronic equip- 
ment you work 
with as part of your 
training. You start 
from scratch and 
"discover by 
doing" all the ®,,..- 
way up to the ''' _ 

level of a fully ;,, 
qualified profes- 
sional. You conduct 
key experiments. . . perform vital tests. install your 
own system ... and you do it at the pace that suits 
you best. 

But, most important to your success, you don't do 
it alone. Built into your NRI training is the enormous 
experience of our development specialists and 
instructors, whose long -proven training skills and 
personal guidance come to you on a one-to-one basis. 
They are always available for consultation and help. 

^, 

Make Your Move Into the 
Future Today! Send for Your 
FREE NRI Catalog 

1,;1 

r 

Only NRI can train you at home for an 
exciting and rewarding career as a satellite 
communications technician. The knowledge 
and know-how you gain from your NRI 
training provide you with the soundest 
possible foundation for further growth with 
the industry. But now is the time to act. 
Return the post-paid card to us today. You 
will receive your 100 -page catalog free. It's 
filled with alt the details you'll want to know 
about our training methods and materials 
and our more than 70 years of successful 

innovation in at-home, nands-on 
career training-the kird of 
experience that enables NRI 
to provide the most effective 
training possible to prepare 
you for today's, and tomor- 
row's, high-tech opportun- 
ities. (If the card is miss=ng, 
write to us at the address 
below.) 

. fó 

MAWSCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS 

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center 
3939 'Wisconsin Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20016 

We'll give you tomorrow. Í.f111 
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NEW IDEAS 
Light -seeking robot 
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111 RI 'S A SIMPI 1 CIRCUIT FOR 1)1 MON- 
slrating some basic principles of 
robotics. the circuit is light seek- 
ing; with careful adjustment it will 
follow a flashlight around a 

darkened room. The heart of the 
circuit is a pair of photocells that 
determine the direction in which 
the robot will move. Depending 
on how light falls on the cells, the 
robot can be made to move for- 
ward, left, or right. Motion is 
provided by two independent DC 
motors; a swivel -wheel maintains 
balance. 

How it works 
In the circuit shown in Fig. 1, 

each photocell is connected to an 
op -amp configured as a com- 
parator. When sufficient light falls 
on photocell R2, the voltage at the 
inverting input (pin 6) oí IC1-a will 
tall below the voltage at the non - 
inverting input (pin 5), so the out- 
put of the comparator will go high, 
and transistors Q and Q2 will turn 

on. That will enable relays RY1 and 
RY2, and thereby provide power 
for the right motor. The robot will 
then turn lett. 

Likewise, when light falling on 
R3 lowers its resistance, Q2 and 
Q3 will turn on, the left motor will 
energize, and the robot will turn 
right. 

Notice that diodes DI and D2 
provide an OR function: Q2 turns 
on when either comparator goes 
high (or when both do). When Q2 
turns on, it energizes relay RY2, 
which provides a path to ground 
for either motor coil, or both. 
When there is not enough light 
falling on the photocells, neither 
comparator will go high, so RY2 
will be off. That is what prevents 
the robot from moving when nei- 
ther photocell is lit. 

Also note that the photocells 
and motors are cross-wired-the 
lett photocell controls the right 
motor, and the right photocell 
controls the left motor. 

NEW IDEAS 
This column is devoted to new ideas, cir- 

cuits, device applications. construction tech- 
niques, helpful hints, etc. 

All published entries. upon publication. will 
earn $25. In addition, for U.S. residents only. 
Panavise will donate their model 333-The 
Rapid Assembly Circuit Board Holder, having 
a retail price of $39.95. It features an eight - 
position rotating adjustment, indexing at 45 - 

degree increments. and six positive lock posi- 
tions in the vertical plane, giving you a full ten - 
inch height adjustment for comfortable work- 
ing. 

I agree to the above terms, and grant 
Radio -Electronics Magazine the right to 
publish my idea and to subsequently re- 
publish my idea in collections or compilations 
of reprints of similar articles. I declare that the 
attached idea is my own original material and 
that its publication does not violate any other 
copyright. I also declare that this material has 
not been previously published. 

Title of Idea 

Signature 

Print Name Date 

Street 

City State Zip 
Mail your idea along with this coupon 
to: New Ideas Radio -Electronics, 

500-B Bi-County Boulevard 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 

Construction 
Building this circuit requires 

more mechanical than electronic 
skills. In addition to a circuit 
hoard, you'll have to provide a 

platform for the motors, the swivel 
wheel, and the batteries. You 
could generate the five -volt motor/ 
relay supply troni a six -volt battery 
or gel -cell in series with a power 
diode. Make sure to use a diode 
that can handle about tour times 
the maximum current drain of a 

single motor. lo provide noise im- 
munity, the comparators should 
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be powered from a separate low - 
current nine -volt supply. 

The photocells should be 
mounted on the front of the plat- 
form, several inches apart, with a 

light barrier between them. You'll 
have to experiment to find the ex- 
act dimensions for your applica- 
tion, hut try mounting the 
photocells two inches apart, and 
make the light barrier about tour 
inches long. Also, it's a good idea 
to coat the harrier and whatever 
the photocells are mounted on 
with flat black paint. 

Atter wiring the circuit, check it 
over and correct any errors. Then 
turn ott the lights and adjust R4 so 
that the robot doesn't move when 
only ambient light is falling on the 
photocells. Next adjust RI so that 
the photocells are equally respon- 
sive to your signal light. I ast, try 
leading the robot around the 
room. -1. A. lavares 

NEW PRODUCTS 

continued from page 32 

PROTOTYPING STATION, the 
model PB 503 PROTO-BOARL), has 
a large, three -socket breadboard- 
ing area and support features in- 
cluding a function generator, a 

variable power supply, and eight 
LED logic indicators. 

CIRCLE 34 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Also built in are such frequently 
used circuit components as de - 
bounced pushbuttons, eight -posi- 
tion DIP switch, SPDI switch, 1K 

and 10K potentiometers, a speak- 
er, and two BNC connectors. Ev- 

erything is connected to the 
breadboarding area through a PC 
hoard, and access is quick and 
simple. 

The model P8-50.3 PhOTO- 
BOARD has a suggested retail 
price of $275.00. -Global Spe- 
cialties, 70 Fulton Terrace, P. O. Box 
1942, New Haven, CT 06509. 

CASSETTE DEMAGNETIZER, the 
model Sh308, is powered by a 1.5 - 

volt mercury disc dry cell. The 
unit's electronic circuit generates a 

large electronic field at the tape 
head, then slowly breaks the field 
down. As the field decays, it dissi- 
pates the tape -head magnetism is 
less than one-third of a second. 

,- 

r 
R 

.rK 

CIRCLE 35 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The battery has an average lite of 
500 hours, and is readily replacea- 
ble. A recessed LED in the cassette 
informs the user whether the cell 
requires replacement. 

The model SK308 is priced at un- 
der $20.00. -Signet, 4701 Hudson 
Drive, Stow, OH 44224. 

¡¡(r If TUBES 
u 

III 
and IC's 
FAST DELIVERY 

LOWEST PRICES 
call Toll Free (800) 221-5802 

In-depth Inventory - Induslrlul & Recele no Tubes 

3-5002 585.00 8122 5135.00 
572B 75.00 813 45.00 
811A 15.00 MRF450 12.95 

6146B 8.75 MRF454 18.95 
M2057 15.00 MRF455 14.95 

8950 12.50 MRF492 19.95 

4CX250B 75.00 6LF6 8.26 
68838 9.50 6JS6C 7.46 

SG613 10.50 6CA7 6.91 

CHEMTRONICS CHEMICALS 
TUN -O -WASH 24oz. 
TUN -O -POWER 
TUNER RENU 6oz. 
FREEZE IT 22oz. 

53.89 
3.39 
1.25 
3.39 

Major Manufacturers Factory Boxed and Full line of 

Syllanla ECG Replacement Semiconductors 

ozip e non Snvuru 

Minimum order 525 00 Utlo,« S3 UPS charge 

TRANSLETERONIC INC. 

Iii 
Box R. 1365 39th Street, Brooklyn. NV 11218 

Tel. 718 633 28001Watts Line 806221.5802 
FAX (718) 633 4375 

CIRCLE 193 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Capacitance, 
logic and more. 

For less. 
Now, a fully -loaded DMM combines 

a capacitance meter, logic probe, and 

an hFE meter, all for the price of a DMM. 

Tl'l. Logic Probe: 20 MHz 

Hi, to/off indications 
Detects 25115 pulse width 

Capacitance: 5 ranges (2nF to 20µF) 
hFE (NI'N or PNP): 1 range (1000) 
DMM: DCV- 5 ranges (.2V to lkV) 

ACV -5 ranges ( .2\ to 750V) 

DCA-4 ranges ( 200µA to l0A) 
ACA -3 ranges (20mA to 10A) 

Ohms -7 ranges (200 Ohms 
to 2000 Megohms ) 

Continuity beeper 

Diode check 
Built-in bail 

Anti-skid pads 

See one now at your local Beckman 

Industrial distributor. 

DM25L... Só995` 

_ 
---__ 

; ñ f 1,1 
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' augu 'red lust pore ( SUS) with battery. lest leads and manual. 
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Beckman Industrial Corporation 
A Subsidiary of Emerson Electric Company 
630 Puente Street, Brea, CA 92621 

714) 671-4800 

I t'opsnght 1916 Heckman Industrial Corporation 

CIRCLE 98 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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20 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 

$369 MO -1251 

ELENCO PRODUCTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES! 

FREE 
DIGITAL 
METER 
WITH 
SCOPE 
PURCHASE 

-f 
tir w m.i N.M...,, - r : 

¡¡ . . I' i] 
l .1"'1 
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35 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 

$545 MO -1252 

Top quality scopes at a very reasonable price. Contains all the desirable features. Elenco's 2 year guarantee 
assures you of continuous service. Two 1x, 10x probes, diagrams and manual included. Write for specifications. 

ISCO MULTI METER with 
CAPACITANCE and 

transistor tester 

$65 
Model 

CM -1500 

Reads Volts, Ohms, 
Current, Capacitors 
Transistors & Diodes 

TRUE RMS 41/2 

11111 DIGIT MULTIMETER 

-T- 

GF-8016 Function Generator 
with Freq. Counter 

$219 
- 4' . j. Sine, Square, Triangle, 

Pulse, Ramp, .2 to 2 MHz 
Frequency .1 thru 10 MHz 

GF 8015 without Freq. Meter 1169 

- .; ,a 

Triple Power Supply XP -660 

14950 
0-20V @ 1A 
0-20V @ 1A 

5V @ 5A 
Fully Regulated, Short Circuit Protected with 2 
Limit Cont. 3 Separate Supplies. 

3 Amp Power Supply XP -650 

-: 741. 

"1/".-_tW1 
_, _Ill.. 

war 

11950 
0-40V @ 1.5A 
0-20V @ 3A 

Fully regulated, short circut protected current 
limit control 

$135 Model 

.059/0 DC Accuracy 
.1 9/o Resistance 

with Freq. Counter 
& Deluxe Case 

10 MHz OSCILLOSCOPE 

$190 
S-3000 

10 MHz DC or AC 
Triggered Sweep 
Calibrated Vert & Hor 
Reads Volts & Freq 

50 MHz LOGIC PROBE 

$23 

AUTO RANG I NG 
plus 

MANUAL RANGING 
3 1/2 DIGIT METER 
28 FUNCTIONS 
FULLY PROTECTED 

M-1180 .7% ACY $36.95 
M-1182 .25% ACY $39.95 
M-1181 .1% ACY $42.95 

BREADBORD 

Shown 
9434 

9430 1,100 pins $15 

9434 2,170 pins $25 

9436 2,860 pins $35 

LOGIC PULSER 

$25 

LP -700 LP -600 

20 nec with memory 

:800 

uíak'iii® 

2 us pulse @ 1A 

DIGITAL LCR 
Model LC -1800 
Measures: Inductors 
Capacitors, Resistors 

METER 

$148 
Inductors .114H to 200 H 
Capacitor.1 Pf to 20014f 
Resistor .014 to 20M Q 
Ranges 6 Ind, 7 cap, 7 res 

C&S SALES, 8744 W. North Ter. Niles, IL 60648 100 ti 15 DAY MONEY 
800-292-7711 (312) 459-9040 'mom BACK GUARANTEE ASK FOR CATALOG 

2 Year Limited Guarantee! Add 5% for Postage ($10 max.), IL Res., 7% Tax 
CIRCLE 109 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Closed -Caption Decoder 
Closed-captioning-what's it all about? Find out here, and build a 
high-performance, low-cost closed -caption decoder, too. 

\1<)Itl? :\NI) 5101íE (;ix)i) I'1t((altAN1S AIt1t 

appearing on TV lately. especially on the 

cable channels. And inure and more good 
films are coming out on videotape.But 
until recently not everyone could tulle en- 
joy those programs-especially people 
with a hearing disability. Since l)79. 
however. Many TV shows have been 
broadcast and man y videotapes have been 
released that use dosed (u/Nionin,i'-a 
method tvherehv hearing -impaired per- 
sons can read dialog and narration on the 
screen in real time-while the actor or 
announcer is speaking! 

All it takes is our inexpensive adapter to 
alto++ a hearing -impaired person to enjoy 
all the benefits of modern programming. 
Because most of the circuitry comes on a 

pre -built module. the decoder can he built 
easily in an evening or Ivul filr under 5l5O. 

To use the decoder, teed the audio and 
video outputs of a VCR. a component -TV 
tuner. or a satellite receiver to the adapter. 
and connect its outputs to the correspond- 
ing inputs of your receiving device. It 
your receiver has no audio and video in- 
puts. you can add an RF modulator to 
provide input directly to your receiver's 
antenna terminals. 

How it works 
Closed captioning is the term 'Or the 

written subtitles that are encoded in a tele- 
vision program or on a videotape. An 
often -asked question is v+hy the captions 
are "closed." or normally invisible. in- 
stead of "open- and visible all the tinte. 
The answer is that. although captions are a 

hoop to the hearing -impaired t lesser. they 
can annoy and distract other viewers. 

Normal's the subtitles ale not visible 
on the screen. hut ++ hen a video signal 
carrying closed -caption data is passed 
through a decoder. that data can he extrac- 
ted irons the signal and converted into 
v isible captions that can he placed just 
about anywhere on the screen. The cap- 
tions usually appear at the bottom of the 

picture and provide. in a readable land 
slightly edited) form, both dialogue and 
narration. 

To asoid blocking on -screen action. or 
to better identify who is speaking \+ hen 
more than one person is visible. the cap- 
tions can he placed on the screen strate- 
gically. Significant sounds that are not 

apparent from the on -screen action (such 
as off -camera screams. door slams. and 

gunshots) can also he captioned. and usu- 
ally are placed in brackets: 'gunshots. 

I shouts I. etc. 
'Ihere are numerous closed -captioned 

programs on TV these days. For example. 
almost half of the network movies. most 
of the regular prime -tinte series. and 
many nevi s and educational programs are 

currently closed -captioned. The three net- 
works (most notably ARC) and the PBS 
system carry more than a hundred hour; 
of captioned programming a week. Many 
pay -TV services also carry captioned pro- 
grams Isome 31) hours a week). including 
HBO/Cinemax and Shot+time/The \lovie 
Channel. 

In addition to broadcast programming. 
hundreds of popular t ideo -taped movies 
have also been captioned. The total 
number of titles that are as table at press 
time should exceed (,(N): appro\i h ateIr 
25 titles are added even month. ('ap- 

J. DANIEL GIFFORD 

tioned movies are identified by a closed- 
caplion svmhol on the package. 

Closed -captioning pros ides more than 
lust captions. (here are nationwide full - 
page text services that summarise news, 
sports scores. special information for the 
hearing impaired. and es en pros ide a 

complete list of currentls broadcast 
closed -captioned programs. 

As you alight suspect, all that inthrma- 
tion cannot he packed into a single cap- 
tioning channel. In fact. there are two 
captioning channels and two test chan- 
nels, all of which operate simultaneously. 
Caption channel I (Cl) is used lair regular 
caption inti)rntation. Caption channel 
IC2) is largely unused at the present. hut 
+t ill most likely lied use in "alternate - 
text " captioning. For example. second - 
language captioning. simplified text tier 

children, and verhatint captions (which 
tiiav move too fast for some viewers to 
read) are all possihle uses for C2. 

Roth Test channel I CFI land Test chan- 
nel 2 112) are in wide use. however. On 
MSC'. T2 is used more or less continu- 
ously to transmit the Program Listing Up- 
date Service (l'LUS). which is a rolling 
li;t of all current broadcast and pay -'1"V 

programs that are captioned. including 
movies. 

I I is used simultaneously to carry other 
tc\t sers ices such as The News Summary. 
which is broadcast Monday through I:ri- 
dar during the program "Nightline:" 
Weekend Scorehita rd (a list of current 
sports scores and rankings). broadcast 
Saturdays between IS and I I PM and Sun- 
days hetwcen 7 and II I'M Il:astern 
times): and the nearing impaired News 
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INSTANT CAPTIONING can now be added to live 
programming. 

Text .Service (HINTS ). a list of news and 
information of concern to the deaf and 
hearing impaired. broadcast Mondays 
and Thursdays het N. ); and y PM. 
PLUS and the other set ices also can he 
found on some PBS stations. 

Both the existence and the widespread 
use of the closed -caption system in the US 
are the result of an almost single-handed 
effort by the National Captioning Institute 
(5203 Leesburg Pike. Falls Church. VA 
22041). a non-profit corporation whose 
sole purpose is to develop and further 
closed captioning. From its beginnings in 
1970. NCI has moved closed captioning 
from the status of a novelty to that of a 

viable communications medium for a sii- 
able portion of the population. NCI is 
responsible for all phases of captioning, 
from fundraising. to research and de- 
velopment of new equipment and tech- 
niques. to the actual production of 
captions tirr programs. 

Making captions 
Program captions are produced by a 

rather lengthy process in which the pro- 
gram to he captioned is viewed. trial cap- 
tions are added, the result is reviewed and 
edited, and so on until a finished set of 
captions that accurately follows both di- 
alogue and action has been produced. It 

takes about 30 hours of work to produce 
captions for a one -hour program. at a cost 
of about S2.5(H). 

For broadcast programs. the caption 
data is encoded on a floppy disk and sent 
to the broadcast center. v, here it is added 
to the video signal for transmission with 
the program. The caption data is added to 
videotapes during duplication. 

Although most captioning is done in 
advance tirr pre-recorded programs. a re- 
cent development (by NCI ) alloy', s instant 

captioning. In that type of captioning, 
which is used mostly for nevus programs 
and live speeches, a caption programmer 
listens to the program and enters the 
words spoken into a computer. using a 
keyboard similar to that of a court report- 
er's. A sophisticated computer program 
identities the word groups. and converts 
them to caption form. The captions thus 
produced roll upwards on the bottom three 
lines of the screen at a rate more or less 
equal to the speed with which they are 
spoken. Although the captions lag 
slightly behind the spoken words (due to 
the time required titr entry and transla- 
tion). they appear very quickly and arc. 
for all practical purposes. instantaneous. 

The line -21 system 
The text channels and closed caption. 

are variations of a teletext system known 
as the Line -21 System, so called because 
data is transmitted on video line 21. A 
number of experimental teletext systems 
using the I.ine-2I format have come and 
gone in the US. most notably the original 
IN FOTEXT service in Wisconsin. 
However. most teletext systems use either 
the WST (World Svstent /eletextl or 

NABTS (North American Broadcast Tele - 

PROGRAM 
COLORBURST 

SYNC 

text System) formats, because they offer 
better graphics and more flexibility than 
the Line -21 System. For more intornrttion 
on teletext, see the April 1986 issue of 
Radio -Electronics. 

However. the Line -21 systent, as un- 
sophisticated as it may he. is by far the 
sturdiest and least expensive system avail- 
able. and those facts stake it ideal for 
closed -caption use. We call the system 
"sturdy- because a video signal can he 
received and decoded under less -than - 
ideal reception conditions. By contrast. 
the NAI3TS system requires a very good 
signal for operation. and the WST system 
cannot operate when there is more than 
slight noise and signal degradation. The 
Line -21 system, on the other hand, can 
operate with even an unwatchahly noisy 
or snowy TV signal. 

Video encoding 
A diagram of the signal that encodes 

the data is shown in Fig. I. The data is 

transmitted on video line 21. which is the 
last line of the normally -invisible vertical - 
blanking interval, and it is the line imme- 
diately preceding the video image. 

To synchronize the decoder's data 
clock, a seven -cycle burst of a 503 -kHz 

-.-TWO 17 -BIT + PARITY) ASCII 
CHARACTERS 

(DATA) 

START BIT 

FIG. 1-THE 21ST LINE of each frame of a TV picture contains 17 bits of information. One is a start bit, 
and two are parity bits. The remaining 14 bits comprise two seven -bit characters of ASCII -like data. 
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FIG. 2-AFTER BUFFERING, the video signal passes through the decoder module, which extracts the 
caption data. That data is recombined with the video signal and delivered for output. 
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signal is transmitted first. That is followed 
by a start hit and then two seven -hit bytes 
of data. each of which has an eighth (par- 
ity) hit for error detection. That stakes a 

total of 17 hits per frame. So, at 3(1 frames 
per second. the overall data rate is 51(1 hits 
per second. Although that may seen] sty's. 
(pa ticularly when compared s+ith Vs ST's 
5.7-megahaud rate). it is fast enough to 
carry the limited data needed for captions. 
In addition- it is the slow speed of the 

Line -21 srstenm that gives it its sturdiness. 
Most of the symbols. upper-case. and 

lower-case letters conform to the standard 
seven -hit ASCII format. However, there 
are sonic 55 special character and control 
codes in the Line -2I system. Among them 
are codes that direct the following data to 
one of the hiltr display channels. codes to 
position the captions sertically, and codes 
to position the captions hotüontally. 

Among the special srnthols is a musi- 
cal note. which is used to indicate the 
presence of music. The symhtd may he 

present at the beginning. the end. or both 
of a caption to indicate that the caption is 

being sung. (And res. program theme 
songs and the like are captioned!) 

Although captions are currently com- 
posed of s+ bite characters on a black hack - 
ground. the Line -21 system can provide 
different background colors. whisk could 
he used. for example. to differentiate be- 

tween speakers on the screen. or simply' to 
provide a more at tract ise displav-which 
could he particularly eftectise ni the text 
mode. 

The decoder 
A decoder is required at the viewer's 

end of things to eytract the caption or test 
data from line 21. convert it into displaya- 
ble characters and hackgtounds. and in- 
sert those characters into the video signal 
at the appropriate time. 

As you man have guessed. NCI has 

developed a decoder. The current model. 
the Teleca uirtn II. is priced at $21111. is 

available from Sears and .I(' Penney's. and 
incorporates a cable-readv tuner and an 

Ili remote controller. But if you'd like to 
save some cash and have the satisfaction 
of building your own-read on! 

Circuit description 
Since our decode' does not have a hu i 

in tuner. it requires connection to the vid- 
eo and audio outputs of a VCR or other 
des ice with audio and video outputs. The 
decoder in turn has both direct outputs for 
connection to a VCR or monitor. and an 

optional RF modulator output than can 
deliver a signal to either Channel three of 

Channel lour through your TV's antenna - 
input terminals. A block diagram of the 
decoder is shosvn in Fig. 2. 

The heart of the des ice is NCI's Tele- 
capt ion Decoder Module. Pte tn,dule de- 
tects and ex tracts the caption data, and 
then converts it for video output. The 
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FIG. 3-THE TELECAPTION DECODER MODULE contains a microprocessor, RAM, ROM, and a 

number of other components that allow it to extract caption and text data from a video signal. 
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FIG. 4-THE FIVE -VOLT POWER SOURCE supplies power to the NCI decoder module and to the mode - 
select circuit. The video -mixer circuit in Fig. 5 runs from the unregulated 12 -volt supply. 

module is so complete that the only ester- 
nal circuitry required are a power supply. 
audio and video amplifiers, and the (op- 
tional) RF modulator. The module has 

only six external connections. and it has 

no internal adjustments 01 settings. A 
simplified block diagram of the module is 

shown in Fig. 3. 
The most important portion of the cir- 

cuitry is the input section. which is called 
art adaptive data slicer. That circuit lo- 
cates and locks onto the video data. ex- 

tracts it. and sends it to the module's 
controller ni digital form. It is termed an 

adaptive circuit because it can adapt to 
varying signal. frequency. and noise con- 
ditions to extract the data. 

Nest the data flows to a f,;1Á(13 micro- 
processor where it is processed by a pro- 
gram stored in ROM. If the data is salid, 
look -up tables in ROM are used to deter- 
mine the meaning of the data-i. e.. 
Vhether it is displayable characters of 
control codes. 'then captions are formed 
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FIG. 5-THE VIDEO MIXER AND BLANKING AMPLIFIER combine the original video signal with the 
caption data that is extracted from that signal. The result is a baseband video output that can be fed 
directly to a monitor, VCR, or RF modulator. 

and passed on to he re -combined with the 
original video image. 

Although that description makes the 
job sound easy. a few 1110111e S' thought 
about the complexity of extracting a digi- 
tal signal from a video signal. interpreting 
it. converting it. and then inserting the 
result in sync and in phase with the origi- 
nal image will give you an idea of how 
difficult the job really is. The 6tiA01 mi- 
croprocessor requires 2K of KAM. 12K of 
RON1. and a 2(11K1 -element gate array. 
some logic IC'"s. and over 218) passive 
components to do its job! 

Although the !nodule does !lost of the 
work, additional circuitry is required to 
combine text data with the video signal. to 
provide power. and to select the desired 
function. Let's look at that circuitry now, 
starting with power supply and switching 
circuits, which are shown in Fig. 4. 

The decoder is powered by a 12 -soft, 
5(11)-millianip wall transformer. I'ower is 
routed from jack .11 to FUNCTION switch 
SI -a via diode DI, which protects the de- 
coder front an accidentally reversed power 
input. Capacitors CI and ('2 filter the 12 - 

volt input. and LLDI lights up when 
power is on. ICI provides a regulated five 

volts for the NCI module. Because the 
module draw s more than 41111 mill lamps of 
current. a heatsink is required to dissipate 
heat. 

The only portion of the non -NCI cir- 
cuitry that requires five volts is the tune- 
tion-select circuit that is also shown in 
Fig. 4. The operating mode of the NCI 
nodule is determined by the state of the 
three pins labeled 5131. 5134. and 5136. 
Incidentally. the nodule has 6 connectors 
numbered 5A -5F. and 51). 51i. and 51: are 
not used in our decoder. 

Pin 5133 is the eni.rioNiT select input. 
When that pin is low, the module's decod- 
ing functions are inhibited and the video 
signal is displayed without captions or 
text. The inputs at the other two pins are 
also ignored. When that pin is brought 
high (to + S volts), the module is placed in 
decoding mode. 

Pin 5134 is the (nrrioNtrucr select in- 
put. When that pin is low, the decoder will 
seek one of the two text channels; when 
that input is high, the decoder will seek 
one of the two caption channels. 

Pin 5136 is the (ItANI (II,\N_'. select in- 
put. It allows you choose between Text 
Channel I and 2, or Caption Channel I 

R51 

10012 

C16 

100pF 

R38 

2 2K 

R62 

+12V 6.8K 

C22 

R57 
100µF 

22012 
16V 

+VR 

R58 

18012 

7=ZC21 
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1K 16V 
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C23 
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D 
TO 

DECODER 
MODULE 
(PIN 5CI) 

TO 

RK MODULATOR 

(FIG 6) 

J6 
VIDEO 

OUT 

R61 

7511 

and 2. depending on the state of pin 5B4. 
When 5136 is low, 'F2 or C2 will he se- 
lected. When 5B6 is high, TI orCI will he 
selected. Switch SI -h, in conjunction 
with resistors RIO-RIS and the array of 
diodes (Ú4-I)9). allows you choose he- 
tweetl OITT ('I. ('22, TI, T2, or Tv. 

We have also designed an all -electronic 
function -select circuit which we'll pres- 
ent next time. That circuit uses several 
additional IC's, and it provides a more 
elegant way of choosing which mode the 
decoder operates in. 

Video circuit 
Figure 5 shows the hulk of the non -NCI 

circuit. "nut circuit has two main func- 
tions. First, it provides the module with a 

clean, buffered composite -video signal 
from which the caption data can he extrac- 
ted. Second. it combines the Blanking 
and Y (character) outputs from the mod- 
ule with the original video signal, thus 
providing a composite signal composed of 
both captions and images. 

"Ile composite -video signal from J5 is 
led to the video buffer composed of tran- 
sistors Q2-Q5. That signal is then routed 
via R25. R26, and ('11 to a sync separator 
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PARTS LIST 

All resistors are Yi-watt, 5% unless oth- 
erwise noted. 

R1, R22, R23, R52, R53, R56, R60-1000 
ohms 

R2-15,000 ohms 
R3-270,000 ohms 
R4-100,000 ohms 
R5-22,000 ohms 
R6-390 ohms 
R7, R40-4700 ohms 
R8, R58-180 ohms 
R9, R20, R21-560 ohms 
R10-R12, R17, R28-47,000 ohms 
R13-R15, R34-470 ohms 
R16, R61-75 ohms 
R18-18,000 ohms 
R19, R24-680 ohms 
R25, R47, R48, R57-220 ohms 
R26-180,000 ohms 
R27-68,000 ohms 
1929, R32, R38-2200 ohms 
R30-1500 ohms 
R31, R37, R44-3300 ohms 
R33, R43, R49-330 ohms 
R35-2700 ohms 
R36-3900 ohms 
R39, R59-10,000 ohms 
R41, R45-12,000 ohms 
R42-1800 ohms 
R46, R54, R62-6800 ohms 
R50, R55-1000 ohms, PC -mount, trim- 

mer potentiometer 
R51-100 ohms 
Capacitors 
C1-1000 µF 16 volts, electrolytic 
C2, C4, C6. C15. C24-0.1 µF, ceramic 

disk 
C3-1 µF, 35 volts, tantalum 
C5, C13-1 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C7, C8, C19-10 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C9, C21-22 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C10-47 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C11-39 pF, ceramic disk 

C6 

_Z -4I .1 

` R3 

270K 

J2 C5 

AUDIO 11.LF 16V 

INPUT TANTALUM 

4 12V 

Q1 

2N7222A 

Ws. 
R8 

18011 

C12-2.2 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C14-150 pF, ceramic disk 
C16-100 pF, ceramic disk 
C17-0.001 µF, ceramic disk 
C18-220 pF ceramic disk 
C20, C22-100 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C23-470 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
Semiconductors 
IC1-LM7805T, 5 -volt regulator 
D1 -1N4001, rectifier 
D2-not used 
D3 -1N4735 6.2 -volt, 1 -watt Zener diode 
04-10, D12, D13 -1N914 switching diode 
D11 -1N4738 8.2 -volt, 1 -watt Zener diode 
LED1-standard red 
01, 02, 04, 06-09, 011, 012-2N2222A 

NPN 
03, 05. 01C, 013, 014-2N3906 PNP 
Other components 
J1 -1/2 -inch miniature phone jack 
J2-J6-RCA phono jack 
S1-2P6T miniature rotary switch 
S2-SPST miniature slide switch 
Miscellaneous: Astec UM1285-8 video 
modulator, NCI Telecaption Decoder 
Module, PC board, 12 -volt 500 -ma wall - 
mount transformer, case, panels, wire, 
solder, etc. 
Note: A kit (no. K-6314) including PC 
board, case, and all parts except RF 
modulator and power transformer is 
available for $139 plus $7.55 shipping 
and handling from Dick Smith Elec- 
tronics, Inc., P. 0. Box 8021, Redwood 
City, CA 94063. The modulator (no. 
K-6040) is available for $9.95 and the 
power transformer (no. M-9526) is 
available for $6.95. Allow shipping of 
$1.50 plus 5% of order. California resi- 
dents must add 6.5% sales tax. Orders 
outside the U. S. must include U. S. 
funds and add 20% of total for ship- 
ping. 
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FIG. 6-THE AUDIO BUFFER is a simple emitter follower. Like the video signal, the audio signal can be 
fed directly to a monitor, a VCR. or the optional RF modulator. 

and I)(' clamp composed of transistors 
( )I0 and ( )I I . The output of that circuit is 

then coupled. along with the original sig- 

nal. to the base of buffer transistor Q6. 
the out -,11 of Q(t drives both blanking 
transistor Q7 and the output huller tran- 

sistor Q9: it is the latter which drives the 
video input (pin SCI I of the NCI decoder 
mod u 

13eí\seen Qh and Q9 is a noise -can- 
cellation circuit composed of QS and the 
components around Qti.'tat circuit helps 
remove impulse noise lions the video sig- 
nal and there tore reduces the iii dule's 
error rate. 

The blanking signal provides the black 
background tilt the captions and text. It is 

produced at pin 5A4 of the module. '('hat 
signal is buttered and amplified by Q12. 
the rulput of (112 is coupled. along with 
the original video signal, to the base of 
blanking buffer Q7. The combined sig- 
nals ire theft applied to the base of the 
vide( output buflcr, 0)14. 

1h. blanking "blackness' level is set 

by components DI I and R -17-R-19. The 
level which is stabilized by C20. can he 

adjusted by means of rear -panel trim ter 
potentiometer RSI). 

The Y (character) output conies 
through pin SAI of the module. It is then 
hullired and amplified by (113. "Ilse out- 
put of (113 is added to the video and 
blanking signals at the base of transistor 
Q14. 

Diode 1)13 prevents any Y level below 
the blanking level trout reaching the out- 
put and perhaps disturbing the picture 
sync. 

Diode 1)12 and resistors R54-RS6 are 

used to clip the upper portion of the Y 
signal and limit the brightness of the 
characters. -I he clipping level is set by 
R55. another rear -panel trimmer. 

Output transistor QI4 combines the 
original video image \s ith the blanked -out 
hoses and the white captions. That tran- 
sistor delivers a signal to \ ideo output 
jack .16 and it drives the video input of the 
RF modulator. 

The final portion of the decoder's cir- 
cuitry is shown in Fig. 6. Since the audio 
signal plays no part in the caption decod- 
ing process. it is merely buttered b) Q1 

and routed to audio output jack J4 and the 
audio input of the RI: modulator. The lat- 
ter delivers a standard \ ideo signal on 
either Channel three or Channel four: a 

switch is provided that allows you to 
ehoose the desired channel. 

The RF modulator requires a six -volt 
supply. which is derived from the 12 -volt 
rail by RSand 1)3. and which is smoothed 
and stabilised by C9. 

That completes the circuit description 
of our closed -caption decoder for the 
hearing impaired. Unlitnun;tely. we have 
run out of roost tits this month When we 

continue next time we will present com- 
plete instructions titr building the unit. \ke 
wi I also present the details for the elec- 
tronic function -select circuit we men- 
tioned earlier. Finally. \\ ell show hots to 
hook up and use the unit. In the mean- 
time. you may want to get a (lead start by 
gathering the required pails. R -E 
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TYSIG 
DESC' BLING 

A look at one of the more sophisticated 
analog scrambling systems. 

Part 5 

RUDOLF GRAF and WILLIAM SHEETS 

\ios r or: Trait SVSTL--'\ts 

that we've looked at so 
far share a common problem. Thal prob- 
lem is security. As we've seen, although 
the systems appear l rmidahle at first 
glance. the circuitry required for de - 
scrambling is not very sophisticated. es- 
pecially because most of it is built around 
commonly asailable IC's. As a result. it is 
a relatively simple task to assemble an 

unauthorized descranthler. Further. 
..black-market'' units are readily avail- 
able from se+erl sources. 

To many programming distributors that 
is an intolerable situation. In response, 
sophisticated scrambling techniques that 
use dynamie scrambling algorithms and/ 
or digital techniques have been de- 
veloped. 

One such system is the Scrambled Sync 
And Video inversion (SS:1VI) system. 
SS AV I has four modes of operation. 
Those are: suppressed sync and inverted 
video, suppressed sync and normal video. 
normal sync and inverted video, and nor- 
mal sync and normal video (not 
scrambled). We touched on that system 
briefly in the September issue. This 
month, we'll look at SSAVI in detail. 

The SSAVI system 
In the SSAVI system lines 27 to 260 are 

scrambled. All of the other lines of a 262 - 
line field are sent normally. 'Ihat means 
that the wenical-hlanking interval is not 
scrambled. Rut that doesn't mean that 
there's nothing of interest there. In fact. 
the vertical -blanking interval. or rather 
the information that is placed on the video 
wavelixtn during that period, is the key to 
descrunhling the signal. 

'the vertical-hlanking interval of an 

SSAVI-encoded video wavelortn is shown 
in Fig. I. The first nine lines of that inter- 
val are normal. That is. the sequence of 
six horizontal -equalizing pulses, fol- 

Over the next few months, Radio - 
Electronics will be presenting a se- 
ries of articles describing the tech- 
niques used by pay -TV and cable 
companies to scramble their signals. 
While specific circuits for specific 
scrambling systems will be discussed, 
they are presented for informational 
and experimental purposes only. 
Therefore, parts lists, parts suppliers, 
and additional technical support will 
not be available for those circuits. 

The authors are currently preparing 
a book with a working title of 
Descrambling and Scrambling TV and 
Video Signals, with Projects (Catalog 
number 22499) to be published by Tab 
Books (Blue Ridge Summit, PA 
17214). It will cover many of the scram- 
bling systems discussed in this series. 

lowed by six wenical-sync pulses. fol- 
lowed by six more horizontal -equalizing 
pulses is not altered. 

Starting with line l0. however, some 
interesting things begin to happen. Lines 
10, II, and 12 are used to transmit a sub- 
scriber code number. Unless the code 
numher matches one that is stored on a 

prom that is within a subscriber's de - 
scrambler. no decoding takes place. 

The main purpose of the subscriber 
code number is security. As each cable 
system would use its own code numbers, a 

decoder stolen from one system would he 

useless for descramhl ing another system's 
signals. Additionally, the code number 
allows fix a pay -per -view or tiered system. 
In such systems, premium programs or 
levels (tiers) of programs could he ordered 
by individual subscribers. During times 
when premium programs are hroadcast 
(or cahlecast), the decoders of those Who 
have not ordered the programs are shut off 
via the code. Another advantage that pay 
programmers like is that the code gives 
the programmer a v)ay to remotely discon- 
nect the service of those that have fallen 
behind in their payments. 

We will not discuss the subscriber code 
any further as it is not needed to descram- 
ble a signal. An SSAVI decoder can he 
operated without the subscriber -code se- 
curity feature simply by bypassing it. 

The other important line is line 20. It is 

used by the decoder to determine ++ tether 
or not a frame ++ ill have its video polarity 
inverted. If the frame is to he sent with 
normal polarity. the Iirst half of the line 
will he a white level, while the second half 
of the line will he a black level. If the 
frame is to he sent with inverted polarity. 
the entire line will he a white level. Line 
20 is also used to establish the black and 
white reference -levels for the frame, re- 
gardless of the polarity of the video. 

Decoding SSAVI 
A block diagram of an SSAVI decoder 

is slum n in fig. 2. Scrambled video is fed 
to the noninserting input of the video am- 
plifier. Horizontal blanking pulses are fed 
to the inverting input: we'll see how those 
pulses are developed in a moment. Those 
signals are combined and the result is a 

composite video signal. with one major 
exception: 'I -he polarity of the video signal 
rata+ or may not he inverted. 

Proper polarity is restored using a vid- 
eo -inverter stage and t wo gates. fart of the 
output of the video antplifer is sent to a 

video inverter stage and pan bypasses it. 
If the transmitted video has the proper 
polarity, no further processing is needed 
and the bypass signal is led to the output. 
Other++ ise, the gates are switched in such 
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FIG. 1-THE VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL of an SSAVI-encoded signal. Line 20 is used by the 
decoder to establish the black and white reference levels for the frame; and to determine the polarity of 
the transmitted video. 
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FIG. 2-IN THE SSAVI SYSTEM, four different scrambling modes are used. Here, a block diagram of an 
SSAVI descrambler is shown. 
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FIG. 3-PART OF THE VIDEO AMPLIFIER'S OUTPUT is picked off and fed to a sync separator, which is 
similar to the ones found in standard TV sets. The output of the separator is used to recover the video 
sync via a vertical integrator. Typical versions of those two cir:uits are shown here. The vertical 
integrator is shown in a; the sync separator is shown in b. 

a planner that the output signal consists of 
the re -inverted video from the inverter 
stage and the sync pulses from the signal 
that bypasses the in'. crier. Operation of 
the gates is controlled by the invert logic. 

Also- part 01 the video amps output is 

picked off and fed to a sync separator. 
lbw circuit is identical to the one found in 

an) standard TV recei'.er. The output of 
the separator is a composite sr nc signal. 
Part of that signal is used to recover the 
video sync via a vertical integrator. Typ- 
ieal sions of those circuits are shown in 
Fig. 3. The integrator in Fig. 3-o. the 

separator is shown in Fig. 3-b. 
The rest of the composite sync signal is 

used a, a reti:rence Iai a Phase Locked 
Loop (P1L1. That PIT. is set up to provide 
;r 5113 -kHz (nominal) signal that is phase 
locked to the horizontal signal. (Re- 
member that the horizontal frequency is 

15.75 kHz. which is 1/22 of 5(11 kHz.) 
We'll look at how that's done in a mo- 
ment. but first let's see how the 5(11 -kHz 
signal is used to derive the horizontal 
blanking pulses. 

A 5(14 -kHz signal has a period of I.91{ 

µs. If that signal is used to clock a _ 32 
counter. by using 5 consecutive count 
states a 9.92-µs pulse can he limited. 
Unit is very close to the nominal 111-µs 

period of a normal blanking pulse. l here - 
litre. all that's needed t1 derive the plank- 
ing pulses is a counter as described. along 
with a handful of gates to decode the 
counter's output. That circuit can take 
many forms. hut one simple design is 

shown in Hg. 4. Note that ono) the first 5 

stages of the 12 -stage 1 ±4(1961 404(1 

counter are used. If you wish. the ± 32 
counter could also he implemented using 
a - 7 and a _ I(6 counter or by cascading 
5 Hip -flops. 

Getting hack Ao the PIA.. a ± 32 coun- 
ter is also needed there if the circuit is to 
output a 5(14-k1-17 signal as required. One 
of the characteristics of a PLI. is that if a 
-u counter is placed between the VC() 
(Voltage Controlled Oscillator) or the 
phase comparator. the output is equal to ti 
x the input frequency. lheretirre. ith a 

± 32 counter and a 15.7 -kHz input. the 
output is 5(14 kll7. 

The PLI. could of course he built using 
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FIG. 4-THE FIRST FIVE COUNTS of a divide - 
by -32 counter can be used to recreate a horizon- 
tal blanking pulse. 

a phase comparator IC. such as a 

MC4044P, and a VCO. but it is easier to 
use one of the PI.L IC's currently on the 
market. such as the NE565 or the 
CI)4(14613. Figure 5 shows a PH. circuit 
built around the 41)46. 'Ihr output of the 

Cl 

50-200pF 

R1 

10K 
11 

14 
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5 9 

R3' 

TC2' 
'SEE TEXT 

FIG. 5-A 4046 -BASED PLL. A divide -by -32 
counter should be inserted between pins 3 and 
4. The output of the circuit is taken from pin 4. 

sy tic separator is applied to pin 14 of the 
I'LL. A 50-21)1)-pF trimmer. CI, is used 
to adjust the VCO's center frequency. The 

32 counter is inserted between pins 3 

and 4. The output of the I'LL stage is also 
taken from pin 4. Under locked -loop con- 
ditions. the output from the ± 32 counter. 
5. hich should be set up to output on the 
zero count, should be in phase with the 
sync signal. The values of the components 
in the loop filter, R3 and C2. should he 

chosen for proper loop stability and lock- 
up time. 

As mentioned previously. line 20 is 
critical in the SS:\VI system. About 7 

after the leading edge of the line -20 hori- 

7ontal-planking pulse, a 2-1.1.s sample of 
that pulse's hack porch is taken by the 
descranthler. That sample is used to estab- 
lish the black level for the remainder of the 
frame. About 4 microseconds after the 
end of the horizontal -planking pulse, the 
circuitry takes an 8-µs sample of the 
"video." That video level is used to estab- 
lish the xhite reference for the remainder 
of the frame. 

The rest of line 20 is used to inform the 
descramhler of the video polarity tür the 
frame. If the frame is to have normal po- 
larity. the video level drops to black. If the 
polarity is to he inverted, the level remains 
white. The video level is sampled and 
used to control the operation of the invert 
logic. 

Restoring sync 
The horizontal blanking pulses are 

available to synchronize the PLI. during 
the first 26 lines of the frame. But what 
happens after that? In the last part of this 
series (Radio -Electronics. September 
19`16), we saw that a I'LL can lock onto a 

signal that is present only occasionally. 
Theretirre, when line 27 comes along. 
With its suppressed or missing pulses. the 

HORIZONTAL O 

SYNC 

(15.7 kHz) 

RESET 0 

LINE 
COUNTER 

At line 261). the incoming video once 
again has normal sync. Since the de- 
coder's internally generated pulses are no 
longer needed, the scramble on -off logic 
disables the gate that supplies those 
pulses to the video amp. At line 7 of the 
next frame all counters are reset to 7ero by 
the vertical blanking pulse. 

I.et's backtrack for a moment. We've 
mentioned the scramble on -off logic. but 
YYe haven't examined that circuit. It con- 
sists of a 9 -stage counter and decoding 
circuits for states 27 and 260. Its func- 
tion is to enable and disable the gate that 
feeds the decoder's internally generated 
sync pulses to the video amp. A block 
diagram of a typical scramble on -off cir- 
cuit is shown in Fig. 6. 

The Video amplifier's output nog+ has 
its sync restored, but what about the polar- 
ity of the Video? It may or may not he 
inverted. Further. if the video is inverted, 
the chroma signal will also he inverted 
and thus he ISO° out of phase with the 
color burst. Remember that the color bur- 
st rides on the hack porch of the sync. and 
the sync is never inverted in the SS:\VI 
system. To restore proper color balance, 
the polarity of the video (only) must he 

DECODER 
RS 

FLIP-FLOP 

--O SCRAMBLE 
ON -0 SCRAMBLE 
OFF 

FIG. 6-THE INVERT -LOGIC stage is shown here in block diagram form. That stage controls whether 
video from the video amp or from the video inverter reaches the output. 

VCO outputs a pulse anyway. At the same 
time. a gate controlled by the scramble 
on -off logic is enabled and the VCO's 
pulse is summed with the incoming video 
signal in the video amp. The output of that 
amp is a video signal with an artificially 
created planking pulse. 

That artificially created pulse fowls the 
1'LI. since the sync separator treats that 
pulse the saute as it would the normal 
pulse. 'Iheretore, in a rough sense the 
VCO locks into the previously established 
reference. As long as the VCO's stability 
is good, it will continue to generate pulses 
at the proper rate for close enough that it 

makes no practical difference). 
But just how stable must the VCO he to 

he stable "enough?'' For example, let's 
say that after the 233 suppressed -sync 
lines we Want the sync to he off by no 
more than 0. I µs. For a frame. which is 'Ai) 

second long, that represents a drift of 
0.16%. But 233 litres is only a part of a 

frame. so the allowable drift is closer to 
0.1%. For a frequency of 504 kI It, that is 

a drift of 5.1)4 kIli-per-second. An os- 
cillator with that much drift is pretty 
lousy. Iheretore the lack of a reference 
signal for about IS milliseconds should 
present no problem for a PLL. 

switched as appropriate. Further. the I)C 
reference levels on the inverted and non - 
inverted frames must he made identical. 
Otherwise. an annoying flicker will he 

generated as the video polarity switches. 
The polarity of the frame's video is de- 

tected by sampling line 20 as previously 
mentioned. That in(ürntation is fed to the 
invert -logic stage which controls the oper- 
ation of the two gates as described earlier. 
That allows a normal composite -Video 
signal to reach the ideo output. Further, 
those gates contain clamping circuitry so 
that the black levels of the normal and re - 
inverted video signals are identical, elim- 
inating any flicker that Wright occur as the 
signals are switched. Since the video po- 
larity is always normal after line 260. at 

that line the invert logic circuit is reset. 
Audio scrambling is optional. and is 

left to the discretion of the operator. If the 
audio is scrambled. it is done by placing it 
on a 39.335 kilt suhcarrier. The tech- 
nique has been covered previously in this 
series so we will not repeat it here. 

Next tune, we will present decoders for 
use With sinewave, outhand. and gated - 
pulse scrambling systems. Complete con- 
struction details, including PC diagrams. 
will he provided. R -E 
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A CONTINIII1 \ 'ri si I R IS A MUST 

on every service bench for testing 
cables. PC hoards, switches. 
plugs. jacks. motors, relays. and 
many other kinds of components. 
But there are times when a simple 
continuity test doesn't tell the 
whole story. For example. vibra- 
tion -induced problems in auto- 
mobile wiring can he extremely dif- 
ficult to detect because a shore 01 

open is not maintained long enough 
for a non -latching continuity tester 
to respond. 

Our latching continuity tester de- 
tects intermittent (and stead state) 
opens and shorts. The tester will 
detect and latch on an intermittent 
condition with a duration of less 
than one microsecond. In addition. 
it provides both visual and (defeata- 
ble) audio indicators, uses only one 
inexpensive and easy -to -find IC, 
and can he built from all new pans 
for about $25. or less if you have a 

\sell -stocked junk box. 

Circuit elements 
the heart of the circuit is a 4093 

quad two -input N \NI) Schmitt trig- 
ger. one gate of which is shoss n in 
Fig. I -a. The gate functions as 

shown in Fig. I -b. Nothing happens 
until the ENABLE Input goes high. 
When that happens. the output re- 

sponds to the input as follows. 
As long as the input voltage stays 

between V11 and VI . the output 
stays high. Rut when the input goes 
above VFI, the output goes low. The 
output will not go high again until 
the input goes below Vt . That 
characteristic is what gives the 
Schmitt trigger its ability to 

square up" a slowly changing in- 
put signal. The Schmitt trigger is 

ideally suited fix our application 
because it is not dependent on edge 
triggering, and because both slow 
and fast signals trigger it when ei- 
ther threshold is exceeded. 

We use two gates (tithe 4093 as a 

combination detector and latch. 
Mete gates are cross connected to 
form an SR (Set -Reset) flip-flop. 
When pin 12 goes low'., pin II will 
go high. 'Ihat high may be used to 
enable an I.EI) or other indicator. 
Switch SI is used to select whether 
the tester will provide output when 
it detects an open or a short. In the 
01'EN position, pin 12 is held low, so 
the output of the gate is normally 
high. When the test leads are con- 
nected across a short, pin 12 is 
pulled high, so the output drops 
low the circuit works in the con - 

LATCHING 
CONTINUITY 

TESTER 
ELDON L. KNIGHT 

LATCHING - = 

CONTINUITY TE1TER 
ON @ 

e 

.11 t. 

ty, 

' Fr KLAIM.op 

CLOSED N OPE 3 

vol /Itreq 

AUTO 

. RESET 
. 

MANUAL 

RESET 
min 

a 

.RESET 

-:tEEAY 

max 

Our latching continuity 

tester can help you locate 

those difficult -to -find 

intermittent shorts and 

opens that other testers 

always seem to miss. 

verse manner when SI is in the 
(Lose:) position. 

As shown in Fig. 2-a, we use 
another Schmitt trigger to build a 

gated astable oscillator. A gated as- 
table oscillator produces output as 

long as the GATT? input is high. Fig- 
ure 2-b shows the waveforms that 
are present at various points in the 
circuit. When the pin -8 input goes 
high, pin 10 goes low, and CI starts 
discharging through RI. When Vc 
falls helm V1 . the output of the 
gate goes high. so CI starts charg- 
ing through R I . When Ve exceeds 

V11. the output again drops low. Os- 
ciliation continues in that way as 

long as the gate input remains high. 
The frequency of oscillation is 
given by a fairly complex equation 

; that can he simplified, for purposes 
of approximation. as f = I / RICI. 

Putting it all together 
Ilse complete circuit is shown in 

Fig. 3. In that circuit, ICI -a and 
ICI -h function as the flip-flop/de- 
tector. Mlle output of ICI -a is routed 
through S4. Auolo. When that 
switch is closed. ICI -d is enabled. 
and an audio tone will he output by 
Bl.l . The frequency of that tone can 
vary front 1000 Hi to well above the 
audio range (1011 kHz), according 

/. to the setting of R4. In addition. R4 
varies frequency and volume simul- 
taneously. so you can set it for the 
combination that pleases you best. 

Originally we used a PM (Per- 
manent Magnet) speaker for out- 
put. but ".e switched to a 

piezoelectric buzzer because the 
buzzer consumes about one tenth 
the power of a speaker. When the 
detector has not been tripped, the 
full power -supply voltage is across 

- the buzzer. but no current is drawn. 
lute reason is that the pieco element 
is like a capacitor and does not con- 
duct DC current. When the circuit 
is oscillating. the buzzer consumes 
a current of only about % ntilliantp. 

dhe output of the Il ip-flop/detec- 
tor circuit also drives ICI -c. If S2 is 
in the AUTO position, the output of 
ICI -c will automatically reset the 
flip-flop after a period of two to six 
seconds. depending on the position 
of R7. If S2 is in the MANUAL 
position, the LEI) will remain lit 
(and the buzzer sill continue buzz- 
ing. if S4 is on) until manual RlSF-1' 

switch S3 is pressed. 

Construction 
The circuit may he built on a 

small piece of perforated con - 
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FIG. 1-A SCHMITT TRIGGER (a) is insensitive 
to input signals between VH and V1 (b). The 
output changes state only when the enable in- 
put is high. 
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FIG. 2-AN ASTABLE OSCILLATOR (a) may be 
built from a single gate, a resistor and a capaci- 
tor. The circuit oscillates at a frequency of about 
1/R1C1 whenever the gate input is high (b). 

struelion hoard or on a I'C hoard. Foil 
patterns for the latter are included in PC 
Service: also. an etched, drilled. and 
plated I'(' hoard is available from the 
source mentioned in the Parts List. Ilse 
PC hoard is designed to use board - 
mounted switches. which makes a neat 
package and eliminates a rat's nest. 

Referring to Fig. 4, mount and solder 
the components in this order: diodes. 
tined resistors. IC socket. capacitors. 
variable resistors. and last the PC - 
mounted switches. Mount the buzzer and 
LLD last as described below. Trimmer 
potentiometer R7 is manufactured by 

PARTS LIST 

All resistors are c/. -watt, 5% unless oth- 
erwise noted. 
R1-10,000 ohms 
R2, R3-470,000 ohms 
R4-100,000 ohms, trimmer potentiome- 

ter (Radio Shack 271-338, Piher 
PT1OYV 10OK, or Mouser 
ME321-1100-100K) 

R5-not used 
R6-1800 ohms 
R7-1 megohm trimmer potentiometer 

(Piher PT-15WD-1 Meg with #2 shaft, or 
Digi-Key 01A16, Screwdriver adjust) 

R8-10 megohms 
Capacitors 
C1-0.1 µF ceramic disk 
C2, C4- 0.01 µF ceramic disk 
C3-4.7 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
Semiconductors 
ICI -40938 quad NAND Schmitt trigger 
D1, D2 -1N914 or 1 N4148 switching diode 
LED1-standard red 

<1 
RED 

1 

TEST 

LEADS 

+ 

R1 

10K 

914 
S1 - MODE 

OPEN 

S3 

RESET 

O O 

R2 

470K 

+V 

MANUAL 

S2 o 
AUTO AUTO 

RESET 

12 

+V 

C1 

.1 

14 

13 

1/4 4093 

11 

Other components 
BZ1-piezo buzzer (Digi-Key 9924 or Ra- 

dio Shack 273-069) 
S1-DPDT, miniature toggle, PC -mount 
S2, S4, S5-SPDT, miniature toggle, PC - 

mount 
S3-SPST, momentary pushbutton, nor- 

mally open 
Miscellaneous: Plastic case (4.75 x 2.5 
x 1.4 inches), 14 pin IC socket, battery 
clip, battery snap, banana jacks (optional), 
test leads (optional), wire, solder, etc. 
Note: The following parts and kits are 
available from Alltech Associates, 
Dept. LCT, 1441 W. Colonial Parkway, 
Roseville, CA 95678: PC board, $5.95 
plus $0.55 shipping and handling; 
complete kit less test leads and bat- 
tery, $24.95 plus $2.40 S & H; complete 
assembled and tested unit with battery 
and test leads, $39.95 plus $2.40 S & H. 
California residents add 6% sales tax. 
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FIG. 3-THE COMPLETE CIRCUIT of the continuity tester is shown here. Three of the gates function as 
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3; the last. ICI -c, provides an automatic reset that is enabled by switch S2. 

Piher (903 Feehanvitle Drive. Mount 
Prospect, II. 6(1056): it has a shaft that 
extends through the panel. lithe Piher pot 
is unavailable, an alternate is available 
from Digi-Key (7(11 Brooks Ave. South, P. 

O. Box. 677. Thief River Falls. MN 
56701). The disadvantage of the alternate 
is that it has no shaft. so it must he ad- 
justed using a miniature screwdriver. 

'Ile circuit board is held approximately 
-inch from the cover by the shafts of the 

switches. The LED and the buzzer should 
he inserted in the appropriate holes in the 

PC hoard now. Then install the top cover. 
and adjust the height of the LLD so that it 
protrudes through the lop cover. Then sol- 
der its leads. Attach the buzzer to the top 
cover. using silicone rubber adhesive 
(RL V I or double sided foam tape. 

We mounted a pair of banana jacks on 
the top of our prototype's case. but you 
could solder wires directly to the appro- 
priate points on the circuit board. tie 
strain reliefs in the wires. and then solder 
alligator clips to the ends of the wires. I he 

continued on page 84 
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Part 2z: On R TO JANUARY I, , IF YOU WISHED 

stall a telephone, add an extensim, or 
otherwise modify or update your telephone setup, all work 
had to be performed by the telephone company, for afee. 
Since that date, which marked the break up of AT&T you 
could still have that work performed by your local telephone' 
company, but for a rather substantial fee; or you could do the 
work yourself. The catch to the second alternative is that you 
need to know what you are doing. In this article we are going 
to present a primer on basic telephone installation and rain - 
tenance. The information that it contains will allow you to 
perform many of the most common tasks yourself. 

Telephone -system basics 
For many years now, all Jew telephone installations have 

been made using a modular system. The advantage of the 
modular system is that it allows for quick, easy, and sure 
connection of various types of equipment to the telephone 
system. But prior to that, all connections between telephone . 

equipment and the system were of a permanent nature (hard -- 
wired:. Since the connections in your home or office easily 
could be either modular or hardwired, let's examine 
both types. 

Stating with the older system, the 
point where the telepnone line en- 

This month .we show you how to install and troubleshoot 
your telephone equipment. 

°. 
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ters your premises is called the connection 
point. At that point is a device called a 
lightning protector. Connected to a Cold- 
water pipe or copper rod driven into the 
ground, that device provides lightning 
protection for the equipment. 

From the connection point the wiring is 
brought into the house and terminated at a 

connecting Klock. The most conntton type 
ofconnecting Klock is called a 422:\ block. 
as shown in Hg. 12. The telephone is 
\\ fired directly to the block as shown in 
Fig. 13. Note that the wires from the tele- 
phone are color -coded, allowing l'or 

OUTSIDE 
TELEPHONE 

LINE 

LIGHTNING 
PROTECTOR 

3 OR 4 -WIRE 
CABLE 

42A 
BLOCK 

TELEPHONE 

FIG. 12-IN OLDER TELEPHONE SYSTEMS, the 
telephone was permanently connected to a 42A 
block. 

COVER !REMOVED) 

TO TELEPHONE 

FIG. 13-INSIDE THE 42A BLOCK. Note that 
color coding was used to make the installation 
job easier, but only for the telephone company! 

TABLE 4- 
Symptom Possible Causes Corrective Action 

No dial tone Telephone not plugged in Check wall jack 
Check set jack receptable 

Handset not plugged in Check handset receptacle 
Defective wall cord Replace phone -to -wall cord 
Defective handset cord Replace handset -to -base 

cord 
Defective receiver Replace receiver (earpiece) 

in handset 
Defective cradle switch Check for stuck hook -switch 

plunger with phone up 
Jiggle hook rapidly 

Insufficient current from Check current supplied by 
central office when off central office (it should be 
hook greater than 21 mA). 

System busy Wait few minutes; try again 
Dial tone does not stop Tip and ring conductors Reverse tip and ring 

when dialing reversed conductors at wall jack or 
network interface 

Defective dial pulse contacts Replace dial mechanism 
Dial pulsing off speed Replace dial mechanism 
Insufficient current Check current supplied by 

central office 
No DTMF tones Defective DTMF dial Replace DTMF dial 

electronics electronics 
Tip and ring conductors Reverse tip and ring 

reversed conductors at wall jack or 
network interface 

Defective polarity guard Replace polarity guard, if 

possible, or replace 
telephone set 

Receiver "clicks" when 
dialing 

Defective dial Replace dial mechanism 

Bell "dings' or taps Tip and ring conductors Reverse tip and ring 
when rotary dialing reversed: defective multi- conductors at wall or 

party ringer network interface. 
Check for improperly 

connected ringer, wrong 
frequency ringer, incorrect 
ringer spring bias, or 
replace ringer. 

Rotary dialing produces 
wrong numbers 

Dial pulsing off speed Replace dial mechanism 

quick. accurate connections. However. 
that only made things easier for the tele- 
phone -company installer: customers were 
forbidden to install or even relocate their 
equipment on their own. That meant that 
once a location for a telephone was 
chosen. it could not he changed without 
involving the telephone company. 

'fo satisfy customers \\ Ito demanded 
more flexibility. the telephone company 
developed a jack and plug system that 
allowed customers to relocate their tele- 
phones to a limited extent. If the customer 
wished. the telephone companywould in- 
stall a number of thug -prong jacks (see 
Fig. IA) throughout the premises. Those 
jacks Were wired in parallel so that all had 
equal access to the telephone line. Ilse 
customer'; phone cord was terminated in 

a matching four -prong plug 

The modular system 
As you know, the modular sr stem al- 

lows Itrr even greater customer flexibility. 
l-Iowe\er it also offers sonic benefits for 
the telephone company. It has greatly sin: - 

a+ 

FIG. 14-THIS FOUR -CONNECTOR JACK al- 
lowed the user to connect and disconnect a 

telephone with a suitable plug at will. 

plified most common installation and re- 
pair tasks. It also has helped to clearly 
define where the telephone system ends 
and where Your house wiring and equip- 
ment begins. Prior to the breakup of 
\"I &T that definition was not important. 
because the telephone company was re- 
sponsible for servicing the wiring and 
equipment on your premises. Now. 
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TELEPHONE TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE 

Symptom Possible Causes Corrective Action 

Insufficient current Check current supplied by 
central office 

Telephone will not ring Volume control off Check volume control 
but has audible dial 
tone when off -hook 

1 

Defective mulitparty ringer Check for improperly 
connected ringer, wrong 
frequency ringer, incorrect 
ringer spring bias, or 
replace ringer. Also, check 
for good ground from 
telephone to earth. Check 
for bent clapper. Check 
each ringer coil for 
continuity. Check for loose 
connections, or replace 
ringer. 

Defective ring capacitor Replace ringer capacitor 
Defective speech network Replace speech network 
Defective cradle switch Check for contacts not 

closing when handset is in 
cradle; adjust contacts or 
replace switch 

Telephone rings on Defective multiparty ringer Check for improperly 
wrong line connected ringer, wrong 
(multiparty line only) frequency ringer, incorrect 

ringer spring bias, or 
wrong value ringer 
capacitor. Exchange 
phone set for one with 
correct REN 

Telephone rings but 
ringer volume is low 

Volume control off Check volume control 

Clapper obstructed Check clapper and remove 
any obstruction 

Too many extensions on Check REN of all devices on 
your line line; in total must not 

exceed 5 
Telphone rings, you can 

hear caller but caller 
cannot hear you 

Defective transmitter Replace transmitter 

however. you our responsible for that ser- 
vicing. that leaves you with two alter- 
natives: You can hire someone else to do 
the servicing. such as the telephone com- 
pany or an independent contractor. or you 
can do the servicing ;ourself. 

So where does the telephone compa- 
ny's responsibility end? Since 1982 the 
telephone company has been including a 

network titleIi u'e as part of Its standard 
wiring installation. Located near the point 
where the wiring enters your premises. its 
function is to isolate the telephone system 
front the premises wiring and to serve as 

the demarcation point between the Iwo. 
Older telephone installations do not 

have a network interface. For those. the 
demarcation point is the lightning protec- 
tor..Ihe telephone company is responsible 
for all wiring up to and including that 
protector: you are responsible for every- 
thing that comes alter it. 

In a typical installation. a modular ca- 
ble connects the network interface to a 

lrinc'tion hn.r (see Fig. 15). From the junc- 
tion box. One or more two -wire lines run 

/ 45V 
114* * 

4 
4 

FIG. 15-A JUNCTION BOX connects directly to 
the network interface. All telephone lines on the 
premises are connected to the junction box. 

to each modular jack: the modular jack 
takes the place of the connecting block. 
The telephone itself connects to one of 
those jacks. 

Installing telephone equipment 
\nv telephone or accessory that you 

install must he compatible with the tele- 
phone system. to that end. all equipment 
must he a, proved by the F('C. 

Funhur. several pieces of information 
should be displayed on the outside of the 
device (usually on a surface that normally 
is not seen). There must be a statement 
that the device complies 't ith Part (t'ti of 
the FCC rules and regulations: and the 
FCC registration number and the /linger 
Equivalence A'unther ( RI:\ ) must he 

shown. Also. the Universal .S'crvjce Ordet 
('ode (IJSO('I designation !nary he dis- 
played. We discussed the RLN and its 
significance last time. The l ISOC desig- 
nation GIs you the type of standard jack 
that the device accepts. .\ ( "SOC R.I I I 

designation tells you that the device re- 
quires :a single line I four conductor) jack: 
a R.I14 designation tells you that the dc - 
y ice requires a two-line leight-conductor) 
jack. Roth ty pes of lacks are shoyy n in Fig. 
16. If the USOC designation is not 
pro' idol. it is sale to assume that it is 

RJII. 

1 

FIG. 1E-MODULAR PLUGS. A single -line (tour- 
condu:tor) plug is shown on the left. A dual -line 
(eight -conductor) plug is on the right. 

Before installing any piece of tele- 
phon.: equipment. FCC rules require that 
you notify the telephone company of the 
de ice's I'C(' registration number and its 
R Eh. 

Practical hints 
A, with any other task. there's a right 

'yay and a wrong way to go about install- 
ing telephone equipment. We are going to 
give you some do's and dont's that will 
help you do the job right the first time. 

Y to can install a telephone or telephone 
equipment almost anvwhele. hut there are 

a few locations that should he avoided. 
Damp locations are unsuitable because of 
the ..l urgers of electric shock and corro- 
sion. Lstrentely hot locations should also 
be avoided because the plastics used could 
warn. And. as common sense dictates. 
avoid mounting equipment on temporary 
structures. 

A telephone is an electrical device. 
That means that unless precautions our 
taken during installation. dangerous con- 
ditions could be present during such in- 
stallation. or afterwards. Either the t)(I- 
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volt, 20-pps ringer signal or the 48 -volt 
IX' battery voltage can give the un- 
suspecting installer or user quite a tingle! 

When working on an older telephone 
installation lone without a network inter- 
face). take the telephone offl-hook. That 
will eliminate the danger of an electric 
shock if the telephone rings. If there is a 

network interface, simply remove all 
power to the system by unplugging it from 
that interface. If you wish to receive or 
make calls while the system is discon- 
nected. you can do so by simply plugging 
a telephone directly into the interface. 

When routing wires. installing outlets, 
etc.. he sure to follow safe construction 
practices. Note the locations of gas lines. 
electrical conduits. and water pipes and 
plan to place outlet boxes so that there is 
no danger of cutting into those hen in- 
stalling the boxes. Never route wires 
through conduits or outlet boxes used for 
electrical lines. Never route w ires so they 
pass near an object that could attract light- 
ning. Obviously, that includes lightning 
rods: not so obviously. that also includes 
TV antennas and their downleads. Before 
fastening a wire to a metal surface, such as 

aluminum siding. check to he sure that 
there are no voltages present. Also, use 
non-conductive fasteners. 

When routing lines between buildings. 
use underground conduit. That will pro- 
long the life of the cable, and minimize 
the possibility of its coming in contact 
with dangerous voltages. such as from a 

lightning strike. When doing outside wir- 
ing. avoid routing the telephone lines any- 
where near power lines or transformers. 

To prolong the life of the wiring, avoid 
placing it in hostile environments. That 
means don't route it near hot-water or 
steam pipes. or air-conditioning or heat- 
ing ducts. For hest voice quality, keep 
runs of w ire as short as possible and avoid 
splicing. 

As with any other job, it's always wise 
to he sure that you have the proper tools on 
hand hetbre you begin. Fortunately. tele- 
phone installation work requires nothing 
in the way of exotic or expensive tools. It 
is highly likely that you own most or all of 
the following: Several sizes of screw- 
drivers. with insulated handles: diagonal 
wire -cutters or needlenose pliers with 
wire -cutters and with insulated handles: 
hammer: staple gun: a small keyhole saw 
(to cut holes in the wall for flushed - 
mounted jacks): and a drill and hits. 

Once you've planned out the installa- 
tion. and bought whatever components 
are needed, it's time to get to work. Let's 
look at sonic general procedures you 
should fill low to ensure a trouble -free job. 

First of all, most components that re- 
quire installation (junction box, modular 
converter, wall telephone mount, etc.) 
w ill he packaged with complete installa- 
tion instructions. Read those instructions 
and he sure to fallow all steps. 

r 

FIG. 17-STRIPPING MODULAR TELEPHONE 
cable is made much easier with this simple tool. 
Similar tools are available from a number of 
suppliers. 

If you are wiring or rewiring an entire 
system. he sure to install a junction box 
near the network interface or entrance 
point. Run a short cord between the two 
and wire the remainder of the system to 
the junction box. Remember: For safety, 
don't connect the junction box to the tele- 
phone system until all installation work is 

completed. 
Modular jacks should he mounted ei- 

ther on the baseboard, or on the wall at a 

height of about two to three feet. Use 
wood screws to mount the jacks on base- 
boards or other wood surfaces. To mount 
the jacks on plaster or plasterboard walls. 
use anchors or expanding anchor bolts. 

It's always hest to run the wires in dedi- 
cated conduits located within a structure's 
walls. However, unless the wiring job is 
part of the initial construction or major 
remodeling of the structure, it is often not 
practical to route the lines in that manner. 
When routing the lines along baseboards, 
etc.. fasten the wire every 8 to 12 inches 
and he sure to allow enough slack at the 
jacks to make the required electrical con- 
nections. Never route wires under rugs. or 
anywhere else where they might he sub- 
ject to unusual wear. 

One problem with modular telephone 
cables is that they can he a pain to strip. If 
you are careful, the job can he done with a 

sharp knife or other instrument. Other- 
wise, you alight want to consider obtain- 
ing a tool like the one shown in Fig 17. 

Available from many suppliers of tele- 
phone accessories, 'including Radio - 
Shack. that low-cost tool lets you strip the 
outer insulation from the cable as well as 
the insulation from the individual wires. 

Troubleshooting 
After you have made a telephone in- 

stallation in a new hone. added an exten- 
sion line. or installed a modular interface 
jack, you will want to check out your 
work. In this section. we will cover a 

number of troubleshooting procedures 
that will help you pinpoint the cause of 
any problems you might experience. 

the most important part of any trou- 
bleshooting is determining where the 
problem lies. If it is in the system's wiring 
(that is. outside of your premises) then the 
telephone company is obligated to repair 
it at no charge. 

The simplest way to determine w hether 
the telephone system or your wiring is at 
fault is to plug a known -good telephone 
directly into the system interface. If you 
can get a dial tone, and can successfully 
call an outside party, the problem lies in 
your wiring. Otherwise, call the tele- 
phone company. 

Once you've determined that the prob- 
lem is within your system, you need to 
determine its cause. Often that cause can 
he found by conducting a simple inspec- 
tion. Look for telltale signs of trouble 
such as disconnected modular cords or 
broken plastic. 

If inspection does not regal the fault. 
the next step is to check out each tele- 
phone in your system. '[hat is easy to do 
with a modular system. Simply attach 
each instrument to the system interface 
and verify correct operation. 

Once you determine that a telephone is 
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WIRE 

LED1O 
GREEN VI 

LED2 

RED O 

MODULAR 
PLUG 

RED 
WIRE 

R1 

6801! W 
R2 

68011 

V1M- 
FIG. 18-A SIMPLE TELEPHONE -LINE TESTER. 
The LED's indicate whether a line or jack is wired 
correctly, has reversed polarity, or is discon- 
nected from the telephone system. 

not operating properly. you must deter- 
mine the source of the problem. Some 
common problems, their causes, and their 
cures are shown in Table 4. Many of the 
problems are easy to clear up. Others are 
not and may require knowledge of specific 
telephone circuits. Often, it is easier, and 
cheaper. to simply replace the phone. 

Many telephone -line problems can he 
diagnosed using a simple line tester. Nest- 
ers are relatively low-cost and can he ob- 
tained from a number of sources 
(including Radio -Shack). If you wish. 
you could also build a tester. An appropri- 
ate schematic for a simple tester is shown 
in Fig. 18. 

The circuit of Fig. 18 simply plugs into 
a modular jack. The unit's LED's give a 

quick indication of the telephone line's 
status. If the green LED lights, the jack is 
wired properly and the outlet is opera- 
tional. If the red LED lights, the wiring to 
the jack is reversed. If neither LEI) lights. 
the jack is not connected to the telephone 
system. R -E 
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EPROM PROGRAMMER 
This time we discuss the programmer's many modes of operation and hardware options that 
increase its ease of use. 

LUBOMIR SAWKIW 

Part 2 WE HAD MS r FINISHED 

building and testing 
the programmer when we left oft last 
time. Let's continue no and explain the 
programmer's four modes of operation. 
Then we'll discuss adding an optional 
gang -programming hoard that allows you 
to program as many as six EPROM's at 

once. and a display hoard that allows you 
to view addresses and data in hexadecimal 
on seven -segment LED's. 

Manual programming 
The programmer's modes of operation. 

and the switch settings that enable them. 
are summarized in Table I. Ti) program a 

TABLE 1-MODES SELECTION 
Switch Settings 

Mode S3 S4 
Manual Step 
Copy EPROM Run 
Copy byte Step 
Repeat program Run 

Switches 
EPROM 
EPROM 
Switches 

byte manually, place S3 in the STEP 
position and S4 in the swrr 'iris position. 
Set the data switches in DIP switch SS to 
the desired values and then set the address 
using S5 and So, as discussed last time. It 
the byte at that address is properly erased, 
all eight DATA LED's (LEDI5-LED22) 
will light up (indicating a value of 1+ 
hex). 

If that location is erased. you can press 
t'R(XiRA5I switch S2 to program the nev' 

value. The programming occurs in 50 ms. 

and the new data will he visible for as long 
as you continue to press S2. If the LED's 
indicate an incorrect value. the EPROM 
may not he fully erased. or it may he 

damaged. Try erasing the EPROM: and if 
problems persist, try a new one. 

When you release S2 alter program- 
ming a location. the hoard advances to the 
next address. You can program that ad- 
dress or use S5 and SO to go to another. 

Copying 
To copy an entire EPROM. place 54 in 
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the i:iRuxt position and Si in the RUN 
position. Then reset the circuit by press- 
ing S7. Now place your EPROM's in their 
sockets. The source EPROM goes in 
S02. and the blank EPROM in Sol. 
Don't rei'er,se them! 

To start the copying process. press PRo- 
GRAxt switch S2. To stop helbre all loca- 
tions are programmed. set S3 to the s ria' 
position. Doing so will halt the copy cycle 
and place the programmer in the single - 
location copy mode. You can now con- 
tinue to program the EPROM one location 
at a time. Later you can resume copying 
automatically. it desired. When the entire 
EPROM has been copied. the hoard will 
reset and await a new command. 

It's not a good idea to use the kisEr 
switch to halt the copying process because 
stopping the programmer in the middle of 
a copying cycle may leave a partially -pro- 
grammed byte in your EPROM. The prop- 
er way to halt the copying procedure is to 
place S3 in the srta' position. Then the 
programmer will stop after the current 
byte has been programmed. 

Copying bytes 
If you want to copy a single location 

from one EPROM to another. set S3 to 
srei' and S4 to Eikom. The byte -copying 
mode is very similar to the manual -pro- 
gramming mode except that data is ob- 
tained from SO2 rather than DIP switch 
S8. After setting the desired location 
using switches S5 and S6, press PRcx,RAnt 
switch S2 to copy the contents of the se- 
lected location to your program EPROM. 
As in the manual mode, the contents of 
the programmed location will he dis- 
played for as long as you hold S2 down. 
After you release S2, the address counters 
advance by one. You can then program 
that location, or move to any other, using 
S5 and S6. 

Switch SI is handy when you are copy- 
ing an EPROM one location at a time. 
Normally, the data LED's (LEDIS- 
LED22) display the contents of the pro- 
gram EPROM. But when you press SI, 
that switch allows you to view the con- 
tents of the source EPROM. 

Repeat programming 
The repeat mode allows you to program 

successive EPROM locations with the 
data byte in DIP switch S8. Why would 
you want to program many locations with 
the same byte? A delay or timing loop 
might require one byte to he programmed 
into a number of locations. You could also 
use repeat programming to erase an 
[EPROM. 

To enter the repeat program mode, set 
switch S3 to RUN and set switch S4 to 
sw nc lies. Then set the switches in S8 to 
the desired value. As usual, to begin pro- 
gramming. press i'k(x;RANI switch S2. To 
halt programming, move S3 to the sria> 
position. Now you can proceed in the 

manual programming mode. As men- 
tioned earlier. do not use RhseT switch S7 
to halt the programmer. 

To erase a 2815 or 2816 [EPROM, plug 
the appropriate personality module into 
S03. Then set S8 to FF ( hex ). S3 to RUN. 
and S4 to sw riY i-ies. Reset the hoard and 
then press S2 to start. In about 2 minutes 
you will have a blank [EPROM. 

2532 limitation 
The programmer is capable of copying 

only the lower half of a 2532 EPROM. 
That is because pin 20 of the source 
EPROM socket (S02) is grounded. The 
27xx series of [PROM's uses that pin for 
chip enable (cl:). However, the 2532 uses 
that pin (br address line Al I. Since the 
highest -order address line is held low, 
only the first half of the EPROM can he 
read. and. therefore, copied. Pin 20 of 
SOI is not grounded. so the upper half of a 

2532 may he programmed manually. 

External control 
As we saw in Fig. 2 last time, there are 

7 points labeled A through G on the 
hoard. The signals there may he used to 
control the programmer with an external 
device. The PC hoard must he modified 
slightly, and the switches must he set in 
certain positions to control the program- 
mer externally. 

Remove DIP switch S8 from its socket. 
and connect your data source at that point. 
Switch S4 must, of course, he in the 
SWITCHES position. In addition, S3 
should he in the STEP position, and 
switches SI, S2. S5, S6, and S7 are not 
used. S2 should he removed from the 
hoard, or the ground trace to its center 
pole should he cut. 

An active -low signal fed to point 13 pre- 
sets ICI -a and starts the programming cy- 
cle. There must he no noise, glitches, or 
bouncing at that input. If the input signal 
isn't clean, you could program ten loca- 
tions with what you thought was one 
pulse. After each location is pro- 
grammed. a low must he fed to point C to 
clear ICI -a. The circuit shown in Fig. 5 

may he used: that circuit can save you the 
trouble of having to supply a separate 
clear signal to point C. Just make sure that 
your input signal stays low tier at least 67 
ms, or else you will increment the address 
before the programmer finishes program- 
ming the current location. 

Point D can he used as both an input 
and an output. When S3 is in the srta' 
position. point D carries a narrow active - 
low pulse at the end of a programming 
cycle when IC3-a reaches the count of 
nine. That point can he used to indicate 
when the hoard has completed program- 
ming one location and is ready for another 
cycle. 

When S3 is in the RUN position. point D 
carries a narrow low -going pulse when the 
hoard has programmed an EPROM's last 

FIG. 5-TO AUTOMATE PROGRAMMING, con- 
nect the unused gate of IC2-d as shown here. 
Your control signal should be low -going and 
have a width of at least 67 ms. 

address. That signal can he used to indi- 
cate when a copy operation is complete. 

In addition, bringing point D low at any 
time during the programming cycle will 
clear ICI -h and will abort the program- 
ming operation. 

You can increment the current address 
location by one by delivering a high - 
going pulse to point F Point E has the 120 - 
Hz clock signal that drives the timing 
chain. Your controller can connect that 
signal to point F for fast address stepping. 
or you can pulse point F with your own 
signal. 

A high -going pulse at point G will reset 
the entire programmer. Point A provides a 
reset output from the programmer; that 
point goes high after the address counter 
has incremented past the highest address 
of the selected EPROM. 

Gang -programming option 
The programmer can be expanded to 

program as many as six EPROM s simul- 
taneously; the circuit for doing so is 
shown in Fig. 6. In order to avoid possible 
data -bus contention, the hoard has logic 
that (optionally) disables the verification 
capability for sockets two through six. In 
other words, only the EPROM in SOl 
would he read during verification. That 
feature was included because, if one or 
more of the EPROM's in S02-S06 were 
detective or did not program properly, 
both highs and lows could he present on 
the data bus simultaneously. An EPROM 
(especially a CMOS type) could he 
damaged thereby, hut, even worse, a bad 
or misprogrammed EPROM might pass 
verification and wreak havoc later. To 
avoid that possibility, if you gang -pro- 
gram EPROM's, we recommend that you 
verify each one separately at a later time. 

Notice the terminals labeled A, B, and 
C in Fig. 6. With A connected to B. 
S02-S06 will not he read during verifica- 
tion. But if you should wish to read all six 
sockets simultaneously, connect A to C. 

The parts -placement diagram for the 
gang -programming hoard is shown in Fig. 
7; the Ibil patterns for the PC hoard are 
shown in PC Service. Note that all com- 
ponents except PLI mount on the compo- 
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neat side of the hoard. lot probably 
wont he able to find a22K-pin Hale II)(' 
(insulation Displacement C'onneclot ). so 

use a 34 -pin model and cut off pins 
29 34. Ilan solder it to the board. 

PL1 

-. 

o 

o 

So1 

0 
2 

3 

4 

A cable that connects plus PLI to sock- 
et S02 (on ,he main PC hoard) is built 
using a 28 -pin DIP socket header on the 

end that goes to SO2 on one end and a 34 - 

pin female II)C header on the other end. 
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FIG. 6-THE GANG -PROGRAMMING BOARD connects to the main board via a cable ccnnected to PL1 

To avoid the possibility of data -bus conflict, the gates of IC1 allow you to disable reading EPROM's in 
sockets S02 -S06 (when the jumper is connected between A and B). 

C10I v -.._r.. 

S06 

C9 C8I 

am, -_- 

S05 

C71 

- _r - 

SO4 

C6 

S03 

105 ca1 -v- 
- dug 1,- 

S02 

FIG. 7-MOUNT ALL PARTS except PL1 on the component side of the board. The jumper conncting 
points A and B disables reading from sockets S02 -S06. 

GANG BOARD PARTS LIST 

R1-10,000 ohms, % watt 
C1-220 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic 
C2 -C10 -0.I µF, 50 volts, disc 
IC1-4001 quad NOR gate 
D1-1N751A 5.1 -volt, 1 -watt Zener diode 

SO1-S06-28-pin zero insertion force 
sockets 

PL1-34-pin PC -mount right-angle IDC 
connector 

34 -pin female IDC cable connector 
28 -Fin IDC DIP plug 
ribbon cable 

Since there will he only 2K wires conning 
from the 1)I Pend, he sure to leave a gap at 

the correct end of the female connector. 
Of course. you could simply solder the 
wire, at both ends of the cable directly to 
the hoard but a cable is neater an affords 
you _!realer flexibility and we highly rec- 
ommend that you use one. 

There is no difference in operation 
when using the gang -programming 
hoard. 

Hexadecimal display option 
Tne circuit for the display hoard is 

shown in Fig. K. The display hoard's oper- 
ation is straightfitrward. IC2 on the dis- 
play hoard replaces ICK on the main hoard 
by means of a lb -conductor cable con- 
nec.ed from socket SOI on the display 
hoard to ICK's socket on the main hoard. 
fix outputs of the two counters (IC I and 
1C_ 1 on the display hoard drive the display 
decoder(drivers(IC5-ICK). hieh in turn 
drive the address displays 
(1)ISPI-I)ISP4) directly. 

You'll notice that there are no current - 
limiting resistors connected to any of the 
displays. Instead. QI, driven by op -amp 
ICI 2. functions as a dynamic resistor that 
keeps the voltage across the segments of 
Chc display constant. thereby maintaining 
constant brightness. Any variation in dis- 
plLs brightness causes a corresponding 
change in the brightness of LI;D2, s hick 
changes Q2's base bias. That varies the 
voltage at the non -inverting input of ICI_2- 

a. which varies QI's bias, and thus its 
effective resistance to ground. Trimmer 
potentiometer R4 allows you to adjust the 
brightness of the display. 

The transistor used liar Q2 can he al - 
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FIG. 8-THE DISPLAY BOARD attaches to the address bus and data bus on the main board through 
cables connected to SO1 and SO2, respectively. Counter IC2 replaces IC8 on the main board, and IC11 
replaces IC13. 

most any NI'N photutransislur that will 
respond to the LE!) driving it. Use a good 
quality. efficient LEI) ¡Or L1Ú2. You can 
mount it face to face with Q2 inside a short 
piece of heat -shrink tubing. or you can 
simple tape them together. Whichever 
method you use. keep the two parts Dery 
close to each other, and keep out all exter- 
nal light. 

The data-hus display circuit is even 
simpler than the address -bus circuit. ICI I 

on the display hoard replaces IC13 on the 
main hoard via a I6 -conductor cable that 
connects S02 on the display hoard to 
IC13's socket on the plain hoard. The out- 
puts of ICI I drive a pair of 913611's. which 
drive two more seven -segment displays 
II)ISP5 and 1)ISP61. 

Mount all components on the display 

20 

DISPLAY BOARD PARTS LIST 

All resistors are' -watt, 5% unless oth- 
erwise noted. 

R1-100 ohms 
R2, R3-5000 ohms 
R4-50,000 ohms, trimmer potentiome- 

ter, 20 turns, PC mount 
Capacitors 
C1-C3--0.1 µF disc 
C4-470 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic 
Semiconductors 
ICI --4520 dual binary counter 
1C2-4040 12 -stage binary counter (from 

main board) 

20 

Q1 

2N1305 

IC3, IC4-4050 hex buffer 
IC5-IC10-9368 decoder/display driver 
IC11-74LS244 octal tristate driver (from 

main board) 
IC12-LM324 op amp 
Q1 -2N1305 
Q2-ECG3032 or Radio Shack 276-130 
LED1, LED2-Standard red LED 
DISP1-DISP6-FND500 common -cath- 

ode, 7 -segment LED display 
Miscellaneous: 20 -pin DIP -socket 
jumper cable, 16 -pin DIP socket jumper 
cable. 

hoard as shown in Fig. 9. 'Ile toil pattern Note that there are three jumpers on the 
tier that hoard is show n in PC Service. hoard. Mount them first, then the re - 
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IC7 

J2 

DISP 
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IC8 

DISP 
6 

FIG. 9-PHOTOTRANSISTOR 02 AND LED2 must be mounted so that their receptive and transmissive 
surfaces receive no ambient light. Heatshrink or tape them together. The foil pattern for this board is 
shown in PC service. 

sisters. and so on. Its hest to use sockets 
for all IC's: the six LEI) displays can he 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

The following are available from 
Lubomir Sawkiw, P.O. Box 555, Re- 
nsselaer, NY 12144: A transformer with 
25 and 10 volt AC secondaries, $8.00 
plus $3.00 shipping and handling; 
9368 Fairchild IC's, $4.25 each 
postpaid. New York residents must 
add 7% sales tax. 

The following are available from 
E2VSI, P.O. Box 72100, Roselle, II.. 

60172: main circuit board, $25.00; hex 
display board: $15.00; gang board, 
$10.00; set of three boards, $45.00. 

mounted in 24 -pin 0.6" DIP sockets. A 
red filter will improve their readability. 

To install the display hoard. remove 
ICI3 from the main hoard and install it in 

the space allocated for ICI I on the display 
hoard. Then connect a 20 -pin DIP jumper 
cable between socket S02 on the display 
hoard and IC13's socket on the main 
hoard. 

You could also solder all of connections 
directly to the appropriate points on the 
two hoards, eliminating the need for a 

DIP cable or socket. In either ease. make 
absolutely certain that every pin is con- 
nected correctly. 

Remove ICS from its socket on the 
main hoard and install the IC in the socket 
provided for IC2 on the display hoard. 
Connect a I6 -conductor DIP jumper he- 

tween SOI on the display hoard and IC8's 
socket on the main hoard. Make sure that 

the correct pins line up on both ends. I)o 

IC4 

LED 

E 

O -R3 - C 

I -1"- 
R1 

R2 

C2 

C)E C 

IC12 

R4 

not plug the jumpers in or remove them 
for IC's) while power is applied. 

Remove IC9 and ICIO from the main 
hoard. Because they drive the 14 address 
LED's (1.EDI-I.EI)I.1). they're no longer 
necessary. Removing the IC's will con- 
serve some much needed power for the 
display hoard. 

The voltage regulator IICI41 on the 
main hoard can normally run quite 
warm-as high as 70°C maximum. 

However, with the display hoard plugged 
in we would he pushing the regulator to 
the limit. So. to let it run a little cooler. 
solder a 25 -ohm. 5 -watt power resistor 
(R57) to the main hoard in the pads 
provided near the regulator. If you add 
that resistor, he sure that you do not run 
the programmer without the display hoard 
Lonnected. R -E 
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The Early Days o RADIO 
This month we look at the origin of the word "radio, " and pioneers behind the birth of the 
vacuum tube. 

Part 2 NO ONL KNO\\'ti I'OR 

sure how the word 
"radio" was coined. It is very likely that 
the word is a shortened form of radioac- 
tivity, first used by French physicist An- 
toine II. Becquerel. or of radiation. In 
describing the radio effect. the magazine 
Strafe/ in July 1896 said "At the solid 
object the new radiation springs into 
being and then travels away front it in all 
directions in very much the same way that 
ordinary light would do.'' Ur. Lee de For- 
est wrote about "radio waves" in his Phl) 
dissertation in 1899. 

Whether it was called radio, wireless 
telegraphy, or something else. there was 
no deny ing that the phenomenon captured 
the public's fancy. In fact, the airways 
soon became so crowded that it is reported 
that the U.S. Navy had to plead with the 
amateurs to shut down so that they could 
maintain communications with their ships 
at sea. In 1903. de Forest wrote that ''Ra- 
dio chaos will certainly he the result un- 
til...regulation is afli)rded.'' 'lhe first ra- 
dio society. The Wireless Association of 
America. was formed in New fork in 
1908. With de Forest as its president and 
Hugo Get nsback as its chairman and busi- 
ness manager. that organization attracted 
over 3000 members in just its lirst few 
months. 

The first radios were often simple, 
home-made. spark -gap units. A sche- 
matic diagram of an early "transceiver'' 
made up of a spark -gap transmitter and a 

crystal receiver is shown in I-ig. I -a: a 

more detailed view of the spark -gap coil is 
shown in Fig. I -h. Note the lack of a 

tuning mechanism in the transmitter. 
When our firrefathers said that they were 
"modulating the spectrum." they weren't 
kidding around. A single low -frequency 
broadband spark -gap signal would effec- 
tively occupy the entire useable spectrum. 

The first sound transmission 
f et's backtrack for a moment and give 

some mention to an individual who today 
is not well known. but deserves to he. 

MARTIN CLIFFORD 
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FIG. 1-AN EARLY SPARK "TRANSCEIVER" is shown in a. The spark coil is shown in detail in b. 
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\lost students of radio and electronics 
know of Hertz. 'Marconi, Maxwell. and 
Testa. Rut how many, know of Nathan B. 
Stubblefield? Yet it is \lr. Stubblefield 
who. in I8e12. became the first to succeed 
in transmitting sound via radio. He con- 
ducted two public demonstrations of his 
achievement in 1902. 

Crystal -radio specifications 
Early crystal sets were judged on two 

nuasures of pert orntance. 'those were 
volume and selectivity. 

Remember that a simple crystal radio 
offers no antplifieatioil. That made vol- 
ume the most important criterion. If a 

cry stal set could supply enough volume so 

that sound could he heard from a pair of 
headphones lying On a table. the set \\ as 

Considered to he top quality. 
Selectivity was next in importance. Fig- 

tne'_ shows three methods that were used 
to improve select i\ its'. One method was to 
use a tapped antenna -tuning coil. as 

shown in Fig. 2-u. Another was to use a 

tapped \arid -coupler as an antenna tuning 
coil. as shown in Fig. '_-h: vario -couplers 
were discussed in the first installment of 
this series (Radio -Electronics. July 

Vario- 
Coupler 

To Radiator 
Or 

Water Pipe 

Aerial 

h 

urr- . 4,11711. 
`4 

lu termed bite 
Circuit 

FIG. 2-SELECTIVITY OF EARLY RECEIVERS was improved by using a tapped antenna coil (a). a ver'o- 
coupler (b). or multiple tuning capacitors (c). 

l9Sh). A third arrangement was to use 
multiple tuning capacitors. as shown in 
Fig. 2-e. Note that those capacitors are not 
ganged. To tune in a station. each capaci- 
tor has to he adjusted sep;nately. 

thilOrtunately. even with those tech- 
niques, or any (It hers tior that matter. com- 
peting signals could often he heard in the 

background. Further. all ut the methods of 
improving selectivity did so at theLxpene 
of volume. 

One nl the problems v+ ill) early crystals 
is that tie most sensitive spot on Ile crys- 
tal had to he finund using trial and error. 
One method of making that task :osier is 

shown n Fig. 3. There, a huffier circuit is 

17- 

_ 

. , F S 
t 

,.'. 

inductive'\ coupled to a radio circuit. As 
the movable cat whisker is used to probe 
the cry stal surface. the most sensitive spot 
is detected by monitoring for changes in 
hurler volume. 

The triode 
Problems with tulunte and selectivity 

led experimenters to seek sonic method of 
signal amplification. They met with suc- 
cess hs adding a third element to the di- 
ode. creating the triode. The first triode 
was actually two hack -to -hack diodes. It 

teas des eloped by de Forest. and patented 
in 1907. 'Ibat device was described as an 
amplifier. although it isdch;tahle whether 

Aerial 
Coupler -.. 

Buzzer 

L2 

Push 
Button 

FIG. 3-A BUZZER CIRCUIT was often used to 
help find the most sensitive spot on the surface 
of a crystal. The buzzer was inductively coupled 
to the radio circuit as shown here. 

DeteCtor 

Phones 
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FIG. 4-A TRIODE requires three voltage 
sources. Initially, those were supplied by three 
batteries. 

a 

R.F. Choke 

III IiII' 
A 
b 

FIG. 5-A GRID -LEAK RESISTOR, Rc, and its 
shunting capacitor, CG, eventually were used to 
eliminate the C battery. Two variations of the 
grid -leak arrangement are shown in a and b. 

Filament 

Plate 

Grid 

Diversion 
Plate 

FIG. 6-THE NEGATRON TUBE replaced the 
grid with a metal rod and contained an extra 
plate, called the diversion plate. 

or not it could actually amplify. 
The first true triode. containing a plate. 

filament.: and grid was patented by de For- 

est in lY011. That tube was dubbed the 
Audion by Clifford D. Babcock 

The first triodes were not without their 
problems. Since the grid was in the elec- 

Common Tuning 
Element 

L2 

L4 
0D -6o` 

the problem with such an arrangement 
was that the bias voltage developed in that 
manner varied with signal strength. That 
difficulty was sidestepped by shunting the 

H 
Detector 

R 

----H1111 _I _I 
B 

III1I I+ 

FIG. 7-TUBES WERE INITIALLY USED in hybrid receivers. Those used a crystal detector, and a triode 
amplification stage. 

tron path between the filament and the 
plate. electrons would accumulate on the 
grid, making it increasingly negative. The 
result was that eventually the flow of elec- 
trons would he cut off That condition is 

known as a blocked grid. Further. the tube 
was operated without a bias voltage 
meaning that it operated over its entire 
characteristic (not just over the linear 
portion of that characteristic). creating 
distortion. 

Both problems were solved by applying 
a negative voltage to the grid. Since that 
made the grid negative with respect to the 
filament. operation was limited to the lin- 
ear portion of the tube's characteristic. 
Further, the grid now tended to repel elec- 
trons. That prevented the occurrence of 
blocked grid. 

With the addition of the bias voltage. 
the triode required three batteries for 
proper operation. One was used to supply 
cur ent to the filament. That current heat- 
ed the filament and caused electrons to 
escape. The filament battery was desig- 
nated the A battery and was a 6 -volt lead - 
acid type. 

The B battery was used to supply the 
plate voltage. Its rating ranged from 221/2 

to 135 volts. Today. the high -voltage ter- 
minal of a circuit is often designated the 
B + terminal. That is a carryover from the 
clays of the B battery. 

The grid battery was designated the C 
battery. It was a low -voltage type. A sim- 
ple triode circuit, showing the battery 
connections. is shown in Fig. T. 

Later on. the grid's ability to capture 
and hold electrons was put to work. The 
captured electrons were allowed to escape 
the grid via a resistor connected between 
it and the filament. The resistor is termed 
a grid -leak resistor. The flow of electrons 
from the grid was such that a voltage was 
developed across the resistor. with the 
grid more negative than the filament. That 
development eliminated the need fin- the C 
battery. 

a 

h 

FIG. 8-THE FIRST VOLUME CONTROL was a 
rheostat placed in series with the A battery and 
the filament. 

resistor with a capacitor. That kept the 
voltage across the resistor constant. Two 
variations of the grid -leak circuit are 
shown in Fig. 5. 

\1any of the experimenters that fol- 
lowed de Forest devised variations of his 
triode design. In one. the grid was 
mounted outside the tube envelope. In 
another. devised by J. Scott-Taggen in 
England. the grid was replaced by a metal 
rod. There was also an extra plate. called a 

diversion plate. See Fig. 6. The tube. 
continued nn page 82 
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How to 

Design OSCILLATOR Circuits 
JOSEPH J. CARR 

Our series continues with a discussion of crystal -controlled sinewave oscillators. 

Part 5 THERE ARE \1ÁN1 
ways of generating 

sinewaves, hut the most stable and the 
most accurate method uses a piezoelectric 
crystal to control frequency. Some natu- 
rally -occurring elements, notably quartz. 
possess the property of piezoelectricity. 
Other man-made ceramic materials also 
possess that property. 

A material is said to he piezoelectric if 
it generates an electrical potential when it 
is mechanically deformed. Conversely. 
when we apply a voltage across the Laces 

of a piezoelectric crystal, the crystal will 
mechanically deform in a precise and pre- 
dictable way. Associated with each crystal 
is a resonant frequency that depends on 
the dimensions of the crystal. 

By way of analogy, consider the ordi- 
nary tuning fork. When it is struck, it 
vibrates at its resonant frequency. Me- 
chanical losses in the tuning fink cause 
the oscillations to die out gradually. Sim- 
ilarly, losses in a crystal cause the ampli- 
tude of its mechanical oscillations to die 
out exponentially. The crystal differs from 
the tuning fork in that, while it is oscillat- 
ing, its piezoelectric property causes it to 
produce an AC voltage with a frequency 
that is equal to the resonant frequency. It 
is that signal that is amplified and fed hack 
to sustain oscillation. 

Crystals used in electronic circuits are 
commonly mounted in a "can'' as shoyy n 

in Fig. I. The can protects the crystal slab 
from the environment; in addition, elec- 
trical contact is made there. The slab is 
sandwiched between two electrodes. In 
older crystals, those electrodes main- 
tained contact with spring tension; in 

CRYSTAL 

SLAB 

METAL 
CASE 

HEADER Lour 

I I 

CONTACT 

WIRE 

FIG. 1-THE CONTACTS OF A MODERN CRYS- 
TAL are electro -deposited on opposite faces of 
the crystal slab. 

FIG. 2-EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT of a crystal has 
inductance, resistance, and both series and par- 
allel capacitance. 

modern crystals, contacts are electro -de- 
posited directly onto the surface of the 
crystal slab. The crystal element is then 
mounted so that the pins protrude through 
the header. 

Figure 2 shows the equivalent electrical 
circuit of a piezoelectric crystal. The cir- 
cuit includes series resistance IRO), series 
inductance (L5). and series capacitance 
/C5). There is also parallel capacitance 
ICLI. To understand the following discus- 
sion of how those circuit elements inter- 
act. see the frequency response curve 
shown in Fig. 3. 

That graph plots reactance vs. frequen- 
cy. Note that there are two different reso- 
nant modes for the crystal: series and 
parallel. You might have guessed that 
from the fact that the crystal has both 
series and parallel internal capacitance. 

The series resonant frequency, fs. is 
that at which the inductive reactance is 

exactly cancelled by the series capaci- 
tance. At that point the total reactance of 
the crystal is zero, and the series resis- 
tance determines the impedance of the 
crustal. Impedance is minimum in the se- 

ries resonant mode. 
The parallel resonant frequency If¡.) of 

the crystal is usually I to 15 kHz higher 
than the series resonant frequency. A par- 
allel -mode crystal will operate in the se- 
ries mode it'd small capacitor is connected 
in series with the crystal. The value of the 
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0 .f 

Xc 

FIG. 3-THE RESONANT FREQUENCY (fs) of a 

series -mode crystal occurs when the inductive 
and capacitive reactances are both zero. The 
resonant frequency (fe) of a parallel -mode crys- 
tal occurs when capacitive reactance is zero. 

capacitor must he equal to the specified 
load capacitance of the crystal. 

Modes of oscillation 
Crystals can oscillate in two different 

ways: fundamental and overtone. In the 
fundamental mode, the crystal oscillates 
at its natural resonant frequency, i. e.. at 

the mechanical frequency at Wyhich the 
slab oscillates when it is stimulated. The 
frequency of oscillation in the fundamen- 
tal mode depends upon factors such as the 
crystal's mechanical dimensions, the way 
it has been cut, temperature. and others. 

In the overtone mode, the crystal oscil- 
lates at a frequency that is upprn.rwiate/y 
an integer multiple of the fundamental 
frequency. Note, howeYer, that the over- 
tone is not a harmonic of the fundamen- 
tal. For example. if you divide the 
frequency of oscillation of a fifth overtone 
crystal by. 5, the result will he a number 
nearly, but not exactly, equal to the funda- 
mental frequency. 

The overtone frequencies are usually 
(approximately) an odd multiple 13. 5. 7. 
...1 of the fundamental. However. some 
circuits use the fourth overtone. which is 

an even number. The case of an overtone 
crystal is marked with the intended fre- 
quency of oscillation, not the fundamen- 
tal frequency. An overtone crystal always 
operates in the series mode. 

When ordering crystals for frequency 
control. you must specify not only the 
frequency of operation. hut also the load 
capacitance. especially when a crystal 
will he operated in the parallel mode. 

The operating frequency in the funda- 
mental mode is usually less than about 20 
MHz because above _20 MHz the crystal 

slab becomes so thin that it can fracture 
under normal operating conditions. Fun- 
damental -frequency crystals are usually 
parallel mode. except below 500 kHz. 

The power that a crystal dissipates must 
he limited in order to avoid fracturing the 
slab. It is the Equivalent Series Resistance 
(ESR1 of the crystal that determines 
power dissipation. In a practical crystal 
oscillator circuit we limit dissipation by 
controlling the amplitude of the feedback 
signal. Most fundamental -mode crystals 
will dissipate as much as 211(1 µW, al- 
though it is considered good design prac- 
tice to limit dissipation to less than that 
amount. For example. low -frequency 
crystals (those that operate below I Milt) 
usually have a maximum dissipation rat- 
ing of 100 µW, so we usually limit dis- 
sipation to 50 µW. 

Another reason to limit power dissipa- 
tion is to improve the frequency stability 
of the crystal oscillator. That's why it's not 
good practice to obtain a great deal of RF 
power directly from the crystal oscillator 
stage of a transmitter. For example. 25 
years ago amateur radio handbooks often 
carried transmitter circuits that produced 
as much as 50 watts of power. Modern 
designs limit the dissipation of the os- 
cillator circuit. and then use a linear am- 
plifier to increase overall output. 

Example circuits 
As we have seen. a crystal is equivalent 

to a complex LC circuit with both series 
and parallel sections. Therefore a crystal 
can he used in many of the same circuits 
as an actual LC resonant tank circuit. 
Often the crystal or LC nethu>rk is the only 
difference between two circuits. 

Figure 4 shows a simple circuit for a 

low -frequency crystal oscillator. The os- 
cillator operates at a fundamental fre- 
quency of 1(0 kHz. but its harmonics go 
high enough to make the circuit ideal for 
use as a high -frequency marker for a com- 
munications receiver and for aligning re- 
ceivers and test equipment. 

The active element in the circuit is a 

bipolar NPN transistor: although a 

PUT 

C4 

Cl 47pF 

1500pF o XTAL 1 ' 100kHz 

FIG. 4-A COLPITTS OSCILLATOR can be built 
from a garden-variety NPN transistor and sever- 
al resistors and capacitors. Capacitor C3 is 
used for fine tuning. 

2N2222 is specified, the actual type is not 
critical. Almost any transistor with a beta 
between 50 and 125, and a gain -band- 
width product of al least 50 MHz. w ill 
work. 

That circuit is similar to the LC Colpitts 
oscillator discussed in Part "I\+o of this 
series (in the August issue of Radio -Elec- 
tronics). Feedback level is a function of 
the capacitive voltage divider composed 
of Cl and C'2. The ratio of those two 
capacitors is a trade-off between ampli- 
tude, stability. and power dissipation in 
the crystal. 

The operating frequency of almost any 
crystal can he "pulled' a little hit with a 

series or parallel capacitor. Capacitor C3 
is used to set the actual operating frequen- 
cy of the circuit. 

The output signal is coupled to the load 
through a low -valued capacitor. C4. The 
circuit should he lightly loaded in order to 
minimize changes in frequency due to 
load variations. If loading will he heavy, 
follow the oscillator with a buffer stage. 

there are several gays to calibrate the 
operating frequency of the oscillator. You 
can use a digital frequency counter, or you 
can use a radio, either a communications 
receiver or a standard AM radio. If you 
use the latter, tune it to a station with a 

frequency that is an even multiple of 
I(X-1500 kHz. for example. 

If you have a communications receiver, 
then tune in station WWV (located in Fort 
Collins, CO) or WWVH (Hawaii). Those 
stations transmit accurate signals on 5. 
10, 15. and 20 MHz. To reduce error, tune 
in the highest frequency station that pro- 
duces a usable signal in your area. It's hest 
to use the 15- or 20 -MHz signal. 

Whatever you use for a standard. 
loosely couple the output of the oscillator 
into your receiver, perhaps at the antenna 
terminal. Then adjust C3 for zero heat 
with the radio station. If you have an S- 
auter on your receiver. you can tell you're 
approaching zero heat when the pointer of 
the meter indicates a null reading. 

If You have no meter. you can use your 
ear. As the signals from the station and the 
oscillator mix, sum and difference fre- 
quencies will he produced. Some of those 
signals will he in the audio range. As you 
adjust C3. the pitch of those signals will 
vary. When the frequencies of the two 
signals are equal, you'll hear no output. 

Miller oscillator 
The classic Miller oscillator used a 

crystal resonator ill the grid circuit of a 

vacuum tube, and a parallel -tuned LC 
tank circuit in the plate circuit. Shown in 
Fig. 5 is an updated version of that circuit 
using a junction FET in place of the tube. 

The crystal is connected between gate 
and ground in parallel with a 10-nurgohm 
resistor. Bias for the FET is set by source 
resistor R2, which is bypassed for RF to 

continued) on page ÓY 
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PC SrRvICE 
One of the most difficult tasks in build- 

ing any construction project featured in 

Radio -Electronics is making the PC 
board using just the foil pattern provided 
with the article. Well, we're doing some- 
thing about it. 

We've moved all the foil patterns to this 
new section where they're printed by 
themselves, full sized, with nothing on the 
back side of the page. What that means 

for you is that the printed page can be 
used directly to produce PC boards! 

Note: The patterns provided can be 
used directly only for direct positive pho- 
toresist methods. 

In order to produce a board directly from 
the magazine page, remove the page and 
carefully inspect it under a strong light 
and/or on a light table. Look for breaks in 

the traces, bridges between traces, and in 
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ADD A HEX DISPLAY BOARD to your EPROM programmer using this PC board. Note that the board is 
shown half sized. It will have to be enlarged photographically before it can be used to produce the 
board. 
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3 5/8 INCHES 

1 

THE LATCHING CONTINUITY TESTER can find faults that other testers miss. Nearly all of the circuitry THE GANG PROGRAMMING BOARD for the 
mounts on this simple PC board. EPROM programmer is shown here. 
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PC SERVICE 
general, all the kinds of things you look for 
in the final etched board. You can clean up 
the published artwork the same way you 
clean up you own artwork. Drafting tape 
and graphic aids can fix incomplete traces 
and doughnuts, and you can use a hobby 
knife to get rid of bridges and dirt. 

An optional step, once you're satisfied 
that the artwork is clean, is to take a little 
bit of mineral oil and carefully wipe it 

across the back of the artwork. That helps 
make the paper transluscent. Don't get 
any on the front side of the paper (the side 

with the pattern) because you'll con- 
taminate the sensitized surface of the 
copper blank. After the oil has 'dried" a 

bit-patting with a paper towel will help 
speed up the process-place the pattern 
front side down on the sensitized copper 
blank, and make the exposure. You'll 
probably have to use a longer exposure 
time than you are used to. 

We can't tell you exactly how long an 
exposure time you will need as it depends 
on many factors but, as a starting point, 
figure that there's a 50 percent increase in 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O 

1/44:+ 

o1:O O 

6 INCHES 

exposure time over lithographic film. But 
you'll have to experiment to find the best 
method for you. And once you find it, stick 
with 

Finally, we would like to hear how you 
make out using our method. Write and tell 
us of your successes, and failures, and 
what techniques work best for you. Ad- 
dress your letters to: 

Radio -Electronics 
Department PCB 

500-B Bi-County Blvd. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 

OD 
OS 

EN t> 

THE SOLDER SIDE of the EPROM programmer's main board. The component side was shown last month. 
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ON THE COVER 
If you'll turn to Page 6, you'll find an article on Tape Backup. And 
that beautiful unit on the cover this month, is ALLOY's FT -60 
Streaming 1/4 -inch Cartridge tape backup. It provides 60 megabytes 
formatted data capacity and automatic backup. 

COMING NEXT MONTH 
Check it out! You're going to find a neat way to use your computer 
for helping to design regulators, and then we're going to run the 
first of a two-part article on Interfacing that will answer a lot of 
questions you haven't even thought of yet. And finally, (yes, there's 
more) we'll show you how to use your computer for power 
control. 

CO 
ra,.I M.N, 

MPU?ERDIGÉSi 
A NEW RIND OF MAGAZINE FOR ELECTRONICS PROFESSIONALS 

TAPE BAC ' 

A natural choi! 

.V 

SCHMITT TRIGGER DESIGN 
Your computer does the beast' work 

NO -FRILLS MODEM 
Build a modem uithoul the "fancies' 
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EDITORIAL 

Systems 

People involved in marketing have been using that word "Systems" to 
bleed the market dry And it isn't in the computer field alone that we find 
this. Buy a camera today, and all you're liable to get is a camera body. If you 
want a lens, film back and all the other accoutrements that are needed to 
take photos, you want a "camera system." 

Likewise, in the computer field, a "computer" consists of a black box 
that-by itself-can do absolutely nothing. To get any work out of it, you 
have to add "peripherals" such as a keyboard, and a monitor at the very 
least. And if you want additional peripherals, such as a modem, a printer, a 

mouse or a joystick, you're building a "computer system." 
It goes a good deal further than that. If you buy a basic computer and 

open it up, you'll find all sorts of empty card slots so that at a later date, 

you can plug in those cards that can provide anything from added memory 
to increased function. 

The manufacturers explain that they are unable to predict exactly which 
cards and peripherals a given buyer will want. What it all comes down to, is 

that we, the consumers, must know up front exactly what we want, how we 
want it, and total up all of the costs before spending any of our dollars. 
There are computers out there that are available at ridiculously low prices, 

but when you get them home, you find out that they are unsupported by 
suitable software, are difficult if not impossible to modify, and that frankly, 

you'd have been far -better off to have waited to make a purchase until you 

could get what you want and need. 
In almost every other field, you can buy a basic commodity and learn all 

about it as you use it. In our field, you have to ouy first, before you learn. 

What it all comes down to, is that you've simply got to take the time to 
educate yourself thoroughly, before you start to shop. 

Byron G. Wels 
Edtor 

ComputerDigest is published monthly as an insert in Radio -Electronics magazine by Gernsback Publications. Inc.. 
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LETTERS 
Power Control 

I'd like to get a means of 
controlling power to my computer, 
modem, drives, printer, etc. 
individually, without having to 
reach behind each unit. I'd also 
like some indicator lamps to tell 
me what's on or off. Don't suggest 
a multiple switched -outlet strip, as 

I had one of those. T.P, Paterson, 
NJ. 

Under separate cover, I'm 
sending you a schematic of one I 

built that works like a charm. It's 
fused, has surge protection, and a 
latching relay that turns everything 
off in case of line dropouts. I think 
you'll like it! 

Ann Landers? 
In your July Issue, S.D. 

complains that he bought an 
expensive computer system and 
now it's used only for games. He 
should have written to Ann 

Landers, not ComputerDigest! If 
he and his family would take the 
time and trouble to learn how to 
program the many fascinating 
things into their computer they'd 
get a lot more out of itl-J.J.H., 
Menasha, WI. 

Amen! 

Versatility! 
I've noticed that in your 

magazine you often print a story 
about an add-on circuit that I'd 
like to have, but it's for a different 
computer than mine. One that I 

tried anyway, just didn't work. 
Can't you publish the necessary 
modifications so that the circuits 
can be made to work with any 
computer?-F.T., Portland, OR. 

Not really That would require 
the use of excessive space that we 
just can't afford. Stick to those 
projects designed for your 
computer We do try to please as 

many readers as possible each 
month. 

Old Timer 
I was going through some old 

magazines stored in my attic. One 
of the first of the computer - 
oriented magazines was called 
"Data Product News," which I have 
since its first issue. The Editor's 
name seemed familiar. Was that 
you?-S.L., New York, NY 

Yup! Thanks for remembering. 

G.E.D. 
Do you know of any software 

that would help make the 
obtaining of a New York State 
General Equivalency Diploma an 
interesting project?-J.A., 
Farmingdale, NY 

Can anybody help? This sounds 
like a fine idea! Write directly to 
John K. Allison, 25 Elizabeth Street, 
Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
For more details use the free information card inside the back cover 

DISKETTE HOLDER, the Disk -O -Tier, 
organizes and protects diskettes close 
at hand using minimum space. This 

storage tier helps copmputer 
operators avoid "wipe-outs" caused 
by scratches, coffee spills, and 
cigarette ashes. The upright design 
allows diskette titles to be read easily 

CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Disk -O -Tier is molded of ABS plastic 
and holds eleven 51/4 inch or 8 inch 
diskettes, in or out of jackets. The 

suggested retail price is $9.50 each or 

$15.00 for a twin pack.-ETS Center, 
35026-A Turtle Trail, Willoughby, OH 
44094. 

CONTROL UNITS, the OASys 66 and 
the OASys 66res provide faster 
performance and permit more PC users 
to access files and the software library 
simultaneously. Both systems connect 
up to 64 PC's in an office network, and 
up to 48 concurrent sessions may be 
held on the OASys66 and the 
OASys66/es at one time. MS-DOS 
operations, such as spreadsheets, can 
be updated much faster with the new 
controller. 

Both units use an Intel 80286 
processor, plus four subprocessors, 
and come standard with two 
megabytes of RAM. In addition, the 
OASys 66/es is available with 76 or 
168 megabytes of disk drive in a 

streamlined tower cabinet design. The 
model OASys 66 is available with 60 
or 120 megabytes of disk storage with 
an 8 -inch disk drive. 

-r 
CIRCLE 19 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The model OASys 66/es is priced 
from $27,400 depending on the 
amount of storage and number of 
workstations attached. The model 
OASys 66 is priced from $21,400.- 
NBI, PO.Box 9001, Boulder, CO 80301. 
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SOFTW A ' E REVIEW 

Media Master Plus 

uMedia Master Plus is a package of two programs that 

permits a PC -compatible computer to read and write 
72 disk formats, and to directly run generic 8 -bit CP/M 

software on PC -compatible computers. 
Most people are not ready to discard software 

because they upgraded to a PC -compatible. They use 

their old computers because it's too time-consuming to 
re-enter the software for the new computer. The ideal 

solution would be to use the old software on the new 
computer but this isn't always possible because the 

disk formats or microprocessors are mutually 
exclusive-incompatible. Because much CP/M software 
is similar to, or has the same kind of data files as an MS- 

DOS version, data can be interchanged if one of the 
MS-DOS disk drives can function as a "foreign" drive. 

An early version of the Media Master program could 
program an IBM PC so drive A: retains the IBM format, 

drive B: emulates any of almost 70 CP/M disk formats 
from Actrix to Zorba. The emulation was so good, that 

the PC -compatible could directly read from or write to 
the foreign disk: MS-DOS WordStar could edit text 
(data) on a disk originally written by a Televideo 
computer using a CP/M version of WordStar. 

It is possible to use the MS-DOS computer as 

translator to exchange data between normally - 
incompatible 8 -bit computers. If you have a mailing list 

on a Radio Shack Model 4 disk that you need on a 

Kaypro disk, using Media Master Plus, set the PC - 

compatible's B: drive for the Model 4 format and copy 
the data file to an MS-DOS disk in drive A:. Then use 

Media Master Plus to program drive B: to emulate the 
Kaypro format and copy the data from drive A: to drive 
B: The result is a copy of the Model 4 data on a Kaypro 
disk. 

But data isn't a program. You can't run a CP/M 

program on an MS-DOS machine because the 
microprocessor's op codes are different. While there 
have been attempts to use CP/M computer mocules in 

PC -compatibles so the CP/M programs could be used 
as is, such devices have been expensive. 

A better approach is Media Master Plus' utility 
called ZPEM, which creates a CP/M emulator that runs 

under MS-DOS at an equivalent processor speed of 1 

MHz. When you load ZPEM, the screen prompt 

changes from > to "bracket," indicating that the 
computer is running the CP/M emulator and will load 
and run CP/M programs. But the CP/M file must be on 
an MS-DOS disk, not a foreign CP/M disk. For example, 
if you wanted to run an Osborne CP/M version of a 

program called CARDFILE.COM you must first transfer 
CARDFILE.COM and its data files to an MS-DOS 
formatted disk. When making the transfer, the extension 
has to be changed from COM to CPM so the filename 
becomes CARDFILE.CPM. The MS-DOS computer's 
operating system when running the CP/M emulator is 

MS-DOS which recognizes any program with a .COM 
extension as being MS-DOS rather than CP/M. The 

computer becomes confused. By changing the 
extension to CPM the e<tension is recognized only by 
the CP/M emulation. 

That means that you can now run your CP/M 
programs from an 8 -bit computer directly on a PC - 

compatible. You can run your CP/M programs and work 
entirely in CP/M using conventional CP/M commands 
and utilities such as PIP and SUBMIT: As far as you are 

concerned, the MS-DOS computer functions as an 8 - 

bit CP/M machine. 
Media Master Plus provides three versions of ZPEM- 

the "plain vanilla" ZPE/v,, ZPEMH19 which also emulates 
the F-eath/Zenith H19 terminal, ZPEMOSB which 
emulates the Osborne terminal functions, and 
ZPEMKAY which emulates the Kaypro terminal 
functions. The special terminal emulations include such 
things as arrow keys, function keys, screen underline, 
reverse video, etc. 

The CP/M emulation Droved excellent. It easily ran 

generic CP/M programs such as WordStar and Cardfile. 
Even certain harcware-specific CP/M programs for 
Heath, Osborne and Kaypro could run using the special 
ZPEM versions. Howevzr, the emulator's speed can be 
annoying. Since the CPiM program is translated to run 

on the MS-DOS machine, there is a translation delay 
About half speed. 
Media Master Plus runs on any PC -compatible 
computer having at least 192K of RAM. It is $59.95 from 
Intersecting Concepts, 4573 Heatherglen Ct., Moorpark, 
CA 93021.4CD> 
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Have you thought about streaming tape for backup? Maybe you should! 

Marc Stern 
al -lard disks are natural choices for computer users 
who have vast amounts of data to store. With 
capacities ranging from 10 to 60 megabytes, a 5.25 - 
inch hard disk holds as much data as 30 to 180 floppy 
disks. 

The chances of having a problem with the fixed disk, 
are high. At that time, it's likely you'll find the data 
damaged and you realize how important it is to have 
backed up the platter. A backup copy assures that your 
program and data files are still usable because copies 
are stored off -disk. 

Floppy alternative 
For many, that backup is handled with floppy disks, 

an expensive solution and not the most convenient 
one. Even at a cost of $1.50 a disk, you can use over 30 
disks to backup a 10 megabyte hard disk, which is a 
$45 layout. A high -density fixed disk - 20 or 30 
megabytes or more - means higher layouts. And, you 
must shuffle the disks in and out of a floppy disk drive 
to assure the backup is properly made. 

When backups are made, they are done infrequently 
and only those files which have changed may be 
backed up at all (the backup option on an IBM PC/XT 
and compatibles allows this type of selectivity). 

Imagine a device which makes backing up a hard 
disk easy and assures data integrity at a reasonable 
cost. The streaming tape drive offers efficient backup 
of up to 60 or more megabytes of data in half an hour. 

You simply type one command and the tape drive 
springs to life. That's easier than shuffling disks. Such 
convenience means the job is likely to be done fairly 
frequently 

Lots of storage 
It may seem strange that the storage medium of the 

early years of microcomputers, discarded when disks 
became available has regained popularity A 300 -foot 
tape is capable of storing up to 30 megabytes of data, 
while a 400 -foot tape can store upwards of 45 
megabytes. 

With streaming tape, data are continuously laid 
down by the read-write head. To facilitate speed, data 
compression is used to enable maximum data storage 
in minimum space. 

To ensure data integrity, each major tape storage 
system uses some form of error -checking and error - 
correction, such as Cyclical Redundancy Checking 
(CRC), a form of checksumming. 

Tape backup isn't a recent development, although it 
may seem so from a microcomputer user's point of 

view. Tape backup has been around since the 
computer explosion of the 1960s. Then, open -reel half - 
inch tape was the standard for storage. This changed 
about 1971 when the quarter -inch data cartridge 
appeared. 

That width became standard and is used today in 
lengths from 300 to 600 feet. As tape formulations got 
better through the years, data storage capability has 
increased. A 600 -foot tape can be pushed to 134 
megabytes of storage. 

When you look at data storage cartridges for the first 
time you see they aren't all like the Phillips cassette that 
you used in a digital tape storage drive, as you may 
have expected. 

A common variety is the DC300 and DC600 series. 
They are about 4 by 6 by 5/9. inches. A more recent 
alternative is the DC1000. It is about 2 by 3 by 1/2 -inch. 
This type of tape is 1S/1oo of an inch wide and can store 
about 10 megabytes of data on nine tracks. 

The DC2000 tape cartridge was only recently 
introduced, but features high -density %<-inch tape that 
can handle 20 to 40 megabytes of data. Shirt -pocket - 
sized, the DC2000 uses 12 to 24 separate tracks for 
information. 

There is one tape which looks like audio tape, the 
real digital cassette. A high-speed unit, it operates at 90 
inches per second and is capable of up to 20 
megabytes of storage. It uses four recorded tracks. 

Little compatibility 
You're probably thinking that like an audio cassette 

the tapes generated by one system can be used by 
another, but, that isn't true because of differing storage 
standards. 

There are three quarter -inch systems contending for 
leadership in the storage market: the Quarter -Inch 
Committee (QIC); a standard called PC/T, which was 
only recently introduced, and "floppy tape." 

The basic QIC-24 standard calls for the use of nine 
tracks, recorded in a serpentine pattern. With this data 
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Fig. 1-STANDARD NINE -TRACK tape cartridge stores back- 
up information by -ecording front -to -back then beginning at 
the next track at the back, and recording to the front. It takes 
nine passes to fill a tape. 
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encoding scheme, when the end of one recording 
track is reached, the recording direction is reversed and 
the read-write head is repositioned. In its new position, 
the head begins recording the new data track opposite 
the first. In this manner, the tape doesn't have to be 
rewound during the nine recording passes. (See Fig. 1) 

The head has separate read and write head 
elements. Because it has two elements, data written to 
the tape can be instantly checked and verified, by 
comparing it against the original data. 

Tape erasure is done on a wholesale basis, with Track 

0 controlling the entire tape. When Track 0 is erased the 
whole tape is cleaned in a single pass. 

With this system, tapes need not be preformatted 
before they're used. Image or file -by -file backups can 
be made. 

The QIC standard defines everything that makes up a 

tape backup system including interconnections, 
formats, interfaces and error correction. 

Such systems are not compatible across-the-board. 
Although the QIC system defines nearly every aspect of 
performance, it doesn't define data compatibility A 
backup tape created with one system can't be read by 
another manufacturer's system. This problem seems 
much the same as the microcomputer disk world 
before the advent of PC -DOS. It was true that 5.25 -inch 
floppy disks were the same size and used the same 
media and their construction was essentially the same. 
It's also true that the physical requirements of the disk 
drive unit itself were nearly universal. What wasn't 
universal was the compatibility of data. A 5.25 -inch CP/ 

M disk couldn't be read in an Apple and an Apple 
couldn't read a Radio Shack disk. 

But the advent of PC -DOS (MS-DOS) created a 

standard that seems to be even more universal than CP/ 

M, which was the former 8 -bit standard, and let one 
system read the media of another. Experts note that 
software changes will allow this compatibility among 
QIC systems, but no one has implemented it yet. 

A newer standard 
The second of the three competing tape backup 

systems is called PC/T. PC/T stands for Personal 

Computer/Tape. Its biggest difference from the QIC 
standard is its method of data verification. 

In the QIC system, data is corrected as soon as it is 

written to tape. Bad data are written and rewritten until 
they are recorded correctly Ignoring such issues as 

tape wear and tear, there is no way to detect future 
data errors that might be brought on by plain wear and 
tear or machine problems. 

PC/T on the other hand, uses a single head and 
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Fig. 2-THE PC/T APPROACH uses a single head to write data 
to tape in two 4K blocks. Using the same data as in the first 
two blocks, a third parity block is constructed by performing 
an exclusive or operation. In this way, should data be lost, it 
can be more -easily reconstructed during an error recovery 
pass. This does increase system overhead. 

writes data to tape in two 4K blocks at a time. After the 
first two blocks are recorded, a third block, using data 
derived from the first two, is written to the tape. This is 

the error -checking box and works in an exclusive -or 
(XOR) fashion. 

With the XOR block ready, a tape can be read back 
and if the data are corrupted, the algorithm polls the 
XOR box which is then used to correct and reconstruct 
the corrupted data. The data are reconstructed using 
XOR techniques. 

This technique is more wasteful than the QIC 
standard. Since error -checking and correcting XOR 
blocks are written, more space is needed for this 
function alone. To get around this, manufacturers have 
increased the number of recording tracks to 11. Also, 
PC/T tapes must be formatted before use, which can 
be a lengthy process. This does have an unexpected 
benefit, since it allows a directory to be set up and the 
tape controller to use that directory to determine 
where a file is and then read it off the tape, much as is 

done with a disk's random access capability. In this 
way, specific files can be updated without having to 
rewrite the whole tape. (See Fig. 2) 

Hard disk backup is a function of the IBM PC/XT or 
compatible world, with an open architecture. All 
functions of these microcomputers is built into the 
boards that are inserted on the motherboard. And 
add -in space can be a premium when you've 
populated the motherboard with video, floppy and 
hard disk controllers, memory and multifunction 
boards. Still, to use a tape backup system you have to 
insert a tape controller card, in most cases. 

And this brings us to the "floppy tape." This type of 
tape backup system uses the floppy disk controller 
card, rather than a separate tape controller card. A 
"floppy tape" acts as a floppy disk and is subject to 
the same requirements. Floppy disks require formatting 
and so do "floppy tapes." And, the formatting marks 
out bad areas and builds a bad -sector table, which 
keeps those sectors from being used. 

Because they run under the constraints for the disk 
operating system, "floppy tapes" limit to the upper 
edge of the storage capability of the system. A 
formatted "floppy tape" in an IBM setting will store 
about 25 megabytes of data. 

In a "floppy tape" system a single read-write head is 

used. Six tracks are recorded in 16 sector chunks. A 
17th is then written wh ch acts as a parity checking 
sector This data -protection scheme only covers one 
bad sector and if two or more are found during a 

replay, the area is flagged and you are asked whether 
you want to rewrite the tape. 

The error rate for any of these systems isn't high. It's 

on the order of 1 x 10(-11), so these are reliable systems 
with low error rates. 

Of the three systems, QIC still stands to emerge the 
victor for market share because it is the most widely 
adhered to. This could change as technology changes. 

Whatever standard emerges, hard disks and tape 
backup go hand -in -hard. It was a marriage everyone 
was waiting for and one which is a welcomed 
change.4C ' 
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SCHMITT TRIGGER 
DESIGN 
Let your computer do the heavy work. 

Vince O'Connor 

Schmitt trriggers are used to convert sine waves or 
other shaped signals into square -wave pulses. They 
compare an incoming signal to upper and lower 
threshold voltages, then produce a square wave at the 
same frequency as the input. 

This program quickly calculates the standard resistor 
value for resistors needed in a two -transistor Schmitt 
trigger circuit. You must enter the upper and lower 
threshold voltages, the supply voltage (Vcc), the base - 
to -emitter voltage drop of the transistors, and the load 
resistance. 

Use any computer 
The program is written so that it can be run on 

almost any computer without modification. The only 
change you should need to make is the HOME 
command. This clears the screen, and you should 
substitute the command your machine uses, if it's 
different. 

Because ideal circuits are ideal only on paper, the 
program calculates theoretical resistor values, and then 
changes them to the nearest standard value. Since 
these changes alter the actual threshold voltage values, 
the actual values are calculated and printed. 

No attempt has been made to draw the circuit 
within the program, because universal ASCII symbols 
are inadequate, and graphics are unique to each 
machine. A diagram of the circuit and the four 
calculated resistors (R1, R2, R3 and R4) are shown in 
Figure 1. Figure 2 shows a sample run. 

Vcc 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

FIG. 1-CIRCUIT DIAGRAM and the four calculated resistors 
is shown above. 

LIST 

10 REM SCHMIDT TRIGGER 
15 REM BY 

20 REM VINCE O'CONNOR 
25 REM DESIGN A 2 TRANSISTOR 
30 REM SCHMIDT TRIGGER 
35 HOME 
40 PRINT 
45 PRINT 
50 INPUT 'UPPER THRESHOLD VOLTAGE (VOLTS): ';UV 
55 INPUT 'LOVER THRESHOLD VOLTAGE (VOLTS): ':LV 
60 INPUT 'SUPPLY VOLTAGE (VOLTS): .:SV 
65 INPUT 'EMITTER -BASE VOLTAGE (VOLTS): ';EB 
70 INPUT 'LOAD IMPEDANCE (OHMS): ,LI 
75 INPUT 'RESISTOR TOLERANCE (A): ',RT 
80 PRINT 
85 INPUT 'IS THIS CORRECT (Y/N)';Al 
90 IF As = N THEN GOTO 35 
95 R3 (UV - ER) LI / (SV - UN EB) 
100 G = R3 
105 G05UB 400 
110 R3 G 
115 RI (SV - LV ER) R3 / (LV - EB) 
120 G PI 

125 GOSUB 400 

130 RI G 

135 84 R3 10 

140 R2 = P4 59/UV-R4-RI 
145 G = R2 
150 GOSUB 400 

155 R2 G 

160 TL EB R3 SV / (R5 R3) 
165 TL = INT (TL 180 .5) / 100 
170 TU 84 SV / <R: R2 R4) 

175 TU INT (TV 100 A .5) / 100 
180 HOME 
185 PRINT 
190 PRINT 
195 PRINT 

200 PRINT 
205 PRINT 'THE FOLLOWING ARE THE RESISTOR VALUES' 
210 PRINT 'FOR A SCHMIDT TRIGGER WITH AN UPPER' 
215 PRINT 'THRESHOLD VOLTAGE OF ':UV; VOLTS' 
220 PRINT 'AND A LOWER THRESHOLD VOLTAGE OF ',LV 
225 PRINT 'VOLTS: ' 

230 PRINT 
235 PRINT 'RI -.;RI;' OHMS. ':RT;'1' 
240 PRINT '112=')R2:' OHMS. ;117:'1 
245 PRINT 93':83:' OHMS. ;RT:A 
250 PRINT R4;R4. OHMS. ';RT;'1' 
255 PRINT 
260 PRINT 'THE ACTUAL THRESHOLD VOLTAGES ARE:' 
265 PRINT 
270 PRINT 'UPPER THESHOLD VOLTAGE.': TU:' VOLTS' 
275 PRINT 'LOWER THESHOLD VOLTAGE -';TL;' VOLTS' 
280 PRINT 
285 INPUT 'ENTER NEW VALUES (Y/N);AS 
290 IF As 'Y THEN COTO 35 
295 HOME 

300 END 
400 TEMP(6) = RT 
405 TEMP(4) - 1.19927E - 2 INT (t 1.5 RT .004 RI ' 2) 
410 TEMP(3) INT < LOG (G) / LOG (10) - INT (2.2 - 3 TEMP(4))) 
415 O 0 / 10 ' TEMP(3) 
420 TEMP(1) INT ( CAP (TEMP(4( ( INT ( LOG (0) / TEMP(4)))) .5) 
425 TEMP(5) = 1.88E - 5 TEMP(1) ' 3 - .00335 TEMP(I) 2 .164 TE 

MP(I) - (.284 
430 TEMP(1) TEMP(I) INT (TEMP(5) INT (3 TEMP(4) .8)) 
435 TEMP(2) = INT I CAP (TEMP(4) ( INT ( LOG (G) / TEMP(4)) I)) . 

5) 

440 TEMP(5) 1.88E - 5 TEMP(2) ' 3 - .00335 TEMP(2) ' 2 .164 TE 
MP(2) - 1.284 

445 TEMP(2) TEMP(2) INT (TEMP<5) INT (3 TEMP(4) .8)) 
450 G = INT (10 ' TEMP(3) TEMP(G / SOR <TEMP(1) TEMP(2) 1) .5) 

455 RETURN 

(PR0 

You could easily alter the program to direct the 
output to a printer, or use a screen dump. The screen 
layout will nicely fill a 40 -column screen, but will 
appear scrunched to the left on an 80 -column 
screen. /m> 
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Can you build your own modem? Sure you can! 

Rodney A. Kreuter 

Until recently, a single chip modem meant that a 300 
baud Bell 103 compatible modem could be built using 

about six chips: The answer filter, the originate filter, an 

R5-232 drive, an RS -232 receiver, the implement hybrid, 
and the modem. Add a limiter, precision resistors and 
capacitors, and a one evening project becomes a 

major engineering and procurement feat. 
Thanks to the newer modem chips, that's a thing of 

the past. Using National Semiconductor's MM74HC942 
or MM74HC943, a single chip Bell 103 compatible 
modem can be built with one chip if a TTL compatible 
output is acceptable. If you must have the swing of 
RS -232, the chip count rises to two. Actually, most 
micros use a 1489 type line receiver which works quite 
well with a TTL input. 

Add to this a 3.58 MHz crystal, a 600 ohm isolation 
transformer, and a source of 5 volts at 12 milliamps and 
you're home free. I sprinkle with LEDs-call it 5 volts at 

35 milliamps. 
Most important is that the only precision part 

necessary is the 3.58 MHz crystal. 
The only difference between the 74HC942 and the 

943 is that the 942 requires + and -5 volt supplies 
and can drive the phone line to 0 DBm (1 mw into 600 
ohms). The 74HC943 requires only +5 volts, but can 
only drive the line to -9 DBm which is all you're 
permitted to drive it. 

Circuit description 
As you can see from Figure 1, the circuit is fairly 

straightforward. VR1 is more important than it may seem 

at first glance. National points out that the modem 
chips are susceptible to noise on the power supply 
lines and suggests that a three -terminal regulator 
dedicated to the modem will prevent problems. 
Unless you have a very clean supply, use the regulator. It 

also regulates a calculator -type DC supply (9 volts, 100 

ma) very well. 
The modem is AC coupled to the phone line or data 

PARTS LIST 
Semiconductors 
IC1-MM74HC943 
IC2-T11113 or 4N33 optoisolator (for ± 12 volts) 
01, Q2 -2N2222 transistor 
VR1-7805 voltage regulator 
XTAL1-3.58 MHz colorourst crystal 
Resistors 
(All resistors %watt unless otherwise specified) 
R1, R2, R11-2200 ohms 
R3, R5, R6, R7-390 ohms 
R4, R10-910 ohms (see text) 
R12-620 Ohms, '2watt 
Capacitors 
C1-21.Lf, 200 volt 
C2, C6 -1001.1F, 10 volt 
C3, CS, C7, C9-0.11.15 
C4 --10µF, 16 volt 
C8 -0.2µF (see text) 
Miscellaneous Parts 
S1-SPDT toggle switch 
52-SPST toggle switch 
T1-600:600 ohm transformer (Radio Shack 273-1375 or 
equal) 
Power supply, PC board, cabinet, wire, solder, Etc. 
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VIN 

LINE 

1C2 
100µF 

VR1 
7805 

R9 

9100 
C4 

10 NF. 

1 C6 C7 T 100µF T .1 µF 

C3 

17 

15 

16 

10 

18 

19 

R8 

5.6K 
XTAL 

6 20 ia9 

+5V +12V 

ClI 

74HC943 

R2 2 12 

2.2 K 

C8 

0.2µF T 
C9 

0.1µF T 

7 

FIG. 1-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM reveals that this is about as 
basic as you can get in a modem. Thanks to the 74HC943, it 
becomes a one -chip circuit. 

*5V 

R6 RI 
39052 2.2K 

R7 

390 
I C21 

L - - - 
06 e 

-12V 

J 

RS232 
OUT 

o TTL OUT 

Description of pin functions 

1. DS' Driver Summing Input. This input may be used 
to transmit externally generated tones such as dual tone 
multifrequency (DTMF) dialing tones. 

2. ALB Analog Loop Back. A logic high on this pin 
causes the modulator output to be connected to the 
demodulator input so that data is looped back through 
the entire chip. This is used for self test. If ALB and SQT 

are simultaneously held high, the chip will power 
down. 

3. CD Carrier Detect. This goes to a logic low when a 

carrier is sensed by the carrier detect circuit. 
4. CDT Carrier Detect Timing. A capacitor on this pin 

sets the time interval that the carrier must be present 
before CD goes low. 
5. RXD Received Data. This is the data output pin. 
6. VCC Positive power supply (+ 5 volts) 
7. CDA Carrier Detect Adjust. Used to set the 

threshold for the carrier detect. 
8. XTALD Crystal Drive. XTALD and XTALS connect to 

a 3.5795 MHz crystal to generate a clock for chip. If an 

external circuit requires this clock XTALD should be 
used to drive the external circuit. If a suitable clock is 

available in the system, XTALD can be driven. 
9. XTALS Crystal Sense. Refer to pin 8 for details. 

10. FTLC Filter Test/Limiter Capacitor. This is connected 

to a high impedance output of the receiver filter. It may 
thus be used to:evaluate filter performance. This pin 
may also be driven to evaluate the demodulator. RXA1 

and RXA2 must be grounded during this test. For 

normal operation FTLC is AC grounded via a 0.111F 

bypass capacitor. 
11. TXD Transmitted Data. Data input pin. 
12. GND Ground 
13. O/A Originate/Answer mode. High = Originate 
14. SQT Squelch Transmitter. Disables the modulator 
when held high 
15. RXA2 Receive Analog #2. RXA1 and RXA2 are 
analog inputs. When connected as recommended they 
produce a 600 ohm hybrid. 
16. RXA1 Receive Analog #1. See RXA2 for details. 
17. TXA Transmit Analog. This is the output of the line 
driver. 
18. EXI External Input. This is a high impedance input 
to the line driver. This input may be used to transmit 
externally generated tones. When not used for this 
purpose it should be grounded. (To the analog ground 
pin!) 
19. GNDA Analog ground reference. 
20. TLA Transmit Level Adjust. A resistor from this pin 
to VCC sets the transmit level. 
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coupler (see legalities section) through capacitor Cl 

and transformer T1. Remember, no one said you have to 
connect this or any other modem to the phone line. In 

a factory environment any twisted pairs of wires that 

you supply will do. Resistor R12 provides a DC path for 

the phone company which maintains the telephone 
connection after the dialing phone is hung up. National 
recommends a constant -current sink which is about 3 

DB better than a simple resistor at the cost of five 

diodes and two transistors, which is not in the spirit of 
a "no frills" modem. If you need the performance, 

check National's Comparison Report for more details. If 

you are using your own twisted pair, forget the resistor. 

Diodes D2 -D5 provide protection for the modem 
during ring which may induce 120 volts on the line. 
National recommends back-to-back Zeners but 1N914's 

are fast and cheap. Resistor R9 is the hybrid balance 
resistor. The National hybrid is balanced for 1200 ohms, 

so R9 should be 1200 minus the impedance looking 
into the line. In this case it's R12 in parallel with 600 

FIG. 2-FULL SIZE PATTERN for the circuit board is shown 
here. You can easily transfer this from the printed page and 
make your own circuit board. 

ohms or 300 ohms. 910 ohms for R9 should be close 
enough. Since there are 19 op amps in the 74HC943, 

and the power supply is a single -ended 5 volts, 
resistors R1 and R2 provide an analog ground reference 
of 2.5 volts. Capacitors C6 and C7 provide decoupling. 

Capacitor C8 determines how long the carrier must 
be present before it is cetected by the modem. The 

time in seconds is equa to the capacitance in 

microfarads multiplied by 6.4. 
Transistor Q2 provides level shifting of the TTL or 

RS -232 input and gives a proper voltage swing for the 
CMOS modem chip DS provides a visual indication of 
data arriving from the terminal equipment. If this isn't 

desirable, jumper out D8 and raise R5 to 560 ohms. Q1 

level shifts the modem's output to a level required for a 
TTL compatible device. If this is adequate, jumper out 
pins 1 and 2 of IC2 and forget the + and - 12 volt 
power supplies. D9 can be omitted also-raise R6 to 
560 ohms and jumper D9. 

Omitting D6 is not recommended since it is the 
carrier detect LED. Howver, D7 only lets you know if 

TO 
LINE 

TO 
S1 

C1 

-R12- 
05 D3 

-C2- 

-GND 
T1 04 02 ViN ONO- 

TO S2 

C4 
DATA I R4 
INPUT 

RI2 RI8 -C6- -F3- 
D1 I I 

GND ] C1 

08 

->f02 
ICI 

C5 

R5 

1 
XTAL o 

T 

C3 

06 
C9 I 

I8 

Cl 

ONO TTL 
OUT 

IC2 

-R7- 

R6 - 

44 
D9 

RS232 OUT 

GND 

+12V 

12V 

FIG. 3-AND WHEN YOU'RE READY to start populating the 
board, here is where all the components should be placed. 
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R -E Computer Admart 

RESERVE 
YOUR SPACE 

6 x rate $800.00 per each insertion. 
Reaches 239,312 readers. 
Fast reader service cycle. 
Short lead time for the placement of 
ads. 

Call 516-293-3000 to reserve space. Ask 
for Arline Fishman. Limited number of 
pages available. Mail materials to: 
Computer Admart, RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farm- 
ingdale, NY 11735. 

Rates: Ads are 21/4" x 21/4". One insertion S825. Six insertions S800 each. Twelve 
insertions S775. each. Closing date same as regular rate card. Send order with 
remittance to Computer Admart, Radio Electronics Magazine, 500-B Bi-County 
Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. Direct telephone inquiries to Arline Fishman, area 
code -516-293-3000. Only 100% Computer ads are accepted for this Admart.' 

COMPUTER MUSIC 

PROJECTS 

B1173 --Computer Music Projects shows how 
to use your home computer toproduce elec- 
tronic music. Many Circuits. Mostly jargon 
tree. Send S6.95 plus 51.75 shipping to ELEC- 
TRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC., PO Box 
240, Massapequa Park, New York 11762- 
0240. 

ICsPROMPT DELIVERY!!! `./ SAME DA NIPPING !USUALLY) 
O,IAA !T or AUGUST N. 1YOU 

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA: NO SALES TAX 

DYNAMIC RAM 
1 Mbit 1000Kx1 100 ns 
4464 64Kx4 150 ns 
41256 256Kx1 100 ns 
41256 256K,1 120 ns 
41256 256Kx1 150 ns 
41128 128Kx1 150 ns 
4164 64K0 150 ns 

EPROM 
27512 64Kx8 250 ns 524.00 
27C256 32Kx8 250 ns 7.00 
27256 32Kx8 250 ns 5.46 
27128 16Kx8 250 ns 4.15 
27C64 8Kx8 200 ns 5.15 
2764 8Kx8 250 ns 3.75 

STATIC RAM 
43256L -t2 3210x8 120 ns 533.00 
6264LP-15 8Kx8 150 ns 3.10 

S69.50 
4.20 
5.10 
3.10 
2.93 
4.99 
1.45 

88 

22 

RR 

00 00 

lIn 

CO 

OPEN 61/2 DAYS 7AM-9PM: SHIP VIA FED -EX ON SAT. 

SUNDAYS A IIOLDAYS SHIPMENT OR DELIVERY VIA U 5 EXPRESS MA, 

SAT DELIVERY 
INCLUDED OM 

FED -EX ORDERS 
RECEIVED BY 

to SO A. SE I Ns 
I, F Ore ft] 7. 

MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COO 
Factory New, Prime Parts 114or, 
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED INC 

BEES Ori+<zr (918) 267-4961 ws ..a .. 

CIRCLE 61 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

AN 

INTRODUCTION 

TO Z-80 

MACHINE CODE 

BP152-Machine code programming is direct 
programming of the microprocessor without 
using a built-in high-level computer language 
such as BASIC. You can increase running 
speeds dramatically by using machine code. 
Learn how to write your own machine code 
programs. Some simple demo programs are 
included. Get your copy by sending 55.95 plus 
S1.00 shipping in the U.S. to Electronic Tech- 
nology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massape- 
qua Park, NY 11762-0240. 

MICRO 

INTERFACING 

CIRCUITS - 
BOOK 2 

Micro 
Intu.far:ing Circuits 
Boot 2 

BP131-This book is about eal-world interlac- 
ing including topics such as sound and speech 
generators, temperature and optical sensors, 
motor controllers and more. Includes circuit 
descriptions and background infor to aid in 
using or adapting the circuits to your applica- 
tions. To order your copy send 55.75 plus 
51.00 shipping in the U.S. to Electronic Tech- 
nology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massape- 
qua Park, NY 11762-0240. 

you're in the originate or answer mode, so it can also 
be omitted. Jumper D7 and raise R3. 

You gotta have the crystal! It provides all the timing 
information for both transmitting and receiving data. 

Operation 
Wire the modem and a standard telephone as 

shown in Figure 1. Dial the number with S1 in the 
"voice" position. When you hear the carrier, switch S1 

to the "data" position. The carrier detect LED should 
come on in about 1 second (depending on C8). 

Enhancements 
Auto dialing can be added by summing dial tones 

with the output of the modem, but since phones with 
redial are being given out for opening a checking 
account, why bother? If worse comes to worse and 
you have to buy a phone, where else can you get a 

keypad and a dia'er chip for $6.95? If you must have 
auto dial see National's design guide application note 
347. 

Is it Hayes compatible? No, but it will talk to a Hayes 
if one is on the other end. 

Does it auto answer? No. Add a ring detector (a 
capacitor, optoisolator, and a diode), a relay with a 

transistor driver (don't forget the snubbing diode), tie 
the transmitter squelch to the carrier detect and NAND 
the carrier detect with the ring detect delayed to drive 
the transistor driver and relay 

Legalities 
This modem, like other telephone line connected 

equipment should only be connected to the phone 
line through an FCC approved interface such as the 
Tele -Path Industries model 381 or other data 
coupler ACD> 
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OSCILLATORS 

continued IFS page h-! 

Q1 

MPF102 

ó 
XTAL 1 

1 MHz 

R1 

10MEG 

100µH 

C3 

390pF 

C2 

1 

OUTPUT *---o 

FIG. 5-A MILLER OSCILLATOR uses a FET and 
a tuned -drain circuit. The latter is tuned to a 
frequency near the resonant frequency of the 
crystal. 

slake a lot\ -impedance path to ground fitr 
the feedback signal. The reactance of the 
capacitor is usually set at less than %u of 
the resistance that it bypasses. 

The drain terminal of the FET in this 
circuit is connected to the resonant tank 
circuit. The resonant frequency of the I.(' 
circuit is not ekactlk that of the crystal. 
Usually the tank circuit is tuned to a fre- 
quency below that of the crystal. 

On first _lance the Nliller oscillator 
doesn't look like an oscillator at all. be- 
cause there is no apparent feedback net- 
work. The circuit depends upon the 
..hidden- capacitances shown as ('gas and 
Cot; in Fig. 5. Those capacitors represent 
the interelectrode (eate-to-source and 
drain -to -gate) capacitances of the PIT. 
They form a capacitive voltage divider 
that feeds sonic of the output signal back 
to the input. 

If you own older equipment that uses a 

Miller oscillator. it is possible that the 
ferrite core in the tank circuit has changed 
enough to make the oscillator inoperable. 
For example. we found that to be the prob- 
lem with two different Heath DX -50R 
transmitters that \\ere fired up after many 
years of disuse. The symptom was unre- 
liable ke\ing on ('\\. SonteIinles when 
the key vas closed the oscillator refused 
to start. and other times it started tine. 'Ilse 
oscillator in the /)_\-60/f is a Miller cir- 
cuit. and its coil had changed inductance. 

Another Colpitts oscillator is shown in 
Fig. 6. That circuit is somewhat different 
from the previous configuration. but may 

TABLE 1 -BYPASS CAPACITOR 

Frequency 
(MHz) 

50 
150 
220 
450 

Capacitance 
(pF) 
36 
12 

8 
3 

actually he more popular. the circuit in 
Fig. (i operates over the I- to 20- MHz 
frequency range. although we have found 
that that operation may be unreliable 
abote 15 NI Hz or so. 

Feedback is controlled by the C2/('3 
capacitor voltage divider, which is t\ hat 
identifies that circuit as a Colpitts os- 
cillator. As with the previous ('olpitis cir- 
cuit (shu\kn in Fig. 4). almost any t' PN 
transistor can he used for OI . 

Last. shown in Fig. 7 is an overtone 

oXTAL 1 

C1 

82pF 

C1 

50pF C3 

001 

Ql 

2N2222 

C4 

100pF 

-1E---0 OUTPUT 

R2 

1K 

FIG. 6-THE COLPITTS OSCILLATOR comes in 
various forms; the one shown here is probably 
more widely used than the one shown in Fig. 4. 

R3 R2 

147K 470K -v 
FIG. 7-AN OVERTONE OSCILLATOR also re- 
quires few components. As with the Miller os- 
cillator. the L1/C3 circuit should be tuned to a 

frequency that is near, but not equal to. the fre- 
quency of the crystal. 

oscillator. The crystal is connected be- 
tween Ilse base of the transistor and 
ground. and capacitor ('I i; used to in- 
crease feedback around transistors that 
hake insuftiticnt internal capacitance. In 
some cases. ('I will not he needed. but if 
it is used it must be nlounttd as close as 

possible to the body of the transistor. 
The tank Circuit (LI/('3) connected to 

the collector of the transistor is tuned u/z- 
/rru.rinutte/v to the overtone frequency. 
Bypass capacitor ('2 should have a reac- 
tance of about 90 ohms al tilt. frequency of 
operation: values for several frequencies 
are given in Table I. lint may have to 
juggle úe values of R2 and R3 to get 
reliable operation. R -E 

ATTENTION 
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B.S.E.E. 
DEGREE 

THROUGH HOME STUDY 
Our New and Highly Effective Advanced -Place- 
ment Program for experienced Electronic Tech - 
'icons grants credit for previous Schooling and 
Professional Experience. and can greatly re- 
duce the time required to complete Program and 
reach graduation. No residence schooling re- 
quired for qualified Electronic Technicians. 
Through this Special Program you can pull all of 
the loose ends of your electronics background 
together and earn your B.S E.E. Degree. Up- 
grade your status and pay to the Engineering 
Level. Advance Rapidly! Many finish in 12 
months or less. Students and graduates in all 50 
States and throughout the World. Established 
Over 40 Years! Write for free Descriptive Lit- 
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SATELLITE TV 

A budget DBS system 

MUCH IIAS MI WRI II FN AIIOU I II IL 

promise of DBS (Direct Broadcast 
from Satellite). DBS has been as- 
signed the Ku band (11-12 GHz), 
which is about three times higher 
in frequency than the C band (4- 
G11z). Satellite signals for home re- 
ception have been broadcast on 
the C band since the late 1970's; 
DBS on the Ku band is the promise 
of the future. 

Originally, the DBS system was 
to he driven by several high- 
powered satellites that had as 
much as 250 watts of transmitter 
power per transponder. The theo- 
ry was that, if a great deal of power 
were beamed down from over the 
equator, and if carefully shaped 
antennas were used for the down- 
link to earth, the size, cost, and 
complexity of ground -based re- 
ceiving terminals could be re- 
duced greatly. 

That plan has yet to be realized 
for several reasons that we've talk- 
ed about here in the past (in the 
January and February issues). 
However, we now have an interim 
technology that should be of gen- 
eral interest. It is based on RCA's 
pair of satellites called Ku -1 and 
Ku -2; each satellite has 16 tran- 
sponders with a nominal power - 
per -transponder of 50 watts. Re- 
cently, New Jersey satellite enthu- 
siast Peter Sutro and I put together 
a low-cost home -receiving system 
to see just what might be done 
with those 50 -watt channels. 

We used a 32 -inch diameter 
spun -metal dish from DH Satellite, 
Inc. (P. O. Box 239, Prairie du 
Chien, WI 53821). DH is the largest - 
volume manufacturer of satellite 
antennas in the world today. Their 
32 -inch dish is the largest that can 

n/ 'lit Jr- J ... 
FIG. 1 

be packed and accepted for ship- 
ment by UPS. The cost of the dish, 
a simple ring mount, and the feed - 
support tripod is well under $IOOat 
the dealer price level. 

For the electronics, we chose an 
Echostar LNB with a 2.2-(113 noise 
figure. The Echostar converts the 
12-GHz signals down to a typical 
900- or 950-1400 MHz IF. The TVRO 
receiver is a DX500(fronl DX Com- 
munications, Inc., 10 Skyline 
Drive, Hawthorne, NY 10532) 
which connects to a stock televi- 
sion receiver tuned to channel 3 
for the modulated RFoutput of the 
DX 500. The total cost of the anten- 
na and the electronics was less 
than you might pay for a quality 
name -brand 15 -inch television set. 

It took less than five minutes to 
unpack and set up everything. If 
we had been in a hurry, the whole 

BOB COOPER, JR., 

SATELLITE -TV EDITOR 

exercise might have been com- 
pleted in halt the time. The dish 
slips onto the ring mount; the 
whole assembly turns to adjust 
azimuth. To adjust elevation you 
use a simple slip -rod system that 
angles the dish on the circular 
mount. 

You don't get much gain from a 
32 -inch dish on Ku hand. So you 
hope that the 50 watts of power 
from the satellite is enough. On 
the other hand, by using a small 
dish, you have the advantage of 
simple setup. You can locate the 
satellite and then peak the recep- 
tion by fine-tuning the azimuth 
and elevation. If you know which 
direction is south, and if you re- 
member that the satellite belt is 
above the southern horizon, you 
will have close to instant success in 
obtaining some sort of picture. 

The downside of this report is 
that the signals transmitted by the 
RCA satellites are not intended for 
home reception. There are both 
scrambled signals (from HBO, Cin- 
emax, etc.) and unscrambled sig- 
nals (from NBC and others) on 
those two birds. That means that 
you can watch all the NBC network 
feeds you want with the system 
described above-hut not much 
else at the present time. By the 
way, we're not encouraging you to 
intercept NBC's signals; we're 
merely talking about the equip- 
ment that might be used to do so. 

With the equipment we've de- 
scribed and only a tew minutes of 
effort we were able to obtain very 
good reception. It wasn't difficult 
to do so either; the relatively wide 
beam pattern of the 32 -inch dish is 
really an advantage. In tact, it was 
about as difficult to find Ku -1 and 
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Ku -2 with our 32 -inch dish as it 
would he to find a C -hand bird 
with an 8 -toot dish. In other 
words, not difficult at all. 

No programming 
It's fair to say that low-cost, easy - 

to -install, and easy -to -use I)BS is 
here. What is missing, however, is 
effective use of DBS by those 
would -he programmers who have 
dreamed of the day when millions 
of homes would be equipped with 

those tiny dishes. And things 
aren't likely to change in the near 
future. 

Part of the problem is that RCA 
has sold or traded most of the 32 
50 -watt transponders on Ku -1 and 
Ku -2 to the large corporate users, 
including TV networks, ad -hoc TV - 
oriented programmers, and, of 
course, cable programmers like 
HBO, and communications giants 
like AT&T. Not one of the present 
or future users of Ku -1 and Ku -2, 
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and HE WILL SEND YOU $63! 
NOPE - not a new fangled 'chain letter'. 
TVRO pioneer Bob Cooper, Jr. has put to- 
gether the most useful'Data-pack' possible 
to bring you up to full speed on satellite 
television scrambling. It will cost you $20 to 
receive all of the following valuable infor- 
mation: ;1 

1) YOU RECEIVE the 3'current issues' of CSD Magazine; literally,'the bible' of 
the home dish industry. The most complete insider look at the new equipment, 
scrambling strategies, worldwide satellite explosive growth anyplace. You re- 
ceive 3 issues starting with the now -current issue. A great introduction to TVRO! 
This is an $18 value. 
2) YOU RECEIVE the current plus two recent back issues of SCRAMBLE -FAX, 
the hot -news 'Newsletter' that details the rapid changes taking place in scram- 
bling, who is scrambling, how; who is working to break scrambling, their progress 
to date. This is a $30 value. 
3) YOU RECEIVE the special 180 page COMMEMORATIVE EDITION OF 
Coop's Satellite Digest, the full, unabridged history of home satellite television. 
This is the handiest, one -source reference recording the home dish industry ; a 
$15 value. 
YOU RECEIVE all of the facts, all of the history, and all of the current, 
hard -to -find news about TVRO and scrambling. From Coop; the indus- 
try's most authoritative information source. Send your check or money 
order to the address below, or, with your Visa or Mastercharge card 
handy, call in your order to305/771-0505 weekdays between 9 AM and 
4 PM. Join the Coop team and learn ALL the facts today! 

CSD/Coop's Satellite Digest 
P.O. Box 100858/Ft. Lauderdale, FI. 33310 

- Telephone 305-771-0505 - 

SCRAMBLE -FAX HOTLINE? Call 305-771-0575 for 3 minute update NOW! 

Interested in TVRO? 

For nearly two years Bob Cooper has 
provided a no -charge kit of printed mate- 
rials that describes the challenges of and 
opportunities in selling TVRO systems to- 
day. With the present intense interest in 
scrambling systems, Coop's CSD has 
made available a new no -charge service. 

The SCRAMBLE FAX hotline is a 24 - 
hour -per -day telephone service that 
provides accurate, detailed, and hard -to - 
find facts concerning the changeover to 
scrambling in the satellite communica- 
tions industry. Information describing sat- 
ellite receivers tested for scrambling 
compatibility, sources for authorized de - 
scramblers, wholesale rates of scram- 
bling equipment and services-all are 
provided on the SCRAMBLE FAX hotline. 
There is no charge for that service, other 
than your long-distance telephone ex- 
penses. Simply dial (305) 771-0575 for a 
concise and timely three -minute capsule 
report that covers the latest in scrambling 
news. 

FIG. 2 

shown prior to its launchlast year 
in Fig. 2, has made public its plans 
regarding use of the transponders 
for DBS. Even the third (and last) 
RCA Ku bird, Ku -3, which is sched- 
uled for launch some time after 
the Shuttle failure is sorted out, is 
pre -sold for non-DBS uses. 

the equipment required to 
create a DRS service is in place and 
working. But the software for such 
a service is not in place, and there 
are indications that that software 
may riot he in place prior to at least 
1989. 

The technology for small -dish 
DBS service is here, but small -dish 
DBS is not. technical experimen- 
ters will find the challenge of re- 
ceiving low-cost Ku -hand signals 
interesting. But TVRO busi- 
nessmen will probably have little 
use for the smaller dishes and the 
easy Ku -hand reception Ihat is 
now possible. R -E 
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OUR DISTRIBUTORS...YOUR LOCAL WHERE -HOUSE 

WHERE can you find the components you 
(teed? Our local distributors are your where - 
house. 

As electronics manufacturers, we serve you 
better by getting our wares to you through 
distributors. Our distributor speeds our standard 
products to you, faster than we could deliver 
them. He extends our sales, warehouse, and 
credit capabilities, and thus helps us keep down 
our costs, and hence your price! 

We call him "our distributor: because he 
handles our product. But he's also "your 
distributors because he solves your procurement 
problems! 

WHERE do you have a convenient, nearby 
source for product? YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 

WHERE do you find the important piece 
you suddenly need? YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 

WHERE can you have quantity inventories 
put into stock, to parallel your production 
schedules? YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 

WHERE do you go when you need those 
hard -to -find replacement parts? 

YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 
The sponsors of this message believe in the 

distribution system. Our local warehouse is your 
local wherehouse. You find what you need, when 
you need it, where you need it. We are among 
over 150 member firms of the Electronic In- 

dustries Association, Distributor Products Division, 
all committed to advancing the state of the art of 
marketing through distributors. Want more infor- 
mation? Contact Herbert Rowe, Senior Vice 
President, EIA Components Group, 2001 Eye 
Street. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. Telephone 
(202) 457-4930. 

YOUR DISTRIBUTOR-YCUR LOCAL WHERE -HOUSE FOR 

ALPHA WIRE CORPORATION 
Wire. Cable. Tubing. Thermocouple Sensors. 
Flat Cable and Connectors 

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC 
CORPORATION.'A NORTH AMERICAN 
PHILIPS COMPANY 
Tubes, Discrete Semiconductors. 
Loudspeakers. Imaging and Display Devices. 
Electronic Components and Materials 

AMPHENOL PRODUCTS 
Amphenol, Bendix & Spectra -Strip Connectors, 
Cables and Cable Assemblies 
AVX CORPORATION 
Multilayer Ceramic Capacitors-Chips. 
Radials. Axials. Dipguards, Arrays, and Specie! 
Products 

BELDEN ELECTRONIC WIRE AND 
CABLE 
Thermosetting. Thermoplastic Wire and Cable 
for Electronic Applications 

BOURNS, INC. 
Resistor Networks. Trimming Potentiometers, 
Precision Potentiometers. Panel Cont-ols, 
Attenuators 

CAROL CABLE COMPANY, INC. 
Electronic Cable Plastic & Rubber Molded 
Power Supply Cords, Electrical Wire 8 Cable 

CENTRALAB, INC.'A NORTH 
AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 
Ceramic Disc and Monolithic Capacitors. 
Rotary, Pushbutton and Membrane Switches. 
Resistor Networks 

CORN E LL DUB ILIER 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Capacitors- Relays. EMI Filters and EMI 
Systems Engineering Services 

CORNING ELECTRONICS 
Capacitors Res s ors Networks 

DALE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Resistors. Networks. Oscillators. Displays. 
Connectors. Inductors & Thermistors. Electronic 
Components 
DIALIGHT CORPORATION/A NORTH 
AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 
LED, Incandescent & Neon Indicators: 
Illuminated & Rocker Toggle Switches: LED 
Readout Displays 

DYNASCAN CORPORATION/ 
BA KPRECISION 
Electronic Test Instrumentation 

FUJITSU AMERICA, INC. 
COMPONENT DIVISION 
Electronic Components 

G.C. ELECTRONICS, 
A HOUSEHOLD INTERNATIONAL 
COMPANY 
Tools, Chemicals. Wire, Switches, Connector;, 
Telephone. Video, Audio. Computer 
Accessones.PC Board Products 

GRAY HILL, INC. 
Solid State Relays: Rotary. Pushbutton and Dip 
Switches: Key Pads: Electronic Hardware 

KEYSTONE ELECTRONICS 
CORPORATION 
Battery Holders & Accessories. Terminal 
Boards & Strips, Spacers & Standoffs, Metal 
Stampings. Electronic Hardware 

KULKA SMITH, INC./A NORTH 
AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 
Terminal Boards. Commercial. Military: 
Hardware. Spacers. Binding Posts. 
Test Leads 

MATRIX SCIENCE CORPORATION 
Cylindrical and Rectangular MIL -Spec 
Connectors. Terminal Junction Systems and 
Connector Accessories 

MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA, INC. 
Disc and Monolithic Capacitors. 
Potentiometers. Resistor Networks. Piezo 
Alarms. EMI Filters and Crystals 

NEW.TONE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Semiconductors, Flameproof Resistors. 
Wire -ties 

OAKTRON INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Background Music, Paging. Foreground Music 
and General Replacement Loudspeakers and 
Related Accessories 

ONMITE/A NORTH AMERICAN 
PHILIPS COMPANY 
Resistors, Rheostats, and Control Components 

PANASONIC INDUSTRIAL COMPANY 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIVISION 
Capacitors, Resistors. Semiconductors. Surge 
Absorbers. Printers. Power Supplies. Light 
Touch Switches. Transducers 

PERMA POWER ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Portable Sound Systems. Amplifiers, Power 
Line Surge Suppressors & Multiple Outlet Strips 

PHILIPS ECG A NORTH AMERICAN 
PHILIPS COMPANY 
Semiconductors. Picture Tubes, Receiving 
Tubes & Chemicals 

OUAMNICHOLS CO., INC. 
Loudspeakers for Commercial and Industrial 
Applications 

RCA DISTRIBUTOR AND SPECIAL 
PRODUCTS DIVISION 
Electronic Parts, Semiconductor Devices. 
Receiving. Industrial & Picture Tubes. Video 
Tape & Accessories 

SL WABER, A DIVISION OF 
SL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Surge and Noise Suppressors. Uninterruptible 
Power Supplies. Multiple Outlet Strips 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO. 
Analog and Digital Panel Meters, Meter Relays, 
VOM's. DMM s. Electrical -Electronic Test 
Equipment, Elapsed Time and Frequency 
Meters 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, 
DISTRIBUTION DIVISION 
Capacitors. Resistor Networks. Pulse 
Transformers, Interference Filters. Transistors. 
Integrated Circuits 

SWITCHCRAFT, INC. 
Switches, Connectors, Fiber Optic Connectors. 
Jacks, Plugs. Keyboards, Jackfields and Audio 
Accessories 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
ELECTRONICS DIVISION - 
KEMET CAPACITORS 
Tantalum. Ceramic. Film Capacitors 73 



ROBOTICS 

Simple solid-state vision 

DURING 1Hr PAS IEW YEARS, SEVIRAI 
manufacturers have introduced 
relatively inexpensive video -cam- 
era interlaces for personal com- 
puters. Many of those products 
are simply analog -to -digital con- 
verters that, through the use of 
special timing circuits, transform 
standard NTSC video information 
from the camera into bytes of data 
that the computer can store, dis- 
play, and process. The camera in- 
terfaces usually come with soft- 
ware that can store and display the 
digitized images; processing is 
then up to you. And that's where 
things get difficult. 

It's not terribly difficult to design 
a robot vision system that can dis- 
tinguish between different ob- 
jects. However, there is a dif- 
ference between distinguishing 
and recognizing. In fact, recogni- 
tion is a tremendous task. That's 
the reason why manufacturers of 
PC vision interlaces do not provide 
you with fully functional vision 
sottware. Fortunately, it is not diffi- 
cult to build a vision system that is 
suitable for experimental and hob- 
byist purposes. 

Many people ask about simple 
and inexpensive ways to start ex- 
perimenting in the field of robot 
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vision. The answer we give is that it 
depends on what you want your 
robot to "see." 

Vision systems may be divided 
into two categories: high and low 
resolution. If you're working with 
a mobile rover, and it vision is to he 
its primary navigational aid, then a 

high -resolution system may be ap- 
propriate. On the other hand, if 
you're working with a robot arm 
that must distinguish between 
round and square blocks, or other 
simple shapes, then a low -resolu- 
tion system may suffice. 

The PC -based interfaces are 
often categorized as high resolu- 
tion by their manufacturers, but 
they're really medium resolution 
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(640 x 400 pixels). At the low end 
of the scale, a very low resolution 
interface (32 x 32, or even less) 
can he surprisingly useful, 
however. 

A photocell -based vision system 
An extremely -low -resolution (3 

x 3) sensor can be built for under 
$20; it provides surprisingly accu- 
rate results. The sensor can dis- 
tinguish between a multitude of 
shapes, and it will allow you to car- 
ry out a number of useful experi- 
ments. Limited character recogni- 
tion is possible, as are color and 
pattern recognition. 

The sensor uses the same basic 
technology as a photographic light 
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meter: a photocell and some 
means of measuring voltage. Many 
light meters use a moving -vane DC 
meter. The more light that strikes 
the sensor, the farther the meter's 
needle deflects. That's because 
the resistance of the photocell var- 
ies with the amount of light that is 

striking its surface. The output of 
the photocell can be converted to 
a varying voltage merely by includ- 
ing it in a simple resistive voltage 
divider, as shown in Fig. 1. 

The trick in using the photocell 
as a robot -vision device is in the 
way you measure that varying volt- 
age. The DVM updates its display 
very slowly, so you don't see the 
minute, rapidly occurring varia- 
tions in output. A robot needs a 

method of converting that quickly 
varying output into discrete val- 
ues. As you have guessed, an A/D 
converter pertorms that task. 

Most personal computers (in- 
cluding the IBM-PC) that are used 
for robot experimentation have 
eight -bit data buses. Therefore 
one byte ot information in the 
computer can store any one of 256 
(28) values. Therefore it is appro- 
priate to build an eight -hit A/D 
converter for the sensor. Such a 

converter will allow the computer 
to distinguish 256 individual levels 
of light-and that's quite a few for 
experimental purposes. 

It you require higher resolution, 
twelve -bit A/D converters are read- 
ily available. A 12 -hit converter will 
resolve 4096 (»2) levels of light. 
The disadvantage of a 12 -bit con- 
verter is that it requires additional 
circuitry to multiplex the extra 
tour hits onto an eight -hit bus. Is 

an inexpensive photocell sensitive 
enough to allow 40% bits ot reso- 
lution? The answer is yes, and even 
more. (Linearity may he a prob- 
lem, however.-Editor) 

Obviously a single photocell is 

insufficiently accurate as the basis 
of a robot vision system. Figure 2 

depicts an experimental vision 
sensor array composed of nine 
photocells in a 3 x 3 matrix. 

The mechanical dimensions of 
the array will depend on the size of 
the photocells, hut by using com- 
monly available cells, you should 
he able to squeeze the entire array 
into an area about 0.75" on a side. 

One lead of each devices is tied 
to the common voltage source. 

The other lead of each device will 
he connected directly to one input 
of an All) converter. We'll show 
the circuit details of the A I) con- 
verter next time. 

An easy way to mount the pho- 
tocells is on a solderless bread- 
board. Four standofts can support 
a piece of clear plastic that acts as a 

dust shield for the photocells. 
Also, you should isolate the pho- 
tocells from one another; doing so 
increases the accuracy with which 
an object can he scanned. You can 
cut short plastic or paper tubes to 
fit over the sensors. 

Pattern recognition 
When the sensor confronts an 

object, that object should he cen- 
tered in the array. Centering can 
be accomplished in a variety of 
ways, including mechanical and 
optical limit switches, and others. 

Let's consider how we might use 
the sensor to recognize two dif- 
ferent objects, a square and a tri- 
angle. Assume that the square has 
the same outer dimensions as the 
sensor, and that the triangle is 

slightly smaller. 
The square completely blocks 

all nine sensors, but the triangle 
blocks only the center sensor 
completely, and partially obscures 
the others. Assuming that the out- 
put of each sensor is either high or 
low, depending upon the light hit- 
ting it, it would he easy for a com- 
puter to distinguish between the 
two shapes. 

Normally we can't simply lay an 
object directly on top of a sensor 
array. So we can direct light from 
another source, creating shadows. 
Doing so will result in a similarly 
easy recognition task. 

The program controlling overall 
operation must have a threshold 
value that indicates when an 
opaque surface is detected. You 
could just perform a daily sen- 
sitivity adjustment, but minute 
changes in the ambient light level 
can affect the reading tremen- 
dously. One way around variable 
sensitivity is to allow the sensor to 
carry its own source of light. You 
could use a a photographic flash 
unit, and trigger it whenever the 
computer must read the array. 

Next time complete details of a 

vision circuit like that discussed 
here will he presented. R -E 
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Fluke 70 Series Analog/Digital multi - 
meters are like money in the bank. Buy 

one, and you're guaranteed to save both time 

and money. 

Money, because you get longer battery life 

and longer warranty coverage - 3 years vs. 

1 year or less on others. 

And time, because 70 Series meters are 

easier to operate and have more automatic 

measurement features. 

So before buying any meter, look beyond the 

sticker price. And take a closer look at the new 

Io'v-priced $79 Fluke 73, the $99 Fluke 75, and 

the deluxe $139 Fluke 77. In the long run, they'll 

cost less, and give higher performance, too. 

And that, you can bank on. 

For a free brochure, and your nearest distrib- 

utor, call toll -free 1-800-227-3800, ext. 229. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTI METERS. 

FLUKE 
CG 1985 Fluke 
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ANTIQUE 
RADIOS 
Restoring AC -DC radios 

El HAS BFI N YI ARS SINCE MANY (Jr 10U 
worked on a vacuum -tube radio; 
perhaps you've never worked on 
one. And many young antique -ra- 
dio enthusiasts know a great deal 
about solid-state circuits and com- 
puters, but nothing about trou- 
bleshooting a vacuum -tube set. 
This column is dedicated to all of 
you who have just come (or have 
just come back) to antique -radio 
servicing. 

The antique of the month 
One of the first things someone 

new to vacuum -tube servicing 
must learn is to be careful, be- 
cause the chassis of an antique 
may be "hot." In other words, 
there may be 117 -volts AC between 
the chassis and ground. You can 
get a dangerous shock if you touch 
a cold -water pipe or any other 
grounded metallic object at the 
same time that you touch the chas- 
sis of an antique radio. 

The Temple radio shown in Fig. 1 

is safer than many other radios be- 
cause of its wooden cabinet and 
recessed chassis bolts and set 
screws. The complement of tubes 
include: a 35Z5 rectifier, a 12SQ7 
2nd detector and 1st audio ampli- 
fier, a 12SK7 IF amplifier, a 12SA7 
first detector and oscillator, and a 
50L6 for audio output. The Temple 
is not truly an antique, but it's col- 
lectible, and is representative of 
the type of post -WWII radio that 
you are likely to run across. 

Filament voltages 
If you're new to tube servicing, 

it's helpful to know that the digits 
preceding the letters in a tube 
number often indicate the tube's 
filament voltage. For example, the 

::... 
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5016 mentioned above has a 50 - 
volt filament. If you add the fila- 
ment voltages of the Temple's 
tubes, you'll find that their sum 
(121 volts) is approximately equal 
to the line voltage. By wiring all 
those filaments in series, no drop- 
ping resistor or step-down trans- 
former is necessary to connect the 
filament string directly to the AC 
power lines. 

But in early five -tube AC -DC sets 
you will find a voltage -dropping 
resistor in the filament circuit, be- 
cause the sum of the voltages used 
by early tubes didn't equal the line 
voltage. And even though the line 
voltage might dip as low as 100 - 
volts AC, engineers designed for a 
peak of 120 -volts AC. It was better 
to underpower a component than 
to overpower and possibly 
damage it. 

Sometimes, instead of an on - 
chassis dropping resistor, a re- 
sistor was incorporated in the 
power cord. The line -cord resistor 
is covered with asbestos and cot- 
ton, and the cord looks like the 
heavy cord that is used with an 
electric iron. Of course the line - 
cord resistor generates heat, so it 
is not recommended that excess 
cord be tucked inside the cabinet. 

RICHARD D. FITCH, 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

Also, that type of line cord 
shouldn't be shortened, or the re- 
sistance may be reduced. 

Another method of reducing 
voltage in some very early AC -DC 
receivers was to use a ballast tube 
in the filament circuit. The tube 
plugged into the chassis, and usu- 
ally functioned as a pilot lamp. 

Tools and test equipment 
Newcomers may also appreci- 

ate a few hints about the types of 
tools and test equipment that are 
necessary to service vacuum -tube 
sets. Many of the small tools used 
in servicing modern electronic 
gear are simply inadequate when 
working on older radios. 

Large screwdrivers, pliers, wire - 
cutters, and strippers that you 
wouldn't think of using on 1980's 
equipment are a must. But most 
important is a soldering iron or 
gun. The small pencil -type solder- 
ing irons used today are virtually 
useless on an antique radio chas- 
sis-sometimes the heat of a blow 
torch is needed! Drills and hack 
saws also come in handy. 

As for test equipment, you can 
often get by with just a multimeter, 
because most problems can be 
traced to shorts and opens. Ohm- 
meter tests must be done on a 
"cold" (unpowered) set. Even 
tubes can be tested with an ohm- 
meter. If you don't measure a short 
between the prongs of an old ra- 
dio tube, there's a good chance 
that it will light up and produce 
some sort of signal. 

Troubleshooting hints 
It's a good idea to do as much 

testing as possible on a cold set, 
because a cold set is safest for the 
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service man, for his test instru- 
ments, and for the equipment 
being tested. A cold test should be 
done only when the set being test- 
ed is unplugged. Turning the 
power switch oft never makes a set 
completely sate for cold testing, or 
even for handling. With the switch 
oft, even it the chassis is not "hot" 
with respect to ground, one side 
of the switch (arid anything con- 
nected to it) is hot. A good way to 
remember to unplug a set before 
testing it is to get into the habit of 
making a continuity test across the 
prongs of the power plug first. 

to increase safety, some antique 
radios include a double -pole 
power switch. But even if your set 
has that type ot switch, it's much 
safer to unplug the set before 
doing any testing. 

In the early days ot radio, polar- 
ized AC power plugs and recepta- 
cles were not required. That's why 
the chassis could be "hot." 
However, there were several ways 
the radio repairman could prevent 
shocks and still work on a live set. 
First, he could buy an expensive 
isolation transformer. But there 
was another way. Despite the ab- 
sence of polarized receptacles, 
one side ot the house wiring was 
always grounded. However, there 
was no way to tell (just by looking) 
which way to insert the plug into 
the wall socket. So the repairman 
used to mark the grounded side of 
the receptacle near his work 
bench. 

Symptoms 
A problematic AC -DC radio 

most often exhibits one of two ma- 
jor symptoms: it's completely 
dead, or it has a great deal of hum. 
A dead radio is usually easier to fix 
than one with other problems, be- 
cause the source of the problem is 

usually easy to find. For example, a 

simple test with an ohmmeter will 
show whether the line cord is any 
good. 

Excluding obvious problems 
like an open power cord or a 

broken power switch, the most 
usual source of problems in an AC - 
DC set occurs in the filament cir- 
cuit. It a dropping resistor or fila- 
ment develops an open, the entire 
set will be disabled. Ot course 
there still may be high voltages 
present, so be careful! 

Analyze defective waveforms 
faster, more accurately, and 

more confidently - every time 
or your money back 
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with the SC61 Waveform Analyzer 
Patented $2,995 

If you value your precious time, you will really want to check 
out what the exclusively patented SC61 Waveform Analyzer can 
do for you. 10 times faster, 10 times more accurate, with zero 
chance of error. 
End frustrating fiddling with confusing controls. Exclusive ultra solid 
ECL balanced noise cancelling sync amplifiers, simplified controls, and 
bright blue dual trace CRT help you measure signals to 100 MHz easier 
than ever. 
Accurately and confidently measure waveforms from a tiny 5 mV 
all the way to a whopping 3,000 V without hesitation with patented 
3.000 VPl' input protection - eliminates expensive "front end" repairs 
and costly equipment downtime. 

Make only one circuit connection and push one button for each 
circuit parameter test: You can instantly read out DC volts, peak -to -peak 
volts and frequency 100'% automatically with digital speed and accuracy. 
It's a real troubleshooting confidence builder. 

Confidently analyze complex waveforms fast and easily. Exclusive 
Delta measurements let you intensify any waveform portion. Analyze 
glitches, interference signals, rise or fall times or voltage equivalents be- 

tween levels; direct in frequency or microseconds. 

Speed your digital logic circuit testing. Analyzing troublesome divide 
and multiply stages is quicker and error free - no time-consuming 
graticule counting or calculations. Simply connect one test lead to any test 
point, push a button, for test of your choice, for ERROR FREE results. 

To see what the SC61 can do for your troubleshooting personal productivity 
and analyzing confidence, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338, 
for a FREE 15 day Self Demo. 
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Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338 

SNCCDRE 
3200 Sencore Drive 
Sioux Falls, SD 57107 
605-339-0100 In SD Only 

innovatiuely designed 
with your time in mind. 
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COMMODORE® 
VICMODEMTM 
Use with the Commodores C64'", 
the SX-64 or the VIC-20 Computer. 
Bell 103 Compatible. 
Full Duplex; 300 Baud. 
Manual Dial Direct Connecting. 
FCC Registered. 

This Modem is LOW liquidation priced 
because it was closed out by Commo- 
dore®. Add it to your computer for access 
to timely financial information, news and 
reference libraries...as near as your 
phone! An affordable introduction to 
phone/computer services; and you can 
communicate with computer users who 
also own modems! 

Use with data cassette (included), or with 
terminal program software, available at 
computer stores. 

90 -Day Limited Factory Warranty. 

Mfr. List Price $59.00 

Liquidation 
Priced At Only $19 

Item H-1646-7041-072 
Shipping, handling: 54.00 each 

Commodore is a registered trademark of Commodore 
Electronics, Ltd. 

Credit card customers can order by phone, 
24 hours a day. rose uiri 
7 days a week. VISA'c r(PaEss 

Toll -Free: 1-800-328-0609 
Sales outside the 48 contiguous states are subject to 
special conditions. Please call or write to inquire. 

SEND TO: Item H-1646 
C.O.M.B. Direct Marketing Corp. 
1405 Xenium Lane No./Minneapolis, MN 55441.4494 
Send_Modem(s) Item H-1646-7041-072 at 519 each 
plus 54 each for shipping, handling. (Minnesota residents 
add 6% sales tax. Sorry, no C O.D. orders.) 

My check or money order is enclosed (No delays in 
processing orders paid by Check) 

Charge' VISA- MasterCard. American Express" 
Acct. No Exp 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 
Name 

Address 
City 

State ZIP 
Phone I ) 

Sign Here 
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You can often check tubes with- 
out removing them from the chas- 
sis. You should measure some 
resistance between the filament 
pins, and no resistance between 
any combination of plate, grid(s), 
and anode. It helps to know which 
prongs the filament is connected 
to. Miniature tubes often connect 
the filament to prongs 3 and 4. The 
tubes in the Temple radio men- 
tioned earlier have filaments on 
prongs 2 and 7, except the I2SQ7, 
which uses 7 and 8. Check a tube 
guide to make sure. 

If you must remove tubes from a 

later model set, it is often easier to 
remove the chassis before pulling 
tubes. Newer cabinets are so small 
that it's almost impossible to get 
your hand inside to remove the 
tubes. 

After you get some practice, it 
should take only about one min- 
ute to check the continuity of all 
five tubes, the power switch, the 
line cord, and a dropping resistor, 
if present. 

The other common problem in 
AC-I)C sets is hum. Since those 
radios lack many of the hum -caus- 
ing components of the early AC - 
only sets, hum is easier to locate. 
Often it's due to a leaky elec- 
trolytic capacitor. The best way to 
test a suspect capacitor is by bridg- 
ing it with a good one. Make sure 
that the voltage rating of the bridg- 
ing device is at least as high as that 
of the suspect. 

Electrolytics often have two or 
three sections in a single card- 
board tube (or can). You may find 
that only one section is bad, but 
it's best to replace the entire com- 
ponent. If you can't find an exact 
substitute, you can use two or 
three individual capacitors, as 
long as both capacitance and volt- 
age ratings are attended to. When 
replacing an electrolytic, be sure 
to install the new one with the cor- 
rect polarity. 

Printed -circuit boards 
Another source of shorts and 

opens is the PC hoard, which was 
perfected during World War II, al- 
though it was conceived of at least 
twenty years earlier. 

As with most innovations, ser- 
vicemen had problems with the 
PC hoard at first. Pushing tiny re- 
sistor and capacitor leads through 

Reg. $125.00 Sale Price 

ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 

(767i' 
[ CATALOG 

Manufacturers of Quality 
Electronic Components 

Serving the Nat.on from Teams and Cal,lornia 

BATTERY HOLDERS & CLIPS COILS 
CAPACITORS CONNECTORS FUSES 

JACKS KNOBS LAMPS PLUGS 

MICROPHONES POTENTIOMETERS 
RELAYS RESISTORS SWITCHES 
TRANSFORMERS SPEAKERSLEDS 
SEMICONDUCTORS RF COILS 

°Vie la 000 Dlrrk.ENI HEMS IN Stock. 
0rSo0S bNao ourSior USA 5040 1200 

MOUSER ELECTRONICS 
2401 /IIYY 287 NCRTH MANSFIELD, Tx 76063 

P1E051 817-483.4422 
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Power Supplies 
Discount Prices! 

VERSATILE LAB POWER SUPPLY 

, 
r - -FI 

ELECTRO INDUSTRIES MODEL 3002A 

$9995 
0-30 VDC at 0-2A Fully adjustable current limit- 

ing Constant voltage/constant current modes - 
automatic crossover Excellent regulation with low 
ripple Floating outp..it Built-in short-circuit and 
overload protection. Options: 10 -Turn Voltage & Cur- 
rent Controls, S25 each. Both for S45. 

EPSCO MODEL EC -2 POWER SUPPLY 
0-16 VDC at 5A Comb. V/A meter Benchtop 
1.8 volt/amp load change 0.5% ripple ai 5A 

Reg. $169.50 Sale Price 
513000 

Check, Money Order or C.O.D. Add $4.50 per unit 
for shipping & insurance. Outside U.S. $9.00. IL resi- 
dents add 7% tax. 15 -Day Money Back Guarantee. 

Salen Enterprises 
P.O. Box 915, Morton Grove, IL 

60053 Area 312-465-1424 
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small holes and then soldering 
them to the other sideot the hoard 
seemed awkward to many of us. It 

was easy to destroy the fragile cop- 
per traces with the large soldering 
irons that were popular at the 
time. We then had to repair the 
damaged board with wire. Weak 
copper traces can he a nagging 
problem; a trace can be stripped 
from the board just by pulling a 

tube out of a socket. In tact, many 
sets have notices on the back 
warning of that problem. 

Rut manufacturers soon offered 
proper instructions and tools for 
servicing the printed circuit 
board. the introduction of smaller 
components went a long way to- 
ward preventing damage to the 
hoard. 

Voltage readings 
It you look at the schematics of 

many early receivers, you'll see 
that the voltage readings at corre- 
sponding points in various circuits 
are very similar. Voltage readings 
take more time to make than con- 
tinuity tests, and they require 
some training on the part of the 
serviceman. A tew general rules 
can be stated, however. 

The plates of the converters 
(12RE6, 12SA7) and IF amplifiers 
(12RA6, 12SK7) should show under 
100 volts. The first audio stages 
(12AT6, I2SQ7) should show be- 
tween 30 and 60 volts. The cath- 
odes of the audio output tubes 
(5005, 5016) should show about 6 

volts, and the rectifier cathodes 
(35W, 35Z5) should show over 100 

volts. The grid of the first audio 
tube should show about -1 volt, 
and the oscillator grid 01 the con- 
verter should show between -6 
and - 12 volts. 

The end of an era 
Although few wanted to believe 

it at the time, the 1950's was the 
beginning of the end for the tube 
industry. Tubes were the mainstay 
of the electronics industry. Whole- 
saler's walls were covered with 
shelves of every type of tube imag- 
inable. The radio repairman car- 
ried an impressive tube caddy, and 
kept a rack of popular tubes in his 
shop. Even more impressive was 
the repairman's tube tester. No 
person or piece of equipment did 

continued on page 88 
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with the all new LC75 "Z METER 2" 
Capacitor Inductor Analyzer 

Patented $995 

The "Z METER" is the only LC tester that enables you to test all 
capacitors and coils dynamically - plus, it's now faster, more 
accurate, and checks Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) plus 
small wire high resistance coils. 
Eliminate expensive part substitution and time-consuming shotgun- 
ning with patented tests that give you results you can trust every time. 
Test capacitor value, leakage, dielectric absorption, and ESR dynamically; 
with up to 600 volts applied for guaranteed 100e% reliable results - it's 
exclusive - it's triple patented. 
Save time and money with the only 100'4 reliable, in- or out -of -circuit 
inductor tester available. Dynamically test inductors for value, shorts, and 
opens, automatically under "dynamic" circuit conditions. 

Reduce costly parts inventory with patented tests you can trust. No 
more need to stock a large inventory of caps, coils, flybacks, and IHVTs. 
The "Z METER" eliminates time-consuming and expensive parts substitut- 
ing with 100% reliable LC analyzing. 

Turn chaos into cash by quickly locating transmission line distance to 
opens and shorts to within feet, in any transmission line. 

Test troublesome SCRs & TRIACs easily and automatically without 
investing in an expensive second tester. The patented "Z METER 2" even 
tests SCRs, TRIACs. and High -Voltage Diodes dynamically with up to 600 
volts applied by adding the new SCR250 SCR and TRIAC Test Accessory 
for only $148 or FREE OF CHARGE on Kick Off promotion. 

To try the world's only Dynamic LC Tester for yourself, CALL TODAY, 
WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338, for a FREE 15 day Self Demo. 

.1 
Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338 

SENCORE 
3200 Sencore Drive 
Sioux Falls, SD 57107 
605-339-01(10 In SD Only 

innovatively designed 
with your time in mind. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
CORNER 
Private amateur communications 
IT IS QUITE LIKELY TI IAT TEN YEARS AGO 
an amateur radio operator would 
have responded with utter dis- 
belief if someone had asked 
whether he could foresee a need 
for private communications in his 
radio service. 

Of course, private communica- 
tions is useful-to a degree-for 
repeater use, particularly where a 

freebie telephone patch is 
provided. After all, if someone is 
going to enjoy expensive com- 
munication functions he should 
be willing to pay "club" dues. 

Repeater access is usually made 
private through the same kind of 
PL (Private Line) circuits that are 
used in commercial VHF/UHF 
gear. Generally, the true PL sys- 
tems employ a sub -audible tone 
that is transmitted with the carrier; 
the tone keeps the receiver's 
squelch open. In some cases, a 

tone burst is used to keep squelch 
open. 

But controlled repeater access 
isn't the only application for pri- 
vate amateur -band communica- 
tions. For example, you might 
want your equipment to deter- 
mine who you'll talk with or listen 
to. And, although that might be 
difficult to do using audible or 
sub -audible tones, it would be 
convenient to be able to do so just 
by punching a few numbers on a 

keypad. Of course, that kind of 
controlled access can only be 
done with a transceiver that uses 
digital -computer circuits. 

Digital codes 
Thanks to LSI (Large Scale 

Integration), a single micro- 
processor and a support chip or 
two can provide a complete digital 

SYNCHRONIZATION 
SIGNAL 4 DATA 

81T/FRAME 
ACCES CODES 

SPARE CCALL 

IGN 

FIG. 1 

CODE SQUELCH ON 

MUTE THE AUDIO 

LISTEN FOR CODE 

RECEIVE CODE 

COMPARE WITH PROGRAMMED CODE 

i 
CODES COMPARE CODES DON'T 

COMPARE 

OPEN SQUELCH AND SELECT PROPER 
TRANSMIT CODE 

FIG. 2 

encoding and decoding system. 
With the new -technology control- 
ling squelch, it's now possible to 
limit access to desired stations 
only. And a mere five -digit code 
group provides 100,000 access - 
code combinations. 

What kind of non-commercial 
communications needs that kind 
of privacy? Beats me-but Ken - 
wood now builds it into their ama- 
teur -band two -meter and 70 - 
centimeter mobile and hand-held 
transceivers. 

Typical microprocessor -con- 
trolled communications equip- 
ment these days usually has some 
kind of special readout and con - 

HERB FRIEDMAN, 
COMMUNICATIONS EDITOR 

trots, or an interface for a personal 
computer. The Kenwood equip- 
ment can work with an optional 
display, use of which is discussed 
below. 

The access code 
The Kenwood DCS (Digital 

Code Squelch) is triggered by a 
signal composed as shown in Fig. 
1. At the instant the transmitter's 
PTT switch is pressed, the trans- 
mitter sends a digital control sig- 
nal consisting of a synchronizing 
signal, a 5 -digit access code, sever- 
al spare bits reserved for future 
use, and an ASCII representation 
of the user's call -sign. All that hap- 
pens in less than 200 ms. The trans- 
mitter automatically withholds 
audio modulation until the control 
signal has been sent. 

At the receiver, the five -digit 
code is passed on to the digital 
squelch. If the squelch is pro- 
grammed to accept that code, it 
opens; otherwise it remains 
closed. If the listener wants to wait 
for transmission from a specific 
station, he simply punches that 
station's five -digit code into his 
keypad. 

A flow chart that illustrates how 
the squelch circuit works is shown 
in Fig. 2. There's really nothing 
special about that circuit; what is 
interesting is that micro -mini- 
aturization makes it commercially 
viable. 

However, the way the trans- 
ceiver handles the ASCII call -sign 
is interesting. An optional ac- 
cessory for the digital squelch 
transceivers is a device called a 

"Call Sign Display." It has an LCD 
readout and 20 memories. What 

continued on page 83 
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R-5000 
High performance receiver 
THE high performance receiver is 
here from the leader in communica- 
tions technology-the Kenwood 
R-5000. This all -band, all mode 
receiver has superior interference 
reduction circuits, and has been 
designed with the highest perform- 
ance standards in mind. Listen 
to foreign music, news, and com- 
mentary. Tune in local police, fire, 
aircraft, weather, and other public 
service channels with the VC -20 
VHF converter. All this excitement 
and more is yours with a Kenwood 
R-5000 receiver! 

Covers 100 kHz -30 MHz in 30 
bands, with additional coverage 
from 108-174 MHz (with VC -20 
converter installed). 
Superior dynamic range. Exclusive 
Kenwood DynaMix'" system ensures 
an honest 102 dB dynamic range. 
(14 MHz, 500 Hz bandwidth, 50 kHz 
spacing.) 
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100 memory channels. Store mode, 
frequency, antenna selection. 
Voice synthesizer option. 
Computer control option. 
Extremely stable, dual digital 
VFOs. Accurate to ±10 ppm over a 
wide temperature range. 
Kenwood's superb interference 
reduction. Optional filters further 
enhance selectivity. Dual noise 
blankers built-in. 
Direct keyboard frequency entry. 

8-2000 150 kHz -30 MHz in 30 bands 
All modes Digital VFOs tune in 50 Hz. 

500 Hz, or 5 kHz steps 10 memory channels 
Programmable scanning Dual 24 -hour digital 

clocks. with timer 3 built-in IF filters (CW filter 
optional) All mode squelch, noise blanker. RF 
attenuator, AGC switch. S meter 100/120/ 
220/240 VAC operation Record, phone lacks 

Muting terminals VC -10 optional VH F 

converter (108-174 MHz) 
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Versatile programmable scanning, 
with center -stop tuning. 
Choice of either high or low 
impedance antenna connections. 
Kenwood non-volatile operating 
system. Lithium battery backs up 
memories; all functions remain intact 
even after lithium cell expires. 
Power supply built-in. Optional 
DCK-2 allows DC operation. 
Selectable AGC, RF attenuator, 
record and headphone jacks, dual 
24 -hour clocks with timer, muting 
terminals, 120/220/240 VAC 
operation. 

Optional Accessories: 

VC -20 VHF converter for 108-174 MHz 
operation YK-88A 1.6 kHz AM filter 

YID. -88S 2.4 kHz SSB filter YK-88SN 1.8 

kHz narrow SSB filter YK-88C 500 Hz CW 
filter YK-88CN 270 Hz narrow filter 

DCK-2 DC power cable HS -5, HS -6, 
HS -7 headphones MB -430 mobile bracket 

SP -430 external speaker VS -I voice 
synthesizer IF-232C/IC-10 computer 
interface. 

More information on the R-5000 and 
R-2000 is available from Authorized 
Kenwood Dealers. 

KENWOOD 
TRIO-KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS 
1111 West Walnut Street 
Compton, California 90220 

Spec ificatiOns and prices are sub r C' ange without notice or obl.gation 
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EARLY RADIO 

continued from page 62 

called a Negatron. had a negative resis- 
tance characteristic, making it useful as 
an oscillator. 

Early receivers 
The first sets that made use of tubes 

were actually hybrids. One such receiver 
is shown in Fig. 7. That set uses a crystal 
detector. but follows it with a tube -ampli- 
fier stage. Since that increases the volume 
at the headphones, more selective tuning 
schemes can be used. 

With amplification. one volume prob- 
lem was solved. but another was created: 
too much volume. To control volume. a 

rheostat is placed in series with the fila- 
ment and its voltage supply. See Egg. R. 

Another circuit variation was the early 
heterodyne receiver designed by Fes- 
senden. Shown in Fig. 9. in that receiver 
the incoming signal was mixed with one 
generated locally. resulting in adifference 
or beat frequency that was detected by the 
diode. 

The local signal was generated by an 
arc connected to the 110 -volt lines. '[he 
sparking of the arc produced a signal that 
could he tuned by L4 and CI. 

To 117 VDC 
Light lines 

FIG. 9-AN EARLY HETERODYNE RECEIVER. 
Designed by Fessenden, It used a tuned electric 
arc as the local oscillator. 

'llte change to tubes also brought about 
other changes. Crystal sets were bread- 
board affairs. But when tubes came 
along. they brought with them a host of 
controls. 

Variable capacitors. resistors, and in- 
ductors needed to he mounted some- 
where. so front panels were introduced. 
Later. the receivers were completely en- 
closed in cabinets. Belbre long, the re- 
ceiver cane to resemble the units that are 
now so familiar. R -E 

HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS 
Deluxe Wireless For Home, Apartment, Offices, Mobile Homes ' 

FEATURES 
Main Module/Receiver is capable of telling what 
lund of alarm is triggered: Intrusion. fire. 
maintenance. medical emergency etc , and where 
the alarm is originated - 5 zones designated by the 
user 

This system can only be activated or deactivated by 
entering a 3 to 10 digit Secret Code selected by the 

user 
In case of emergency, the built-in siren speaker and 

the Remote Horn can be triggered instantly by press- 
ing the "EMERGENCY" key 

Adjustable Exit Delay time allows the user to leave 
his/her home before the system is activated 

Adjustable Entry Delay time with flashing " INST/OLY" 
LED to remind the user to deactivate the system 
when he/she enters the protected premise 
Built-in Window Reminder LED reminds the user if 

any or all windows are left open 
Once triggered. the system will emit an ear -piercing 

sound for five minutes before it resets itself to 
continue providing protection 
5 sets of Wireless Magnebc Sensors/Transmitters 
are included to detect any door or window opening 
When the battery in the Main Module is low, the 
'BATTERY LOW" indicabng light will light up to 

remind the user of low battery condition 
The Main Module a DC powered with AC adaptor pro- 
vided and sacked up by six 11/2 Volt Size "AA" cells 
The Magnetic Sensor/Transmitter is powered by a 9 
Volt battery 

System is expandable with the following options. 
Remote Wireless Siren Speaker to be turned on 
or off remotely by the Main Module 
Wireless Panic Switch capable of activating the 
alarm instantly at the push of a button 
Wireless Remote Turn-off allows the user to turn 
off the system from outside of the protected premise 
Additional Magnetic Sensor/Transmitlers. 
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$149.95 
Plus $6.00 shipping and handling 
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$39.95 
Plus 53.00 shipping and handling 

I1 . 
$14.95 For Each 
Plus 52.00 shipping and handling 

STUN GUN l 

The ultimate non -lethal defense 
weapon Can immobilize your 
attacker in seconds 

+ S3995. Mass 5% Sales Tax. 
53.00 shipping and handling 

1-800-522-2636 For Orders Only 
617-871-5611 For Information 

Cameo Enterprises, Inc. 
P.O. Box 63, Accord, MA 02018 

COPPER ELECTRONICS 
4200 PRODUCE ROAD - LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40218 
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® or write for FREE Flyer. 
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SPECIFICATIONS: 
* Power Range: 20, 200, 2000 Watts 
* VSWR: Voltage Standing Wave Reading 

Peak Reading During modulation 
Accuracy +f-6 percent on dead carrier 

We have a national factory warranty service on 
many brands, and we service All CB, Amateur, and 
Commercial Equipment. 
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R -E Engineering Admart 

CALL NOW 
AND 

RESERVE 
YOUR SPACE 

6 x rate $800.00 per each insertion. 
Reaches 239,312 readers. 
Fast reader service cycle. 
Short lead time for the placement of 
ads. 

Call 516-293-3000 to reserve space. Ask 
for Arline Fishman. Limited number of 

pages available. Mail materials to: 
Engineering Admart. RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farm- 
ingdale. NY 11735. 
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Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. Direct telephone inquiries to Arline Fishman, area 
code -516-293-3000. Only 100% Engineering ads are accepted for this Admart. 

IBM-PC 

Sc pesIe 
A professional package enabling you to 
design, edit, print & plot electronic 
schematics. Supports "A" - "E" size 
sheets, over 2000 Unique Library Parts. 
Auto Panning, Part Rotation. 5 Zoom 
Levels, Rubberbanding, Powerful Macros, 
HiRes Color & Monochrome Graphics. 
Much More! $495 Includes Everything. 

Call to Receive Free Demo Disk. 

OrCAD Systems Corporation 
1049 S.W. Baseline Si.. 

Hillsboro, OR 97 123 

(503) 640-5007 

LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS 

& PIN CONNECTIONS 
Linear IC 
Equivalents 
and Pin 
Connections 

Ifr 
i 1 ( 

BP141-Shows equivalents & pin con- 
nections of a popular user -oriented 
selection of European, American and 
Japanese liner IC.'s 320 pages, 8 x 10 

inches. $12.50 Plus 52.75 shipping. 
ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY 
INC., PO Box 240, Massapequa Park. 
New York 11762-0240. 

CALL NOW 
AND 

RESERVE 
YOUR SPACE 

6 x rate $800.00 per each insertion. 
Reaches 239,312 readers. 
Fast reader service cycle. 
Short lead time for the placement of 
ads. 

Call 516-293-3000 to reserve space. Ask 
for Arline Fishman. Limited number of 
pages available. Mail materials to: 
Engineering Admart. RADIO-ELEC- 
-RONICS, 500-B Bi-County Blvd.. Farm- 
i'lgdale. NY 11735. 

OMMUNICATIONS CORNER 

continued from page 80 

the device does is extract and dis- 
play the ASCII call -sign from the 
digital control signal. So even be- 
fore the user hears the caller's 
voice he knows the call -sign. 

Alternately, the user can leave 
the receiver on and unattended. 
The call -sign of any suitably en- 
coded signal that is received will 
be stored in one of the 20 memo- 
ries. When the user returns to his 
shack, he can "flip" through those 
memories; the display will show 

the call -sign of anyone who tried 
to reach the station. Another op- 
tion is an internal alarm, which 
sounds only when a suitably en- 
coded signal has been received. 

(For those of you who were pi- 
oneers-so to speak-in RTIY 
using the surplus equipment of 
the late 1940's and '50's, many of 
the functions provided by the digi- 
tal "privatizing" of communica- 
tions sounds very familiar. Rack 
when we were into RITY using 
teletypewriters so generously do- 
nated to the amateur fraternity, 
one of the teatures we all strived to 
build and install allowed other 

RITY'ers to "call in" and leave a 

message when we weren't home. 
Ra.:k then, getting unattended op- 
eration to work was quite an 
achievement, and even today, it 
still is.) 

As you can see, digital squelch 
does provide the amateur with full 
privacy, even more so than many 
conventional VHF/U111 rigs. I he 
orerator can actually limit not only 
the stations he is willing to "work," 
but also those he is willing to hear. 
He need not even know that the 
world outside his select group ex- 
ists. Rut that isn't what amateur 
radio is all about. R -E 
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CONTINUITY TESTER 

continued fivin page 50 

nine -volt hattery is secured to the side o 
the case with a metallic battery clip. Youi 

-R3- 
I D2 D1 

R7 ICI 

i 
RB 

S4 
RED 

TEST 
LEAD 

completed PC hoard should appear as in 
Fig. 5. 

Usage hints 
Set Si for sEiol r or (Pert depending on 

the condition to he tested. 1 hen connect 

BLACK 
TEST 

O LEAD 

C2 

LED1 

oiy® 
-RB- 

R1 

-R2- 

S1 

B1 

+T 

821 

FIG. 4-MOUNT ALL COMPONENTS as shown here. The height of all components, especially the LEO 
and the buzzer, must be carefully planned for. 

FIG. 5-THE ASSEMBLED PC BOARD reveals 
the low parts -count and easy assembly of the 
continuity tester. 

the test leads across the circuit to he test- 
ed. II an intermittent condition is de- 
tected. the LED will illuminate. and the 
hurler will sound (it S4 is on). If you 
don't remote the test leads (assuming if 
S2 is set for Aunt reset), the LEI) will 
tlash and the audio will warble at a rate 
determined by the reset circuit. 

It is very important that the test leads 
slake a positive connection with the cir- 
cuit to he tested. In tact, clips should he 
used rather than test probes. The detector 
circuit is so sensitive that. when it is ini- 
tially connected across a long length of 
parallel wires. it may latch due to capaci- 
tance bet\seen the wires. If that occurs. 
simply press HNSIA' switch S3. R -E 

FLUKE 

70 Series Digital Multimeters 
3'/2 digit multimeters combine a 3200 count LCD display with an 
analog bar graph for quick visual checks of continuity, peaking, 
nulling and trends. The unparalleled operating ease, instant 
autoranging and 2,000 . hour battery life make this a lot of meter 
for the price. 3 year warranty. 

FLUKE 73 
-0 7% oas,c DC 
accuracy Auorang 
rigony 

Reg.$79.00 
SALE 
$76.50 

FLUKE 75 FLUKE 77 
-0 5% pant DC 
accuracy Autorang- 
rg w range nod .10 
amp autorangea mA 
ranges Connnu:a 8 
anode Tes: beeper 

Reg.$99.00 
SALE 
$89.00 

-0 3% bast DC 
accuracy Au:orang- 
mg w range hod 10 
a -p autoangeamA 
ranges Co^l nuty 8 
Jode Tes: beeper 
Toucn Ho'o 

Reg.S139.00 
SALE 
$125.00 

Send now for your FREE 
catalog of electronic tools & 

test equipment 

$ Call TOLL -FREE 

1-800-638-6405 

NOISE REDUCTION. 
FOR UNDER S10. 

M/X/NC, 

S 
SWITCHES ',cRA^Ourv 

R-2 
MICROPHONE 
CONNECTORS 

SNAKE 
CA LES B 

CONTACTS 

eOEBy CR 

, S 

cIFrN, 
r1Qriavn 

1' Ltl/eCATr1 

PLUG o 

PSE11 
M 

p 

P L ON 
PH 

M 

PATCHBAYS 

FADERS, POTS 

TERMINAL STRIPS 
SpEgKFR 

TFR 

AMOLIN' /"ALS 

Even the finest equipment in the world cannot guarantee noise -free operation. 
One "dirty" connection anywhere in the electrical path can cause unwanted 
noise or signal loss. 

"MORE THAN A CONTACT CLEANER" 
CRAMOLIN© is a fast -acting, anti -oxidizing lubricant that cleans and 
preserves all metal surfaces, including gold. 

When applied to metal contacts and connectors, CRAMOLIN1 removes 
resistive oxides as it forms a protective molecular layer that adheres to the metal 
surfaces and maintains maximum electrical conductivity. 

CRAMOLINC - USED BY THOSE WHO DEMAND THE BEST: 
Bell A. Howell Hewlett Packard MCI(Sony) Nakamichl 
Capitol Records John Fluke Mtg. Motorola RCA 
Dolby Laboratories McIntosh Labs NASA $witchcraft 

SINCE 1956 

CAM LABORATORIES 
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CIRCLE 66 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

1175-0 Industrial Ave., (P.O. Boo Ji Escondido, CA 92025-0051 U.S.A. (819) 743-7143 

CIRCLE 180 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



MARKET CENTER 
FOR SALE 

TUBES new, unused. Send self-addressed, stamp- 
ed envelope for list. FALA ELECTRONICS; Box 
1376-2. Milwaukee, WI 53201. 

LINEAR parts, tubes, transistors -MRF454 
$16.00, MRF455 $12.00, MRF477 $11.00, MRF492 
$18.00. Catalog. RFPC, Box 700, San Marcos. CA 
92069 (619) 744-0728. 

RESTRICTED technical information: Electronic 
surveillance, schematics, locksmithing. covert sci- 
ences. hacking, etc. Huge selection. Free bro- 
chure: MENTOR -Z, 135-53 No. Blvd., Flushing, NY 
11354. 

OLDTIME radio programs on high quality tapes. 
Comedy! Adventure! Music! Free catalog. CARL F. 

FROELICH, Heritage Farm, New Freedom, PA 
17349. 

T.V. tunable notch filters, free brochure. D.K. VID- 
EO, Box 63.6025. Margate, FL 33063 (305) 
752-9202. 

TEST equipment. reconditioned. For sale. $1.25 for 
catalog. WALTER'S; 2697 Nickel. San Pablo, CA 
94806 (415)724-0587. 

LASERS, components and accessories. Free cata- 
log, M.J. NEAL COMPANY, 6672 Mallard Ct., Ori- 
ent. OH 43146. 

DESCRAMBLER plans for Jerrold. Theory, sche- 
matic, parts list, waveforms. For speedy delivery 
send $10.00 cash or money order. BAY STATE 
ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 63, Accord, MA 02018. 

Quality Microwave TV Antennas 
Multi -Channel 1.9 to 2.7 GHz 

40dB Gain True Parabolic 20 Inch Dish 
Complete System $99.95 (plus shipping) 
Deelenhips. Oty. Pnung. Replacement Parts 

PhIlllus-Tech Electronics 
PO Box 8533 Scottsdale, Ai 85252 

LIFETIME (602) 947-7700 IS300 Credit all phone ordersft 

WARRANTY MasterCard Visa COOs 

WHOLESALE catalog of unusual money making 
electronic items. Dealers wanted. Rush $1. 
CROSLEY (A). Box 840, Champlain, NY 12919. 

FREE Transistors: Sample of PN2222 and 
2N3904 with our catalog of budget priced Elec- 
tronic Components for hobbyists and industry. 
Send $2.00 P&H (refundable) BUDGET ELEC- 
TRONICS, Box 1477, Moreno Valley, CA 92388 
(714)653-1663. 

BUGGED? Wiretapped? Find out fast. Counter- 
measures equipment catalog $1.00 CAPRI ELEC- 
TRONICS. Route 1R, Canon, GA 30520. 

WHOLESALE car -radio computer telephone audio 
video acessorles antenna catalog (718) 897-0509 
D&WR, 68-12 110th St., Flushing, NY 11375. 

WORLDS best channel 3 notch filter. $19.95. (Deal- 
er inquiries invited). CROSLEY (A), Box 840, 
Champlain, NY 12919. 

SPECTACULAR strobe light chasers, stroboscopic 
devices, Helium -Neon Laser components, scien- 
tific items, morel Free catalog. ALLEGRO ELEC- 
TRONIC SYSTEMS, #3R Mine Mountain. Cornwall 
Bridge, CT 06754. 

ELECTRONICS. $1.50 brings flyer, grab bag. LYNN 
JOHNSON. 2221 The Alameda #176, Santa Clara, 
CA 95050. 

CABLE- TV converters and equipment. Plans and 
parts. Build or buy. Free information. C&D ELEC- 
TRONICS, PO Box 1402. Dept. RE, Hope, AR 
71801. 

HIGH Gain Descramblers, CRT automatic dimmer. 
SCR Tester. plus other unusual electronic devices. 
Send $3.00 for info. RB ELECTRONICS ENGI- 
NEERING, PO Box 643, Kalamazoo, MI 49005. 

SCIENTIFIC Atlanta stand alone 8500 series 
(Original units), remote control. Fully guaranteed. 
$250.00. N.A.S.. (213) 631-3552. 

FREE electronic parts. All sorts, for inventors, de- 
signers, experimenters. How and where to get 
them. No exaggeration. Send single fee S4.95 to 
AMERICAN TRANS -GLOBAL, Box 7033. Hunt- 
ingon, WV 25775. 

SURPLUS military commercial test and communi- 
cations equipment -1986 catalog. Send $1.00. MIL- 
COM EXCHANGE ELECTRONICS, Box 982 -RE, 
Orange Park, FL 32067-0982. 

CLONE kits, modems- hard drive kits, disk drives. 
diskettes and printers, memory. and IC's. Distributor 
pricing to end users and dealers. For catalog call 
1-800-833-2600. In Ohio call (513) 531-8866. Free 
shipping. 

THE BEST PLACE to BUY. SELL or -,, 
TRADE NEW and USED EQUIPMENT * VOLTS 

NUTS & VOLTS MAGAZINE 
BOX I i i I.E PLACENTIA, CA 92670 

(714)612.7721 
Ion Thousands of Readers Nat,onw,de 

Every Month 
ONE YEAR U.S. SUBSCRIPTIONS 

010.00 - 3rd Class $10.00 - lo Class 

Ca t35.00 - Lifetime - 3rd Clan, = 

NAM GEAR co.s 
SCOT TOMIE 

. éó: n.:T' `w,u°.Ar, 
TEEM, 

AUDIO VISUAL 
TS 

ANTIQUE ELECTs 

WIRE WRAP lades. Identify ICs, pins. Easier, er- 
rorless wrapping. All DIPS 8.40 pins. Inexpensive. 
363 lables $6.00 PAUL'S LABLES, 7320 Embas- 
sy. Miramar, FL 33023. 

FAST A D converters. Five bit 90 nanosecond, 
$25.00. Eight bit 160 nanosecond, $40.00. Eight bit 
13 nanosecond, $250.00. Send business size 
SASE for details. DIPAC ASSOCIATES, 645 Ex- 
ecutive Center Drive #204, West Palm Beach, FL 
33401. 

DISK of software for IBM. Six tools for office. $3.00 
postpaid. SMUG, Asheville, NC 28806-4158. 

TV SCR Tester. Hand-held will also test TRIACS. 
diodes, transistors. ECG 89 HO transistors in oper- 
ational mode. Cefines AKG. Will save time. $49.95: 
send check or money order. BFE, P.O. Box 3942, 
Albany, GA 31706-3942. 

PHONE directory program for IBM PC. $39.95. Free 
info. ASD CORP., P.O. Box 590163, Orlando. FL 
32859-0163. 

TRIPLE regulated, metered benchtop power sup- 
plies. Fixed _ 5VDC, two variable _ 15VDC, 1 -amp 
maximum. Short and overload protected, current 
limited. Supplies stackable to -_ 35VDC. $119.95. 
Year warranty USI, Box 332R, Weatogue. CT 
06089. (203) 658-4318. 

DIGITAL trainers, powered breadboards, power 
supplies. Kits or assembled. Lowest prices. 
Free catalog. TERA ELECTRONICS, Box 2482- 
N, Evergreen, CO 80439. 

FREE Adapter (Limited offer) with Assort- 
ment #103 -consisting of Toko Coils 
144LY-120k. 520 HN-3000023, BKAN- 
K555AXX (2); PCB; Transistors 2N3904 (2), 

BF085 (sub); IC's 7812, 74123, MC1330A1P; 
Diodes 1N914, 1N52318. Only $25.00 10% 

discount for 5 or more. Shipping $3.00/ 
order MC/Visa/COD. Toll free 
1-800-821-5226 Ext. 426 (orders). JIM RHO- 
DES, INC., 1025 Ransome Lane, Kingsport, 
TN 37660. 

TUBES, name brands, new, 80°a off list. KIRBY, 
298 West Carmel Drive, Carmel, IN 46032. 

INDIVIDUAL Photofact-folders #1 to #1400. S3.00 
postpaid. LOEB, 414 Chestnut Lane. East Meadow, 
NY 11554. 

ELECTRON tubes -radio, TV & industrial types - 
huge inventory. Call toll free (800) 221-5802 or write 
Box ESC TRA YSLETERONIC, INC., 1365 39th St.. 
Brooklyn, NY 11218 (718) 633-2800. 

MAKE honey in mail order. SASE + $1 for info. 
SASE . $20.00 for kit. ALPHA, 102 Belle. San 
Rafael, CA 94901. 

CABLE television converter, descrambler, and 
microwave television antenna equipment ac- 
cessories. Video catalog free. CABLE DIS- 
TRIBUTORS UNLIMITED, 116 Main Road, 
Washington, AR 71862. 

FREE microprocessors, memory chips, etc. Free 
electronics magazine subscriptions. Free education 
in computers. For information write MICROSAT 
CORPORATION, 2401 N.E. Cornell. Bldg. 133. Hill- 
sboro, OR 97124. 

SURPLJS boards and computers. All kinds avail- 
able: S-100, Multlbus, VME-to name a few. Free 
catalog. MEGATECH, P.O. Box 4213, Yalesville Sta- 
tion, CT 06492. (203) 634.4593. 

BRANC new Oak descramblers. $35.00 each: Vari- 
sync Oak $45.00 each; SB-3 $89.00; Tri-mode 
$125.oC; Bi-state $125.00; call us. we ship UPS 
COD. PONDEROSA COMPANY, (303) 634-6666. 

A D Converter, eight channel, RS232C interface for 
any computer $199.00 complete. Free spec sheet. 
U -TAP RESOURCES, Rt 1. Box 354A, Mechan- 
icsville, MD 20659. 

CATALOG: cable converters, descramblers, sat- 
ellite descramblers, N12 mini -code 598.00. SB3 
only 599.00. Pulse descrambler kit assembles In 
half hoar 579.00, built 5120.00. Satellite de - 
scrambler kit assembles in one hour $120.00, 
5ullt $130.o0. COD OK. Send 51.00. MJ INDUS- 
TRY, Box 531, Bronx, NY 10461. 

Pv A SINGER'S DREAM! 0 

`var 

717.7"s1.: 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Now You can sing with the world's best bands! 

The Tiompson Vocal Eliminator can remove 
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard 
stereo record and leave the background! 

Writ_ or call for a free brochure and demo record. 
LT Sound, Dept. R-1, P.O. Box 338, 

Stone Mountajp. GA 30086 (4041493-1258 

CABLE and satellite equipment; major brand; 
wholesale prices. Free catalog. HMR SALES, 116 
Main Street, Washington, AR 71862. 

POLYMER based PC board resist ink, for speedball, 
technical, and plotter pens. Water clean-up, am- 
monia strippable; 8 oz. $11.00. plus $1.50 shpg. 
SASE gets tree sample. SYNDULE ELEC- 
TRONICS, P.O. Box 344, Som., MA 02144. 

TELEPHONE extension in your car. Morse Code for 
the untalented. TV descramblers. Legal police 
radar Mocker. Detective electronics. Home video 
production equipment. 50 page catalog $3.00. 
DBE, POB G. Waikiki, HI 96815. 

C8 Tune -Up Manual Volume II. Specific adjust- 
ments, modifications for peaking all popular CBs. 
Covers over 1300 radios. $19.95, Visa, Mastercard 
to: THOMAS PUBLISHING, 127-R Westwood, 
Paris, IL 61944. 

WARNING (Cable Equip. Buyer's)Let the Oak's 
Rot!!! Don't buy used equipment when you can 
buy new for less. N-1200 575.00, Varf Sync add 
510.00.10-$58.00, Case of 20 $48.00 Channel 2 or 
3. SB-3000 with auto switch 575.00, 10 or more 
565.00, case of 20 $55.00. Vari Sync plans and 
parts list $10.00. Remotes, Converters, Video 
Accessories. 90 -day Guarantee. Free catalog. 
Call or write today. M.C., VISA, C.O.D. (402) 
331-4957. M.D. ELECTRONICS, 5078 So. 108th 
#115, Omaha, NE 68137. 
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CB MODIFICATIONS 
Increase channels, range, privacy! We specialize: 
in frequency expanders, speech processors, FM1 
converters, PLL & slider tricks, how-to books, 
plans, kits. Expert mail -in repairs & conversions. 
16 -page catalog 52. Our 11th year! 

CBC INTERNATIONAL, P.O. BOX 31500RE. 
PHOENIX, AZ 85046 

TUBES! 59 cents. Year Guarantee. Free catalog. 
Tube tester $8.95. CORNELL, 4215 University. San 
Diego, CA 92105. 

DESCRAMBLER manuals. sinewave, gated pulse, 
SSAVI. $4.00 each, all three $10.00. BMF, 6690 7 
Mile, S. Lyon, MI 48178. 

TUBES: 'oldest." "latest." Parts, components, 
schematics. SASE for list. STEINMETZ, 7519 
Maplewood Ave., R.E., Hammond, IN 46324. 

TI -99/4A software/hardware bargains. Hard to find 
items. Huge selection. Fast service. Free catalog. 
DYNA, Box 690, Hicksville, NY 11801. 

SCIENTIFIC Atlanta -cable equipment. Original 
8500's and 8550's all turned on and waiting for you! 
See it all! Customer satisfaction guarantee. Our 
units keep on ticking. Advanced Tech Systems, 
Box 316, Auburn. MA 01501. (617) 832-2339. 

VIDEO scrambling techniques. Original "secret 
manual" covers Sinewave, Gatedpulse, and SSAVI 
systems. 56 pages of solid, useful, legible informa- 
tion. Only $14.95. ELEPHANT ELECTRONICS, 
INC., Box 41865-J. Phoenix, AZ 85080. (602) 
581-1973. 

LOTTO Buster. Analyzes all 6 digit lotto games. 
S22.50. IBM and compatibles. LOTTO BUSTER, 
912 North Hampton, Bay City, MI 48708. 

IS it true...Jeeps for $44 through the government? 
Call for facts! 1(312)742-1142, ext. 4673. 

55 WIN with thoroughbred/harness, Greyhound 
handicapping software...529.95. en- 
hanced...549.95. Professional football handicap- 
ping system...539.95. For most computers. Free 
information. SOFTWARE EXCHANGE, Box 
5382RE, W. Bloomfield, MI 48033. (313) 626-7208. 

CABLE TV equipment, Scientific Atlanta, Zenith. 
Jerrold, Oak. send $2.00 for catalog. K.D. VIDEO, 
P.O. Box 29538 Mips.. MN 55429. 

PLANS AND KITS 
CATALOG: Hobby/broadcasting/1750 meters ham/ 
CB: transmitters. amplifiers. antennas, scramblers. 
bugging devices. more! PANAXIS, Box 130-F11. 
Paradise, CA 95969. 

CRYSTAL radio sets. plans. parts, kits. catalog 
$1.00. MIDCO, 660 North Dixie Highway, Hol- 
lywood, FL 33020. 

BUILD this five digit panel meter and square wave 
generator including an ohms, capacitance and fre- 
quency meter. Detailed instructions 52.50. BAG- 
NALL ELECTRONICS, 179 May, Fairfield. CT 
06430. 

CABLE TV Converters: Jerrold Products in- 
clude "New Jerrold Tri-Mode," SB-3, 
Hamlin, Oak VN-12, M -35-B, Zenith, Mag- 
navox, Scientific Atlanta, and more. (Quan- 
tity discounts) 60 day warranty. Service 
converters sold here. For fast service 
C.O.D. orders accepted. Send SASE (60 
cents postage) or call for info (312) 
637-4408. HIGGINS ELECTRONICS, 5143- 
R, W. Diversey, Chicago, IL 60639. No Illi- 
nois orders accepted. 

VOICE disguisers! Telephone bugs! FM bugs! 
Other kits! ozind stamped envelope: XANDI, Box 
25647, Dept. 60E, Tempe, AZ 85282. 

EXPERIMENT with fiber optics! Send your voice 
over a beam of light via an optical fiber. Complete kit 
(539.95) includes microphone. speaker, fiber. PCBs 
and all parts. Easily assembled. Complete plans 
package only $5.95. Send to: FIBER SCIENCES, 
Box 5355, Chatsworth. CA 91313-5355. CA resi- 
dents add 6.5°o. 

INFRARED 6032 tubes (tested and guaranteed), 
infrared kits, complete line of engineering and sur- 
veillance viewers. IR SCIENTIFIC, INC., Box 110, 
Carlisle, MA 01741. (617) 667-7110. 

JERROLD gated pulse theory. Twelve information 
packed pages covering DI & DIC converter opera- 
tion. Includes introduction to trimode system. S6.95 
plus 51.50 postage and handling. ELEPHANT 
ELECTRONICS, INC., Box 41865-J. Phoenix. AZ 
85080. (602) 581-1973. 

CABLE and Subscription TV secret manual. New 
expanded edition. Build your own descramblers, 
converters. Instructions. schematics for Sinewave, 
Inband/Outband Gated Sync Pulse, SSAVI-(HBO. 
Showtime, Cinemax, UHF, etc.) Send $8.95 to 
CABLETRONICS, Box 30502R. Bethesda, MD 
20814. (For immediate delivery add 51.00.) 

WRITE FOR 

McGEE'S 
SPEAKER & ELECTRONICS CATALOG 

1001 BARGAINS IN SPEAKERS 
toll free 1-800-346.2433 for ordering only. 

1901 MCGEE STREET KANSAS CITY, MO. 64108 

HI -Fl speaker systems, kits and speaker compo- 
nents from the world's finest manufacturers. For be- 
ginners and audiophiles. Free literature. A&S 
SPEAKERS, Box 7462R, Denver, CO 80207. (303) 
399-8609. 

THE NEW 65/9028 
ANSI VIDEO TERMINAL 

* FROM LINGER ENTERPRISES 
A second generation, low cost, high performance, 
single board for making your own RS232 
as a computer console or with a MODEM 
the telephone -line computer services. 
FEATURES: 
* Uses the new SMC 9028 Video 

Controller Chip coupled with a 
6502A CPU. 

* RS -232 at 16 Baud Rates from 50 
to 19,200 

* On board printer port! 
* 24 X 80 format (50/60 Hz). 

For 15.750 Hz (Horiz.) monitors. 
* 3 Terminal Modes: H-19, ADM3A, 

and ANSI X 3.64-1979 
* Wide and thin -line graphics. 

White characters on black back- 
ground or reversed. 

* Character Attributes: De-Inten. 
Inverse or Underline. 

* Low Power: 5VDC @ .7A. 12VDC 
@ 20MA. 

* Mini size: 6.5 X 5 inches. 
* Composite or split video. 

5 X 8 Dot Matrix characters 
(WI_ case). 

* Answer back capability. 
* Battery backed up status memory. 
* For ASCII parallel keyboard. 

VT 
BOARD! 

* 
mini sized, 

Video Terminal. Use 
for hook up to any of 

MICRO SIZE! 

... .,i 

r 

V S ti 
i' 

> ' f r 
;Z tsiiirc, 

$9995 
(Full Kit) 

SOURCE DISKETTE: 
PC/XT FORMAT 

5V IN. $15 

ADD $40 FOR A&T 

Digital Research Computers 
(OF TEXAS) 

P.O. BOX 381450 DUNCANVILLE TX 75138 (214) 225-2309 

Call or write for a free catalog on Z-80 or 6809 Single Board 
Computers. SS -50 Boards. and other S-100 products. 

TERMS: Add 53.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under 515 add 750 Handling. No 
C.O.D. We accept Visa and MasterCard. Teas Res. add 5-1/B°, Tax. Foreign orders 
re, cept Canada) add 20°. P Si H Orders over 550 add 850 for insurance. 

VIDEO TERMINAL 
FROM MORROW DESIGN 
RS -232 FROM 300 TO 19.2 K 
B CHARACTER SETS 
US,UK,FRENCH,GERMAN,SPANISH,DANISH/NORWEGIAN 
SWEDISH/FINNISH,ITALIAN, AND GRAPHICS 
GRAPHICS 
THICK & THIN LINE SEGMENTS, BAR 
21 TEEEUIEDO MODE FUNCTION ' 80 CHARACTER BY 24 LINE 
VISUAL ATTRIBUTES 
NORMAL,REVERSE UNDERLINE,1/2 
AND THE ABOVE 
ROSROLLIN 
WHEN DATE REACHES 24TH LINE 
MONITOR MODE 
CAUSES TERMINAL TO DISPLAY ALL 

'SCREEN SAVER 
TURNS TUBE OFF IF NO KEY 15 PRESSED 
MINUTES HIT ANY KEY AND IT TURNS 

MONITOR BOARD 
BY ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS 

DRIVES MOST CRT S 
12vDC OPERATION 
TTL INPUTS 

AMBER DISPLAY 
BY ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS 

9 BY 5 INCH AMBER TUBE 
OTHER SIZES/COLORS AVAIL. CALL 

135 KEY KEYBOARD.:oó/1 
FEATURES 

21 FUNCTION 

LKEY OW LICK/BELL 
SPEAKER 

CILE APER 
FULL SIZE OWERTY LAYOUT KEYS AUTO 

BOARD ./ BRIO. / f .. r 
C 

GRAPH & CIRCLES 
KEYS 

3 0 
w. 

INTENSITY 

ASSEMBLED BOARDS 
NOT KITS !!!! 

32 CONTROL CODES 

$ 0 o. 
FOR 15 ¡F`( ;f' 

ON AGAIN ^tr 

Y 

Ñ 
.{ 

TUBE _- 

$1,1J - 
FOR PRICE 

` $30 
iRáAD óv1 ó** ***NUMERIC 

KEYS 

KEY WITH LED 1 p11111*1 ON. 
REPEAT 1 

THESE PARTS WERE DESIGNED TO WORK TOGETHER 
64K SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
WITH BOOT DISK (CP/M) WORKS ALL 00 
WITH ABOVE ONLY ........ . $45 FOUR 
POWER SUPPLY FOR TERMINAL, PIECES MONITOR, AND COMPUTER.. $55 
MANY MORE BARGAINS SEND S I FOR ONLY 
CATALOG REFUND WITH PURCHASE WE PAY THE FREIGHT 

SILICONVALLETSURPLU$ 415.261.4506 
I OAM-6PM CLOSED SUN & MON 

44GAKLAN01 ORT 
OAKLAND 

CA 94601 

HIGH & 880 

CA. ADD 6.5 96 TAX . COD 
OR PREPAY ONLY TRY IT 
FOR 15 DAVS-IF YOUARE 
NOT HAPPY THEN RETURN 
IT T 

REFUND 

CIRCLE 183 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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PROJECTION TV...Convert your TV to project 7 

toot picture. Results comparable to $2.500 proj- 
ectors. Total cost less then $30. Plans and 8" lens 
$21.95. Illustrated information free. MACROCOMA- 
GC. Washington Crossing, PA 18977. Credit card 
orders 24 hours (215) 736-3979. 

TELEPHONE bug, FM room bug schematics with 
detailed construction procedures using Radio 
Shack's numbered parts. Both, $6.00. Receivers 
available. SHEFFIELD ELECTRONICS, 7223 
Stony Island. Chicago, IL 60649. 

STRANGE stuff. Plans, kits, new items. Build satel- 
lite dish $69 00 Descramblers. bugs, adult toys. 
Informational photo package S3.00 refundable. DI- 
RIJO CORPORATION, Box 212, Lowell, NC 28098. 

ASTRONOMER; Sidereal telescope drive inverter, 
quartz controlled, 11-14.4 VDC input, 115 VAC out- 
put. 12 watts power. Sidereal clock fully portable, 6 
LCD digits, latch easy setting. Ask for free flyer. 
SHLEGG ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 795, Oshawa, 
Ontario, L1H 7N1, Canada. 

DESCRAMBLE the latest video cassette copy pro- 
tection scheme. Our simple Line Zapper circuit 
takes the jitter out of your picture. Complete plans 
and theory only $9.95 plus S1.50 postage and han- 
dling. ELEPHANT ELECTRONICS, INC., Box 
41865-J, Phoenix, AZ 85080. (602) 581-1973. 

MINIATURE FM Transmitter kit. Size of postage 
stamp, up to one mile range. Kit includes PC board 
and all board mounted parts, $24.95. CAS ELEC- 
TRONICS, 1559-J Amar Road. Suite 457, West 
Covina, CA 91792. 

MEGAWOOFER enclosure capable of producing 
earth tremors -guaranteed! Most efficient bass 
design possible Build it yourself. Complete tech- 
nical data, $3.00. CHENEY INNOVATIONS INDUS- 
TRIES, 125 A -Okay #D, St. Charles, MO 63301. 

KITS! Radar detector. lab power supply, wireless 
microphone and more. Semi -assembled and test- 
ed. Write for free literature. SERENA INDUSTRIES, 
1180-A Aster Ave.. Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 

COMMODORE 64;128 owners. Design your own 
custom circuits. Just enter specifications and the 
computer designs the circuit. Free information. 
Send today! WEASELGRAPHICS, Dept. RE1086. 
606 Thomasville, Pocahontas, AR 72455. 

SURVEILLANCE transmitters. Dozen proven sche- 
matics, parts lists. $10.00. SEAL, PO Box 15253, 
Plantation, FL 33318. 

PRINTED -CIRCUIT BOARDS 
PRINTED -circuit boards and artwork. Design 
Cad,Cam plated through holes. Competitive pricing. 
Sm Artwork supported. EXPRESS CIRCUITS, 314 
Cothren Street, P.O. Box 58, Wilkesboro. NC 28697. 
(919) 667-2100. 

LOW quotes, high quality, quick service. Single. 
double sided, multilayered boards. Prototypes 
through production quantities. Design layout Ca- 
pabilities. Call or write for quotes-T.O.R.C.C.C., 
Box 47148, Chicago. IL 60647. (312)342-9171. 

INVENTORS 
INVENTORS! Can you patent and profit from your 
idea? Call AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORA- 
TION for free information. Over a decade of service. 
1(800)338-5656. In Massachusetts or Canada call 
(413) 568-3753. 

CABLE -TV DESCRAMBLERS 
ALL brands available. "We won't be undersold." 
Dealer inquiries welcome. We ship C.O.D.'S. For 
catalog send S3.00 to CONSUMER VIDEO CORP., 
P.O. Box 913. Clifton Park. NY 12065. (518) 
783-5636 M -F 9AM-5PM E.S.T. 

EPROM PROGRAMMING 
HOBBYISTS; Pretested EPROMS sold with your 
programming installed. Program listing provided. 
Fast service. Write or call: ROMULUS MICRO - 
CONTROL, Box 8669, Rockville. MD 20856: (301) 
540-8863. 

_- 
BEAT 

ANYONE'S 
EEPRICESr OR. BEAT SA 

WELp RÉ7 HL CR W LE 

ADVERTISED 
i` " 

BONANZA! 
ITEM 

SINGLEUNIT 

PRICE 

DEALE 
110-UNIT 
PRICE 

RCA 36 CHANNEL CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY) 29.95 18.00 ea. 

PIONEER WIRELESS CONVERTER (OUR BEST BUY) 88.95 72.00 ea. 

LCC-58 WIRELESS CONVERTER 92.95 76.00 ea. 

JERROLD 450 WIRELESS CONVERTER ICH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY) 105.95 90.00 ea. 

SB ADD-ON UNIT 109.95 58.00 ea. 

BRAND NEW - UNIT FOR SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA Call for specifics 

MINICODE (N-12) 109.95 58.00 ea. 

MINICODE (N-12) VARISYNC 119.95 62.00 ea. 

MINICODE VARISYNC W/AUTO ON -OFF 179.95 115.00 ea. 

M-35 B (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY) 139.95 70.00 ea. 

M-35 B W/AUTO ON -OFF (CALL FOR AVAILABILITY) 199.95 125.00 ea. 

MLD-1200-3 (CALL IF CH. 2 OUTPUT) 109.95 58.00 ea. 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS - CH. 3 24.95 14.00 ea. 

JERROLD 400 OR 450 REMOTE CONTROLLER 29.95 18.00 ea. 

ZENITH SSAVI CABLE READY (DEALER PRICE BASED ON 5 UNITS) 225.00 185.00 ea. 

SPECIFY CHANNEL 2 or 3 OUTPUT Other products avai able - Please Call 

Ouantity Item Output 
Channel 

Price í TOTAL 
Each PRICE 

1 

California Penal Code #593-D forbids us 
from shipping any cable descrambling unit 
to anyone residing in the state of California. 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

Di CACC DDlPJT 

SUBTOTAL 
Shipping Add 
$3 00 per unit 

COD & Credit 
Cards - Add 5% 

TOTAL 

Name 

Address City 

State Zip Phone Number ( 

O Cashier's Check L: Money Order COD O Visa O Mastercard 

Acct # Exp. Date 

Signature 

FOR OUR RECORDS: 

DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE - I, the undersigned, do hereby declare under 
penalty of perjury that all products purchased, now and in the future, will only be used on cable 
TV systems with proper authorization from local ofUcrals or cable company officials in 
accordance with all applicable federal and state laws. 

Dated Signed 

Pacific Cable. Company, Inc. 
'. 7325'/2 RESEDA BLVD., DEPT. R-11 RESEDA,-CA 91335 

(818) 716-5914' No Collect Calls ' (8.18) 716-5140 

IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION 
Please have thé mi'ke'and model,# of the equipment used in your area. Thank You 
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Pay TV and Satellite Descrambling 
All New 6th Edition! 

Now over 100 pages of working schematics. 
theory and "hard" information on all the major 
cable and over the air scrambling systems. 
Schematics and theory for all 4 satellite de - 
scrambling systems used currently. HBO, 
Anik-D. Fantasy, Extasy etc. New sections on 
digital audio coding and bypassing. Insider 
information included. Still the most complete 
source of descrambling into available S14.95. 
Satellite Systems Under 5600, S11.95. MDS 
Handbook S10. Stun gun schematics $5. En- 
larged product catalog of PC's, kits and low 
cost satellite equipment 52. 

Shojiki Electronics Corp., 1327R 
Niagara St., Niagara Falls, NY 

14303. COO's 716-284-2163 

SATELLITE TV 
CABLE TV Secrets- the outlaw publication the 
cable companies tried to ban. HBO, Movie Channel, 
Showtime, descramblers, converters, etc. Sup- 
pliers list included $8.95. CABLE FACTS, Box 711- 
R, Pataskala, OH 43062. 

CABLE TV Source Book- a complete listing of 
suppliers for hard -to -find converters, descramblers, 
technical information, schematics and much much 
more. Full refund if not satisfied. Send $4.95 to 
CABLE, Box 12505-R, Columbus, OH 43212. 

PATENTED optical process satellite sound system. 
For information send $3.00 to: BEDINI ELEC- 
TRONICS, PO Box 769, San Fernando, CA 91341. 

SATELLITE systems $349.00 up. catalog $3.00. 
Also: KU, exports. STARLINK, INC., 2603-16R Ar- 
tie, Huntsville, AL 35805. 

BUILD your own satellite system and save! Instruc- 
tions, schematics, parts! Send stamped envelope: 
XANDI, Box 25647, Dept. 21G, Tempe. AZ 85282. 

QUALITY products -low prices -no gimmicks - 
send for tree brochure and 800 number to S.S.E., 
POB 3833, Ocala. FL 32678. 
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PLANS All Parts Available in Stock 
LC5 BURNING CUTTIG CO2 LASER ... $20.00 
RUB3 RUBY LASER RAY PISTOL 20.00 
BTC5 1.5 MILLION VOLT TESLA COIL. .15.00 
PTG1 PLASMA TORNADO GENERATOR 10.00 
GRA1-GRAVITY GENERATOR . 10.00 
MAGNETIC CANNON PROJECTOR 10.00 

KITS Includes Plans and Parts 
LHC2K SIMULATED RED/GRN/YEL LIGHT 
LASER . 34.50 
BTC3K 250.000 VOLT TESLA COIL ... 159.50 
10G1K ION RAY . .. . . 

. 

109.50.50 

PSP3K PHASOR SHOCK WAVE PISTOL 49.50 
STG1K-STUN/PARALYZING GUN . ...39.50 
INF1K INFINITY TRANSMITTER 134.50 
MFT1K 2-3 MILE RANGE FM VOICE 
XMTR PC BOARD 49.50 

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED PRODUCTS 
LGU30 RED 1MW PORTABLE HENE 
LASER . .... . . 349.50 
TCL30 SOLID STATE TESLA COIL 35KV 84.50 
IPG50 POCKET PAIN FIELD GENERATOR 64.50 
BLS10 BLASTER DEFENSE WEAPON 89.50 
ITM10-100KV SHOCK AND STUN GUN 99.50 
PPF10 PHASOR PAIN FIELD PORTABLE 249.50 
SNP20 SECURITY PHONE LISTENER 99.50 

CATALOG CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF 
ABOVE PLUS HUNDREDS MORE AVAILABLE FOR 

51.00 OR INCLUDED FREE WITH ALL ABOVE OR- 
DERS. 

PLEASE INCLUDE 53 00 PH ON ALL KITS AND 
PRODUCTS. PLANS ARE POSTAGE PAID. SEND 
CHECK MO VISA, MC TO 

INFORMATION UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 716, DEPT. N1 AMHERST. NH 03031 

NEW satellite descrambler manual -Decode 
HBO, Showtime, Cinemax, Anik-D, Fantasy. Extasy. 
Theory, schematics, thorough explanation of digital 
audio encoding. $10.95. Design manual for con- 
structing parabolic satellite dish antenna $9.95. 
CABLETRONICS, Box 30502RE, Bethesda, MD 
20814. (For immediate delivery add $1.00) 

DISCOUNT CATV converters and video accesso- 
ries. Free information. EASY VIEW, Box 221B. 
Arlington Heights, IL 60006. (312) 952-8504. Ase for 
Rudy Valentine. 

OAK orlon "turn -on" modifications: "Chip-Kil" or 
"Remote Keypad." Satellite descramblers (non - 
addressable). "Triple -X" Adult movies and or 
sports channel. Fully assembled. $225.00. NAS- 
SAT, Box 5261, Long Beach, CA 90805. (213) 
631-3552. 

TUNE subcarriers on FM receiver. Including multi- 
plex stereo. Plans $8.65, Components $14.60. 
Board $9.50. I.F. IN-NOVATIVE, Box 745, Madas. 
OR 97741. 

59 degree brand name LNAs! LNBs! Ku -Band 
LNBs! Discount pricing! Send stamped envelope: 
LNA, 201 E. Southern, Suite 100G, Tempe, AZ 
85282. 

BIG 
PROFITS 

ELECTRONIC 
ASSEMBLY BUSINESS 

Start home spare time. Investment knowledge or 
experience unnecessary. BIG DEMAND assem- 
bling electronic devices. Sales handled by profes- 
sionals. Unusual business opportunity 

FREE: Complete illustrated literature 
BARTA. RE -0 Bx 248 

Walnut Creek Cald 94597 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
MECHANICALLY inclined individuals desiring 
ownership of small electronics manufacturing busi- 
ness without investment. Write: BUSINESSES, 
92-R, Brighton 11th, Brooklyn, NY 11235. 

YOUR own radio station! AM, FM, TV, Cable. Li- 
censed/unlicensed. BROADCASTING, Box 130- 
F11, Paradise, CA 95969. 

PROJECTION TV ... Make $$$'s assembling proj- 
ectors ... easy ... results comparable to $2500 00 
projectors ... Your total cost less than $30.00 . 

plans, 8" lens and dealers information $20 50 . 

illustrated information free ... MACROCOMA- 
GCX, Washington Crossing, PA 18977. Creditcard 
orders 24 hours (215) 736-2880. 

$10.00-5360.00 weekly! Become circular mailer. 
No quotas. Sincerely interested, rush stamped en- 
velope: NATIONAL MAILING, Box 19759-RA11. 
San Diego, CA 92119. 

DEALERS wanted! DMM's, solderless bread- 
boards, soldering tools. Individuals welcome. CEN- 
TURY INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, Box 29762. 
Dallas, TX 75229. 

RECOVER pure gold from old circuit boards. com- 
puters, electronic junk. Easy method. Send $5.30 
RECYCLING, Box 11216R, Reno, NV 89510-1216. 

CABLE -TV 
DEALERS wanted: channel 2, 3, and 4 notch filters. 
Money back guarantee. Send $15.00 for sample 
and quantity price list. Specify channel(s). GARY 
KURTZ, Box 291394, Davie, FL 33329. 

ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 
ELECTRONIC projects, components, P.C. board 
supplies, and test instruments. Oscilloscopes from 
$229.00, 2 year guarantee. Call or send SASE for 
your free catalog-T.O.R.C.C.C.. Box 47148, Chi- 
cago, IL 60647. (312) 342-9171. 

DO IT YOURSELF TV REPAIR 
NEW...repair any TV...easy. Retired serviceman 
reveals secrets. Write, RESEARCH, Rt3, Box 
601BR, Colville, WA 99114. 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
F.C.C. Commercial General Radiotelephone Li- 
cense. Electronics home study. Fast, inexpensive! 
"Free" details. COMMAND, D-176, Box 2223, San 
Francisco, CA 94126. 

COMPUTER Repair career training in 5 months by 
accredited Florida electronics school. Lifetime 
placement. Financial assistance if qualified. Call 
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE. (305) 
331-2840. 

TROUBLESHOOTING electronic components 
and digital electronic programs available on video 
cassettes. Rental S19.95. TWI (616) 361-1777. 

WANTED 
INVENTORS! AIM wants -ideas, inventions, new 
products, improvements on existing products. We 
present ideas to manufacturers. Confidentiality 
guaranteed. Call toll free 1(800) 225-5800 for infor- 
mation kit. 

INVENTIONS. ideas, new products wanted! Indus- 
try presentation/national exposition. Call free 1(800) 
528-6050. Canada, 1-800-528-6060. X831. 

ANTIQUE RADIOS 

continued from page 79 

more to sell tubes or to perpetuate 
the tube's image as king of the in- 
dustry than the tube tester. The big 
pointer on the over -sized dial told 
the customer when a tube was 
BAD, and the customer was quick 
to buy a new tube when one 
showed up 13AD. 

So it was no wonder that few 
could see the coming of the end. 
Wholesalers couldn't survive with- 
out tube sales, and ii they didn't 
add other lines or diversity, they 
went under. Servicemen who 
didn't keep up, or retrain for solid- 
state servicing, also didn't survive. 

Conclusion 
I his column is dedicated to 

people xvho are interested in dis- 
cussing radio history and preserv- 
ing radio equipment. I read with 
interest all the letters from readers 
who tell me about their equip- 
ment. I rom time to time, as space 
permits, the column includes 
¡terns of general interest from 
those letters. Next month's col- 
umn will be devoted to answering 
reader's questions. Also, we'll 
present information on building a 

simple filament checker. R -E 

American Heart 
Association 

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
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Radie ¡haek Parts Plagié" 
EXCLUSIVE VALUES AT THE SHACK® NEAR YOU 

Builder's Helpers 

(3) 

(4) 

(1) 2i/." Clips. Open to 7/,6" Screwdriver terminals. 5 red, 
5 black. #270-347 Set of 10/1.59 

a 

(5) 

hf1f111111111H11111ff 

(2) Antenna Insulators. Strong, ideal for antenna and guy 
wire installation. #270.1518 Pkg. of 2/695 

(3) Plug -In Board With Ground Plane. Masked on both 
sides to prevent solder bridges. Has 2066 indexed, solder - 
ringed holes, 4'/zx5'+/,s" component area. Fits 44 - 
position socket. #276-188 4 99 

(4) 44 -Position Socket. #276-1551 ........ .... 2.99 

(5) PCB Standoffs. ?Wiz" -high all -metal hex studs hold PC 

boards in place #276-195 Set of 4/995 

(6) 

111 
(7) 

Power Supply Components 

(8) 

15A 
12-ir 

(g) 

(6) 40 -Volt, 1 -Amp Schottky Barrier Diodes. 
0276.1165 Pkg. of 2/99C 

(7) LM317T Voltage Regulator. Adjustable from 1.2 to 
27 VDC output. Heatsink (such as our #276-1367) is 
required for maximum current rating of 1.5 amps TO - 
220 case. With pinout and specs. #276-1778 .... 1.99 

(8) 1000 pF Electrolytic Capacitor. 50 WVDC. Perfect 
for filtering. #272-1047 .. .... 1.99 

(9) Power Transformer. 120 VAC primary. 12.6 VAC 
center -tapped secondary is rated 1.2 amps. For chassis 
or PC board nounting. #273-1352 4 99 

Touch -Tone Decoder 

High -Performance 
DTMF Receiver in 

One 18 -Pin DIP 

SSI 202. Ideal for any remote -control circuitry-use a 

standard :ouch -tone phone as the controller! Features 
built-in switched -capacitor fillers-no input filtering is re- 

quired. Provides selectable hexadecimal or binary coded 2 

of 8 output. Clocked by low-cost 3.58 MHz Crystal (not 
incl.). With data, circuit examples. 0276-1303 .... 12.95 

Voice Synthesizer Team 

, - =. ... _-_ '- 

I 

xy r 
SP0256-AL2 Speech Synthesizer. Easy to interface with 
most computers. With detailed data and circuit examples. 
28 -pin DIP #276-1784 12.95 

CTS256-AL2 Text -to -Speech IC. Translates ASCII char- 
acters irlo control data for synthesizer. Connects to 
RS -232. With data. 40 -pin DIP. #276-1786 16.95 

Wiring/Testing Needs 

f r / !' ' 

(10) (11) - u/ (12) 

(10) Solid Bus Wire. 50 feet of pretinned 24 -gauge copper 
wire on a plastic spool #278-1341 1 49 

(11) Magnet Wire. 3 -spool set includes 40 -ft. of 22 -gauge. 
75 -It of 26-ga . 200 -ft. of 30-ga. 0278-1345 4 49 

(12) Set of 10 Test Cables. 14" long with insulated clip at 
each end. #278-1156 3 79 

Assortment Bargains! 

(14)áj - 
(13) ' (15) 

(13) 100 Disc Capacitors. Includes NPO5, Hi -Os. N - 

750s, Mylar and ceramics. #272-801 Set 1.98 

(14) V. -Watt Carbon -Film Resistors. 5% tolerance. 
Jumbo 500 -piece set has 54 popular values from 10 

ohms to 10 megohms. #271-312 ...... Set 7.95 

(15) Inductors. 30 -piece assortment may include RF IF 

and video peaking coils, various small chokes and trans- 
formers, toroids. #273-1601 1.98 

(16) 

41(17) 

Switch -A -Rama! 

(18) (19) 

(16) Illuminated SPDT Push-On/Push-Oft. 3 amps at 
120 VAC Lamp requires 12 volts. #275-676 4 95 

(17) Round -Button Version. #275-677 4 95 

(18) SPET Rocker Switch. Rated 6 amps at 125 VAC. 
Mounts in V," hole #275-690 ... 1 89 

(19) DPDT Knife Switch. Screwdriver terminals. Ideal for 
projects, antenna switching, model trains. Rated 0.5 amp 
at 250 VAC. #275-1537 99c 

Hobby Lamp Values 
(20) 

(21) 4* 
(20) 12 -Volt Flashing Lamps. One each: yellow, red, 
green. 4" wire leads #272-1097 ...... .. Pkg of 3/995 
(21) Colored Mini Lamps. Ideal for doll houses, model 
trains and cars. One each: yellow, red, green. 
6 -Volt. #272-1098 Pkg. of 3/69c 
12 -Volt. #272-1099 Pkg. of 3/695 
(22) Flashing Green LED. T-13/,. #276.030 1 19 

(23) Flashing Red LED. T -13/x, 0276.036 1 19 

(24) Unique Sounders 
(25) (26) I 1 ifimtli 

(24) Tri-Sou id Siren. Wiring options permit three dif- 
ferent outputs Requires 3 VDC. #273-072 5 95 

(25) Electronic Chime. Pleasant "ding-dong" output. 
Operates from 6 to 18 VDC. 0273-071. 6 95 

(26) UMC 3482 Melody Synthesizer IC. Prepro 
grammed with 12 popular tunes including Happy Birth- 
day Oh My Darling. Home Sweet Home. Operates on 1.5 

VDC. 16 -pin DIP with data. 276-1797 2 99 

Antennas-Selection and 
Installation 

Improve Your 
Reception! 
This new book is packed with 
information on TV. FM, CB. 
Cellular phone, Satellite and 
shortwave antennas It helps 
you choose the best antenna 
for your particular needs and 
provides valuable installation 
tips. Illustrated. 
062-1083 3 95 

; , 
. 

% Digital Logic Probe and 76 -Function Solar 
Pulser Speed Up Testing Scientific Calculator 

Pulser 

1 795 
(27) Logic Probe. The last way to test TTL, LS and 
CMOS digital circuits. Color -coded LEDs indicate high, 
low or pulsed logic states (up to 10 MHz). Simultaneous 
tone output frees your eyes for faster testing. 36" leadS 
with clips provide power from circuit under test. With 
instructions. 
#22-303 16.95 

(28) Logic Pulser. Together, the pulser and probe make 
an effective diagnostic team for testing today's digital 
circuits Produces single 5 ps pulse or a continuous 5 Hz 

pulse train at the push of a button. Overload protected. 
With instructions. #22-304 17.95 

Never Needs 2995 _--F, 
Batteries! w:13. 

Radio Shack EC -40t8 is 
powered by room light. ' 
Features nine physical 

"a 

constants, 10 -digit man- 
tissa and 2 -digit exponent. 
memory, random number 
generator. Uses true alge- 
brai5-c982 logic. Fold -up case. 
06 

Dual DC Power Supply 
Selectable Independent/Slave Modes 

5995 Quality and features you 
wouldn't expect at this low 
price! Adjustable 0 to 15 

volts, up to 30 volts in series 
mode. Has front -panel meter 
for current/voltage monitor- 
ing, fuse protection, vented 
steel cabinet. Maximum cur- 
rent: 1 amp per channel. UL 
listed AC. 022-121 

Jumbo LED Clock 

Easy 
to 

Read 

One of our most popular models-check the features! 
Selectable 12/24 -hour display, huge 1.8' digits, snooze 
control, 24 -hour alarm, hi/lo brightness, super styling 
Battery backup preserves accuracy if AC power fails. 
UL listed AC. Backup battery extra. #63-765 . 24.95 

Bench Digital Multimeter 
filly,.. 

I `#,aivr#° 

All -pushbutton operation plus features that compare 
with meters costing much more! Built-in 31 -position 
bargraoh in addition to a high -contrast digital LCD. Full 
autoranging. Built-in transistor checker and buzzer 
Continuity mode. 2"/isx8x43Ia': With probes and 
manual. Batteries extra. #22-195 

9995 
Memory 
Storage! 

Over 1000 items in stock: Binding posts, Books, Breadboards, Buzzers, Capacitors, Chokes, Clips, Rad ue Ilhael( 
Coax, Connectors. Fuses, Hardware, ICs, Jacks, Knobs, Lamps, Multitesters, PC Boards, Plugs, 
Rectifiers, Relays, Resistors, Switches, Tools, Transformers, Transistors, Wire, Zeners, more! A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 

Prices ap01y al participating Radio Shack stores and dealers 

CIRCLE 78 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



C E KU OUT! 
Dick Smith Electronics 
for Service, Value 
& Innovation! 

Open up the world of Closed Captions! 
Many 1V programs carry specially encoded 
signals to provide captions that allow hearing - 
Impaired people to follow dialogue & narration! 
Educators find captions Improve reading skills! 

lb* DSE Supplies/1 TC is a low -Cost alternative to the more expensive NCI 
1elecaptlon il. Using the same decoding technology (under Icons* horn NCI), the 
Sugarloaf TC offers super peromance (displaying crisp white lest in a block bock 
ground box) and lolly operation. Coste complexity ore minimized by ell mi nob np 
the tuner & remote Control features of the expensive NCI version. The Superheat TC 
connects to the audio/video outputs or newer model TVs or VCRs or component 
TV tuners (an 59 modulator for direct antenna connection Is optlonoq to provide 
two separate captioning Channeb as owl as two full -screen text services (A nfth 
"channel" bypasses all captions a text to deploy the regular TV image without 
disconnecting the decoder.) All Channels & power ore Controlled by o single 
hoot -panel knob The text channels Include program listings of upcoming 
cophoned broadcasts 

VI 550 Teletext 

/Mlured In April a Nay 
Radio-Illeolronio 

TELETEXT 
Decoder Kit 5 1 9 

Cot K-0315 

TV Oscilloscope 
Adapter Kit . ' 

52495 

, / 

t r40S2995 
Mad* Caf T-5250 
In USA 

V Y'I 

NOW 
an'r 

C clamps not included 

Get the latest scores, weather, a stock 
prices at me touch of a button This 
oasy-to. build kit features pradlusteg 
pie -assembled decoder module & 24 
button wired moots. You get 
1V, Teletext TV/Teletext 
a rewdlash modes - al 
without user feed 

Teletext Infra -Red 
5 Remote Control 34 

Upgrade to wireless remove Cat K-3425 

Turn your old TV into 
an Oscilloscope. 

Don't let that old B& W set gather dust in your 
attic oath this remarkable kit you con turn It 
Into o 10111 to 300101z oscilloscope. Good 
deploy at low hequenc tee ma tot It ideal for hi- 
ll & audio applications It needs only 100MV to 
drhe It to drive It to full salon deflection. and 
the largo screen size provides a dramatic 
display. Think of the non -technical we class- 
room display& promotions, hi -fl showroom& 
etc If you Cant afford o regular 'scope, this 
could be the WI for your 

The kit Cones with direct audio/Odeo output 
connections (Channel 3/4 IF modulator, K- 
6042, $9.95, Is optional. Power your new 'scope 
with on AC adaptor (not Included) M-9514, 
59.95 Is Ideal - or use a 9V battery (53266, 
$2.95, also optional) 

What? You can't 
bend steel In your- 
bare hands? 

Now you con damn boxes covers trays, a 
more with this versatile, compact broke 
bar. Make clean, smooth bends a forms up 
to 90' In metals up to 16 gauge thiclaess a 
18" width. Adjustments for stock thickness, ' 
sharpness of bends, a accuracy are quick . 

& saw. Rugged construction a Gimp& design 
assure a lifetime of trouble -free service. 

ideal for one-shot or production runt 
Great for shop or lab, schools or hobbyist& 

Shipping weight 4 tos. 

Little Giant Brake 

.,w? ti-r,r. ,,,, Ma`sRa 

1U?ll:Rfrr CX< <C 
TELECAPTION ADS PTER 
LINE -21 TELETEXT DECODER 

This kit is falrly simple sod easy to build. All 
components except the decoder module 6 
hoot panel switch moult ono single PC1 Any 
hobbyist with basic berth tools, o multimeter, 
and good soldering terhnique con build the 
adapter. Once It is bull and o few basic tests 
are m000,the adopter con be hooked up. the 
remaining odlustments (for caption display 
contrast) con be nodew hit the case assembled 
No special tools are required The kit Comes 
with a handsome gray- gown case. punched 
& screened tront and ear panels. oil pons. 
Instructions - even solder I Includes "Sorry, 
Dick" repair coupon. if your kit falls to operate 
when assembled return It wilt Coupon & fixed 
service lee and we'll get It up & runningl 

Get a whole 
new source . 

of TV! 7 
Í%\ 

95 
r ' DSE s D-6350 

DSE's RDF lates 
outstanding 
technical reviews! 
"Aber spending considerasle tome 
playing with the ROF. I ha -e a lot of 
confidence in it. .... If yo. are consider- 
ing an FM DF'ing appircatbn, the Dick Smith 
RDF is certainly worth lading at. When you 
consider that similar commercial items may 
cost as much as 5500-60), it seems to be 
a good value at 5100." 

Bruce Williams W461VC. OST Aug'86 

12V Operation a 50.500 MHz range 
Internal alignment reference 170' 

calibration Stable digital Circuitry 
Ad(uslobie internal monitor speaker 

Sell -aligning commutating titers 

(Cat 
K-6314 

s139. 
Features: 

Direct audio a video Inputs a outputs 
Single dl-hnel on control External 

' contrast acdjustment Compact sine e 
No dargeraus Memld voltages Eery 
asserllbly a setup a Full closed caption 
& text service operation r 

Options: 
Power supply Cat.M-9526 $6.95 
RF Modulator Cat K-6040 59.95 

Get the DSE 
Microwave Receiver 
this dual polarity, mu/II-channel, wide 
band microwave TV tuner allows you to 
tune on entire 600 Metz from 1.9102.7 Geri 
An excellent system for use nationwide) 
Feature& 19" aluminum true parabolic 
dish a Up to SO mile range Completely 
weather -sealed Includes fully tunable 
temperature- compensated LNC, control 
unit, 50' coax cable, 3' limper cable 2 
matching transformers, 90 day warranty. 

WARNING 
Although this device can receive unscrambled 
pay IV Signals, such usage rs illegal. violators 
are subject to civil b criminal pena lines OSE 
otters this product with the espies, understanding 
that rt will be used for lawful purposes only. 

Radio 
Direction' $99 95: 
Finder Kit Cat K-6345 

So 73 for Radio Arnetours, Jody 110 
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. 2 Meter Operation? 
Use four whip anemic' (D-4205, 515.50 
each), 

RDF at a Base Station? 
Use 12Vp1.2A power supply (M-9530, 
513.95 each). 



HAAS -3305 $1.95 6V/1]M 5.3313 $6.95 
AAA 13305 1.95 12V/12M 5.3315 57.95 
AA 5.3300 51.99 12V/3Ah 13320 $13.95 
C 5.3301 $2.95 12 V/9Ah 53321 $34.95 
D 5.3303 $2.95 
216 5.330e $9.95 
(9V) 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 

Switching 

` ° LS 

1 Power Supply 
was 58916 now Igo a XT compatible 

Motherboard 

Keyboards, Cat x -+++o 

wy014.95 f1111111fj 
Cot Xr1122 $15911 

1007n7s hanc/d 
Cot X-1124 s79_ wai 

'XT camp:~ Case 
wee 041).95 Cat X-1120 53995 

12" Monitor 
Monochrome 

Apple Compatible 
Cat X-1130 

IBM compatible 
Cat X-1132 

Jystick 5.1 995 
IBMEt Apple Cat 8.1135 Compatible 

Power Command 
Monitor Stand 
Tilt. swivel.surge 
fz spice protection 
push-button per. 

39 spheral control. S3995 
Cat X-1128 

Switch Boxes 
RS 232 NB X-3586 524.95 
Parallel NB X-3585 529.95 

RECHARGEABLE 

Batteries 

Non -Infringing BIOS 

Muth -Function Card 
Serial Is parallel inter- 
faces. clock/calender 

Color Graphics 
Adapter Cord 
Multi I/O Card 
Serial. parallel.clock 
game.disk drive 
Floppy Disk Controller X-1009 54.95 

AMYOMt can molds proy uallly 
Ws a panels wroth sCOTCMCAU 
SCOIChC01 syslerh a lost i eosyl Use the 

photosensitive retre,sal Om b make a -spathe 
from your translucent or. Use this nog to expose 
Rne sell-odheslre photosena tine aluminum 
sleet (with red or b`ocbernulslon), and Mere's 
your panel AK matelot .Jí9059 wets sunlight 
(or you can use OSE bt.b 5.3905, $11.95) 

?everted AWn (10"x 12") 145890 $4.95 
Mack Emuls ~min Shl N0"x 12") H.5994 $6.95 
Red Emrls Alumin SM (1e"x12) 145í92 16.95 
Developer (1.75 Kos.) 145696 .95 

Check out our new low 
prices on computer gear! 

Errecrive September 20 7286 

Description Cat Na Was 

8-1001 5149. 
512 

X-1000 539.95 5299 

X-1005 5119.55 58995 

X-1007 5189.55 56995 

8-1016 5129 .1.5 58995 

$34º5 

Don't let them - i steal your(r 
secrets! 
Protect your commu- 
nicatlons tom mon- 
itoring, bugs h lap 
with this rrca,tdnact 
voice pmocy devise. 
TheScrambser Iscorn 
pad and works with 
al standard telephone 
handsets (Inc! 
mob%. & 
Two reds are required 
To set up a system 

Scrambler 
NICAD CHARGING 
CABINET 
Cot M-9519 

NICADS GEL CELLS GEL CELL _ 
CHARGERS ¡ 
3 voltage rates .. inn .g - spy Please ti 
specify gel cell 5.0 =.- 
9993 l =.. 
EACH T 11, ,,, 

5299 
Cat F-1009 

Return with us now 
to those thrilling 

days of yesteryear! 
wrxJt talc be more rein aclnt of yeabrda1 s 

electronics than a 1920's wireless receiver? 
DSE has ads exclusive selection (but 1 mlted 
supply) of genuine antique rodio tit for 
builders & collectors. y 
Unidyne 1 Tube K-9001 

ss99as 
Reinartz 2 All -Bond K-9000 

$9995 

Varomeler Super Crystal K-9002 

IBM 
PC/XT® 
Compatible Computer Kit 
Easy b are,rbM Save marry& gain salleacean 
by building 11 yourself! 

$7995 

TELEPHONE 
ACCESSORI ES 

6' Modular EAensbn Cord 
25' Modular Extension Cord 
Wall Phone Jock Assembly 
Single Modular Wall Jock 
Double Modular Wall Jack 
Modular Dumas Adopter 
Mod Surface Jock Cover Assembly 

Converts ermmal block system 
to rnodul,r lack 

Modular Pt -Kt 

Modular Flag Tool 
Mute Svelte, 
Prronllte 
4 -core Phone Cable(pdce/n.) 
24 -core Phan* Cable( price/n) 

NEW 51 i \ special $, r 

L Sm tn 
P 

IIeS ef e li alge °( thlsuVPl1e5 

ied 

Fne,A 
Étsos^db'Id /\ Sof¡aKbac^y he 

une 

yun 

et ;Noes, feat 

be pbl 5 A upar K arel th anz 
w 

the 
U' / \ 5Í Che` c a`IN¢aulr 5wc 

/rvdl r'o n s -e Doots nq bynHa,M01 Dypre / cneck V 
IebihtV 

/tor 

e,al Centers! 
.1r Retail 

Visit üV vr..elarb¡,)!1 7T o) 

VjSµvr1 óosósé` éo be °°O tcaºW 

'rtaéaaN ct ó nr,pn 
. 

Nk'p 

unrn95sralo 
H rt,nue`rS/10 rb 

`"9.3N/le, 

aVdº.120/901cvso9á 
BFO1oamP 

ba''z15 e Dou abre 
Drle 

cimck 

nd5halvarrol e 2r.26hele \ZN 

p 5O Ma9 ervet 
d4ara 

R 

5419. - 
vow 

c 
s,Nrschabrl 

9^O j60 yl: 

gar` 

F-4015 53.95 
P. 1016 6.95 
4-1006 5.95 
4.1000 3.45 
4.1008 4.95 
F.5020 4 95 
F-1004 3.49 

F-5022 23 
F5045 7.95 
F-5039 5.95 
F-5018 6.95 
W-2122 .09 
5.2121 .08 

World Radio -TV 
Handbook 
Co-npreMfWve listing 
of bnpmeden & Mon 
wore b,00dooslsby Ire 
gooney. ?Imo, i lan- 
guage and moist 

11 
:at 

995 

Shortwave 
Antenna Kit 
Ready to assemble. 
RegWresnoi 
knarucnons 

Cat K!34 

01 
D-ZB>s 

MAIL ORDERS 
P.O. Box 8021, Redwood City, CA 94063 

14 -Day Money -Back Guarantee 

Order Toll Free 1-800-332-5373 
Call Monday - Friday 10a.m. - 6p.m. Pacific Time. In California call 415-368-1066 
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Look at the savings 
this system offers! 

XT Motherboard X-1001 S129.00 
BIOS for Motherboard X-1000 29.95 
64K RAM X-1187 14.95 
Monochrome Graphics X-1012 89.95 
Floppy Disk Controller X-1009 34.95 
130W Power Supply X-1110 69.95 
IBM -style case X-1 120 39.95 

55 Height Disk Drive X-7506 99.95 
Monochrome Monitor X-1132 99.95 
84 -key Keyboard X-1122 59.95 

ind.v.dusr Components Torsi 5668.95 
OSE Package Pd.,* sews you flan 551 

More IBM-compatible option. 
512K RAM Card X-1014 537.95 
Wint hestar Hard Disk 
Controller Cord X-1018 5174.95 

ATTENTION 
BULK 

BUYERS! 
Schools, Colleges, 

Manufacturers - 
Call 415-368-8844 

for special 
quantity pricing! 

DEALER - 

INQUIRIES 
WELCOME! 

L.or-c 

World Band Receiver 
Get AM/FM as well es long. medium. Is 

shortwave broadcasts. 5 tuning functions 
(including 9 station memory). LED signal 
meters. sleep timer, Er much morel 
AM: 150-29999 KHz 
FM: 87.5-108 MHz 
LW: 15-281 KHz 
MW: 520-1620 KHz Cat 0-2831 
SW: 11,13.16.19.25.31. 

41.49.60,75.90.& 120M 

'14995 

ffH 
ECT.'.IICS 

EVERYTHING FOR THE ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST r 
Did you got your FREE CATALOG? 
The new 1986/7 DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS catalog is 148 
colorful pages packed with thousands of fantastic products. in- 
credible values, and an eerlusrve 15 page data section We ship our 
catalogs first class mail. so you'll get yours with no delay' 
se.o r o ru ºa ...e º o rise e p n. llar eee.00e C .. Ca gene. 

Neme 

4ddress 

Cr,. 
611E 

State Zip 



DESCRAMBLER PARTS! 
We stock the exact parts, PC board and AC adaptor for Radio Electronics 

February 1984 article on building your own Cable TV Descrambler. 

#701 P ° ° PACKAGE $29.95 
Includes all the original resistors, capacitors, diodes,' transistors, 
integrated circuits, coils, IF transformers (toko BKAN-K5552AXX). 

#702 PC BOARD $12.95 
Original etched & drilled silk-screened PC board used in the article. 

#704 AC AD, ° ° R $12.95 
Original (14 volts DC @ 285ma) ac adaptor used in the article. 

SoPoEoCoIoAoLoS 
BOTH #701 & #702 NOW 39 
ALL THREE #701, #702 & #704 Now$49 

Add $2.50 shipping and handling - $4.50 for Canadian orders 
We also offer quantity Discounts on 5 or more units 

FREEReprint of Radio Electronics article (February 1984) on Building Your 
Own CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER with any purchase of above. 

60 -CHANNEL 

CABLE 
CONVERTER 
WITH INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL 

SC -60R CONVERTER $69.95 
Thousands of these converters sold nationally for $119.95 
We offer you this same type of converter for only $69.95 
All converters are NEW, with Full manufacturer's WARRANTY. 
FEATURES: 

Full 60 Channel Capability 
Cordless Infrared remote control 
Ultra -Stable Synthesized tuning 
Microprocessor controlled PLL 
Works on all TV models, channel 3 output 
Standard/HRC Switch for compatibility 
with all Cable Systems 
Will work with all types of external descramblers 

Add $3.50 Shipping and Handling 
$4.50 on Canadian Orders 

ORDER 
TOLL FREE 

1-800-227-8529 
inside MA 617-695-8699 

VISA, MASTERCARD or C O D 

t r 

r o I 

JeW 
ELCTROtIICS, InC. 
P.O. BOX 800R MANSFIELD, MA 02048 
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T ihd Combination Function 
Generator and Frequency Counter 

Six digit display Output range 2Hz- 
2MHz seven ranges Counter range 1 Hz- 
10MHz 5-15V TTL and CMOS output 

Wave forms. sine, triangle. square, pulse. 
and ramp For detailed specifications call for 
a complete Tenma catalog 

#72-380 

$219,90 
1 

f1a 

r iw1NoT 

TE11 4 120MHz Frequency 
Counter 

Eight digit LED display Measurement 
range: 1 Hz-120MHz High input sensitivity 
of 20mV RMS. For detailed specifications call 
for a complete Tenma catalog 

#72-375 .- -;- 

I 18995 t. "fri. 

,.Na.1P 

ueaírNpf MI WW1 

II 

II 
II 
1 

#72-405 

$28f5o 
ai 

[7:1ñ 
_ 

I n II, 
_D 

EMEMEIMIECI 

TEM-d1 
Resistance 
Selector Box 
Quickly substitute any 

resistor in a circuit from 
lohm to over 11Mohm, up 
to '/ watt All resistors are 
1% tolerance. Dimensions 
4" (W) x 6" (H) x 1" (D) 90 
day warranty 

A 

-, 

' 1 tit 

Y5 

1 -" 

TD I4t 20MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope 
Two high quality 10:1 probes included. For detailed 

specifications call for a complete Tenma catalog 

2- #72-320 SPECIAL! 

.`. $34995 iYrtFO {t 

lea 

Terms: s10 minimum order $1 00 charge for orders 
under $10 
520 rhininllánl enarge card order 

Orders slapped UPS e o D 
Mosl orders slapped veinal 24 hours 

Sales office open 8 30 am to 700 pm Saturdays 
1000 am 103 pm EST 

For prepaid Draws add 52 75 for shipping and 
handling 
SfOuId slapping and handling Charges e.Ceed 

52 75 the baianr a doe Mil be senl C O D 

1986. MCM Electronics 

THE NAME YOU CAN 
TRUST IN ELECTRONIC 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

- 
TE 14P Digital 
LCR Meter 

Measures irductance, 
capacitance and 
resistance L - 1pH-200H, 
Co.1pF-200yF.Ro 
.01 ohm-2OMohm 

Carrying case included 
For detailed specifications 
call for a complete Tenma 
catalog. 

#72-370 

$14995 

1) 
a 

TE 4 44P 0-18V 3A Power 
Supply 

Regulated outputs - constant 
volt or constant current, both are 
continuously variable Can be 
connected in series or parallel for 
more voltage or current output 

Reverse polarity and overload 
protected Isolated output. For 
detailed specifications call for a 

complete Tenma catalog 

#72-420 

$9910 1 
Yf T 

seaWARRANT, 

NTY 

TE aP 
Clamp-On/DMM 

Measures AC current via 
clamp High quality built- 
in DMM measures DC 
volts, AC volts, resistance, 
AC current Peak hold 

Data hold Audible 
continuity buzzer Test 
leads and carrying case 
included. For detailed 
specifications call for a 

complete Tenma catalog 

#72-395 

$7995 
tea 

41/2" Digit Mullimeter 
True RMS AC voltage and cu -rent functions Built-in V- 

frequercy counter, 20KHz and 200KHz range Data hold 
feature Measures AC & DC voltage/current, resistance and 
frequency Carrying case included. 

#72-430 

$16980, 

Be Sure To Call For Your FREE 
Catalog! Over 6,000 Items! 
We also have ... a full line of test equipment, computer 
accessories. telephone accessories, speakers, television 
parts, flybacks, yokes, switches. fuses. lamps, capacitors. 
resistors. cartridges. Styli, wire. CATV equipment, the largest 
selection of original Japanese semiconductors in the country 
and more 

EW 

m 
_ 

mc 

- ~>fi-, . "tiy ..:. 
858 E. CONGRESS PARK OR. CENTERVILLE, OH 45459 

(51 3) 434-0031 

MCM ELECTRONICS 
A PREMIER Company 

SOURCE NO. RE -26 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-543-4330 
In Ohio 1-800-762-4315 In Alaska and Hawaii 1-800-858-1849 
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e 

A SK SYSTEM ONLY S388B5! 
STATIC RAMS 

2101 256.4 
5101 256.4 
21021-4 1024.1 
2112 256.4 
2114 1024.4 
21141-4 1024.4 
21141-2 1024.4 
21141-15 1024.4 
TM54044-4 4096.1 
TMM2016-150 2048.8 
TMM2016-100 2048.8 
HM6116.4 2048.8 
HM6116.3 2048.8 
HM6116LP-4 2048.8 
HM6116LP-3 2048.8 
HM61161P-2 2048.8 
HM6264P-15 8192,8 
HM62641P-15 8192,18 
HM62641P-12 8192,8 

LP -Low power 

(450ns) 
(450ns)ICMOS( 
(450ns)(LP) 
(450ns) 
(450ns) 
(450ns1(LP( 
(200ns)(LP) 
(150ns)(1P1 
(450ns) 
(150ns) 
(10Ons) 
(200ns((CMOS) 
1150ns1(CMOSI 
(200ns((CMO51(LPI 
(lSOns)ICMOS)ILP) 
(120ns1(CMOS)(LP) 
(150115)(CMOS) 
(150ns)ICMOSI(LP) 
1120ns1(CMOSIILP) 

DYNAMIC RAMS 

1.95 
3.95 

.99 
2.99 

.99 
1.09 
1.49 
1.95 
1.95 
1.49 
1.95 
1.89 
1.95 
1.95 
2.05 
2.95 
3.89 
3.95 
4.49 

4116-250 16384+1 )250ns .49 
4116-200 16384.1 )200ns .89 
4116-150 16384.1 (150ns .99 
4116-120 16384.1 )120n5 1.49 
M84332 32768.1 )200ns 6.95 
4164-200 65536+1 )200n, (5v 1.19 
4164-150 65536.1 )150ns)5. 1.29 
4164-120 65536.1 (120ns 15. 1.95 
MCM6665 65536.1 (200ns (5. 1.95 
TM54164 65536.1 (150os (5v 1.95 
4164 -REFRESH 65536,1 (15Ons(5V (REFRESH) 2.95 
TMS4416 163841+4 (150ns(5e) 4.95 
41128-150 131072.1 (150ns(5v1 5.95 
TMS4464-15 65536+4 1150ns(5.) 6.95 
41256-200 262144.1 (200ns(5e) 2.95 
41256-150 262144.1 (150ns(6.) 2.95 
5v -Single 5 Volt Supply REFRESH Pin / Refresh 

8000 
8035 
8039 
8080 
8085 
8087-2 
8087 
8088 
8088.2 
8155 
8155.2 
8748 
8755 
80286 
80287 

1.49 
1.95 
2.95 
2.49 

169.95 
129.00 

6.95 
9.95 
2.49 
3.95 
7.95 

14.95 
129.95 
199.95 

6500 
1.0 MHZ 

6502 
65CO2 a '.+,15i 
6507 
6520 
6522 
6526 
6532 
6545 
6551 
6561 
6581 

2.0 MHZ 

2.69 
12.95 
9.95 
1.95 
4.95 

26.95 
6.95 
6.95 
5.95 

19.95 
34.95 

6502A 2.95 
6520A 2.95 

8200 6522A 
6532A 

5.95 
11.95 

8203 24.95 6545A 7.95 
8205 3.29 6551A 6.95 
8212 
8216 

1.49 
1.49 3.0 MHZ 

8224 2.25 65028 6.95 
8237 4 95 
8237-5 5.49 
8250 
8251 

6.95 
1.69 6800 8251A 

8253 
1.89 
1.89 1.0 MHZ 

8253.5 1.95 6800 1.95 8255 1.69 6802 4.95 8255-5 1.89 6803 9.95 8259 1.95 6809 5.95 8259-5 2.29 6809E 5.95 8272 4.95 8810 1.95 8279 2.49 6820 2.95 8279-5 2.95 6821 1.95 8282 3.95 6840 6.95 8284 2.95 6843 19.95 8286 3.95 6844 12.95 8288 4.95 6845 4 95 
6847 11.95 
6850 1.95 

Z-80 
Z80 -CPU 25 M.0 1.69 

6883 

2.0 MHZ 

22.95 

4.0 MHz 
1804 -CPU 1.79 
Z804-CTC 1.89 
1804 -DART 5.95 
1804 -DMA 5.95 
Z80A-P10 1.89 
1804-510 0 5.95 
Z80A-510 1 5.95 
Z804-510/2 5.95 

6.0 MHZ 
Z80B-CPU 3.75 
Z80B-CTC 4.25 
2808-P10 4.25 
2808 -DART 14.95 
7808-510 0 12.95 
1808-510 2 12.95 
Z8671 ZILOG 19.95 

68800 4.95 
681102 5.95 
68809E 6.95 
68809 6.95 
68821 3.95 
68845 6.95 
68850 2.95 
68854 7.95 

CLOCK 
CIRCUITS 

MM5369 1.95 
MM5369-EST 1.95 
MM58167 12.95 
MM58174 11 95 
MSM5832 2.95 

****HIGH-TECH**** 
NEC V20 UPD70108 $1195 
REPLACES 8088 TO SPEED UP IBM PC 10-40% 

HIGH-SPEED ADDRESS CALCULATION 
IN HARDWARE 
PIN COMPATIBLE WITH 8088 
SUPERSET OF 8088 INSTRUCTION SET 
LOW POWER CMOS 

8MHZ V20 UPD70108-8 $13.95 
8MHZ V30 UPD70116-8 $19.95 

****SPOTLIGHT**** 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

800-538-5000 

CRT 

CONTROLLERS 
6845 4.95 
68645 8.95 
6847 
HD46505SP 
MC1372 
8275 
7220 
CRT5027 
CRT5037 
TM 59918A 

11.95 
6.95 
2 95 

26 95 
19 95 
12 95 
9.95 

19.95 

DISK 
CONTROLLERS 
1771 4.95 
1791 
1793 
1795 
1797 
2791 
2793 
2797 
6843 
8272 
UPD765 
MB8876 
MB8877 
1691 
2143 

9.95 
9.95 

12.95 
12.95 
19.95 
19.95 
29.95 

CRYSTALS 
32.768 KHr 

1 0 MHa 
1.8432 
20 
2.097152 
2.4576 
3.2768 
3 579545 
4.0 
4.032 
50 
5.0688 
60 
6 144 
6 5536 
80 

100 
10 738635 
120 
14 31818 
150 
160 
17 430 
180 
18 432 
20 0 
22 1184 

19.95 24 0 
4.95 
4.95 

12.95 
12.95 

6.95 
6.95 

BIT RATE 

GENERATORS 
MC14411 
BR1941 
4702 
COM8116 
MM5307 

UARTS 
A55-1013 
AY3-1015 
TR1602 
2651 
IM6402 
IM6403 
IN 58250 

9.95 
4.95 
9.95 
8.95 
4.95 

3.95 
4.95 
3.95 
4.95 
6.95 
9.95 
6.95 

SOUND CHIPS 
76477 
76489 
S51-263 
453-8910 
AY 3-8912 
5 P1000 

5.95 
8.95 

39.95 
12.95 
12.95 
39.00 

1.OMHr 
1 8432 
2.0 
2.4576 
25 
40 
5 0688 
6.0 
6.144 
8.0 
10.0 
120 
12.480 
150 
160 
18.432 
20.0 
24.0 

MISC. 

95 
2 95 
2.95 
1.95 
1 95 
1 95 
1 95 
1 95 
1 95 
1 95 
1.95 
1 95 
1.95 
1 95 
1 95 
1 95 
1 95 
1 95 
1 95 
1 95 
1 95 

1 95 
1 95 
195 
1 95 
1.95 
1 95 
1 95 

320 1.95 

CRYSTAL 
OSCILLATORS 

5 95 
5 95 
5 95 
5 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4 95 
4.95 

TMS99531 9.95 
7M599532 19.95 
ULN2003 .79 
3242 7.95 
3341 4.95 
MC3470 1.95 
MC3480 8.95 
MC3487 2.95 
11C90 19 95 
2513-001 6 95 
A55 2376 11.95 
AY5-36001 KI 11.95 

741S00 
741501 
741502 
741.503 
741504 
741505 
741508 
741509 
741.510 
741.511 
741512 
741513 
741514 
741.515 
741.520 
741521 
741522 
741527 
741528 
741530 
741532 
741533 
741537 
741538 
741542 
741547 
741548 
741551 
741573 
741574 
741.575 
741576 
741583 
741585 
741586 
741590 
741S92 
741593 
741595 
74LS107 
7415109 
741S112 
7415122 
7415123 
7415124 
7415125 
7415.126 
7415132 
7415133 
7415136 
7415138 
7415139 
741.5145 
7415147 
741.5148 
7415151 
7415153 
7415154 
7415155 
7415156 
7415157 
7415158 
7415160 
7415161 
7415162 
7415163 
7415164 

741S00 

EPROMS 
2708 1024.8 1450ns1 4.95 
2716 2048,8 (45Ons)(5V( 3.49 
2716-1 2048.8 (3500s)(5V) 3.95 
TM52532 4096.8 (450ns)(5V) 5.95 
2732 4096.8 (45OnsH5V) 3.95 
2732A 4096.8 1250ns)151.)121V PGM) 3.95 
2732A-2 4096.8 12000s)(5V)(21V PGM) 4.25 
27C64 8192.8 (250n5115V)(CMOS) 5.95 
2764 8192.8 (450ns)(5V) 3.49 
2764-250 8192,8 (250ns)(5V) 3.95 
2764-200 8192,8 (200ns)15V) 4.25 
MCM68766 8192,8 )350n51151)(24 PIN) 17.95 
27128 16384.8 (250151(5V) 4.25 
27C256 32768.8 (250ns)(5V)(CMOS( 10.95 
27256 32768,8 1250ns)(5V) 7.49 

.16 7415165 

.18 7415166 

.17 7415169 

.18 741S173 

.16 7415174 

.18 7415175 

.18 7415191 .49 

.18 7415192 .69 

.16 7415193 .69 

.22 7415194 .69 

.22 7415195 .69 

.26 7415196 .59 

.39 7415197 .59 

.26 7415221 .59 

.17 7415240 .69 

.22 7415241 .69 

.22 741.5242 .69 

.23 741S243 .69 

.26 7415244 .69 

.17 7415245 .79 

.18 741S251 .49 

.28 7415253 .49 

.26 741S256 1.79 

.26 7415257 .39 

.39 7415258 .49 

.75 74LS259 1.29 

.85 7415260 .49 
17 7415266 .39 

.29 7415273 .79 

.24 741S279 .39 

.29 741.5280 1.98 

.29 7415283 .59 

.49 7415290 .89 

.49 7415293 .89 

.22 7415299 1.49 
.39 7415322 3.95 
.49 7415323 2.49 
39 7415364 1.95 

.49 741.5365 .39 

.34 7415367 39 
.36 7415368 .39 
.29 74LS373 .79 
.45 74LS374 .79 
.49 7415375 .95 

2.75 7415377 .79 
.39 7415378 1.18 
.39 7415390 1.19 
.39 7415393 .79 
.49 7415541 1.49 
.39 7415624 1.95 
.39 7415640 .99 
.39 7415645 .99 
.99 7415669 1.29 
.99 741S670 .89 
.99 7415682 3.20 
.39 7415683 3.20 
.39 7415684 3.20 

1.49 7415688 2.40 
.59 741S783 22.95 
.49 811595 1.49 
.35 811596 1.49 
.29 811S97 1.49 
.29 811598 1.49 
.39 25152521 2.80 
.49 25LS2569 2.80 
.39 261531 1.95 
.49 261532 1.95 

5V Simple S Volt Supply 21V PGM Program at 21 VOlts 

1 SPECTRONICS 
CORPORATION 

/0 

Model 

PE14 NO 
_PE 147 YES 9 8.000 511900 

(_PE 241 ._YES 

EPROM ERASERS 

PE -14T 

oe:a:11j 

.65 

.95 

.95 

.49 
.39 
.39 

T roer Capacity Intensity Unit 
Che, (oW Cm'l Price 

9 8.000 583 00 

12 9.600 517500 

HIGH SPEED CMOS 
A new family of high speed CMOS 1o11,c leatun,g 

nu- speed of low power School., 'tens typical gate 
Propagahnn delay). combbo, ' wen the advantages of 
CMOS very low pow.-, co., pteor ,up -our noise 
, ,,nn no, and improved output dove 

74HC00 
74HC. 0)01,1. at CMOS logic bevels and are ideal 

for ,o -w, all CMOS designs 

74HC00 
74HCO2 
74HC04 
74HC08 
74HC10 
74HC14 
74HC20 
74HC27 
74HC30 
74HC32 
74HC51 
74HC74 
74HC85 
74HC86 
74HC93 
74HC107 
74HC 109 
74HC112 
74HC 125 
749C132 
74HC133 
74HC 138 
74HC139 

.59 
59 
59 
59 
59 
79 
59 
59 
.59 
.69 
59 
75 

1.35 
69 

1.19 
79 
.79 
.79 

1 19 
1 19 

.69 
99 
99 

74HC148 1.19 
74HC151 .89 
74HC154 2.49 
74HC157 .89 
74HC 158 .95 
74HC163 1.15 
74HC 175 .99 
74HC240 1.89 
74HC244 1.89 
74HC245 1.89 
74HC257 .85 
74HC259 1.39 
74HC273 1.89 
74HC299 4.99 
74HC368 .99 
74HC373 2.29 
74HC374 2.29 
74HC390 1.39 
74HC393 1.39 
74HC4017 1.99 
74HC4020 1.39 
74HC4049 .89 
74HC4050 .89 

74HCTOO 
74HCT: Direct. drum,. replacements for LS TTL 

and can be intermixed with 7415 in the same circuit 
74HCTOO .69 74HCT166 3.05 
74HCT02 .69 74HCT174 1.09 
74HC104 .69 74HC7193 1.39 
74HC108 .69 74HCT194 1.19 
74HC710 .69 74HCT240 2.19 
74HC111 .69 74HCT241 2.19 
74HCT27 .69 74HCT244 2.19 
74HCT30 .69 74HCT245 2.19 
74HCT32 .79 74HCT257 .99 
74HCT74 .85 74HCT259 1.59 
74HCT75 .95 74HCT273 2.09 
74HCT138 1.15 74HCT367 1.09 
74HCT139 1.15 74HCT373 2.49 
74HCT154 2.99 74HCT374 2.49 
74HCT157 .99 74HCT393 1.59 
74HCT158 .99 74HCT4017 2.19 
74HC7161 129 74HC74040 1.59 
74HCT164 1.39 74HCT4060 1.49 

74500 
74502 
74504 
74508 
74510 
74F32 
74F64 

.69 

.69 

.79 

.69 

.69 

.69 

.89 

74F00 
74574 .79 
74586 .99 
745138 1.69 
745139 1.69 
745157 1.69 
745240 3.29 
745244 3.29 

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE LOCATED AT 1256 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE IN SAN JOSE 

JDR Microdevices 
1224 S. Bascom Avenue, San Jose, CA 95128 

Toll Free 800-538-5000 (408) 995-5430 
FAX (408) 275-8415 Telex 171-110 

© COPYRIGHT 1986 JDR MICRODEVICES 
THE JDR MICRODEVICES LOGO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES JDR INSTRUMENTS AND JDR MICRODEVICES ARE TRADEMARKS OF JOR MICRODEVICES. IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES. APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER. 

745251 1.69 
74F253 1.69 
745257 1.69 
745280 1.79 
745283 3.95 
745373 4.29 
745374 4.29 

HOURS: M -W -F, 9-6 TU-TH, 9-9 SAT,.9-5 
PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 
TERMS: Minimum order S10Á0 For see091 9 and hlndYeg leclld. 5250 for UPS 
Ground and 5150 for UPS Air. Orders oesr 1 Ib and foreign orders may require 
addition.' slipping charge.- plea contact our says dep.e6n.nl for the amount. CA. ~ideals meal include applicable sales to A5 merchandise is warranted lo, 90 days 
unless otl .e es' stated. Prices are subject lo change without notice. We ate not 
reaeoneitile for typographical .arum. We resane III. right to lnit quantities and lo 
substitute manufacturer. M merchaldtee subject lo prior sale. 
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4001 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4020 
4021 
4024 
4025 
4027 
4028 
4035 
4040 
4041 
4042 
4043 
4044 
4045 
4046 
4047 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4052 
4053 
4056 
4060 
4066 
4069 
4076 
4077 
4081 
4085 
4086 
4093 
4094 
14411 
14412 

i 

CMOS 
.19 
.19 
.25 
.35 
.29 
.29 
.49 
.69 
.59 
.69 
.49 
.25 
.39 
.65 
.69 
.69 
.75 
.59 
.85 
.69 

1.98 
.69 
.69 
.29 
.29 
.69 
.69 
.69 

2.19 
.69 
.29 
.19 
.59 
.29 
.22 
.79 
.89 
.49 

2.49 
9.95 
6.95 

14419 4.95 
14433 14.95 
4503 .49 
4511 .69 
4516 .79 
4518 .85 
4522 .79 
4526 .79 
4527 1.95 
4528 .79 
4529 2.95 
4532 1.95 
4538 .95 
4541 1.29 
4553 5.79 
4585 .75 
4702 12.95 
74C00 .29 
74C14 .59 
74C74 .59 
74C83 1.95 
74C85 1.49 
74C95 .99 
74C150 5.75 
74C151 2.25 
74C161 .99 
74C163 .99 
74C164 1.39 
74C192 1.49 
74C193 1.49 
74C221 2.49 
74C240 1.89 
74C244 1.89 
74C374 1.99 
74C905 10.95 
74C911 8.95 
74C917 12.95 
74C922 4.49 
74C923 4.95 
74C926 7.95 
80C97 .95 

EDGECARD CONNECTORS 
100 PIN ST S-100 .125 3.95 
100 PIN WW S-100 .125 4.95 
62 PIN ST IBM PC .100 1.95 
50 PIN ST APPLE .100 2.95 
44 PIN ST STD .156 1.95 
44 PIN WW STO .156 4.95 

A 
7400 
7402 
7404 
7406 
7407 
7408 
7410 
7411 
7414 
7416 
7417 
7420 
7423 
7430 
7432 
7438 
7442 
7445 
7447 
7470 
7473 
7474 
7475 
7476 
7483 
7485 
7486 
7489 
7490 
7492 
7493 
7495 
7497 
74100 
74121 
74123 
74125 
74141 
74143 
74144 
74145 

_1] DISK SYSTEM ONLY $389951 
7400/9000 74500 VOLTAGE LINEAR 

.19 
.19 
.19 
.29 
.29 
.24 
.19 
.25 
.49 
.25 
.25 
.19 
.29 
19 

.29 

.29 

.49 

.69 

.89 

.35 
34 

.33 
.45 
35 
50 

.59 

.35 
2.15 

.39 
50 
35 
55 

2 75 
2 29 

29 
49 
.45 
.65 

5.95 
2.95 

.60 

74147 
74148 
74150 
74151 
74153 
74154 
74155 
74157 
74159 
74161 
74163 
74164 
74165 
74166 
74175 
74177 
74178 
74181 
74182 
74184 
74191 
74192 
74194 
74196 
74197 
74199 
74221 
74246 
74247 
74248 
74249 
74251 
74265 
74273 
74278 
74367 
74368 
9368 
9602 
9637 
96502 

2.49 
1.20 
1.35 

.55 

.55 
1.49 
.75 
.55 

1.65 
69 
69 
85 
85 

1 00 
.89 
.75 

1.15 
2.25 

.75 
2.00 
1.15 

.79 

.85 

.79 

.75 
1.35 
1.35 
1.35 
1.25 
1.85 
1 95 

.75 
1.35 
1.95 
3.11 

.65 

.65 
3.95 
1 50 
2 95 
1 95 

74S(0 
74S(2 
745( 3 
745( 4 

74S(5 
74S(.8 
74S'0 
74S'5 
7450 
74532 
74537 
74538 
745'4 
74515 
74546 
745-12 
745124 
745138 
745140 
745151 
745153 
745157 
745158 
745161 

.29 

.29 

.29 

.29 

.29 

.35 

.29 

.49 

.29 

.35 

.69 

.69 

.49 
.95 
.35 
.50 

2.75 
79 
.55 
.79 
.79 
.79 
.95 

1.29 

745163 
745168 
745174 
745175 
745188 
745189 
745195 
745196 
745197 
745226 
745240 
745241 
745244 
745257 
745253 
745258 
745280 
745287 
745288 
745299 
745373 
745374 
745471 
745571 

1.29 
3.9S 

.79 

.71 
1.95 
1.95 
1.41 
2.41 
2.93 
3.91 
1.43 
1.4 ) 

1.49 
.73 
.73 
.94 

1.94 
1.63 
1.63 
2.95 
1.63 
1.69 
4.96 
2.95 

DATA ACO INTERFACE 
ADC0800 15.55 8T26 1 29 
ADC0804 3.49 8728 1 29 
ADC0809 4.49 8195 89 
ADC0816 14.95 8T96 89 
ADC0817 9.95 8T97 59 
ADC0831 8 95 8198 
DAC0800 4 49 DM8131 2 95 
DAC0806 1 95 DP8304 2.29 
DAC0808 2.35 D58833 2.25 
DAC1020 8 25 DS8835 1E9 
DAC1022 5 95 058836 59 
MC 408L8 2.95 D58837 1.85 

36 PIN CENTRONICS 
MALE 

IDCEN36 RIBBON CABLE 4.95 
CEN36 SOLDER CUP 4.95 

FEMALE 
IDCEN36 F RIBBON CABLE 1.95 
CEN36PC RT ANGLE PC MOUNT 1 95 

DIP CONNECTORS 

INTERSIL 
ICL7106 
ICL7107 
ICL7660 
IC18038 
ICM7207A 
ICM7208 

995 
12.95 

2 g 
455 
5 E5 

15'5 

ICCI, 

DESCRIPTION ORDER BY - _ 
CONTACTS F' 

8 * 14 16 18 20 -T-22 1 24_1 28 40 1 ' - -1 

HIGH RELIABILITY TOOLED 
ST IC SOCKETS 

AUGAT..ST 62 Í 79 89 1 09 1 29 1 39 1 49 1 69 12 49 

HIGH RELIABILITY TOOLED AUGAT..NAN 1 30 1 80 2 10 2 40 2 SC 2 90 3 15 3.70 15 40 
WIN IC SOCKETS 

COMPONENT CARRIES ICC.. 

j 

(DIP HEADERSI 
49 .59 69 99 99 99 99 1 09 1.49 

DIP PLUGS (WC)_ _ 

CABLE I LDP.. I 1 95 
1 

95 1 
I 11.75 I 12.95 

O. 'I(DENN'I ..1rul' ., 5::. '.'. 41 'II ,. 

0 -SUBMINIATURE 
CONTACTS 

DESCRIPTION 1 ORDER BY L .- 1 

9 1 15 19 25 37 5) 
MALE DB.._P - 82 90 r 1.251 1 251 1 801 3 481 

SOLDER CUP 
FEMALE DB..S 95 1 15 1 50 1 5012 35 4.12 

RIGHT ANGLE MALE DB..PR f 120 149, 1.95 265 
PC SOLDER FEMALE DB.,SR 

1 
1 25 1 55 . 2.00 2 79 - 

WIRE WRAP ._MALE DB.W .PW 
1 

1 69 2.56 389 5601 
FEMALE DB..SWW 276 427 I 6.84 995 

IOC L MALE IDB..P 2 7012 95 - 3 98 5 70 

RIBBON CABLE FEMALE IDR..S 
1 

2 921 3 20 4 33. 6 76 }.30 
HOODS METAL MHOOD.. 1 25I 1 25 1 

1 

1 30 

GREY HOOD.. 
1 

65 
1 

65 1 
65 75 f5 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 4,E' ' '.'t'f I. 'N'4' r , . 

.,A",E. .. "',It ., I,, '4,ry .Y r.., 
,. 

EXAMPLE A 1,I'IN Ho ,1, 4N,. 1 ,'ALE 'I ' .1": , 'I ,l,'" 
MOUNTING HARDWARE $1.00 

DESCRIPTION 

IDC CONNECTORS 
CONTACTS 

ORDER BY ' i0 

,D83/s 

20 26 34 40 50 I 

1 SOLDER HEADER IDH..S 82 1.29 168 220H.. ,2 18 3.241 

I RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER IDSR .85 1 35 1 76 2.31 12 72 3 39 

WW HEADER 11311 ..W ..W 11 86 2 98 13 84 4 50 5 38 6.63 

RIGHT ANGLE VVW HEADER 1-IDM .WR 2 05 3 28 4 22 4 45 .4.30 17.30 

_RIBBON HEADER SOCKET ' IDS.. 79 99 1 39 1 59 1.39 12 25 

RIBBON HEADER 1IDM.. 5.50 625'700 750 8501 
RIBBON EDGE CARD IDE.. 11.75 12.25 12.65 12 75 3.30 13.95 

F0,1 I'R1'I'IIN , INS 71#1 1( 1H(INS SE1 U SI IUh1INIA TIME ABI IVE 

HARD TO FIND 
"SHAPABLE" HEADERS 

CAN BE SNAPPED APART TO 
MAKE ANY SIZE HEADER. 

ALL WITH .1" CENTERS 

1.40 STRAIGHT LEAD .99 
1.40 RIGHT ANGLE 1.49 
2.40 STRAIGHT LEAD 2 49 
2.40 RIGHT ANGLE 2.99 

SHORTING 
BLOCKS 

GOLD 
CONTACTS 
SPACED 
AT 1" 
CENTERS 

5/$1.00 

REGULATORS 
TO -220 CASE 

78057 .49 79057 
78087 .49 79087 
7812T .49 79127 
78157 .49 791ST 

TO -3 CASE 
780511 1.59 79059 1.69 
7812K 1.39 7912h 1.49 

TO -93 CASE 
78105 .49 79L05 .69 
78112 .49 79112 1.49 

OTHER VOLTAGE BEGS 
1M323K 5V 3A TO 3 4.79 
LM328K Ad, SA TO 3 3.95 
78H05K 5V 4A TO'3 7.95 
78H12K 12V SA 10.3 8.95 
78P05K 5V 104 TO 3 14.95 

.59 

.59 

.59 
.59 

IC SOCKETS 1.95 100' 
8 PIN ST .11 10 

14 PIN ST 11 09 
16 PIN ST 12 10 
18 PIN ST 15 13 
20 PIN ST 18 15 
22 PIN ST 15 12 
24 PIN ST 20 15 
28 PIN ST 22 16 
40 PIN ST .30 .22 
64 PIN ST 1 95 1.49 

ST SOLDERTAI- 
8 PIN WW .59 .69 

14 PIN WW .69 .52 
16 PIN WW 69 .58 
18 PIN WW .99 90 
20 PIN WW 1.09 98 
22 PIN WIN 1 39 1.28 
24 PIN WW 1.49 1.35 
28 PIN WW 1.69 1 49 
40 PIN WW 1 99 1.80 

WW WIREWRA' 
16 PIN ZIF 4 95 CALL 
24 PIN ZIF 5.95 CALL 
28 PIN ZIF 695 CALL 
40 PIN ZIF 9.95 CALL 

ZIF TEXTOOL 
(ZERO INSERTION F('RCE) 

IDPI4 

Gm0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

AUGA124ST 

IDESO 

11 

Dear Mr. Rcse: 
I feel compelled to commend you and your people 

for the pleasant, polite, willingness to help and 
professional attitude you have displayed. In 
these times it is indeed refresiing to deal with a 

company whose staff consists of people of this 
caliber. My friends and asscclates will 'most 
certainly be doing business wish you again. 

Sincerely, Nicholas Chabra 

CALL FOR VOLUME QUOTES 

16 

20 
25 
26 
34 
40 
50 

7E066 .99 LM733 .98 
7L071 .69 LM741 .29 
11072 1.09 LM747 .69 
TL074 1.95 LM748 .59 
7E081 .59 MC1330 1.69 
TL082 .99 MC1350 1.19 
TL084 1.49 MC1372 6.95 
1.61301 .34 LM1414 1.59 
LM309K 1.25 LM1458 .49 
LM311 .59 LM1488 .49 
LM311H .89 LM1489 .49 
LM317K 3.49 LM1496 .85 
LM317T .95 LM1812 8.25 
1M318 1.49 LM1889 1.95 
LM319 1.25 ULN2003 .79 
LM320 .4.7900 X R2206 3.95 
191322 1.95 X132211 2.95 
LM323K 4.79 XR2240 1.95 
LM324 .49 MP02907 1.95 
04331 3.95 LM2917 1.95 
LM334 1.19 CA3046 .89 
161335 1.79 CA3081 .99 
LM336 1.75 CA3082 .99 
LM337K 3.95 CA3086 .80 
1M338K 6.95 CA3089 1.95 
1.91339 59 CA3130E .99 
1M340 .4.7800 CA3146 1.29 
1513507 4.60 CA3160 1.19 
LF353 .59 MC3470 1.95 
LF356 .99 MC3480 8.95 
LF357 .99 MC3487 2.95 
LM358 .59 LM3900 .49 
LM380 .89 LM3909 .98 
LM383 1.95 LM3911 2.25 
1M386 .89 LM3914 2.39 
LM393 .45 MC4024 3.49 
LM394H 5.95 MC4044 3.99 
71-494 4.20 RC4136 1.25 
71.497 3.25 RC4558 .69 
NE555 .29 1M13600 1.49 
NE556 .49 75107 1.49 
NE558 1.29 75110 1.95 
NE564 1.95 75150 1.95 
LM565 .95 75154 1.95 
1111566 1.49 75188 1.25 
1M567 .79 75189 1.25 
NE570 2.95 75451 .39 
NE590 2.50 75452 .39 
NE592 .98 75453 .39 
1M710 .75 75477 1.29 
LM723 .49 75492 .79 

H=TO-5 CAN. K -TO -3, T=T0-220 

DIODES/OPTO/TRANSISTORS 
19751 .25 4926 
19759 .25 4N27 
194148 25 1.00 4N28 
1N4004 10 1 00 4933 
1N5402 .25 4937 
KBP04 .55 MCT.2 
K8U8A .95 MCT-6 
MDA990-2 .35 TIL-111 
52222 
PN2222 
292905 
292907 
2N3055 
293904 

FNo.35713591 
FND 50015031 
FND 50715101 
MAN.72 
MAN -74 
MAN 8940 
Tll 313 
HP5082-7760 
TB 311 
HP5082-7340 

.25 
10 

.50 

.25 

.79 

.10 

293906 
2N4401 
2N4402 
294403 
2N6045 
TIP31 

LED DISPLAYS 
COM 
COM 
COM 
COM 
COM 
COM 

CATHODE .362" 
CATHODE .5" 
ANODE .5" 
ANODE 3" 
CATHODE .3" 
CATHODE .8" 

COM CATHODE 3" 
COM CATHODE 43- 

,1.7 HEX W LOGIC 270- 
,1.7 HEX W LOGIC .290" 

DIFFUSED LEDS 
JUMBO RED 
JUMBO GREEN 
JUMBO YELLOW 
MOUNTING HOW 
MINI RED 

71'. 
Ti'. 
T1', 
T1'. 
T1 

1 99 
.10 
.14 
14 
10 

.10 

SWITCHES 
SPDT MINI TOGGLE ON ON 
DPDT MINI TOGGLE ON ON 
DPDT MINI TOGGLE ON OFF ON 
SPST MINI PUSHBUTTON N O 
SPST MINI.PUSHBUTTON N C 
SPST TOGGLE ON OFF 
BCD OUTPUT 10 POSITION 6 PIN DIP 

DIP SWITCHES 
4 POSITION 
5 POSITION 
6 POSITION 

.85 

.90 

.90 

7 POSITION 
8 POSITION 
10 POSITION 

RIBBON CABLE 

[ ONTACTS 

.69 

.69 
69 
.89 

1.19 
.59 

1.29 
.99 
.10 
.25 
.25 
.25 

1.75 
.49 

1.25 
1.49 
1.49 
.99 
.99 

1.99 
.45 

1.29 
9.95 
7.95 

100 -UP 
.09 
.12 
.12 
.09 
.09 

1.25 
1.50 
1.75 

.39 

.39 

.49 
1.95 

.95 
.95 

1.29 

SINGLE COLOR COLOR CODED 
1' ' 10' I I' 10' 

10 18 160 1 30 275_ 
28 2.50 48 4 40 
.36 3 20 60 5 50 
.45 4 00 ' 75 6 85 
46 4.10 78 7.15 
.61 5 40 1 07 9_35 

,72 6.40 1 20 11.00 
39 7.50 1 150 13.25 

© COPYRIGHT 1986 JDR MICRODEVICES 
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l I I _ J .SK SYSTEM ONLY $3O9! 
BARGAIN HUNTERS CORNER 

ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTOR 
100°v WM CO4A'AflFLE-PASSES IBMFGA DIAGNOSTICS 

COMPATIBLE WITH IBM EGA. COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR AND 
MONOCHROME ADAPTOR 
DISPLAYS 16 COLORS OUT OF 64 COLORS 
COMES WITH 255K OF VIDEO RAM 
DUAL SCANNING FREQUENCIES 
WORKS WITH STANDARD OR 
EGA TYPE RGB MONITORS 
LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 

EGA MONITOR 
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

EGA AND CGA COMPATIBLE 
SCANNING FREQUENCIES 
15.75 KH, 21.85 KH. 
14" BLACK MATRIX' 
NONGLARE SCREEN 
RESOLUTION: 
640 200 640 x 350 
.31mm DOT, 2SMH1 
16 COLORS OUT OF 64 
TEXT SWITCH -GREEN AMBER 

NOW ONLY 

$259.95 

$699, 
$499.95 

SPECIALS END 10/31/86 

SOCKET -WRAP I.D.TM 
SLIPS OVER WIRE WRAP PINS 
IDENTIFIES PIN NUMBERS ON WRAP 
SIDE OF BOARD R 
CAN WRITE ON PLASTIC: SUCH AS IC a * 

PRICE .P 
1.95 i-- 
1.95 - 1.95 
1.95 
1.95 ^ 
1.95 
1.95 ,.. 
1.95 
1.95 

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER OF 
PACKAGES (PCK. OFI 

PINS PART:, PCK. OF 
8 DWRAP08 10 
14 DWRAP 14 10 
16 DWRAP 16 10 
18 DWRAP 18 5 
20 DWRAP20 5 
22 DWRAP22 5 
24 DWRAP 24 5 
28 DWRAP28 5 
40 DWRAP40 s 

CAPACITORS 

TANTALUM 
1.0,' 15V .35 A71Á 35V 
6.8 15V .70 1.0 35V 
10 15V .80 2.2 35V 
22 15V 1.35 4.7 35V 
.22 35V .40 10 35V 

DISC 
101' 50V .05 680 50V 
22 50V .05 .0011' 50V 
27 50V .05 .0022 50V 
33 50V 05 .005 50V 
47 50V .05 .01 50V 
68 50V .05 .02 50V 
100 50V .05 .05 50V 
220 50V .05 .1 12V 
560 50V .05 .1 50V 

MONOLITHIC 
.011' 50V .14 .11' 50V 
.0471' 50V .15 .471' 50V 

ELECTROLYTIC 
RADIAL AXIAL 

1,2 25V .14 11A 50V 
2.2 35V .15 10 50V 
4.7 50V .15 22 16V 
10 50V .15 47 50V 
47 35V .18 100 35V 
100 16V .18 220 255 
220 35V .20 470 50V 
470 25V .30 1000 16V 
2200 165 .70 2200 16V 
4700 25V 1.45 4700 16V 

PART 

.45 

.45 

.65 

.85 
1.00 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.07 

.07 

.07 

.10 

.12 

.18 

.25 

.14 

.16 
14. 

.20 

.25 

.30 

.50 

.60 

.70 

1.25 

_ 

U 

ID WRAP 24 

PAGE WIRE WRAP WIRE 
PRECUT ASSORTMENT 

IN ASSORTED COLORS SZ7.50 
1OOea: 5.5", 6.0", 6.5", 7.0 

500ea: 3.0'", 3.5". 4.0" 

SPOOLS 
100 feel 54.30 250 feet 57.25 
500 feet 513.25 1000 feet 521.95 

Please specify color: 
Blue, Black, Yellow or F d 

EMI FILTER $4.95 
MANUFACTURED 1 
BY CORCOM 

e LOW COST 
FITS LC -HP BELOW 
6 AMP 120/240 VOLTN.`- 

6 FOOT LINE CORDS 
LC -2 2 CONDUCTOR .39 
LC -3 3 CONDUCTOR .99 
LC -HP 3 CONDUCTOR W STD 

FEMALE SOCKET 1.49 

MUFFIN FANS 
3.15 50 
3.63" SO 
3.18" SO 

FRAME STYLE 
TRANSFORMERS 

12.6V AC CT 
12.6V AC CT 
12.6V AC CT 
25.2V AC CT 

2 AMP 
4 AMP 
8 AMP 
2 AMP 

ROTRON 4.95 
ETRI ' 4.95 

MASUSHITA ' 6.95 

5 95 
7 95 

10.95 
7 95 

25 PIN D -SUB 
GENDER 

CHANGERS 
$7.95 

DATARASE EPROM ERASER $34.95 
ERASES 2 IN 10 MINUTES 
COMPACT -NU DRAWER 
THIN METAL SHUTTER 
PREVENTS UV LIGHT 
FROM ESCAPING 

r.rra= 

B IB 

114 WATT RESISTORS 
5% CARBON FILM ALL STANDARD VALUES 

FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG. OHM 
10 PCS sane vale .05 100 PCS arm ..Ao .02 
50 PCS sate vale .025 1000 PCS same vaxe .015 

RESISTOR NETWORKS 
SIP 10 PIN 9 RESISTOR .69 
SIP 8 PIN 7 RESISTOR .59 
DIP 16 PIN 8 RESISTOR 1.09 
DIP 16 PIN 15 RESISTOR 1.09 
DIP 14 PIN 7 RESISTOR .99 
DIP 14 PIN 13 RESISTOR .99 

SPECIALS ON BYPASS CAPACITORS 
.01 1A CERAMIC DISC 100/05.00 
.01 pf MONOLITHIC 100/010.00 
.1 17f CERAMIC DISC 100/56.50 
.1 Irf MONOLITHIC 100/512.50 

WISH SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS 

NUMBER TDIME NSIONS 

WBU-D 

DISTRIBUTION TIE 
STRUMS) POINTS 

TERMINAL 
STRIPISI 

38 . 6.50" 1 100 
WBU-T 1.38 . 6 50" --- -- 

W BU 204.3 
` 

3 94 . 8 45 1 100 2 

WBU 204 15.13 . 8 45"' 
111 WBU 206 6 88 9 06' 

W BU -208 11.25 /49.45" 
500 3 1890 
700 4 2520 

TIE BINDING 
PRICE POINTS1 POSTS 

1 - 2.95 
630 -.-- 6.95_ 
1260 2 17 95, 
1260 3 24 95 

29 95- 
'39.95 - 

WIRE WRAP PROTOTYPE CARDS 
FR -4 EPDXY GLASS LAMINATE 

WITH GOLD-PLATED EDGE -CARD FINGERS 

o 

IBM-PR2 
IBM 

Minxlevca 

BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SCREENED LEGENDS 
AND INCLUDES MOUNTING BRACKET 

IBM-PR1 WITH -5V AND GROUND PLANE .. . 527.95 
IBM-PR2 AS ABOVE WITH DECODING LAYOUT 529.95 

S-100 
P100-1 BARE NO FOIL PADS 515.15 
P100.2 HORIZONTAL BUS 521.80 
P100-3 VERTICAL BUS 521.80 
P100-4 SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE 522.75 

APPLE 
P500-1 BARE - NO FOIL PADS 515.15 
P500-3 HORIZONTAL BUS 522.75 
P500-4 SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE 521.80 
7060-45 FOR APPLE Ile AUX SLOT 530.00 

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES 

PS -IBM $69.95 
FOR ISM PC -XT COMPATIBLE 
135 WATTS 
5V @ 15A. 12V (a 4.2A PS IBM 
-5V@ SA. -12V Co .5A 
ONE V :AR WARRANTY 

P8 -IBM -150 $79.95 
FOR IBM PC -XT COMPATIBLE 
150 WATTS 
12V @ 5.2A. 5V @ 16A 
-12V @ .5A. -5V @ .5A 

PS 130 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

PS -130 $99.95 
130 WJ_TTS 
SWITCH ON REAR 
FOR USE IN OTHER IBM 
TYPE MACHINES 
90 DAN WARRANTY 

PS -A $49.95 
USE IC POWER APPLE TYPE 
SYSTEMS. 79.5 WATTS 
5V @ "'A, 12V @ 3A 
-5V @.iA,-12V @.5A 
APPLE POWER CONNECTOR 

PS -A 

p, 41,I SrY`p- __ 

PS -8P1.200 $49.95 
11e 55@:5A. 12V @ 3.5A v\\l\, 

UL APPROVED @ 

IA PS-SPL200`\` s .J 
ALUMIYUM ENCLOSURE 

4 

BOOKS or STEVE CIARCIA 
BIULD YC UR OWN 

280 COMPUTER 519.95 

CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL 1 

CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL 2 
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL 3 
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL 4 
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL 5 

WBU-208 

MICROCOMPUTER 
HARDWARE HANDBOOK 
FROM ELCOMP $14.95 

$17.95 OVER 800 PAGES OF DATA SHEETS 
518.95 ON THE MOST COMMONLY USED 
518.95 ICS. INCLUDES TTL, CMOS, 74LS00, 
518.95 MEMORY, CPUs, MPU SUPPORT. 
519.95 AND MUCH MORE! 

LITHIUM BATTERY 
AS USED I 

IN 
CLOCK CIRCUITS 

qi Ii 

3 VOLT BATTERY 
BATTERY HOLDER 

53.95 
51.49 

NEW EDITION! 

1986 
IC MASTER 

THE INDUSTRY STANDARD 

$129.95 

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE LOCATED AT 1256 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE IN SAN JOSE 

JDR Microdevices 
1224 S. Bascom Avenue, San Jose, CA 95128 

Toll Free 800-538-5000 (408) 995-5430 
FAX (408) 275-8415 Telex 171-110 

HOURS: M -W -F, 9-6 TU-TH, 9-9 SAT, 9-5 
PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 
TERMS: Minimum order 510.00. For shpgng and handling include 52.50 for UPS 
Ground and 53.50 lo, UPS Air. Orders over 1 Ib. and lorergn orders may require 
additional shipping charges - please contact our sales departrrwnl for the amounL CA. 
resderts must include applicable sales tax. All merchandise is warranted for 90 days 
unless otherwise staled. PRces are subject lo flange WMhoul notice. We are not 
resporsable for lypographlcal error. We reserve Me right to lime quantities and to 
subsOwle manulaclurer. Al merchandise subject to prior sate. 

© COPYRIGHT 1986 JDR MICRODEVICES 
THE JOB MICRODEVICES LOGO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES. JOB INSTRUMENTS ARID JDR MICRODEVICES ARE TRADEMARKS OF JDR MICRODEVICES. 

IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES. APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER. 
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DISK DR VES 
FOR APPLE COMPUTERS 

AP -150 
$99.95 ' 
': HT, DIRECT DRIVE 
100". APPLE COMPATIBLE 
SIX MONTH WARRANTY 

BAL-500 
$129.95 

TEAC MECHANISM -DIRECT DRIVE 
100. APPLE COMPATIBLE 
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

AP -135 
$129.95 

FULL HT SHUGART MECHANISM 
DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR APPLE 
DISK II 
SIX MONTH WARRANTY 

1,0ó t í 

MAC535 
$249.95 

IBM-PC 
IBM -AT 
APPLE II 

APPLE Ile 
MULTI BUS 

elwan - --_ 
3.5" ADD-ON D SK DRIVE 
100', MACINTOSH COMPATABLE 
DOUBLE SIDED 800K BYTE STORAGE 
HIGH RELIABILITY DRIVE 
HAS AUTO -EJECT MECHANISM 
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

AD -3C 
$139.95 

100% APPLE Ile COMPATIBLE, 
READY TO PLUG IN W/SHIELDED 
CABLE & MOLDED 19 PIN 
CONNECTOR 
FAST RELIABLE SLIMLINE DIRECT 
DRIVE 
SIX MONTH WARRANTY 

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES 
FDD CONTROLLER CARD 549.95 
IIc ADAPTOR CABLE 519.95 

ADAPTS STANDARD APPLE DRIVES 
FOR USE WITH APPLE llc 

KB -1000 $79.95 
CASE WITH KEYBOARD 

FOR APPLE TYPE MOTHERBOARD 
USER DEFINED FUNCTION KEYS 
NUMERIC KEYPAD WITH 
CURSOR CONTROL 
CAPS LOCK AUTO -REPEAT 

KEYBOARD -AP $49.95 
REPLACEMENT FOR APPLE II 
KEYBOARD 
CAPS LOCK KEN, AUTO -REPEAT 
ONE KEY ENTRY OF BASIC 
OR CP M COMMANDS ...t= .... 

. 

EXTENDER CARDS 
$45.00 
$68.00 
$45.00 
$45.00 
$86.00 

14 

APPLE COMPATIBLE 
INTERFACE CARDS 

EPROM PROGRAMMER $59.95 
- 

.-T} 9 Q1 
11 

1.4 

1-'15.777 

DUPLICATE OR BURN ANY 
STANDARD 2755 SERIES EPROM 
EASY TO USE MENU -DRIVEN 
SOFTWARE IS INCLUDED 
MENU SELECTION FOR 2716 
2732. 2732A. 2764 AND 27128 
HIGH SPEED WRITE ALGORITHM 
LEO INDICATORS FOR ACTIVITY 
NO EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY 
NEEDED 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

MODEL 
RP525 

I 

16K RAMCARD $39.95 

'.. - 

jRíll.'L- 

FULL TWO YEAR WARRANTY 
EXPAND YOUR 48K APPLE TO 
64K 
USE IN PLACE OF APPLE 
LANGUAGE CARD 

BARE PC CARO VI/INSTRUCTIONS 59.95 

IC TEST CARD $99.95 

QUICKLY TESTS MANY COMMON 
ICs 
DISPLAYS PASS OR FAIL 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY 
TESTS 4000 SERIES CMOS. 

74HC SERIES CMOS. 
7400. 74LS, 741. 74H 8 74S 

3008 MODEM $49.95 
FOR APPLE OR IBM 

INCLUDES ASCII PRO-EZ SOFTWARE 

1111111 
. 411 

rrjir:5 
FCC APPROVED 
BELL SYSTEMS 103 COMPATIBLE 
INCLUDES AC ADAPTOR 
AUTO -DIAL 
DIRECT CONNECT 

CABLE FOR APPLE Ile 514.95 

JOYSTICK CR -401 $7.95 
FOR ATARI 400, 800, 2600. 
VIC 20,64 AND APPLE Ile 

DISKFILE 
HOLDS 705'. DISKETTES 

$895\="1111 

/ 

3.5" DISKFILE HOLDS 40 $995 

POWER STRIP 
UL APPROVED $ 

2 95 15A CIRCUIT 
BREAKER 

l`. 

A 

SK SYSTEM ONLY 0389951 
bl 3 -WAY SWITCH BOXES 

SERIAL OR PARALLEL 
CONNECTS 3 PRINTERS T7 ONE 
COMPUTER OR VICE VERSA 
ALL LINES SWITCHES 
HIGH QUALITY ROTARY SWITCH MOUNTED 
ON PCB 
GOLD CONTACTS 
STURDY METAL ENCLOSL RE 

SWITCH -3P CENTRONICS PARALLEL 599.95 
599.95 SWITCH -3S RS232 SERIAL 

WAIL PRINTER BUFFERS 
FREES COMPUTER FOR OTHER TASKS 
WHILE PRINTING LONG COCUMENTS 
STAND-ALONE DESIGN. WORKS WITH ANY 
COMPUTER OR PRINTER 
ALL MODELS FEATURE PUINT PAUSE 
MEMORY CHECK. GRAPE ICS CAPABILITY 

SP120P PARALLEL $139.95 
64K UPGRADABLE TO 25,5K 
LEO INDICATOR SHOWS VOLUME OF DATA 
IN BUFFER 

SP120S RS232 SERIAL $159.95 
64K UPGRADABLE TO 25,K 
6 SELECTBALE BAUD RAES, FROM 
600B 19.2008 

SP110P PARALLEL $249.95 
64K UPGRADABLE TO 512K 
SPOOLS OUTPUT OF UP 10 3 COMPUTERS 
LED BARGRAPH DISPLAYS AMOUNT OF 
DATA IN BUFFER 
RESET FUNCTION CLEARS 
DATA IN BUFFER 
REPEAT FUNCTION CAN 
PRODUCE MULTIPLE 
COPIES OF A DOCUMEN- 

SP120 SP110 

NASHUA DISKETTES DEALS 
5'/4" SOFT SECTOR 

DS/DD WITH HUB RINGS 

$990 69Cea 59Cea 
BOA OF 10 BULK OTT 50 BULK OTT 250 

NASHUA DISKETTES WERE JUDGED 
TO HAVE THE HIGHEST POLISH 

AND RECORDED AMPLITUDE OF ANY 
DISKETTES TESTED A:CORDING TO 

"COMPARING FLOPPY DISKS". BYTE 9 84 

N-MD2D 
N-MD2F 
N-MD2H 

N-FDt 
N-FD2D 

N-3.5SS 

DISKETTES 
NASHUA 5114" 

DS DD SOFT 
DS QUAD S)FT 
DS IID FOR AT 

NASHUA 8" 
SS DD SOFT 
DS OD SOFT 

NASHUA 3.5" 
3 5" SS DO FOR MAC 532.95 

59.90 
534.95 
$49.95 

VERBATIM 5114" 
V-MD1D SS DD SOFT 
V-MD2D DS DD SOFT 
V-MD110D SS DD 10 SECTOR HARD 

11 

$27.95 
534.95 

$23.95 
$29.95 
523.95 

BUILD STEVE CIARCIA'S 

INTELLIGENT 
EPROM PROGRAMMER 

AS SEEN IN BYTE. OCT. 86 

S -AND -ALONE OR RS -232 SERIAL 
OPERATION 
MENU SELECTABLE EPROM TYPES - 
NB CONFIGURATION JUMPERS 
~GRAMS ALL 5V 27XXX EPROMS 
FFOM 2716 TO 27512 
READ, COPY OR VERIFY EPROM 
UF LOAD/DOWNLOAD INTEL 
HEX FILES 
PFOGRAMMER DRIVER USER 
M )DIFIABLE 

ONLY $199 
KIT INCLUDES PCB AND ALL 

COMPONENTS EXCEPT CASE AND 
POWER SUPPLY 

51/4" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 
TEAC FD -55B 9, HT DS DO (FORUM) 5109.95 
TEA : FD -55F h HT DS/OWD (FOR IBM) 5124.95 
TEA: FD-55GFV 'ti M DS/HD (FOR IBM AT) 5154.95 
TANDON TM100-2 DS DO (FOR IBM) 119.00 
TANDON TM502 NUT DS DD (FOR IBM) 579.95 
MP1852 DS/00 (FOR WA 579.95 
(MAZE QT142 'h HT DS/DO (FOR IBM/ 579.95 

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 
FD 100.8 55/DO (SA/801 EOUM 5119.00 
FD 7DO-8 DS DO ISA/B51R EOLM $159.00 

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES 
TEA.; SPECIFICATION MANUAL 
TEA.; MAINTENANCE MANUAL 
Y, HE MOUNTING HARDWARE 
MOUNTING RAILS FOR IBM AT 
"Y" POWER CABLE FOR 5V." FDDs 
5,4" FDD POWER CONNECTORS 

L, 

TEAC FD -55 

$5.00 
$25.00 
$2.95 
$4.95 
52.95 
51.19 

IT'. 

1 IF 

TANDON T51100-2 

DISK DRIVE ENCLOSURES 

CAE -APPLE $24.95 
-PPLE TYPE CABINET W OUT POWER SUPPLY 

CAI-1FH5 $69.95 
FLL HT 5 BEIGE CABINET W POWER SUPPLY 

CAI -2S05 $49.95 
DUAL SLIMLINE 5 CABINET W POWER SUPPLY 

CAI.2SVB VERTICAL $209.95 
I31AL SLIMLINE 8 CABINET W POWER SUPPLY 

CAI -2F118 IIORIZINTAL $219.95 
)UAL BULL UT 8 CABINET W POWEF SUPPLY 

L 

CAB-2SV5 CAB -1 FHS 

TEST EQUIPMENT FROM CDR INSTRUMENTS 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER PEN OPM-1000 
AUTO RANGING, POLARITY AND DECIIUAL! 

LARGE 3.5 DIGIT 
DISPLAY 
DATA HOLD SWITCH 
FREEZES READING 
FAST. AUDIBLE CON- 
TINUITY TEST 
LOW BATTERY 
INDICATOR 
OVERLOAD PROTEC- 
TION 

20MHZ DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 

35MHZ DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 

$54.95 

MODEL 2000 
MODEL 3500 

$389.00 
$549.00 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE OSCILLOSCOPES, CALL US FOR FREE PRODUCT BRIEFS. 

CALL FOR VOLUME QUOTES © COPYRIGHT 1986 JDR MFCRODEVICES 
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20 MEGA BYTE HARD DISK SYSTEM ONLY $389.95! 
SEAGATE ST -225 20 MB HARD DISK SYSTEM 
INCLUDES HARD DISK CONT- 
ROLLER, CABLES AND IN- 
STRUCTIONS. ALL DRIVES ARE 
PRE -TESTED AND COME WITH 
A ONE YEAR WARRANTY. 

KT COMPATIBLE 
MOTHERBOARD 

$129.95 
4.77 MH. 8088 CPU. OPTIONAL 
8087 CO -PROCESSOR 
8 EXPANSION SLOTS 
OK RAM INSTALLED. EXPANDABLE 
TO 640K ON -BOARD MEMORY 
ALL ICs SOCKETED -HIGHEST 
QUALITY PC BOARD 
ACCEPTS 2764 OR 27128 ROMS 

PRO -BIOS $19.95 

' 389.95 

IBM COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS 
ALL WITH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

MULTI I/O FLOPPY CARD 
PERFECT FOR THE 640K MOTHERBOARD 

2 DRIVE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 
1 RS232 SERIAL PORT; OPTIONAL 2nd 
SERIAL PORT 
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT 
GAME PORT 
CLOCK CALENDAR 
SOFTWARE: CLOCK UTILITIES. 
RAMDISK, SPOOLER 

OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT S15. 95 

.:.fITT I_- : 
JyE gmd »_ 

$89.95 

MULTIFUNCTION CARD $84.95 
ALL THE FEATURES OF AST 'S 6 PACK PLUS AT HALF THE PRICE 

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR 
FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH 

w .w 4ii w./ u W UM - 

~La w+.il.0 ',7.'I Din 
^aae í 1. , 1w. 

CLOCK CALENDAR 
0.384K RAM 
SERIAL PORT 
PARALLEL PORT 
GAME PORT 
SOFTWARE INCLUDED 

PRINTER CABLE 5995 
64K RAM UPGRADE 9511.61 

$69.95 
IBM COLOR CARD 
4 VIDEO INTERFACES: RGB, 
COMPOSITE COLOR. HI -RES 
COMPOSITE MONOCHROME. 
CONNECTOR FOR RF MODULATOR 
COLOR GRAPHICS MODE- 320 a 200 
MONO GRAPHICS MODE 640 a 200 
LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD $89.95 
FULLY COMPATIBLE W/IBM MONOCHROME ADAPTOR & HERCULES GRAPHICS 

LOTUS COMPATIBLE 
TEXT MODE: 80.25 
GRAPHICS MODE: 720 a 348 
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE 
OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT 519.95 

-,, . 
4 sP1! .3 . 

MONOCHROME ADAPTOR $49.95 
ANOTHER FANTASTIC VALUE FROM JDR, 

IBM COMPATIBLE TTL OUTPUT 720 a 350 PIXEL DIPLAY 
PLEASE NOTE: THIS CARD WILL NOT RUN LOTUS GRAPHICS AND DOES NOT INCLUDE A 

PARALLEL PORT 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE ADAPTOR $34.95 
4Y INTERFACES UP TO 4 STANDARD 

FDDs TO IBM PC OR COMPATIBLES 
INCLUDES CABLE FOR TWO 
INTERNAL DRIVES 
STANDARD DB37 FOR EXTERNAL 
DRIVES 

1-1Jtr -S' RUNS QUAD DENSITY DRIVES 
WHEN USED WITH JFORMAT 

1200 BAUD MODEMS 
HA YES COMPATIBLE, AUTO -DIAL. AUTO -ANSWER, AUTO RE -DIAL ON BUSY, 

POWER -UP SELF TEST, FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

MODEL 1200B* MODEL 120011* SMARTEAM 
INTERNAL DESIGN INTERNAL DESIGN EXTERNAL DESIGN 
10 INCH CARD HALF LENGTH (5') CARD WITH POWER SUPPLY 
SERIAL PORT INCLUDED INCLUDES SPEAKER LED STATUS INDICATORS 

$169.95 $149.95 $169.95 
'FOR IBM, INCLUDES PC TALK III COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE 

CRT MONITORS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS 
- - 11 

i 

CENTER SYSTEMS 
MONOCHROME 

LUXOR 
HI -RES ROB MONITOR 

MODEL 190-9528 

DIGITAL RGB IBM COMPATIBLE 
14" SCREEN 
16 TRUE COLORS 
25 MHr BANDWIDTH 
RESOLUTION > 640 262 
31 mm DOT PITCH 

CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED 

SAKATA 
COMPOSITE COLOR 

MODEL SC -100 
TOP RATED FOR APPLE 
13" COMPOSITE VIDEO 
RESOLUTION 280H . 300V 
INTERNAL AUDIO AMP 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

$299.95 $169.95 

BUILD YOUR OWN 258K 
NT COMPATIBLE SYSTEM 

NT MOTHERBOARD $129.95 
PRO -BIDS $19.95 
258K RAM $28.55 
130 WATT POWER SUPPLY $89.95 
RIP -TOP CASE $39.95 
DKM-2000 KEYBOARD $59.95 
112 HEIBNT QUME DRIVE $79.95 
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER $34.95 
MO OCHROME ADAPTOR $49.95 
MONOCHROME MONITOR $99.95 

TOTAL $811.1. 

IBM STYLE 
COMPUTER CASE Ty -- 

AN ATTRACTIVE STEEL CASE 
WITH A HINGED LID FITS THE 

POPULAR PC/XT COMPATIBLE 
MOTHERBOARDS 

SWITCH CUT-OUT ON SIDE FOR PC XT 
STYLE POWER SUPPLY 
CUT-OUT FOR 8 EXPANSION SLOTS 
ALL HARDWARE INCLUDED 

$39.95 
IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS 

DKM-2000 $59.95 IBM -5151 $79.95 

MODEL KLM1211 
IBM COMPATIBLE T7l INPUT 
12" NON -GLARE SCREEN 
P39 GREEN PHOSPHORUS 
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION 
25 MHr BANDWIDTH 
1100 LINES (CENTER) 

EMEEE 9E85)08 $109.85 

$99.95 

MONITOR STAND 

TILTS AND SWIVELS 

ONLY $12.95 

IBM PRINTER CABLE 

tro- 
DB25 TO 
CENTRONICS 
SHIELDED CABLE $9.95 

:5150" STYLE KEYBOARD 
FULLY IBM COMPATIBLE 
LED STATUS INDICATORS FOR CAPS& 
NUMBER LOCK 
83 KEY - SAME LAYOUT AS 
IBM PC,XT KEYBOARD 

POWER SUPPLY 

I 

I 

' -dP 
- 

NOW ONLY $69.95 
FOR IBM PC -XT COMPATIBLE 
135 WATTS 

.5V @ 15A, .12V @ 4.2A 
-5V @ .5A, -12V @ .5A 

1501 WATT MODEL $79.95 

L: 

f 1 

S11 LJ 

.1 

REPLACEMENT FOR KEYTRONICS 
KB5151' 
SEPARATE CURSOR & NUMERIC 
KEYPAD 
CAPS LOCK 8. NUMBER LOCK 
INDICATORS 
IMPROVED KEYBOARD LAYOUT 

DISK DRIVES 
TANDON TM50-2 

$79.95 
1/2 HT DS/DD 
IBM COMPATIBLE 
EXTREMELY QUIET! 

TEAC FD -55B DS/DD 
TEAC FO -55F DS/QUAD 
TEAC FD -559 DS/HD 
DUME OT -142 DS/DD 
MOUNTING HARDWARE 
AT/RAILS 

5109.95 
5124.95 
S154.95 
S79.95 

S2.95 
S4.95 

I JDR Microdevices 12241. 
( -5Ave 

(408) 275-8415 Telex 171-110 Tal Free soo sis-5ooó 
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EDGE 
CONNECTORS 

ALL ARE 1.56 SPACING. 

obsuittitstigue 
ffffff - 

22 EDGE CONNECTOR $1.25 ea 
50 0er . 7 't. a 1010, 511.00 

2244 EDGE CONNECTOR 

12.00 ea PC style 10 for $18.00 

22/44 EDGE CONNECTOR 
snider lug 'lyle 52.50 each 

28/56 EDGE CONNECTOR 

02.50 ea PC style 10 for $22.00 

36/72 EDGE CONNECTOR 
PC style $3.00 each 

43/86 EDGE CONNECTOR 

PC style $4.50 each 

TRANSISTORS 
214706 
2N2222A 
PN2222A 
2142904 
2N2905 
MJ2955 
2N3055 
PMD 10K40 
TIP 121 
TIP 125 

flor 51.00 
310, 51.00 
410,01.00 
310, 01.00 
31or $1.00 

$1.50 
51.00 
$1.00 

750 
751 

El. 
COMMODORE PRINTER/PLOTTER 
Commodore Model 1520 
Four color X Y plotter Standard VIC 
serial ,nte,lace allows easy Connection 
to Commodore 64 computers Up 10 60 

CharaClers per line ?upper and lower easel 
in four sizes 

CAT COM-1520 549.95 each 
EXTRA pen sets 51.50 per set. 

SPECIALS 
1 AMP 50 VOLT DIODES 
It..: .. ' A f A5 RI f 
100 for 04.50 
1000 for $30.00 

SOLDER TAIL I.C. 
SOCKETS 

. 4 PIN 10 for 52.50 
100 for 522.00 

1000 for 5200.00 

1 I 

SPECIAL PRICE 
TRANSISTOR 

plash ciar sit r 

PS 3 ,... T I) .- N P 5 

100 for $8.00 
1000 for $60.00 

LAR f .IIANTITIEs 
AVAI. ABLE 

TRANSFORMERS 48 KEY ASSEMBLY 
FOR COMPUTER OR 

P máés HOBBYIST 

5.6 voles i 750 ma. 

6 volts . 150 ma 

6 3 volt . 600 ma 
12 OC.T. 1200 ma. 
12 VCT . 400 ma. 
12 VCT ., , amp 
12 vCT n 2 amp 
12 OCT i 4amp 
18 voles i 650 ma 
24 VCT . 200 ma 

24 OCT. . I amp 
24 VCT 2 amp 
24 OCT i 3 amp 
24 VCT 1 4 amp 
36 VCT . 135 ma 

53 00 
51.25 
5300 
52 00 

53.00 
54 00 
54.85 
Woo 
53 50 
52 50 
54 85 

56.75 
59.50 

51400 
5300 

WALL 
TRANSFORMERS 

all plug directly 
into 120 vat 

outlet 

4 VDC 70 ma. 
6 VAC (g 500 ma. 
6 VDC @ 750 ma. 
9 VDC @ S00 ma. 

tiÁ'-c 

52.00 
$3.50 
54 50 
55.00 

12.5 VAC IS 265 ma. $3.00 
18 VAC , la VA and 

8.5 VAC i 1 28 VA 53.50 
24 VAC @ 250 ma 53.00 
MULTI -VOLTAGE @ 500 ma. 
3.4'y,6.714.9 or 12 VDC $750 

-/a 
MINI -BOX 

Y 
9 Pomona 2104 

- tic 

51.00 E SCH 

Heavy-duty black 
phenolic protect boa with cover and 
screws 2'. X t', X1'4 

FUSES Cs 
3AG (AGO SIZE 

GMA SIZE ::J ittr 
S of any ONE amperage 75c 

--- 

NEW T I KEYBOARDS Ongnally 
used on computers these hey - 

Crowds contain 48 S P S T mech- 
T' al Switches Terminaly's 10 

' 5 D n connector Frame 4 S- 
CAT Jr 5P.48 56.50 each 

2 for $11.00 

SPECIAL PURCHASE 
r 

tt 

MICRO -CASSETTE MECHANISM 
Micro -cassette tape transport 'or 
standard MC60 or MC45 
micro -cassettes 3 Vdc operation 
Contains drive motor belt head, 
capstan pinch wheel and other 
components 3 1 2' X 2 1 4" X 5 8 - 
CATS MCMEC 53.00 each 10 for 527 50 

COMPUTER 
GRADE 

CAPACITORS 
2,000 mid. 200 Vdc 1 
134-. S"hgh $200 
6,400 mid. 60 Vdc 
138". 334- high $250 
9,700 mid. 50 Vdc 

1 3 8' 4 1 2- NO $3 00 
31,000 mid. 15 Vdc 
134-, a'hign $250 
50,000 mid. 40 Vdc 
3".534'h,al $450 
60,000 mid. 40 Vac 
3 . 5- hgn $3 50 

66.000 mid. 15 Vdc 
3 3 Sigh $3 00 

86,000 mid. 30 Vdc 
3 514'ngn $350 

5.500 mid. 30 Vdc 
138'312 high, $100 
5.900 mid. 30 Vdc 

1 3 8' 2 1 4- h,gr. $1 00 

9.300 mid. 50 Vdc 
2" ' 4 1 2 non 51 00 
18,000 mid. IC VdO 
t38"258'hot. 5100 
48.000 mid. 10 Vdc 
2 1 2' . 3 1 4 hill $1 00 
100.000 mid. 10 Vdc 
212'. A gh $1 00 
185.000 mld 6 Vdc 
. 1. 4 1 2 h gh $1 0 

TI SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY -=-,., 
Compact well -regulated sw.tcning pose, supply yb 

' 
designed to power Teas Instruments compute, .1e J e 
equipment SPECIAL a , c: 

INPUT t4-25 vac (a lamp 
4 

1-,( - 
OUTPUT 12vdi(a310ma PRICE ii}¡, 

5 vac a - 2 amp $3.50 ,..$.0 
' - 5 vac Iv 200 ma ',r= 

SIZE 41. . 4'4 . 1'a high each t2_ 11 a r ' 

13.8 VDC REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 
,.1 mese are solid state fullyfeat 13 8 vac 

//'-"'""5J. powersupple$ Both feature 100°. sold state 
Construe bon lose DrOtecbpn and E D power indicator U L listed 

I Plc 9/2 amp constant. 4 amp surge $20.00 each 

3 amp constant. S amp surge $27.50 each 

RELAYS 
10 AMP SOLID STATE 

)NTRUI , vl 

l 'AI tau er p ,r 
In - 4 

$9.50 EACH 10 FOR $90.00 

ULTRA -MINIATURE 
5 VDC RELAY 

Fujitsu 1t FBR211NED005M20 
High sensitivity 
COIL 120 onne 
CONTACTS lamp 
Mounts in 14 pin DIP socket 
$1.25 each 10 for $10.00 

MINIATURE 
6 VDC RELAY 

Aroma? RSD 6V 

S RD 
Super Small 

T relay 

t iÍ Id lt 41 
contacts rated 

1 amp @ 30 +cc Highly se, $hive 
TTL direct drivepossib'e 1_0 corn 

coil 
Operate from a 3 6 trot 
COIL 120 ohms 51.50 each 

1010,513.50 

- rT 

13 VDC RELAY 
CONTACTS S PS C l 

10 amp@ 120 vac 
Energize Coil is 
open Contact Y 

1 

COIL 13 +dc 650 onms 

SPECIAL PRICE 5100 each 

4PDT RELAY 
14 pin KH style 
3 amp contact.. 
USED but luny 
tested si 70 each 
Specify coil voragq tesreo 
Either 24 vac ev 120 ,ac 
LARGE OUAN-ITIES AVAILABLE 

SOCKETS FOR KR RELAY 
751 each 

11 

tmae1 

ave 
ICIS SOLID STATE 

2K 10 TURN 
MULTI TURN POT 

SPECTROL iy 9 M00 534-7161 

$5.00 EACH 

BUZZER 
Star SMB-061 a1 6 
TTL compatible 
51 00 each 
10 for $9.00 

± 12 Vdc or 24Vdc POWER SUPPLY 

1E,11 N .' uí... 1 . I ' 
llu+ n i in. I JIpe 

It, 
p 

a 

ePl . , t r , ,.I . 

d r , p NP ..,r,.a 
v, r , i, r I 'I l' ,r,ie.oppr 

$12.50 each 10 for $110.00 

PHOTO -FLASH 
CAPACITORS 

l' d I¡ 

170 ml 330v IC I 
75' ea. a .^-, 

CAT PPC.170 '-a II 

400 ml 330v 

CAT PPC.400 1.00 ea. 
B(0 ml 330v 

CAT= PPC-800 1.35 ea. 

/31/2" SPEAKER 
KG a 8onm 

impedance 
Full range 
4penser 
8 ea magnet 
4 diagonal 

O ounhng centers 

52.50 each 10 for 520.00 

SPRING LEVER 
TERMINALS 

Two Color a e al 
coded 
terminals on a 
sturdy 244, 
314 nakel.te 
plate 
Great for sped e' enclosures or 
power supple 

75e EACH 10 for $6 00 

° á'á 

LINE CORDS 

1 TWO WIRE 
6 18 2 SPT 1 Oat 310, $1.00 

6 18r2 SPT-211at 2 for $1 OC 

6 16 2 SJ T round 51.25 each 

THREE WIRE 
6 18 3'lar $1.50 each 

8 10 around 52.00 each 

TELEPHONE 
COUPLING 
TRANSFORMER 
Stamp, TTPC 8 0, 
Tread TV 304 P 

600 onms 
to 600 ohms c t 

P C board mount 
3,4 5 8 354 

CAT . tCTa 52 so each 

XENON FLASH TUBE 

3 4" lone X ' 9' d a Flash 
tube des (ned'o' .Ise In 

compact camera 1 ash units 
Ile II 'Or e. Der mentors 
CATS FLT1 2 for 51.00 

MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES 
.ALL ARE RATED 5 AMPS @ 125 VAC 

S.PD.T. 
ion -on) 
'C style 
'on threaded 

sf.g 
751 each 
1010,570E l u 

n. 

PC style 
on threaded 

bushing 
750 each 
10 for 57.011 L 

S.PD.T. 
(on -on) 
Solder lug 
term oats 
51.00 each 
10 for 59.00 a 

100 for 580.00 

S.PD.T. 
(on -on) 
PC lugs 
threaded 
bushing 
$1.00 each 
10 for $9.00 
100 for $ 80.00 

S.PD.T. 
(on -off -on) 
5o trr lug 

, fern al 
51.00 each 7' 
10 for $9.00 
100 for $80.00 

D.P.D.T. 
(on -on) 
Solder lug 
terminals Í` 
52.00 each 5. Et, 
10 for 519.00 6T 4_ 
100 for 5180.00 

RLL ELECTRORICS CORP. 
LOS ANGELES, C./L-STORE 
905 S. Vermont Ave. 
213 380-8000 

VAN NUYS, CA STORE 
6228 Sepulveda Blvd. 
818 997-1806 

AUTOMOTIVE CASSETTE PLAYER 

( - i i 515.00 each 

- CAT ACP-80 case of 6 - 575.00 

Ultra Spec DAT.80-CD 
NEW stereo cassette player With 
auto reverse 12 Vdc neg ground 
won Ore amp output 

- - Designed for underdash use m i 1980 Datsuns 

MAIL ORDERS TO: 
P.O. BOX 20406 
Los Angeles, CA 90006 

TWX - 5101010163 ALL ELECTRONIC 

EASYLINK MBX - 62887746 

VISA 

=1 

RECHARGEABLE 
NI -CAD BATTERIES 

AAA SIZE ..` . r II$1 85 
AA SIZE , ,'. AI. 51 85 
AA ..O L -Lt. 5200 
C SIZE .. . 

r, a -I 53 50 
SUB -C SIZE , ta' $3 50 
D SIZE . v . mth 53 50 

UNIVERSAL 

¡ r- 111 

well harg. 4 AA . 11 I 004 
Ill ads or ire volt of I I i 
one trole 
$11.00 per charger 

fill 
FLASHER LED 

STANDARD JUMBO 
DIFFUSED T 1.3/4 

RED 1010, 51.50 
10010, 513.00 

GREET. 1010, 52.00 
100 for 51700 

YELLO'N 10for $2.00 
100 for 51700 

5 volt operation 
r..d ,urnbo T 11, 
Are $1.00 each 

NEW GREEN FLASHER 
,-AT4Lfi' lc; $1 

BI -POLAR wmbo T 1+, sire 
2 for 51.70 

LED HOLDERS 
Two pm e'lolaer 
for pun bar ED 
10 for 65c 100 for 55.00 

CLEAR CLIPLITE 
LED HOLDER 

Make LEO 
i dlcato ( lea, A X91 

4 for 51.40 

8 HX 

D.P.S.T. LIGHTED 
ROCKER SWITCH 

115 vac lighted rocker N 
snap mounts le 
'a 1 hole 
Orange lens 16 amp ' i 
contact .I . 

$1.50 JJ 

MINI -PUSH BUTTON 
S PST momentary 

rá4 u normally open 
bushing 

Red button 10 for 53.00 

r SNAP ACTION "r, SWITCH 

Cherry elect E 21 N O or N C 
0 IA Contacts Suitable for alarms 
and otner low energy circuits 
1a lever 

450 EACH 10 FOR 54.20 

TOLL FREE ORDERS ONLY QUANTITIES LIMITED 
1-800-826-5432 MINIMUM ORDER $10.00 
(ORDER ONLY) USA: $3.00 SHIPPING 
(IN CALIFORNIA:1-800-258-6666) FOREIGN ORDERS: 
ALASKA, HAWAII, INCLUDING SUFFICIENT 
OR INFORMATION SHIPPING 
(213) 380-8000 NO C.O.0.I CALIF. RES. ADD 6Wiz% 

220 Vac 
COOLING FAN 

3 P 
a l - .. ,r . 

CAT,' CF -220 $6 SO ea 

QUANTITIES AVAILABLE 
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Mall Order Electrpnics. Wpndwide Mail -Order Electronics ameco 
ELECTRONICS -8097 

7400 
Port No. Price Pert No. Price 

SN7400N. 19 SN7485N 55 
SN7402N. 19 SN7486N 35 
SN7404N 25 SN7489N 195 
SN7405N 29 SN7490N .39 
SN7406N 29 SN7493N 35 
SN7407N 29 5N74121N 29 
SN7408N 25 5N74123N 49 
SN7410N .19 SN74125N .45 
SN7414N .45 SN74126N .49 
SN7416N 35 5N74143N 395 
SN7417N . 35 SN74150N 129 
SN7420N 19 SN741S N 125 
SN7430N 19 SN74158N 139 
SN7432N 29 SN74173N .75 
SN7438N 29 SN74174N .59 
SN7442N 45 SN74175N .59 
SN7445N 69 SN74176N .89 
SN7446N 79 SN74181N 1.95 
SN7447N 79 SN74189N 1.95 
SN7448N 79 SN74193N 69 
SN7472N 39 SN74198N .. ... . 1.35 
SN7473N .35 SN74221N .89 
SN7474N 35 SN74273N 195 
SN7475N... .39 SN74365N .59 
SN7476N 35 SN74367N 59 

74LS 
741500 19 
741502 19 
741504.... ....... 25 
741505 25 
741506 99 
741507 99 
741508 19 
741510 19 
741514 39 
74LS27 25 
744530 19 
741532 25 
74LS42 39 
741547 .89 
741573 35 
741574 25 
741.575 29 
741576 29 
741.585 49 
741586. 25 
741590 39 
741_593 39 
741.5123 49 
7415125 39 
741_5138 39 
7415139 39 
7415154 149 
7415157 35 
7415158 35 
7415163 49 
741.5164 49 

741_5165 79 
741_5166 89 
7415173 49 
7415174 39 
7415175 39 
7415189 3.95 
7415191 49 
7415193 69 
7415221 59 
7415240 69 
741.5243 69 
74LS244 69 
741_8245 79 
7415259 1.19 
7415273 79 
7415279 39 
7415322. 295 
7415365 39 
7415366 39 
7415367 39 
7415368 39 
7415373 .79 
741.5374 79 
7415393 .79 
7415590 5.95 
7415624. 195 
7415629 249 
7415640 99 
7415645 .99 
7415670 99 
7415688 195 

74S/PROMS 
74500 29 746188' 175 
74504 35 745189 195 
74508 35 745196 149 
74.510 29 74S240 149 
74S32 35 745244 I 49 
74574 49 745253. 79 
74585 149 745287- 169 
74886 35 745288- 169 
745124 275 745373 169 
745174 79 745374 169 
745175. 79 745472- 349 

74ALS 
7441500 35 
7461502 35 
7441504 39 
74ALRGR 35 
7441510 35 
74ALS27 39 
7441530. 35 
74ALS32.... ...... 39 
7441574 55 

74415138 89 
74415174 89 
74415175 89 
744L5240 1.79 
74615244 1 79 
74415245 249 
74415373 195 
74A15374 1.95 
74415573 1.95 

74F 
74F00 59 
74F04 65 
74F06 59 
74F10 59 
74F32 65 
74F74 69 
74F86 89 
74F138 1.19 

74F139 129 
74F157 129 
74F193 4.95 
74F240 249 
74F244 249 
74F253 179 
74F373 295 
74F374 295 

CD-CMOS 
CD4001 19 CD4081 25 
CD4011 19 CD4082 25 
CD4013 35 CD4093 39 
CD4016 29 CD4094 149 
CD4017 49 CD40103 295 
CD4018 69 CD4503 49 
CD4020 59 CD4510 69 
CD4024 49 CD4511 69 
CD4027 39 CD4515 139 
CD4030 39 CD4518 79 
CD4040. 65 CD4520 79 
CD4049 29 CD4522 79 
CD4050 29 CD4538 89 
CD4051 65 C04541 89 
CD4052 65 CD4543 99 
CD4053 65 CD4553 495 
CD4059 349 CD4555. 89 
CD4060 89 CD4566 195 
CD4066 29 CD4583 1.19 
CD4069 25 CD4584 59 
CD4070 29 CD4585 75 
CD4071 25 MC14411 995 
CD4072 25 MC14490P 449 
CD4076 . .89 MC14572 89 

COMMODORE CHIPS 
For VIC-20, C-64 and C-128 Personal Computers 

Part No. Price Pan No. Price Part No. Price 

6502 Mw w/clock 2.75 
6507 8 -Bit CPU 6.95 
6508 w/RAM 8 I/O 14.95 
6510CPU 9.95 
6525TP1 9.95 
6526CIA 14.95 

6529SP1 7.95 
6551ACIA 3.95 
6560VIC-I 14.95 
6567VIC-II 19.95 
6569VIV 19.95 
6572 19.95 

6581510 19.95 
-82S100PLA 19.95 
8701 Clock Chip 9.95 

'8721PLA 14.95 
NOTE: 825100 = U17 (C-64) 

No Spec Available 

NEC V20 & V30 CHIPS 
Replace the 8086 or 8088 in Your IBM-PC and 

Par No. Increase Its Speed by up to 40%! Price 

UP070108D-5 (5MHz) V20 Chlp (Replaces the 8088) 5 8.95 
UPD70108D-8 (8MHz) V20 Chip (Replaces the 8088-2) 510.95 
UPD70116D-8 (8MHz) V30 Chip (Replaces the 8086 or 8086-2) 511.95 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS 
MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS 6500/6800/68000 Cont. 8000 SERIES Cont. 
Part No. Price Part No. Price Part No. Price 
D765AC 495 
CDP1802CE .695 
2661 3 6.95 
280, 2808. 2808. SERIES 
Z80 1.75 
Z80-CTC.. 1.79 
Z80 -DART 495 
Z80-PI0 .. 1 79 
Z80Á 185 
2806-CTC. 1.89 
Z804 -DART 525 
Z804 -P10 1 95 
Z804-Sl0/0 . 5 25 
2808 3 95 
2808-CTC 495 
Z8n8 PlO 495 
6500/6800/68000 SER. 

65CO21CMOS) 
6520 
6522 
6532 
6551 
6800 
6802 
6810 
6821 
6840 

1095 
295 
4 95 
6 49 
3.95 

1 95 
4 95 
195 
1 95 
6 75 

6843 ... ....995 
6845 .... 495 
6850 1 95 
6852. 
6800018.. . . 9.95 
68661 8.95 

8000 SERIES 
8031... 
80C31BH . 19.95 
8035. 
80735 . 

8085A 
8086 
8086-2 
808715MHz) 
8087-218MHz) 
8088 
8088-2 
8116. .... 
8155. 
8155-2 ... 

8202 

8212 . 

8224 . 

8228 

195 
. 2995 

.395 
2 75 

. 895 
. 1095 
129.95 
159.95 

7.95 
.. 9.95 

8 95 
275 

. 395 
275 
995 

. 24 95 
195 
225 
3 40 

8237-5 .. 695 
8243 . . . 2 49 
8250A 695 
825081For 18M) .. 7 25 
8251A . . . . . 225 
8253-5 .. 225 
8254.. . ....995 
8254-2 .. . 1195 
82554-5 .. . 2.25 
8257-5 . 2 49 
8259-5 . . . . 2 49 
8272.. ... 495 
8279-5 .. 2 95 
8741. .. 895 
8748 . . . . . 7.95 
8749 .. 995 
8751 . . 3895 
8755 . 1495 

DATA ACQUISITION 
ADC0804 . 3 49 
ADC0B08 .. 695 
ADC0809 .. 395 
ADC0816 .. 1495 
ADC0817 . . 895 
DAC0808 . . 195 
DAC 10018 . 7.95 
AY -3-1015D 495 
AY 5101]A 395 

Part No. Function DYNAMIC RAMS 
Price 

4116N-15 16.384 x 1 1150ns1. . . . 4128 (Piggyback) 131 072 x 1 (200ns). . . . . . . 4164N-150 65.536x1 (150ns) ... . .. 
4164N-200 65.536 x 1 (200ns) 

. . TMS4416-12 16 384 x 4 (120n5). .. .. 
MM5280 4096 x 1 1200051 2107 . . . . 

8118 16 384 x 1 1120ns) 
41256-150 262 144 x 1 15095)........... 
50464-15 65.536 x4 (150ns)14464)(41464). 

STATIC RAMS 
TMM2016-12 
2102 
2102-2L 
2114N 
21145-L 
21145-2 
2114N -2L 
21C14 
2149 
5101 
HM6116P-3 
HM61 16LP-3 
HM6264P-12 
HM6264LP-12 
HM6264P-15 
HM6264LP-15 
6514 

2048x8 
1024 o 1 

10241t 1 

1024x4 
1024 x 4 
1024 o 4 
1024x4 
1024x4 
1024 x 4 
256x4 
2048 x 8 
2048 x 8 
8192x8 
8192 x 8 
8192x8 
8192x8 
1024%4 

1702A 
TMS2516 
TMS2532 
TM52564 
2708 
TMS2716 
2716 
2716-1 
27C16 
2732 
2732A 20 
27324-25 
2732A 45 
27C32 
2758 
2764-20 
2764-25 
27644-25 
2764-45 
27C64 
27128-25 
271284-25 
27256-25 
27C256-25 
27512-25 
68764 
68766 

25o x 8 
2048x8 
4096x8 
8192 o 8 
1024 x 8 
2048 x 8 
2048 x 8 
2048 x 8 
2048 x 8 
4096 x 8 
4096 x 8 
4096x8 
4096x8 
4096 x 8 
1024x8 
8192x8 
8192 x 8 
8192x8 
8192x8 
8192 x 8 
16384 x 8 
16384 x 8 
32.768 o 8 
32.768 e 8 
65.536 x 8 
8192x8 
8192 o 8 

745387 256 x 4 
745471 256 x 8 
625123 32 x 8 

LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS 
Part No. 1-9 10-99 100 -up 

8 pin LP .. 13 12 .11 
14 pin LP .15 13 11 
16 pin LP .17 15 13 
24 pin LP 31 30 29 
28 pin LP . 39 37 35 28 pin WW 1 29 1 19 40 pit LP 49 46 43 40 pin WW 1 79 1 69 1 59 - SOIDERTAIL STANDARD (GOLD & TIN) AND HEADER PLUG SOCKETS ALSO AVAILABLE - 

89 
5.95 
125 

. 4.95 
195 
69 

2.95 
4 95 

(120ns) .. .... . ... 

1350ns1 . ..... .... 
. . 

(250ns) LP 1911021. . . . 

(450nS) ...... 
1450051 LP.. . . . 

1200ns) . . . . . . 

1200r-151 LP .. . . 

1200ns) (CMOS.) . ... 
(45ns) 

. ... .... .. 

1450ns1 CMOS. . . 

1150ns) CMOS . . . . . 

(150ns) LP CMOS .. 
1120,15) CMOS. . . . . 

(1 2Ons) lP CMOS.. . . . 

(150ns)CMOS . .. 
(150ns1 LP. CMOS . . 

1350ns) CMOS 1UP0444C1. . . 

PROMS/EPROMS 
(lots) 
)45Ons) 25V. ... . 

(45ons) 25V .. 
(45005) 25V 
(45Ons). . 

(45Ons) 3 voltage. 
(450ns). 
(35005) 25V 
CMOS. 
(450ns) 
1200ns) 21V . 
(25Ons)21V 
1450ns)21V 
CMOS 
145005) Single +5V .. . 

1200ns) 21V . 

(250,15) 21V 
(250nsl 125V ... 
(450ns) 21V 

1.69 
89 

149 
.99 

1 09 
1 05 
1.49 

.49 
4 95 
3.95 
1.45 
149 
3 49 
3.95 
3 29 
3 49 
4.49 

CMOS 21 V. .... .. 
1250ns1128K 21V . ... 

1250ns) 125V ... .. 
(25Ons) 256K (125V) 
(250ns) 256K (CMOS) 112.5V). 
12500s1 5126 )12.5V).... .... 
(45005) 25V .. ........ . 

(350ns(25V . .... . 

PROM OC. .. .. . .. . 

PROM TS... 
PROM TS ... . 

595 
495 
5 95 
895 
3 49 
9.95 
3 25 
495 
649 
375 
3.95 
349 
329 
649 
295 
3.95 
3 49 
325 
3 25 
495 
325 
4 95 
5 95 

. 895 
2495 
1595 
1695 

1 69 
4 95 

.. 295 
WIRE WRAP SOCKETS (GOLD) LEVEL 43 

Part No. 1-9 10-99 100 -up 
8 pin WW 

14 pin WW 
16 pin WW 
24 pin WW 

55 
69 
.75 

119 
1 39 

49 45 
65 59 
.69 65 

109 99 

SATELLITE TV 
DESCRAMBLER CHIP 

The MM5321 is a TV camera sync generator designed to 
supply the basic sync functions for either Color or mono- 
chrome 525 tine/60Hz interfaced and camera video recorder 
applications COLOR BURST GATE 8 SYNC 

ALLOW STABLE COLOR OPERATION 

MM5321 $9.95 
DIGITALKER' 

DT1050 - Applications: Teaching aids. appliances. 
clocks. automotive. tetecommunkatrons. language transla- 
tions, etc. The DT1050 is a standard OIGITALKER kit encoded 
with 137 separate and useful words. 2 tones, and 5 different 
silence durations The words and Iones have been assigned 
discrete addresses. making it possible to output single words 
or words concatenated into phrases or even sentences The 
"voice" output of the 071050 isa highly intelligible male voice 
The DT1050 consists of a Speech Processor Chip, MM54104 
)40 -pin) and two (2) Speech ROMs MM52164SSR1 and 
MM52164SSR2 (24 -pin) along worth a Master Word list and a 
recommended schematic diagram on the application sheet. 
Par No. Description Price 

DT1050 Dignalker' $24.95 
DT1 O57 -Expands the 071050 vocabulary horn 137 
words to over 250 words Includes two (2) ROMs and specs 
DT1057 $11.95 

INTERSIL 
Part No. Price 
FE02020 1295 
F502030... .. 12 95 
7106CPL 895 
7106EV/Kit 46.95 
7107CPL 8.95 
7107EV/Kit 46 95 
720741PD 595 
7207AEV/K2 849 

Part No. Price 
7211)88 (TL 7.95 
721 1 MIPL (Micro) .8.49 
7216CUI 2649 
721601P1 21.49 
7217U1 10.95 
7217AIPI 8.95 
72241PL ... ..... 10.95 
7226AEV/Kit 99.95 

74HC HI -SPEED CMOS 
74HCOO .35 74HC175 89 
74HCO2 39 74HC221 . 195 
74HC04. . . . . . . . . . . 39 74HC240 1 39 
74HCo8....... .... 39 74HC244 149 
74HC10 39 74HC245 159 
74HC14 59 74HC253 79 
74HC30 39 74HC259 1.19 
74HC32. . . . . . . . . . 45 74HC273 1 79 
74HC74 .45 74HC373 1.49 
74HC75 69 74HC374 149 
74HC76 .69 74HC393 119 
741-I)4085. 1.19 74HC595 1.95 
74HC86 59 74HC688 195 
74HC123 1.19 741-1C4040 119 
74HC125 99 74HC4049 79 
74HC132 79 74HC4050 79 
74HC136 79 74HC4060 119 
74HC 139. .. . . . . . . . 79 74HC4511. 1.95 
74HC154 1.95 74HC4514. 295 
74HC163 89 74HC4538 195 
74HC174 .. 89 74HC4543 295 

74C - CMOS 
74C00 29 
74CO2 29 
74C04 25 
74C08 35 
74Cí0 29 
74C14 49 
74032 35 
74C74 49 
74C85 119 
74086 29 
74C89 3 95 
74C90 89 
74C154 295 
74C173 89 

74C174 89 
74C175 89 
74C221 1 19 
74C240 1.59 
74C244 1.59 
74C373 1.95 
740374 195 
740912 795 
740915 1 19 
740920 995 
740921 9.95 
74C922 395 
74C923 395 
740925. 495 

LINEAR 
DSOO26CN 169 
TL074CN 79 
TL084CN t 09 
LM307CN .45 
LM309K .125 
LM311CN 45 
LM317T 99 
LM318CN 1.19 
LM319N 1.19 
LM320K-5 135 
LM320T-5 .59 
LM323K 449 
LM324N 39 
LM338K 395 
LM339N 49 
LM340K-5 . 1 35 
LM340K-12 t 35 
LM34OK-15 1 35 
LM340T-5 . . . . . . .49 
LM34OT-t2 49 
LM34OT-15 49 
LF347N 99 
LM348N 69 
LF351N 49 
LF353N 59 
LF355N 899 

89 
LM358N 49 
LM360N 219 
LM361N 159 
LM3WrY`N ...... 109 
LM386N-3 89 
LM387N 99 
LM393N 45 
LM3991-1 . . . 3 95 

LF411CN 79 
TL497ACN ... . .. 2 19 
NE540H (C540H).... 295 
NE555V 29 
XR-L555... 69 
LM556N . . . . .59 
NE558N 119 
LM565N 99 
LM567V 89 
NE592N 89 
LM741CN 29 
LM747N . . . . . 59 
MC1377P 315 
MC139BP 895 
LM 1458CN. .49 
LM 14B8N 69 
LM 1489N 69 
LM 1496N 99 
LM1871N 195 
LM1872N ... ..... 2 49 
LM1896N 159 
ULN2003A 99 
582206 395 
X82211. 295 
LM2907N 195 
LM2917N (8 pm).. . . 1.55 
063240E 149 
LM3900N .59 
LM39O5CN 1.19 
LM3909N .89 
LM3914N 195 
LM3916N 195 
NE5532 99 
555534 89 
75477 1 19 
76477 395 

PARTIAL LISTING OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
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QUALITY COMPONENTS COMPET171VE PRICINGjameco 
'PROMPT DELIVERY 

COMMODORE® COMPATIBLE 
ACCESSORIES 

_;k: 

Now Compatible 
-=' With C-128! tá RS232 Adapter 
rn for VIC-20, C-64 

and C-128 
e - 

The JE232CM allows conireetion of standard serial RS232 
printers. modems. etc. to your VIC-20. C-64 (excluding the 
SX-6a Portable), and C-128. A 4 -pole switch allows the In- 
version of the 4 control tines. Complete installation end 
operation instructions Included. 

Plugs into User Pon Provides Standard RS232 signal levels 
Uses 6 signals ITransmd, Receive. Clear to Send. Request to 

Send Data Terminal Ready, Data Set Ready) 

JE232CM $39.95 
Voice Synthesizer VIC-20 & C-64 

Plug -In - Talking in Minutes/ 
JE520CM $99.95 

External Power Supply 
CPS -10 (For C-64) $39.95 

Parallel Printer Interface 
2K Buttec Expandable to 10K! 

MW350 (For VIC-20,C-64ÁC-128) $54.95 

TRS-80" COMPATIBLE 
ACCESSORIES 

E -X -P -A -N -D TRS-80 MEMORY 
All kits come complete with documentation 

TRS-80 MODEL I, Ill 
TRS-16K3 200ns (Model Ill) 55.95 
TRS-16K4 250ns (Model I) 55.49 

TRS-80 COLOR AND COLOR II 

TRS-64K-2 $11.95 
New models only - 

TRS-CoCo-Intl. 2-50464's (41464's) 512,49 

TRS-80 MODEL 4, 4P 
TRS-64K-2 511.95 
Expands Model 4 from 16K -64K or Model 4P from 646-1286 

TRS-64K-2PAL 529.95 
Expands Model 4 from 646 to 1286 

TRS-80 Model100 NEC Olivetti 
M1008K 524.95 ea. or 3 for 559.95 
TRS-80 Model 100 Expansion 

NEC8KR 524.95 ea. or 3 for 559.95 
NEC Model PC -8201A Expansion 

0M108K 524.95 ea. or 3 for 559.95 
Olivetti Model M/o Expansion 

TANDY 200 
M200R 574.95 ea. or 2 for $129.95 
Tandy Model 200 Expansion 

UV -EPROM ERASER 

Erases all EPROMs. Erases up to 8 chips within 21 minutes 
(1 chip in 15 minutes). Maintains constant exposure distance 
Oft Special conductive foam liner eliminates static build-up 
Built-in safety lock to prevent UV exposure Compact - 9.001 
X 3 70 W x 2 60 H Complete with holding tray for 8 chips 

DE -4 UV -EPROM Eraser.... 74,95 
UVS-11 EL Replacement Bulb.... 17.95 

DATA BOOKS 
30003 National Linear Data Book (82) 
30009 Intersil Data Book (85) 
30013 Zilog Data Book (85) 
30032 National Lrnear Supplement (84) 
210830 Intel Memory Handbook (86) 517.95 
230843 Intel Microsystem Hndbk. Set (86) 524.95 

$14.95 
S 9.95 
514.95 
5 6.95 

MUFFIN/SPRITE-STYLE FANS 
MUF60 (SPN3-15-2462) .... 59.95 
Howard Industries 14 68" sq , 60 cfml 

SU2C7 59.95 
EG&G Rotron 13 125 square 20 ctml 

NEW PRODUCTS! 
DISK DRIVE SALE! 

MPI52S Double -sided 48TPI. . . IBM PC/ XT Compatible! .. $89.95 
TM100-4 Double -sided 96TP1... OUAD Driver $59.95 

Expansion Memory Half -Card for 
IBM-PC XT, Portable, Tandy 1200 

and Compatible Computers 
Expand your computer to its full capacity of 640K 
It will accept either 646 memory chips 14164) or 
256K memory chips (41256) 

EM -100 Expansion 
RHa11 oK AM . $59.95 

EM -D 
Soppier Sóand 

Ponter 
ifw e. 

$39.95 

it1C;I<I:I?I3 ;4I?I3 
-:-'Paw . 

1 j ft 
...1111" 

:-.g ` c<7 
sw 

j iu 
k..._®,. 

Multifunction Board with Clock Calendar for the Tandy 100C' 
The Zuckerboard Mulhtunctan Boarc allows you to expand the memory on your Tandy 1000 
to as much as 6406 The Multifunction Board comes complete with an RS232 port for your serial 
expansion needs, a clock/calendar and RAM Disk Printer Spooler Tne Zuekerboard Multi. 
function Board is made in the U S A and comes with a standard 2 vear warranty 

MTAN-256K Includes 256K RAM and Manual..... .... $199.95 
MTAN-512K Includes 512K RAM and Manual .. , . $239.95 

Expansion Memory Half -Card and Clock/Calendar 
for the Tandy 1000 - DMA Controller Chip on board! 

TAN-EM256K Includes 256K RAM and Manual $ 99.95 
TAN-EM512K Includes 5126 RAM and Manual $139.95 

TAN -C 
TAN -D 

ti. 

Options for TAN-EM256K/512K 
Includes Plug-in Clock Option Chip (only) $39.95 
Includes RAM Disk Spooler Software (only) $39.95 

3.5" Micro Floppy Disk Drive for 
Tandy 100 & 200, NEC8201A, 

IBM PC, XT; AT and 
Compatible Computers 

Now your IBM PC or compatible 
can read and write the same 

disks as your portable! 

FD -103 
Includes 3.5"' Disk Drive, Cable. 
AC Adapter, Blank Diskette and Documentaticn. ... $179.95 

Software for the FD -103 Disk Drive (software needed for operabonl 

TS1 Tandy 100 TSDOS Disk Operating System Software 549.95 
TS2 Tandy 200 TSDOS Disk Operating System Software 549.95 
TSN NEC PC8201 A Disk Operating System Software 549.95 
LAPDOS IBM PC, M. AT and Compatible 

LAPDOS Disk Operating System Software 579.55 

WI)111 13° Color 
Composite Monitor 

for VIC-20 and C-64 
Also compatible with other 
computers with composite 
output (i.e. Apple II, I1+, Ile') 

.u; Ideal for color graphics and games 
,.- -" - Resolution. 2601- . 300V Recommended 

Display Character Number 960 Characters 
140 Characters .24 Rows on 5x7 Dot Mated) 
- CRT 13' diagonal - Size 14 6W o 13 5 H 

x 15 5"D - Weight 25 3 16 

CMON `'- $129.95 each or 2/$219.95 
RCA -3 -DIN (Universal Computer to Monitor Cables for Atan. Commodore a TIP.... 53.49 

$20 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only 
Shipping: Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance 

Send stamped, 
self-addressed envelope 

to receive a Quarterly 
Sales Flyer - FREE! 

11/86 

ELECTRONICS 

IBM' COMPATIBLE 
ACCESSORIES 
83 -KEY KEYBOARD 

itl 
'6'.§..;x91 
A. . w91 

a e.:e .it a.r 0 .-t)k 
,e...... 

_ C3 

Identical layout as original IBM PC Keyboard - Highly 
desirable case w m palm rest - Complete with Cable and data 

JUST PLUG IN, 

KBS3 SALE $29.95 
Build an IBM PC/XTs Compatible! 

IBM -64K(2) 64K RAM Chips (18) S 24.98 
KB -83 83 -Key Keyboard 5 29.95 
IBM -FCC Floppy Controller Card S 49.95 
IBM -Case Case S 49.95 
IBM -MCC Monochrome Card 5 79.95 
IBM -PS Power supply $ 79.95 
FD55B Disk Drive $119.95 
IBM-MON Monochrome Monitor S 99.95 
IBM -MB Motherboard 5139.95 

Regular List $674.58 
IBM '-Special (Ind .9demsabore) . $599.95 

Additional Add-Ons Available! 
IBIA-KB 83 -Key Keyboard $ 69.95 
IBM-ENH Enhanced Keyboard S 99.95 
IBM-ICB Integrated Color Board . - . 5 99.95 
IBM -EGA Enhd Graphics 2566 RAM 5299.95 
IBM-20MBK 20MB Hard Disk Orion 5499.95 

rev is a registered trademark of IBM Computers 

11 Universal 
NEW' 64K/256K N i 

Printer Buffer 
Ir'I'. 11't^lf'.;\.Tt...'. 

/WM ® 
's .. W. .... , 

The UBUFFER Universal Printer Buffer is a hi -speed data 
buier that accepts data at a high rate, and then outputs this 
data to your printer You save valuable computer time The 
URJFFER can be connected to practically any computer or 
printer There are four possible combinations 1) Serial to 
Serial 21 Serial to Parallel. 3) Parallel to Parallel, 4) Parallel 
to Serial Manual included Size 9-1/3 L x 4'. W 

UBUFFER-64K - .. $199.95 
LBUFFER-256K .. $229.95 

F IBM 'd' d Compatible! 
' DISK DRIVES 

J Documentaton 
Included 

F )55B Tae 5'. DS `x -Height $119.95 
SA455 Shugart 5'. DS'.. -Height 5119.95 
T01100-2 Tendon 5t. Ds Full -Height... - 5109.95 

JMR 51/4" DISK DRIVE ENCLOSURES 
Complete with power supply. switch. 

Power cord. fuseholder and connectors. 

DDE-1 FH 569.95 
H.uses 1 Full -Height 5'. Floppy Drive 

CDE-2HH $79.95 
H tunes 2 Halt Height 5'.- Floppy Drives - Vertical 

HDDE-1 FH 5199.95 
HDu u 1 «ard Disk Drive 

California Residents: Add 6% or 61/2% Sales Tax 

MasterCard 

Mail Order Electronics woddw.da 

arneco 
e 

ELECTRONICS 
VISA® 

Spec. Sheets - 50C each 
Prices Subject to Change 

Send $1.00 Postage for a 
FREE 

1986 JAMECO 
CATALOG 

c 1986 Jameco Electronics 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME 415-592-8097 Telex: 176043 
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MARK V ELECTRONICS INC., 
248 EAST MAIN STREET, SUITE 100, 
ALHAMBRA. CA 91801: 
TELEX: 3716914 MARK 5. 

INFORMATION: 1-818-282-1196 
MAIL ORDERS: P.O. BOX 6610 

ALHAMBRA CA 91802. 

1-800-423-3483 
TOLL FREE FOR ORDERS PAID 

' BV MASTER OR VISA CARD 
IN CAL.: 1.800.521 -MARK - 

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG - OVER 60 HOT & WELL -QUALIFIED ITEMS FOR YOUR SELECTION! 
MULTIPURPOSE MELODY 
GENERATOR moo 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Output Power 500niw 
Output Impedance 4$i 
Power Supply. DC 1.5.5V 1001,A 
It can also lie used as a doorbell, 
musical boo and electronic alarm. 

TA50A CIC481E 
Jingle Bell 
Silent night 
Rudolph. the red -nosed 
reindeer 
O come, All ye faithful 

TA -508 CIC-482E 
London Bridge is falling 
Down 
Are you Sleeping 
Toy Symphony 
Wlegenhed 

yl Best kit for X'mast 
4/i1 

Santa Claus is coming to 
town 
Joy to the world 

1 wish you a merry Xmas 
Hark, the herald Angels 
sing 

Row your Boat 
Happy Birthday 
Home sweet home 
Melody on purple 
bamboo 

CORDLESS SOLDERING IRON 
RECHARGEABLE 

No.620 

The most perfect handy. lightweight soldering iron for Wow 
shop. Home, Hobby & Outdoor work 
Includes UL approval charger & cleaning sponge 
With build in solder point 
Each set 522.80 

TALKING CLOCK 
}AAZING 
73M VALUE! 

60W VERSATILE STEREO 
POWER BOOSTER 

4T W.r.e.se.s.eai,- 
Cj 

TATA-302 

TA-50A/B 4 .J t1^..I 
4-5 

Kit 
Ass with tested 

550.00 
560 00 

of 100W or 600 pieces of 5W color light which is enough for 80W + 80W DC LOW TIM 
PRE -MAIN AMPLIFIER TA 

Kit 

.... 
565.00 

-BOO Ass. with tested .-..... .... .. .. 575.00 
p 6 

d TA -2400A ELECTRONIC ECHO AND 
REVERBERATION AMPLIFIER 

549.85 
Metal Cabinet/X'Former (Optional) 523.90/522.00 

150MC Universal Digital 

É 

Frequency Counter SM-Too 

a 

E 

1 
Dimension 978' 6mó- 734' 

_ r 
A AVAILABLE 

- 

a NF -CR BI-FET IC PRE -AMPLIFIER 
1OLD& BCK, 

1 Tau push Duttonot rose announcement or lane 
tit i17.1.7Ú 1:ü1 Ú, 1:3 7 Read put Iwelve noun systeni dnpleY for hour monule second 10r colon WITH 3 WAY 1 %0 1k liesnl AM6PM ¡ 

3 Dnpiay three display modes or rime alarm time & aerr TONE TA -2800 { yt tel i!iT7VU 7417 

n on some., with Over seconds race alarm 0 'r 5 
s a t.mmdetrae.alamplm,nr bet pnd,ahe.aminute,plttimer 

alarm 
b 

CONTROL! ., 
6 Volume two of voice output 
7 Language aradable English, Mandarin 
PARROT 8501 
MYNAH 8504 

I--1 

I 

1 

a 

a 

Frequency Range 1051, - 150MHz 
Event Counter 0 to 99999999 counts 18 Digit' 
Input sensitively KHz range lour 10Mhz 50mVrms 

MHz range 1MHz - 150MHz 40mVrms 
Response time 0 2 second 
Hold Function Maio the last input signal 
Power Supply DC6V Battery or OC9V 250MA Adaptor 

TA -2500 
Assembled with tested 

Kit . 

COLOR LIGHT CONTROLLER 
TY-23B 

6a-. 

.. ` 
'* 4' lt,- 'e...NM :.. 

As a result of the advanced technology. this unit can Control 
various colorful light bulbs. the visual effect of which is most 
suitable in places like Party, disco, electronic game centre and 
also in Iightings for advertisement Total output power is 
3000W 11000W Ch 1 which means that it can control 30 pieces 

REMX records yourssHl . 

..t 

This unit combines the most advanced 0.8 D technique 
with high quality Japan made components It has the 
following FEATURES 
It can generate various reflection and reverberation effects 
It has 3 special effect controls which include reverberation 
control. delay control and depth control. Special effect 
can be made in your record tapes by suing this model. All 
kinds of infield sound effect can be obtained by skifful use 
of this control It has LED display to show reflection and 
reverberation 
Ass. with tested ...... ... .. .. S 99.85 

HIGH QUALITY 
MULTIPURPOSE PRE -AMPLIFIER -wrrrr-nr..e...,.r. 

w«o w«o - a o a - o GREAT 

fV,E _. -: II I I ( !'I_! !,.f`!--' 
This specially designed preamplifier includes a professional 
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER TONE control system and has a gain of 

12dB. Frequency response extends from 5Hz to 70KHz, so 
as to ensure best performance in whatever adverse cnndi- 

a Iron. It can accept input from various magnetic cartridge, 
record deck. CD player andtuner: its output can be con- 
nected to all kinds of poweramplifier. 

} ¡ / Kit 536,80 
Assembled with tested 582.00 

516.95 NOT A RITi gwpWNMp.K --0-- O 
516.90 

a STEREO SIMULATOR 
100W DYNAMIC CLASS "A TA -3000 PECIAL 
MAIN POWER AMPLIFIER KITS 

KIT ONLY 525.00 OFFER! 

y{ NOW 1 You can own a stereo TV from today, This simulator is a J .. < PAY 7 a special design o1 using the most advanceable monoploised FZLESS! I L S.I It produced a superior analog stereo effect since the 
L S I Is equalled 60 pcs of LOW NOISE FET & TRANSISTOR 
The simulator Can even held you to promote your television 
from a normal one to a special one with a Hi -Fr STEREO func- 
tion Our simulator is also applicable to any other 'mono 

TA 10000 

This imwerful dynamic bias class 'A' Circuit makes this 
unique in its class Crystal clear 100W R M S POWER output 

a will satisfy the mose picky HI Fl tans This is a single channel 
amplifier 11 you need a stereo effect you can buy two to make 
a total of 200W DYNAMIC POWER. 
Over 3000 KITS ARE SOLD IN THE STATE, 
Kit . .. . ... 545.50 0 

w-ro.hoia 
Model No 

TA 001 
TA -006 
TA -007 
TA -008 
TA -10 
TA -50 4, 
TA -t20 
TA- 707 
TA -300 
TA- 302 

TA -323A 
TA -377i 
TA 400 
TA -477 
TA -800 
TA 802 
TA -8706 
TA -1000A 
TA -1500 
TA 14000 
TA -7500 
TA 2200 
TA 2800 
TA -3000 

SM-a3 

SM-48 

SM-100 
TY-43 

120W MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER 
TA -477 

R ar 

a 

This amplifier consists of three super low TIM differential 
stages, and Hitachi 2SJ49 2SK 134 match pair `MOSFET" as 
output component whose frequency response and transient 
response is superior to the other power transistor. Therefore 
this amplifier has high-fidelity and superior analytic power 

sources' in covering it to ANALOG STEREO Undoubtedly, it is 
over the entire Audio Spectrum It is suy 

Heat 
reproducing 1classic and modern music Heavy Duty Heat Sink with 28 C 

the most advanced equipment for every family, while rt y radial fins is included 
should contribute to your listening pleasure 

..... .... 530 00 tel Cabinet/X'Former (Optional) 523.90/519.88 Ass with tested Met 
Krt 

' e-6alli - - 
Cs- a.p-ap aw -r.+reo 

Description 

1 W M,ni Amphtier 
6W Mnii Amphtier 
17W Stereo Power Boo,rer 
AC/DC SHOULDER AMPLIFIER 
STEREO PRE AMPLIFIER WITH MAGNETIC MIC AMP 
MULTI PURPOSE MELODY if NERATOR 
PURE CLASS "A" MAIN POWER AMPLIFIER 
70W AC'DC STEREO AMPLIFIER 
30W Multi Purpose Single Channel Amp 
60W Stereo Power Booster 

Kit Assembled 

High Quaiily 3OW 30W Stereo Amputiei 
60W IC Stereo Pre Amelis r & Power Amphtier 
40W TRANSISTORIZED MONO AMPLIFIER 
120W MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER 
160W DC LOW TIM PRE AMPLIFIER & POWER AMP 
160W PURE DC ST POWER AMP W SPK PROTECTOR 
120W OCL DC PRE MAIN & STEREO AMPLIFIER 
100W DYNAMIC CLASS "A" MAIN POWER AMP IMONOI 
200W NEW CLASS '"A- DC STEREO PRE MAIN AMP 
ELECTRONIC ECHO AND REVERBERATION AMP 
HIGH QUALITY MULTI PURPOSE PRE AMPLIFIER 
DC FET SUPER CLASS "A ' PRE AMPLIFIER 
NF CR el FET PRE AMP IWITH SWAY TONE CONTROL. 
STEREO SIMULATOR 

3 112 MULTI FUNCTIONAL LED D P M 

a 1/2 HI -PRECISION D P M 

15oMC UNIVERSAL DIGITAL FREQUENCY COUNTER 
3 1/7 DIGITAL PANEL METER 

K it 
Kit 
K is 

Ass 
K il 
K it 
K it 
Ass 
K il 
Km 
Ass 
K d 
1.1 
Kil 
1.1 
Kit 
Kit 
1,1 
K it 

Ass 
Ass 
Ka 
Kit 
Ass 
K it 
Kil 
Ass 
Kit 
Ass 
Ass 
Kir 

Unit price 

5390 
5a 92 
58 00 
548 00 
56 00 
S10 16 
575 00 
560 00 
511 07 
550 00 
560 00 
574 b0 
S79 50 
51)84 
555.00 
549 85 
539 95 
S43 00 
545 50 
567 00 
599 85 
$82 00 
538 00 
S36 80 
530 00 
575 00 
579 73 
535 00 
S38 00 
S43 00 
S99 00 
518.00 

Model No 

555.00 

Der -c r iphoii Kit /Assembled 
TR 355 A, B 35A REGULATED DC POWER SUPPLY lit 
TR-503 0 50V 3A POWER SUPPLY WITH SHORT CIRCUIT BREAK 

& OVERLOAD PROTECTOR 
TR-100 0.15V 76 REGULATED DC POWER SUPPLY 

T v_14 MK. BATTERY FLUOPESCENT LIGHT 
TY-7 ELECTRONIC TOUCH SWITCH 
TY-11A MULTI FUNCTIONAL CONTROL RELAY 
TY-17A 
TY-13 
TY-1a 
TY-18 
TY-70 
Ty -73B 

DIGITAL CLOCK WITH TWO TIMER 
COLOR LEO VU METER 
ELECTRONIC SHOCK 
HIGH PRECISION SOUND CONTROL SWITCH 
SUPER SENSITIVE AUDIO LEVEL INDICATOR 
COLOR LIGHT CONTROLLER 

TY-25 SPEAKER PROTECTOR 
TY 35 FM WIRELE:'S MICROPHONE 
TY-36 AC/DC QUARTZ DIGITAL CLOCK 
TY-38 SOUND OR TOUCH CONTROL SWITCH 
TY-41 MKIII INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL UNIT 

TY-a2 BAR/DOT LEVEL METER 
TY-45 BARIDOT AUDIO LEVEL DISPLAY 
TY-a7 SUPERIOR ELECTRONIC ROULETTE 
YAMATO 4001 3'i 

.E 
DIGITAL MULTIMETER 

TI LCD n66. iL Oea1 TER (L s WAN & our [stow 515100 
TI sip rHl Btvcrnll rEO WA, WA' & C ME ASURitda 
8506 TALKING CLOCK MYNAH (GOLDEN OR BLACK) 
NO 620 CORDLESS SOLDERING IRON RECHARGEABLE 

AssAstemmed form, it n bully checked and tested 

Unit Pure 

51068 

Kit 51230 
Ass 569 50 
Km S5950 
Kit S399 
Kit 5550 
Ka 53 99 
Kit 51386 
Km 51750 
K it 5300 
K ir 57 68 
Km 51950 
K it $6500 
Ass 57500 
Km 5950 
K it 5768 
K m 51697 
Kit 51000 
Kit 57500 
Ass 53000 
Kit 52100 
Ka 534 95 
K,t 516 92 
@SET 53380 
@SET $7000 
@SET 51800 
@SET 57500 
@SET 57780 

TERMS: Minimum order: $10.00. Charge card order $20.00. No C-O.D.! Check & Money order, phone order accept. CA. residents must in- 
clude 6.5% sales tax. Pricesare subject to change without notice. All merchandise subject to prior sale. Shipping & handling: Inside L.A. 5% of 
total order (Min. $1.50). Outside L.A. 10% of total orde (Min. $2.50), Outside U.S.A. 20% of total order (Min. $5.00). Shipped by UPS ground. 
HOURS: Mon -Fri 9:30 to 5:00, Sat 9:30 to 1:00 (PACIFIC TIME) 
NATION-WIDE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED FOR OUR PRODUCTS, QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE! J 
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Saratoga Electronics I 

12380 SARATOGA-SUNNYVALE RD. SARATOGA. CA 95010 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
4164-15ONS S .99 
41256-15ONS 2.95 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
65CO2 $8.95 
ADC0816CCN 6.95 

FD1797B-02 7.95 

W02143M-02 4.95 

PAL20L10NC 2.95 

EPROMS 
2716-450NS 
2732A-450NS 
2764-450NS 
2764-250NS 
27256-300NS 

DRIVES 
Teac 55B 
Fujitsu M2551A 
MIT 4853 Quad/DS 96 TPI 
Seagate 20MB '/2 Ht. 

Quantum 40MB Full Ht. 

Hard Disk Controller (Omti 5510) 

MC10231P 
LF347 

LM350K 
MSM5832 

$ .39 

.95 

2.00 

1.95 

$2.95 

2.25 

3.00 

3.75 

6.75 

$ 85.00 

79.00 

69.95 

299.00 

795.00 

109.00 

PC/AT COMPATIBLE 
SYSTEM BOARD 

$749.00 
1 Megabyte Installed 

PC/XT COMPATIBLE 
SYSTEM BOARD 

$129.00 
Turbo/640KB w/o Bios & Ram 

PC/XT SYSTEM KIT 
$795.00 
Turbo/640KB 

HARD DISK DRIVE 
$895.00 

PC/AT Compatible 
70MB- 25msec Access 

408/446-4949 

TOLL FREE 

800/621-0854 ext. 245 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
$25 MIN. ORDER 

VISA 

CIRCLE 97 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD - 

ADVERTISING INDEX 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear 
in the index below. 

Free Information Number 

- 2011" 

Page 

CV3 - OrCad Systems 83 

81 A.I.S. Satellite 13 - Pacific Cable 87 

108 AMC Sales 69 198 Pilgrim Video 13 

76 Al' Products 12 2114 Portasol 32 

107 All Electronics 99 126 R U: Electronics 5 - Amazing Devices 88 - RCA D&SP 11 

84 Appliance Serb ice 31 78 Radio Shack 89 

77 B&I. Precision 25 185 Salen Enterprises 78 

98 Beckman Industrial 39 97 Saratoga Electronics 104 

85 Blue Star Industries 31 186,187 Sencore 77.79 

109 C & S Sales 40 195 tidier Ilegner 31 - C.O.\1 II 78 183 Silicon Valley Surplus 84 

641 CIE 16 94 Star Circuits 33 

191 Cabletrunics 32 188 Steven Mail Order Electronics 82 

1811 Caig Laboratories 84 92 Tektronix CV? 
89 Cameo Enterprises 82 193 Transleleronic 19 - ('unnnand Productions 22 102 Trio-keneo d 81 

79.197 Cortimmnications Electronics 3 29 203 U.S. ('able 71 

192 Cook's Institute 69 22111 United Electronic Supply 1(1 - Coop's Satellite Digest 72 21)2 United Imports 13 

125 Copper Electronics 82 66 W.S. Jenks 84 

191 Crosley 13 1(13 Wm It Allen 28 - DAIS. Industries 8 9 

127 Deco Industries 32_33 

56 Del -PI Industries 31 

95 Dick Smith Electronics 911.91 Gernsback Publications, Inc. 
82 Digi-key 103 500-B Bi-County BEd. 

Farmingdale, NY 11735 - Digital Research C pullers 84 (516) 293-3000 
199 ESI 20 President: Larry Steckler 

Vice President: Cathy Steckler - Elec. Industry Association 73 

189 Electronics Bork Club 13 tarry Steckler 
publisher 

122(1 Elephant Electronics 33 Arline Fishman 
III Elronis 17 advertising director 

Shelli Weinman 
1181 Firestik 11 24 advertising associate - 
121 

Fischertechnik 

Fluke Manufacturing 

14 

75 

lisa Strassman 
credit manager 

Christina Estrada 
Fordham Radio CV4 advertising assistant - Granthan College of Engineering 27 

SATES OFFICES 
62 I lameg 22 

For Advertising ONLY 
86 Ileath 'I 
65 J & 1V 92 EASTISOUT I ¡EAST 

Stanley levitan 
59 .11)R Instruments IS Eastern Sales Manager 
113.176 .IDR 1licrodes ices 94.95 Radio -Electronics 

259-23 57th Avenue 
177.178 JDR AIicrudevices 96.97 little Neck, NY 11362 

179 .1118 \ticrodevices 98 718-428-6037, 516-293-3000 

114 .lanice° 100.101 MIDWEST/Texas/Arkansas/Okla. 
115 Jensen Tirols 12 Ralph Bergen - Joseph Electronics 7 

Midwest Sales Manager 
Radio -Electronics 

194 Keystone Electronics 24 540 Frontage Road -Suite 339 

87 \1011 Electronics 93 Northtield, Il 60093 
312-446-1434 

93 Mark V. Electronics 102 

61 Microprocessors Unitd. CDT? PACIFIC COAST/ Mountain States 
Marvin Green 

117 \Mouser. 78 Pacihl Sales Manager - NRI 3- Radio-I left ronics 

2(81 NTS 1, 15835 Morrison St. -Suite 227 
Sherman Oaks, CA 914113 

1111 I hnuilron 26 818-986-2001 
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FOR FREE 

INFORMATION 
USE THESE 
POST-PAID 
CARDS 

1 Print your name, ad- 
dress and Zip Code on 
one of the attached 
postage -paid cards. 

2 Circle the number (or 
numbers) on the card 
that matches the 
number at the bottom 
of each ad or editorial 
item that you want in- 
formation on. 
Advertisers' free infor- 
mation numbers also 
appear in the ad index 
on the facing page. 

3 Mail the card. It's 

Postage -Paid. 

The bottom free -informa- 
tion card is a BUSINESS/ 
PROFESSIONAL CARD. If 

you use this card you MUST 
complete the spaces for 
Company Name, Title, and 
Phone Number. If these are 
not filled in, the card will not 
be processed. 

NOTE: 
Use the postcard address 
for Free Product Informa- 
tion only. Address all edi- 
torial inquiries to Editor, 
Radio -Electronics, 500-B 
Bi-County Blvd., Farm- 
ingdale, NY 11735 
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NO POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 

IF MAILED 
IN THE 

UNITED STATES 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 132 DALTON. MA 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

Rallis- 
Electronic& 
FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION 
P.O. Box 388 
DALTON, MA 01226-9990 

IIIKlIII Ill IIIlIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllKlll1l11 

Radie- 
Electronics. 4SL66 

Subscribe today to the magazine that keeps you up-to-date with the newest 
ideas and innovations in electronics. (If you already are a subscriber, do a 
friend a favor and pass this subscription card along to him.) 

check offer preferred 
1 Year -12 issues ONLY $16.97 2 Years (SAVE MORE) -24 issues $32.97 
(You save $6.43 off single copy price) (You save $13.83 off single copy price) 
Canada -12 issues $22.97 Canada -12 issues $44.97 

Payment enclosed Bill Me Check here if you are extending or 
renewing your subscription 

Name (Please Pent( 

Company Name (If applicable) 

Address 

City 

Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first issue 

State Zip 

For New 
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Formerly Special Projects 

Delivers construction article after 
construction article Exciting col- 
umns including Jensen on DXing, 
Freidman on computers, Test bench 
tips, Noll with Calling All Hams, New 
Products and more. 
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émerg' ng technblogy with a solid foundation in current re- 

Elwait until 2001 to find out.how. it will change your fife in' . search and development. 

e 21st century. Radio -Electronics Wiliforecast the coming And its impact will bé enormous. It will change the way you 
1987 hanges and hbw they will affect you In the May is:de. 

work ._1re way you think.. the way you live! . '. 

rested by a special editorial task force-two years In prepa- 

ration-this unique'issue, 20C1, takes you into the-resea-ch 

laboratories of Westinghouse, »exas Instruments, Ford_and ° 

;Bell Labs where the future is being invented today! 
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'15 electronics revolution is in the making, but you don't hove 

arvels of robotics. But.it js,rrbfcience fiction.:Rafher dig - -- IL' ._L 
- - 

You'll get. an advance look at what's coming in artificial 

intelligence... new cars and highways (cleaner, quieter and 

inoré efficient)... futuristic energy sources like magneto -hydro- 

dynamic and particle -beam generators. persoral commu- 
nications systems that will give you instant access toanyone 
anywhere... super computers and teaching breakthroughs° 

ihat'will multiply your capacity to learn! , Radio - 
Arthur Clarke introduces 2001. Isaac Asimov explores the T 

2001-s the kind of special publishing event ttiat can only 

happen once in any magazine's lifetime and it will happen 

to Radio -Electronics in May, 1987. 

With esm features and ext-a pages, 2001 wili°bear a pre-. ' 

mium cover cost, but you can reserve, your copy now at less 

than the egular cover cost by mailing any one of the sub- 

scription orders in this issue. ' . 

° 2001 s coming in May. Wile sure now that you don't miss it!' 
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BP Video Processor gives Preserve your memories 
you precision picture control. on videotape 

You'll get 5 units in one! The BP Video 
Processor functions as a Stabilizer to end 
video guard distort on...as an Enhancer to 
provide peak sharpness...as an RF Con- 
verter to feed signals from video cameras, 
computer or VCR in your TV...as a Video 
Fader for professicnal fade-in and fade- 
out effects...and as a Dual Output Distri- 
bution Amplifier to send TV signals to 
other sets. 

Model V-1880 

A 

Add Stereoto 
your 

The video-cirie con- 
verts your slides and 

a home movies to VCR 
tape with any video 

camera. This easy to 
use model featu'es 

precision optics and 
rear projection. Macro 

lens attachment availaole 
for cameras without 
close-up capability. 

Model V-1701 

$ 3495 
495 

Increase the life of your 
VCR head and tape with BP 
VHS or Beta Tape Rewinders. 

Don't risk worn-down heals and tape 
damage ty rewinding on your VCR. BP 
Tape Rewinders feature counter, soft 
button as on, controlled speed and 
automatic shutoff. 

Model J-7779 Model V-7780 

VHS$5995 BETAS5995 

7995 

small ie 
Macro Lens 
Attachment 
Model V-14 
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Gettrue-to-life color...and 

themost 
reduce noise..with Audio 
Video ColorProcessor.FM 

nnnfi-tunes 
your fm/stereo reception. 

The mini speaker with maxi sound. 
3" long throw woofer; 1" soft dome 
tweeter; 2" extended midrange speaker. 
Max power 50 watts. 

Model HF-9 995 per pair 

You'll get cear, crisp, undistorted sound 
from this high quality, directional FM 
antenna. Mounts instantly indoors, comes 
complete with coaxial cable and 
transformer. 

Model FM -9700 

Send for FREE catalog of hundreds of Items. 
Money orders, checks accepted. C.O.D,'s require 25% deposit, 

$3495 

I 

Fordhanhhl 
800-e645-9518 

This versatile color processor corrects off 
color tape, eliminates single color 
dominance and restores sharpness in 
detail. Plus. it stabilizes copy guarded 
tapes and filters audio noise. 

Model V-1895 

260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788 In NY State 800-832-1446 

4995 
Service & Shipping Charge Schedule 

Continental U.S.A. 
FOR ORDERS ADD 
525-5100 54.50 
5101.5250 . 56.00 
5251.500 58.00 
$501.750 . 010.50 
5751.1,000 . 512.50 
$1,001-1500 516.50 
51,501-2000 . 520.00 
52.001 and up 525.00 
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